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PREFACE
Thi~

manual is the principal source of refererlce information for the system management features of CP-V. It defines
the rules for generating a CP-V system (SYSGE N), authorizing users, maintaining user accounting records, maintaining the file system, monitoring system performance, and other related functions.
Manuals describing other features of CP-V are outlined below:
•

The CP-V Batch Processing Reference Manual, 90 1764, is the principal source of reference Information
for the batch processi ng features of CP-V (i. e., Job control commands, system procedures, I/O procedures,
program loading and execution, debugging aids, and service processors).

•

The CP-V Time-Sharing Reference Manual, 90 09 07, is the principal source of information for the timesharing features of CP-V. It defines the rules for using the Terminal Executive Language and other terminal processors.

•

The CP-V Time-Sharing User's Guide, 90 16 92, describes how to use the various time-sharing features.
It presents an introductory subset of the features in a format that allows the user to learn the material by
using the features at a terminal as he reads through the document.

•

The CP-V Remote Processing Reference Manual, 90 30 26, is the principal source of information about the
remote processing features of CP-V. All information about remote processing for all computer personnel
(remote and local users, system managers, remote site operators, and central site operators) is included in
the manual.

•

The CP-V Operations Reference Manual, 90 16 75, is the principal source of reference information for
CP-V computer operators. It defines the rules for operator communication (i. e., key-ins and messages),
system start-up and initialization, job and system control, peripheral device handling, recovery and fi Ie
preservation.

•

The CP-V System Programming Reference f.h::Inual, 90 31 13, describes the CP-V features that are designed
to aid the system programmer in the development, maintenance, and modification of the CP-V system.

•

The CP-V Transaction Processing Reference Manual, 9031 12, provides information about dynamically
modifying and querying a central database in a transaction processing environment. The manual isaddressed
to system managers, database administrators, applications programmers, and computer operators.

•

The CP-V Common Index (90 30 80) is an index to al I of the above CP-V manuals.

Information for the language and application processors that operate under CP-V is also described in separate manuals. These manuals are listed on the Related Publications page of this manual.
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COMMAND :SY,NrJiA'X; NOTATION

-

Notation conventions used in command specifications and examples throughout this manual are listed below.

..-----_.,----..,

......

----------,.....-.-----,-----,------------,~,------

Notation

Description

lowercase letters

Lowercase letters identify an element that must be replaced with a
user-selected value.

t------------+----------,----..--~,-.--.. ,,-,--.-----''''''----"----..------.--.------1
CRndd
CAPITAL LETTERS

Capital letters must be entered as shown for input, and will be printed as
shown in output,
DPndd

[J

{}

could be entered as CRA03,

means "enter DPfoliowed by thE~ values for I1dd".

An element inside brackets is optional. Several elements placed one under
the other inside a pair of brackets means that the user may select anyone or
none of those elements.
[KEYM]

means the term" KEYM" may be entered.

Elements placed one under the other inside a pair of braces identify a required choice.
{ ~}

means that either the letter A or the value of id must be entered.

The horizontal ellipsis indicates that a previous bracketed element may be
repeated, or that elements have been omitted.
name [,nameJ .. ,
means that one or more name values may be entered,
with a comma inserted between each name value.
The vertical ellipsis indicates that commands or instructions have been
omitted.
MASK2 DATA, 2 X'1Ef!
BYTE
Numbers and
specia I characters

DATA, 3 BA(L(59))

means that '~here are one or more statements omitted between the two DATA
directives.

Numbers that appear on the line (i, e" not sub:scripts), special symbols, and
punctuation marks other than dotted lines, brackets, braces, and underlines
Clppear as shown in output messages and must be entered as :shown when input.
(value)
means that the proper value must be entered enclosed in
parentheses; e, g" (234),

Subscripts

Subscripts indicate a first, second, etc" representation of a parameter that
has a different value for each occurrence.
sysidl,sysid2,sysid3
means that three successive values for sysid
should be entered, separated by commas.

Superscri pts

Superscripts indicate shift keys to be used in combination with terminal keys,
is control shift, and s is case shift.

IC

Lcs
Underscore

means press the control and case shift (CONTROL and SHIFT) and
the L key.

All terminal output is underscored; terminal input is not.
IRUN
means that the exclamation point was sent to the terminal, but
RUN was typed by the terminal user.
These symbols indicate that an ESC (@), carriage return (@»), or line feed
(0) character has been sent.
IEDIT @)
means that, after typing EDIT, a carriagEl return character
has been sent .

......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _""--_ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _
.., _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-IJ

ix

GLOSSARY
ANS tape
a tape that has labels written in American
National Standard (ANS) format.
auto-call processor
a user-specified processor that is
automatically connected to the user's terminal when
he logs on.
batch job
a job that is submitted to the batch job stream
through the central site card reader, through an on-line
term ina I (using the Batch processor), or through a remote terminal.
binary input
input from the device to which the BI
(binary input) operational label is assigned.
charge class
an arbitrary classification of users to which
users and rate tables may be assigned for accounting
purposes.
charge rate table
a table containing user-assigned charge
values for each one of a number of chargeable use accounting resources.
compute time (performance control)
the time spent computing during one interaction period.
concatenation
a process whereby a number of files with
the same filename and format are treated as one logical
file. Concatenation is only applicable to ANS tapes.
a reference to a symbolic name
conflicting reference
that has more than one definition.
control command
any control messag e other than a keyin. A control command may be input via any device
to which the system command input function has been
assigned (normally a card reader).
control message
any message received by the monitor
that is either a control command or a control key-in.
control parameter (performance control)
a system parameter that can be modified to tune the system.
cooperative
a monitor routine that transfers information
between a user's program and disk storage (also see
"symbiont" ).
data control block (DCB)
a table in the user's program
that contains the information used by the monitor in
the performance of an I/O operation.
external reference
a reference to a declared symbolic
name that is not defined within the object module in
which the reference occurs. An external reference
can be satisfied only if the referenced name is defined by an external load item in another object
module.

'.

file extension
a convention that is used when certain
system output DCBs are opened. Use of this convention
causes the fi Ie (on RAD, tape, disk pack, etc.) connected to the DCB to be positioned to a point just following the last record in the file. When additionaloutput is produced through the DCB, it is added to the
previous contents ofthefile, thereby extending the file.
function parameter table (FPT)
a table through which a
user's program communicates with a monitor function
(such as an I/O function).
ghost job
a job that is neither a batch nor an on-line
program. It is initiated and logged on by the monitor,
the operator, or another job and consists of a sing Ie job
step. When the ghost program exits, the ghost is logged
off.
global symbol
a symbolic name that is defined in one
program module and referenced in another.
GO fi Ie
a temporary disk storage fi Ie consisting of relocatable object modules formed by a processor.
granule
a block of disk sectors large enough to contain
512 words (a page) of stored information.
interaction time
the time between the completion of one
terminal input command and the completion of the next.
item (performance control)

a control parameteror use item.

a table associated with each
job information table (JIT)
active job. The table contains accounting, memory
mapping, swapping, terminal DCB (M:UC), and temporary monitor information.
job step
a subunit of job processing such as compi lation,
assembly, loading, or execution. Information from
certain commands (JOB, LIMIT, and ASSIGN) and all
temporary files created during a job step are carried
from one job step to the next but the steps are otherwise independent.
key

a data item consi sfing of 1-31 al phanumeric characters that uniquely identifies a record.

key-in

information entered by the operator via a keyboard.

language processor
a program that translates user's source
program(s) into object language.
library load module
a load module that may be combined
with relocatable object modules, or other library load
modules, to form a new executable load module.
linking loader
a program that is capable of linking and
loading one or more relocatable object modules and
load modules.

load map
a listing of loader output showing the location
or value of all global symbols entElring into the load.
Also shown are symbols that are not defined or have
multiple definitions.
load module (LM)
an executable program formed by the
linking loader, using relocatable object modules
(ROMs) and/or modules (LMs) as input information.
a peripheral device that is represented in
logical device
a program by an operational label (e.g., BI or PO)
rather than by specific physical device name.
logi cell devi ce stream
an information stream that may be
used when performing input from ()r output to a symbiont device. At SYSGEN, up to 15 logical device
streams are defined. Each logical device stream is
glv!9n a name (e.g., L1, Pl, C1), each is assigned to
a default physical device, and e(lch is given default
attributes. The user may perform I/O through a logical
device stream with the default physical device and
attribuh' or he may change the physical device and/or
attri bute~ to satisfy the requirements of his job.
1110nitor
a program that supervises the processing, loading, and execution of other programs.
.)bject language
the standard binary language in wh ich
the output of a language processor is expressed.
•)bject module
the series of records containing the load
information pertaining to a singlel program or subprogram (i. e., from the beginning to the end). Object
modules serve as input to the Lo(ld processor or link
processor.
.>n-linejob
a job that is submitted through an on-line
terminal by a command other than j'he BATCH command.
()peraNonal label
a symbol ic name used to identify a
lagical system device.
.>veriayloader
a monitor routine that loads and links
elements of overlay programs.
.)verlayprogram
a segmented program in which the element (i. e., segment) currently being executed may
overlay the core storage area occupied by a previously
executed element.
physical device
n peripheral devic(~ that is referred to
by a name specifying the device type, I/O channel,
and device number (also see "logical device"),
program product
a compiler or application program that
has been or wi" be released by Xerox, but is not required by all users and is therefore made available
by Xerox on an optional basis. Program products are
provided on Iy to those users who execute a License
Agreement for each applicable installation.
prompt character
a character that is, sent to the terminal
by an on-line language processor tiD indicate that the
next line of input may be entered.

protective mode
a mode ohapeprotection in whichonly
ANS expired tapes may be written on through an ANS
DCB; no unexpired ANS tape may be written on through
a non-ANS DeB; all ANS tapes must be initialized by
the Label processor; no tape serial number specifi cation
is allowed at the operator':~ console; specification of an
output serial number in an ANS DCB forces processing
to be done only on a tape already having that serial
number; tapes mounted as IN may not be written; and
tapes mounted as other than IN must have a write ring.
(See "semi protective mode". )
public library
Of set of library routines declared at
SYSGEN to be public (i.e., to be used in common by
all concurrent users).
reentrant
an atf'ribute of a program that allows the program to be shared by several users concurrently. Shared
processors in CP-V are reentrant. That is, ench instance of execution of the :~ingle copyof the program's
instructions has a separately mapped copy of the execution data.
relative allocation
allocation of virtual memory to a
user program starting with the first unallocated page
available.
relocatable object module (ROM)
a program or subprogram in object language gE~nerated by a processor such
as Meta-Symbol or FORTRAN •
remote processing
an extension of the symbiont system
that provides flexible communication between CP-V
and a variety of remote terminals.
resident program
a program that has been loaded into a
dedi cated areal of core memory.
the time between the campletian of termiresponse time
nal input and t'he first program activation.
scheduler
a monitor routine that controls the initiation
and termination of all jobs" jab steps, and time slice
quanta.
secondary storage
any rapid-acc~ss storage medium other
than core memory (e. g., RAD storage).
semi-protective mode
a mode of tape protection in which
a warning is posted to the operator when an ANS DCB
attempts outpu~on a non-ANS tape or an unexpired ANS
tape, when a non-ANS DeB attempts output an an unexpired ANS tope, o"r when a tape mounted as INOUT
has no write ring. The operator can authorize the overwriting of the tape or the override of INOUT through a
key-in (OVER and READ). ANS tapes may be initialized by the Label processor or may be given labels
as the result of an operator key-in; tape serial number
specification is allowed at the operator's console; and
specification of an output serial number in an ANS
DeB forces processing to be done only on a tape already having that serio I number un less the operator
authorizes an overwrite. (See "protective mode".)
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sessioh time
log-off.

the time between terminal log-on and

shared processor
a program {e.g., FORTRAN} that is
shared by all concurrent users. Shared processors must
be established during SYSGEN or via DRSP.
siding {performance control}
the text that appears to
the left of a value in a performance display to help
explain the value.
source language
a language used to prepare a source
program suitable for processing by an assembler or
compiler.
special shared processor
a shared processor that m'lY be
in core memory concurrently with the user's program
{e.g., Delta, TEL, or the FORTRAN library}.

system library
a group of standard routines in objectlanguage format, any of which may be incorporated in
a program being formed.
system register
a register used by the monitor to communicate information that may be of use to the user program (e. g., error codes). System registers SR1, SR2,
SR3, and SR4 are current general registers 8, 9, 10,
and 11, respectively.
task control block (TCB)
a table of program control information bui It by the loader when a load module is
formed. The TCB is part of the load module and contains the data required to allow reentry of library routines during program execution or to allow entry to the
program in cas(;s of traps, I:.reaks, etc. The TCB is
program associated ann nrJi" task associated.
task turnaround rime

specific allocation
allocation of a specific page of
unallocated virtual memory to a user program.
SR1, SR2, SR3, and SR4

see "system regIster", below.

static core module
a progra.rn module that is in core
memory but is not being executed.
stream-id

see "user response time".

thinking and typing time
the time between the terminal
read that is issued by the program and the end of the
user response (input complete).
tuning a system
the modification of an operating system to adjust system resources to meet changing
requirements.

the name of a logical device stream.

symbiont
a monitor routine that transfers information
between disk storage and a peripheral device independent of and concurrent with job processing.
symbolic input
input from the devi ce to which the SI
(symbolic input) operational label is assigned.
symbolic name
an identifier that is associated with
some particular source program statement or item so
that symbolic references may be made to it even though
its value may be subject to redefinition.

a symbolic name that has been refunsatisfied reference
erenced but not defined.
use distribution
a performance distribution that shows the
percentage of occurrences of a particular kind of
event that fall within a given range on an appropriate scale.
use group
a group of rei ated performance use val ues and
text in the form of siding and headers to explain the
values.

see "system generation", below.

use item
a performance use distribution, use group, or
siding.

the process of creating an
system generation (SYSGEN)
operdting system that is tailored to the specific requirements of an installation. The major SYSGEN steps include: gathering the relevant programs, generating
specific monitor tables, loading monitor and system
processors, and writing a bootable system tape.

the time from the completion of the
user response time
input command until the first character of output is
produced, or the next terminal read if no output occurs.
This time includes system response, queue delays due
to other users, and the processing time of the user's
program or pror:essor.
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1. INTROO'UCTION
CP-V SERVICES
Control Program-Five (CP-V) is a comprehensive operating
system designed for use with Xerox 560 and Sigma 6/7/9
computers and a variety of peripheral equipment. The current release of CP-V offers
•

Function

TEL

Executive language control of all
terminal activities. (On-line only.)

EASY

Creation l • manipulation, and execution
of FORTRAN and BASIC programs and
data file~;. (On-line only.)

Edit

Composition and modification of programs and other bodies of text. (Online only.)

FORTRAN IV

Compi lation of Extended FORTRAN IV
programs .

COBOL

Compilation of ANS COBOL programs.

Meta-Symbo I

Assembly of high-level assembly language programs.

AP

Assembly of high-level assembly language programs.

BASIC

Compilation and execution of programs
or direct statements written in an extended BASIC language.

APl

Interpretation and execution of programs
written in the APl language.

FLAG

Compilation of fast "Ioad-and-go"
FORTRAN programs.

FDP

Dubugging of Extended FORTRAN IV
programs.

Delta

Debugging of programs at the assembly
language level. (On-line only. )

COBOL On-I ine
Debugger

Debugging of ANS COBOL programs.
(On-line only.)

PCl

Transfer (and conversion) of data between peripheral devices.

Link

Linkage of programs for execution.

Load

Linkage of programs for execution.
(Batch only. )

Batch

Subm iss ion of batch jobs via an on-I ine
terminal or another batch job.

Manage

File retrieval, updating, and reporting.

SL-1

Compilation of programs written in a
language designed specifically for
digital 01' hybrid simulation.

CIRC

Analysis of electronic circuits.

On-line time-sharing, batch processing; remote processing, transaction processing, <lnd real-time services.

•

Ability to handle a large number of concurrent users.

•

High efficiency due to hardware relocation map, shared
reentrant processors, multiple CPUs, multiple I/O processors, and device pool ing.

•

A complete recovery system coupled with preservation
of user fi les to provide fast restart following hardware
or software malfunction.

•

For on-line users: highly efficient and extensive software, file saving feature, fast response time.

•

For batch users: on-line entry, local and remote entry
to an efficient multiprogramminfl batch job scheduler.

•

For installation managers: thorough system monitoring
and reporting, control and tuniing ability, extensive
error checking and recovery feal'ures.

•

Processor
----

For all users: comprehensive accounting, a complete
set of powerful processors, and compatabi lity between
on-I ine and batch modes for a II processors and data
base (file) handling.

TIME-SHARING AND BATCH flROCESSING

CP-V allows multiple on-line termin<ll users to concurrently
create, debug, and execute programs. Concurrent to timesharing, CP-V allows up to 16 batch processing jobs to
execute in its multiprogramming environment. An efficient
multi -batch scheduler selects batch jobs for execution
according to priority, job requirements, and avai labi lity of
resources. Batch jobs may be submitted to this scheduler
from a local batch entry device such as a card reader, from
an on-line user's termina I, or from a remote site such as a
remote batch terminal or another computer.
Time-sharing and batch users have access to a variety of
powerful and comprehensive language processors and faci 1ities. These processors and faci lities are listed below.

Introduction

Processor

Function

EDMS

Organization, storing, updating, and
deletion of information in a centralized
data base.

Sort/Merge

Sorting and/or merging of records in
one or more fi les.

GPDS

Experimentation with and evaluation of
system methods, processes, and designs.
(Batch on Iy. )

LEMUR

Construction and manipulation of
unshared Ii brari es.

REMOTE PROCESSING
The remote processing system is an extension of the CP-V
symbiont system. Its purpose is to provide for flexible communication between CP-Vand a variety of remote terminals.
These terminals can range from a simple card reader, card
punch, and line printer combination to another computer
system with a wide variety of peripheral devices. Any CP-V
user (batch, on-line, ghost) can communicate with any
number of devices at one or several remote sites. Because
CP-V can act as a central site to some remote sites and
simultaneously as a remote terminal to other computers,
the remote processing faci Iities encourage the establishment
of commun i cation networks.

TRANSACTION PROCESSING
The transaction processing feature of C P-V is an economi ca I
approach to efficient centralized information processing.
It is a generalized package that fulfills the requirements of
a variety of business applications. Transaction processing
facilities provide an environment in which several users at
remote terminals may enter business transactions, simultaneously uti lizing a common database. The transactions are
processed immediately, as they are received, byapplication programs written especially for the particular installation. As necessary, reports are created and sent to an
appropriate remote terminal. (Reference: CP-V/TP Reference Manua I, 90 31 12.)

be connected to one of the monitor's clocks such that after
a specified period of time, a specified routine is entered.
In addition, dedicated foreground memory may be used as
inter-program communication buffers or as dedicated memory
for unmapped, master mode programs which may be directly
connected to external interrupts or real-time clocks.

!SYSTEM MANAGEMENT FJ\CILITIES
The manager of a CP-V installation must evaluate the
performance requirements before he can effectively use
the system management faci Iities. This eval uation must
precede equipment selection since an effective equipment
selection can be made only with complete knowledge of
the intended use of CP-V.
The performance requirements must define such things as the
portions of system resources that must be devoted to each
class of service and the type of service desired. In defining
the type of service desired, both the acceptable batch turnaround time and the tolerable interactive delays must be
defined. Other information includes the number of on-line
users to be allowed, the maximum core memory to be allowed each user, and the maximum fi Ie space to be allowed
each on-line user.
Once the system has been insta lied, the system manager may
exercise control over the performance of the system through
several facilities. These facilities include
•

System Generati on

•

Performance Monitoring and Control

•

Fi Ie Backup Control

•

Log-on Supervisory Control

•

Use Accounti ng

•

Operations Control

At the time a system is generated, a number of parameters
may be defined to tailor the system to the specific requirements of the installation. These parameters include such
things as:

1.

Maximum core size allowed on-line users.

2.

Maximum number of on-line users.

3.

Number of characters at which to block terminal output.

4.

Number of characters at which to unblock terminal
output.

5.

Maximum number of tape drives and disk spindles allowed users.

6.

Amount of uninterrupted compute time guaranteed a
user after, selection.

REAL-TIME PROCESSING
The real-time services provided by CP-V allow users to
connect interrupts to mapped programs, control the state of
interrupts (e. g., trigger, arm/disarm, enable/disable),
clear interrupts either at the time of occurrence or upon
completion of processil')g, and disconnect interrupts no
longer required. Users may also request that a mapped
program be held in core in order to reduce the time required
to respond to an externa I event (via an interrupt) or to
allow various forms of special I/O to occur. Programs may
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7.

Size of time sli ce quanta.

8.

Cutoff limits for peripheral output by batch and onIine users.

After the system has been generated cmd put into operation,
the system manager may dynami ca lIy control the performance of the system through the use of a control program.
This program is specifically designed to

1.

Measure how well the system is performing.

2.

Warn of immediate problems (e. ~1., permanent storage
is fi Iling up, response time is becoming noticeably
slower, large numbers of termina I errors are occurring).

3.

4.

Help "tune" the system for both current and general
conditions.
Help determine the relative importance of various parts
of the system in terms of CPU use time (this might have
implications in determining whel'her a particular processor is dropped or whether its use justifies the effort
to add new capabi lities).

In addition, the system manager may control the level of
backup provided for user fi les by setting the frequency of
operation of the automatic fi Ie backup faci Iity. The automatic file backup facility periodically writes files that are
stored on disk storage onto magnetic tape so the fi les can
be restored in case of system failure.
The system manager and the computer operator control the
amount of disk storage space that is available to the users.
Any time the number of disk granules Clvai lable for fi Ie storage falls below a threshold level specified by the system
manager, all expired fi les are automatica lIy deleted and
the operator is advised of the number of granules avai lable
for fi les both before and after the expired files are deleted.
The operator may change the threshold Ievel whenever necessary. In addition, the operator may initiate a file purge
that deletes all files that have not be:en accessed since a
specified date. He may also initiate a file purge that deletes sufficient files, in order of recency of access (from
Ieast recent to most recent) I to bri ng the number of ava i 1able granules up to a specified level.
Another system management faci Iity is the log-on control
feat:ure. This feature gives the system manager the means
of adding or deleting users and of controlling the privileges
granted to users, such as core size and the use of I/O devices. It also allows the system manclger to specify a processor other than the Terminal Executive Language to which
an on-line user will be automatically' connected when he
logs on. Additionally, the system mClnager may also individua lIy authorize or deny access to the various processors
for each user.

CP-V has an extensive user accounting system.
maintained for ecrch account number include

Statistics

1.

CPU time used.

2.

Number of fi Ie I/O servi ce co lis.

3.

Number of termina I interactions.

4.

Termina I connect time.

5.

Number of tope reels or disk packs mounted.

6.

Fi Ie storage used.

7.

N umber of cards read.

8.

Number of pages printed.

9.

Core storage used.

These statistics me automatically multiplied by charge rates
in rate tabl es that are defi ned by the system manager. Accounting charges are listed at the end of every job, and a
subset of the statistics and charges is listed when an on-line
user logs off. Current values of statistics may be listed by
an on--line user through the use of a terminal command.

CP-V has several operational control features that allow the
system manager to exerc i se contro lover opera ti ons through
the computer operator. The computer operator may
1.

Error and abort users.

2.

Send messages to users.

3.

Shut down alld start on-I ine and remote batch services.

4.

Control symbionts.

5.

Respond to hardware errors.

6.

Control moullting and dismounting of magneti c tapes
and disk packs.

These functions are carried out through a console that a Iso
provides a log of overall system operation.

Thus, within reasonable limits, the system may be modified
by system management facilities to meet changing performance requirement's. Beyond these Iimits, control must be
exercised by dire'ct management fiat and by education of
users.

System Management Faci lities
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2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION

COMMAND PROCESSORS

The CP-V operating system consists of a monitor and a
number of associated processors (Figure 1). The monitor
provides overall supervision of program processing. The
associated processors provide specific functions such as
compi lati on, executi on, and debuggi ng.

There are four command processors: LOGON/LOGOFF,
EASY, TEL, and CCI. The first of these processors is available to on-line and batch users, the second and third are
available to on-line users only, and the last is available to
batch users only.

LOGON/LOGOFF
LOGON admits on-line users to the system and connects
the user's terminal either to TEL or to an alternative processor, such as BASIC, that has been selected by the user.
LOGOFF disconnects a user from the system and does the
final cleanup and accounting.

PROCESSORS
Processors are illustrated in Figure 1 and defined in the
following paragraphs.

Monitor
Basic Control
Scheduling and Swapping
Memory Management
Job Step Control
Terminal I/o
Symbionts and Cooperatives
File Management

----~--

I

I

Command
Processors

System
Management
Processors

LOGON/
LOGOFF (OB)
TEL (0)
EASY (0)
CCI (B)

Note:

a

Super (OBG)
Control (OBG)
Rates (0)
FILL (OG)
FSAVE (OB)
FRES (0 B)
Fix (OBG)
VOLIN IT (OBGS)
Label (B)
STATS (OBG)
Summary (OB)
SYSCON (OG)
GAC (OBG)
DEVDMP (S)
ONLIST (OBG)
PPS (G)

System Integrity
Initialization and Start-Up
Operator Communication
Batch Debugging
System Debugging
Load and Link
Public and System Libraries

f-----

I
Language
Processors

------FORTRAN IV (OB)
Meta-Symbol (OB)
AP (0 B)
BASIC (OB)
FLAG (OB)
ANS COBOL (OB)
APL (OBI
RPG (B)
SL-l (OB)t

Execution
Control
Processors
Link (OB)
Load (B)
LYNX (OB)
Delta (0)
FDP (OB)
COBOL
On-Line
Debugger (0)
GENMD (OBG)

-r-----

I

Service
Processors

Application
Processors

Edit (OG)
PCL (OB)
SYSGEN (OB)
DEFCOM (0 B)
SYMCON (OB)
ANLZ (OBG)
Batch (OBG)
DRSP (OB)
ELLA (OBG)
Show (OB)
LEMUR (OB)

Sort/Merge (B)
EDMS (B)t
GPDS (B)t
CIRC (0B)t
Manage (OB)t
Transaction Processing (OB)

I
User Processors
(OBG)

on-line

B

batch

G

ghost

S

stand-alone

t Program product (see glossary).

Figure 1.
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EASY,
EASY is a shared processor that enables the oser to create,
edit, execute, save, and delete pro~,ram files written in
BASlC or FORTRAN. EASY also allows the user to create
and manipulate EBCDIC data files. Although intended primari Iy for Teletype@ operations, EASY can be used with
any type of on-line terminal supporl~ed by the system.
(Reference: EASY/LN, CPS Reference! Manual, 90 18 73.)

TERMINAL EXECUTIVE LANGUAGE
The Terminal Executive Language (TEL) is the principal
_ terminal language for CP-V. Most clctivities associated
with 'FORTRAN, COBOL and assembly language programming can be carried out directly in TEL. These activities
include such major operations as composing programs and
other bodies of text, compiling and as:sembling programs,
linking object programs, initiating execution, and debugging pro~ 'lms. They also include !iuch minor operations
as saying an r restoring core images of programs for which
execwtion was interrupted, determinin!~ program status, and
setti~g simulated tab stops. (Reference!: CP-V/TS Reference :Manual, 90' 09 07. )

of examining, accessing, and changing the monitor), and
individually authorize or deny access to the various processors for each user. Super is also used to create and
delete remote processing workstations. (Reference: Chapter 4. )

CONTROL
The Control processor provides control over system performance. CP-V has a number, of performance measurements
built directly into the system.. Commands of the Control
processor enable the system manager to display these measurements and to Utunel! the system as needed by setting new
values for the panlrneters that control system performance.
(Reference: Chapter 6. )

RATES
The Rates processor allows the system manager to set relative charge weights on the uto lization of system services.
Specific items to which charge weights may be assigned
include

1.

CPU time.

2.

CPU time multiplied by core size.

3.

Terminal interactions.

4.

I/O CAls.

5.

Console minutes.

6.

Tapes and packs mounted.

7.

Page-date stor1cge.

8.

Peripheral I/O cards plus pages.

CONTROL COMMAND INTERPRETER

i

The Contro I Command Interpreter is thEl batch counterpart
of TE L. It provides the batch user with control over the
processing of batch programs just as TE L provides on-line
users with control over the processing elf on-line programs.
(Reference: CP-V/SP Reference Manuul, 90 1764.)

SYSTEM MANAGEMENT PROICESSORS
System management processors furnish the manager ofa CP-V '
instal/:ation with on-line control of the 5iystem. Fourteen sysl~em management processors are suppliedl.

(Reference: Chapter 5. )

SUPER
FILL
Super gives the system manager control over the entry of
lIsers dnd the privi leges extended to users. Through the use
()f Super commands, the system manager may add and delete
lIsers, specify how much core and disk storage space a
user will have, specify how many cenlrral site magnetic
tope units a user will have, grant certelin users, such as
system programmers, special privileges, (e. g., the privilege

~~Registered

trademark of the Teletype Corporation

The FILL processor performs three basic file maintenance
functions:

1.

It copies fi les from disk to tape as a backup.

2.

It restores fi les from tape to disk.

3.

It deletes files from disk.

(Reference: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75. )
Processors
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FSAVE

GRANULE ACCOUNTING CLEANUP PROCESSOR (GAC)

The Fast Save (FSAVE) processor is designed to save disk
fi les on tape at or near tape speed. The processor is faster
than any other fi Ie saving procedure under CP-V. (Reference: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.)

The Granule Accounting Cleanup (GAC) processor correlates
information between the file DISKPOOL and the account
authorization fi Ie, :USER5. DISKPOOL is created by
the FSAVE processor and contains specific account information. Each account record in DISKPOOL contains an
entry for accumulated public disk pack granules and an
entry for accumulated RAD granules. When GAC is run,
these accumu lated va Iues are compared aga i nst the maxi mum
values for the corresponding accounts in the :USERS file
and the user's entry in the :USERS fi Ie is updated to reflect
the latest accumulated values for RAD and disk. When the
accumulated RAD or disk granules exceed the corresponding
maximum values, this fact is noted in the report that is
produced by the GAC processor. (Reference: CP-V/OPS
Reference Manual, 90 16 75. )

FRE5
The Fi Ie Restore (FRES) processor is designed to restore to
di sk fi les that were saved on tape by F5AVE or Fill.
(Reference: CP-V/OP5 Reference Manual, 90 16 75.)

VOLINIT
VOLINIT provides for the initialization of public and private disk packs. It is used to establish serial numbers and
ownership, to write headers and other system information in
selected areas of the volumes, and to test the surface of the
disks and select alternate tracks to be used in place of
flawed tracks. (Reference: CP-V/OP5 Reference Manual, 90 16 75. )

FIX
The Fix processor enables the system manager to repair
or delete damaged file directories. It also provides HGP
reconstruction for private disk pack sets and the public file system. (Referenct!!: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 1675.)
DEVDMP

LABEL
The Label processor initializes AN5 tapes by writing ANS
formatted labels. It may also be used to create "unlabeled"
tapes from new tapes to be used as scratch tapes and to
print the contents of the header and trailer labels of
labeled tapes or the first 80 bytes of each block on unlabeled tapes. (Reference: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.)

STATS
The STATS processor displays and collects performance data
on a running system and produces snapshot fi les to be dis- (ed
played by the report generator Summary. (Reference:
Chapter 6.)

SUMMARY
The Summary processor provides a global view of system
performance by formatting and displaying the statistical data
collected by 5T A TS.{Reference: Chapter 6. )

The Device Save/Restore processor (DEVDMP) is a standalone utility program designed to dump entire disk volumes
to magnetic tapes for restoration at a later time. Restoration may only be made to an identical storage unit. (Reference: CP-V/OPS Reference Manual, 90 1675.)
I

ONLIST

!

The ONLIST processor is invoked by a system management
account in the batch, ghost, or on-line mode to display the
contents of the :lOGD file used for the TEL WHERE command. This file, created and updated by lOGON, contains
one record for each on-I ine user. The records are keyed by
the users'sysid. Each record contains the user's line number,
name, account, and the time the user logged on or off.
Since lOGON accesses the :lOGD file in shared update
mode, ONLIST should be used to I ist the file rather than
PCl to avoid delaying lOGON. When invoked on-line,
ONLISTdisplays only those users currently logged on. When
invoked in batch or ghost mod". all record!; in the file (those
of both logged on and logged off users) will be listed. In
batch mode, records for logged off users are deleted from the
file. These listings are produced simply by calling the ONLIST processor. No commands are required.

SYSCON

PHYSICAL PAGE STEALER (PPS)

SYSCON is a system control processor that can be used to
partition resources from the system, to return resources to
the system, and to display the status of the various system
resources. SYSCON can a Iso be used to bui Id, update, or
display the M:MODNUM fi Ie, a fi Ie which contains device
and controller model numbers. (Reference: Chapter 7.)

The Physical Page Stealer is a ghost job which is used for
management of all dedicated foreground memory in real-time
systems. PPS allows the user to display memory segments
currently allocated, get DYNRESDF pages, free DYNRESDF
pages, and redefine the RESDF area. (Reference: CP-V/SP
Reference Manual, 90 31 13.)
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LANGUAGE PROCESSORS
Language processors translate high-level source code into
machine object code. Eight processors of special importance·
are described be:low. All of these can be used in both online and batch mode.

XEROX EXTENDED FORTRAN IV
The Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV language processor consists of a comprehensive algebrai'c programming language, a
compiler, and a .large library of subroutines. The language
is a superset of most available FORTRAN languages, containing many extended language features to facilitate program development and checkout. The complier produces
effic.lent obJect code, thus redlJcing execution time and
core requirements, and generate!s extensive diagnostics to
reduce debugging time. The I ibl'ary contains over 235 subprograms and is available in a reentrant version. Both the
compi IPor and run-time library aire reentrant programs that
are shQ ~ among all concurrent users to reduce the uti Iization of ':ritical core ·resources.
The principal features of Xerox iExtended FORTRAN IV are
as follows:
•

Extended language features to reduce programming
effort and increase range of applications.

•

Extensive meaningful diagn()stics to minimize debugging time.

•

In-line symbolic code to redlLlce execution time of criti ca I .parts of the program.

•

Overlay organization for minimal core memory
utilization.

•

Compiler produced reentrant programs.

(Reference: Extended FORTRAN IV/LN Reference Manual, 90 09 56, and Extended FORTRAN IV/OPS Reference
Manual, 90 11 43. )

META-SYMBOL
Meta-Symbol is ,J procedure-oriented macro assembler. It
has services that are available only in sophisticated macro
assemblers and a number of special features that permit the
user to exercise dynamic control ()ver the parametric environment of assembly. It provides users with a highly
flexible language with which to make full use of the available hardware capabilities.

Meta-Symbol may ibe used in eithElr batch or on-line mode.
When used in on-I ine mode, the assembler allows programs
to be assembled and executed on-line but does not allow
conversational interaction.

One of the many Meta-Symbol features is a highly flexible
list definiti()n and manipulation capability. In MetaSymbol, lists and list elements may be conveniently redefined, thus changing the value of a given element.
Another Meta-Symbol feature is the macro capability.
Xerox uses the term "procedure" to emphasize the highly
sophisticated and flexible nature of its macro capability.
Procedures (lre assembly-time subroutines that provide the
user with an extensive function capability. Procedure definition, references, and recursions may be nested up to
32 levels.
Meta-Symbol has an extensive set of operators to faci litate
the use of logical and arithmetic expressions. Theseoperators
facil itate the parametric coding capabil ities avai lable with
Meta-Symbol (parametric programming allows for dynamic
specification of both "if" and "how" a given statement or
set of statements is to be assembled).
Meta-Symboll users are provided with an extensive set of
directives. These directives, which are commands intrinsic
to the assembly, fall into three classes:

1.

Directives that involve manipulation of symbols and
are not conditional! y executed.

2.

Directiv,es that allow parametric programm ing.

3.

Directives that do not allow parametric programming.

A number of iintrinsic functions are also included in MetaSymbol. These give the user the abil ity to obtain information on both the structure and content of an assembly time
construct. For example, the user can acquire information
on the length of a certain list. He can inquire about a
specific symhol and whether it occurs In a procedure reference. (Refer,ence: Meta,·SymboI/LN,OPS Reference Manual, 90 0952. )

AP
Assembly Pro~~ram (AP) is a four-phase assembler that reads
source language programs and converts them to object language programs. AP outputs the object language program,
an assembly listing, and a cross reference (or concordance listing. AP is available in both the on-line and
batc h modes.
The following I ist summarizes Apls more important features
for the programmer:

•

Self-defining constants that facilitate use of hexadecimal, decimal, octal, floating-point scaled fixedpoint, and text string values.
f

•

The facility for writing large programs in segments
or modules. The assembler will provide information
necessary for the loader to complete the /inkag r between modules when they are loaded into memory.

Processors
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•

The label, command, and argument fields may contain
both arithmetic and logical expressions, using constant
or variable quantities.

•

Full use of lists and subscripted elements is provided.

an array beyond its dimensions. In
time consuming check is not made.
could be used during checkout, and
used to speed up execution when the
production stage.

•

The DO, DOl, and GOTO directives allow selective
generation of areas of code, with parametric constants
or expressions evaluated at assembly time.

BASIC provides an image statement that uses a "picture" of
the desired output format to perform editing. It also has
TAB capability and a precision option to indicate the number of significant digits (6 or 16) to be printed.

•

Command procedures allow the capability of generating
many units of code for a given procedure call line.

An easy-to-use feature allows the user to read, write, and
compare variable alphanumeric data. This is particularly
important for conversational input processing.

•

Function procedures return values to the procedure call
line. They also provide the capability of generating
many units of code for a given procedure call line.

•

Individual parameters on a procedure call I ine can be
tested both arithmetically and logically.

..

Procedures may call other procedures, and may call
procedures recursively.

the fast mode, this
Thus, the safe mode
the fast mode could be
program reaches the

Chaining permits one BASIC program to call upon another
for compi lation and execution without user intervention.
Thus, programs that would exceed user core space may be
segmented, and overlay techniques may be employed via
the chaining facility. (Reference: BASIC/Reference ManI ual, 90 1546.)
i

!FLAG
FLAG (FORTRAN Load and Go) is an in-core FORTRAN
compiler that is compatible with the FORTRAN IV-H class
lof compi lers. It can be used in preference to the other
FORTRAN compilers when users are in the debugging phase
of program development. FLAG is a one-pass compi ler and
uses the Extended FORTRAN IV library. Included in the
basic external functions are the Boolean functions lAND
i (AND), IEOR (exclusive OR), and lOR (OR), which give
I the FORTRAN user a bit manipulation capability.
i

(Reference: Xerox Assembly Program Reference Manual,
903000. )

1

BASIC
BASIC is a compiler and programming language based on
Dartmouth BASIC. It is, by design, easy to teach, learn,
and use. It allows individuals with little or no programming
experience to create, debug, and execute programs via an
on-line terminal. Programs are usually small to medium
size appl ications of a computational nature.
BASIC is used primarily for on-line program development and execution, or on-line development and batch ex!ecution. In addition, programs may be developed and exeIcuted in batch mode.
BASIC provides two user modes of operation. The editing
mode is used for creati ng and modifying programs. The compilation/execution mode is used for running completed programs. This arrangement simpl ifies and speeds up the program development cycle.
Statements may be entered via a terminal and immediately
executed. The principal benefit of direct execution is online development of programs and short simple computations.
During execution, programs may be investigated for loop ,
detection, snapshots of variables may be obtained, values
"f variables may be changed, flow of execution may be rerouted, and so on. This unique capabil ity allows an online terminal to be used as a "super" desk calculator.
At compi Ie and execute time, the user may specify if an
array dimension check is to be made. In the safe mode,
,statements are checked to verify that they do not reference

8
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If several FLAG jobs are to be run sequentially, they may
be run in a sub-job mode, thus saving processing time norma Ily needed for the Control Command Interpreter (CCI) to
interpret the associated control cards. In this mode,
FLAG will successively compile and execute any number
of separate programs, thereby reducing monitor overhead.
The FLAG debug mode is a user-selected option that generates extra instructions in the compi led program to enable
the user, during program execution, to detect errors in program logic that might otherwise go undetected or cause un. explainable program fai lure. (Reference: FLAG, 'Reference
I Manual, 90 1654.)

ANS COBOL
The Xerox ANS COBOL compi ler is a powerful and convenient programming language facility for the implementation of business or commercial applications. The language
specifications fully conform to the proposed ANSI standard
for the various functional processing modules. Only those
language elements that cause ambiguities or are seldom used
have been deleted. The compiler's design takes full advantage of the machine's unique hardware features, resulting in
rapid compi lotion of source code, rapid execution of the resulting object code, and the generation of compact programs.

The ~esu't is a highly efficient prognJmming system requiring
a minimum amount of storage.
: Xerox ANS COBOL contains manyf,:lcilities that are either
I not found in other systems or, if avaii lable, are provided
only at greater cost in terms of equipment required. Some
of the faci lities that provide more flexibi lity and ease of
use in program development include

problem-solving language. As an interpretive language,
APL does not wait until a pr<>gram is completed to compile
it into object code and execute it; instead, APL interprets
each line of input as it is entered to produce code that is
immediately executed. As a problem-solving language,
APL requires minimal compul'er programming knowledge; a
problem is entemd into the computer and an answer is received, all in the APL language.

1.

Implementation of table handlii1lg mode.

2.

Sort/merge linkage.

3.

Sequential access.

4.

Random access linkage.

5.

Segmentation.

6.

Report wri ter •

7.

Libro v utilization.

8.

Calling ~equence for FORTRAN" Meta-Symbol, etc.

RPG

9.

Packed decimal as well as floatiing-point arithmetic
formats.

Xerox RPG (Report Program Generator) is a convenient means
of preparing repc>rts from information available in computerreadable forms, such as punched cards, magnetic tape, and
magnetic disks. In addition, it is a means of establishing
and updating files of information, usually in conjunction
with preparation of reports.

10. Data name series options for ADD, SUBTRACT,
MULTIPLY, DIVIDE, and COMPUTE verbs.
The system provi des the user wi th a c:omprehensi ve set of
aids to minimize the time tequired tel print "bug-free" programs in the form of listings. These listings tnclude

1.

The source lunguage input to th(~ compiler with interspersed Engl ish language diagnostic messages.

2.

An optional lisHng of the reloco:table binary output,
printed in line number sequence identical to the source
language listing.

3.

A cross-reference listing, indicClting by line number
where each data name or paragraph name is defined in
the COBOL program and whem each reference is
located.

In addition, at run time, the user may use TRACE and
EXHIBIT to follow execution of the procedure division.
The compiler is d:,signed to take full advantage of highspeed, random access secondary storage (e. g., RAD stor,age). This feature means faster job ,execution because of
min:imized I/O delays, and smaller core memory requirements because of rapid overlay service. (Reference: ANS
COBOL/LN Reference Manual, 90 15 00.)

Because APL is powerful, concise, easy to learn, and easy
to use, it is widely used by universities, engineers, and
statisticians. It also has features that make it attractive
for business app\ ications where user interaction and rapid
feedback are ke)f issues. One of APL's major strengths is
its abi lity to manipulate vectors and multidimensional arrays
as easi Iy as it dales scalar vcdues. For example, a matrix
addition that might require a number of statements and
several loops in other languages can be accomplished as
A+B in APL. This type of,simplification exemplifies APLI S
concise power. (Reference: APl./LN,OPS Reference Manua I, 90 19 31.)

RPG provides its capabilities through generation (compilation)ofobiect prc)grams, each of wh ich is tailored to produce
a different setof reporting results and/or file processing desired by the user. The RPG object programs are capable of
accepting input data, retrieving data from existing flies,
performing calculations, changing formats of data, updating
existing files, creating new files, comparing data values to
one another and to specified constants to determine appropriate handling, using user-defined processing subroutines,
using system Iibrclry subroutines, and printing reports derived
from the input and file data.
Xerox RPG has Sj~veral advantages over the more traditional
method of writin~, object programs in a symbol ic programming
language. The RPG language is oriented toward the user1s
problem, describing reporting requirements, rather than
toward the mechonics and manipulations of computer usage.
The language and specification techniques are ecsi Iy learned.
A user can become proficient in RPGafter writing only a few
programs, wherecis an equal focil ity in symbol ic programming
would require considerable experience. (Reference: RPG/
Reference Manucd, 90 1999.)

SIMULATION LANGUAGE (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t

APL

Th"e Simulation Language (S L-l) is a simpl ified, problemoriented digital programming language designed specifically

APL is an acronym for A ProgramminfJ Language, the language invented by Kenneth Iverson. it is an interpretive,

tSee "program pr10duct ll in glossary.
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for digital or hybrid simulation. SL-l is a superset of CSSL
(Continuous System Simulation Language), the standard language specified by Simulation Councils, Inc., for simulation of continuous systems. It exceeds the capabilities of
CSSL and other existing simulation languages by providing
hybrid ,and real-time features, interactive debugging features, anda powerful set of conditional translation features.
SL-l is primari Iy useful in solving differential equations, a
fundamental procedure in the simulation of parallel, continuous systems. To perform this function, Sl-1 includes
six integration methods and the control logic for their use.
In hybrid operations, SL-l automatically synchronizes the
problem solution to real-time and provides for hybrid input
and output.
Because of the versatility of Xerox computing systems
and the broad applicability of digital and hybrid simulation techniques, applications for Sl-1 exist across the
real-time spectrum. The library concept of Sl-1 allows the
user to expand upon the Xerox supplied macro set and facilitates the development of macro libraries oriented to any
desired application. (Reference: Sl-I/Reference Manual, 90 16 76. )

EXECUTION CONTROL PROCESSORS

Processors in this group control the execution of object
programs. Delta and COBOL On-line Debugger can
be used in on-line mode only. load can be used in batch
mode only. link and FDP can be used in either batch or
on-line mode.

LYNX
lYNX is a load processor that Is available in both theon-line
and batch modes. lYNX has most of the capabilities of the
Load loader and also provides the same control over internal
and global symbol table construction which is available in
the link loader. lYNX may be viewed as a preprocessor for
the Load loader. After it analyzes the user's commands, it
constructs a table of loader control information which it then
passes to the Load loader. It is the load loader which qctually performs the loading process. (Reference: CP-V/BP
Reference Manual, 90 17 64. )

GENMD
GENMD permits on-line, batch, and ghost users to make
permanent modifications to existing load modules, thereby
reducing the number of compilations required to debug a
program. (Reference: CP-V/SPReference Manual, 903113.)

DELTA
Delta is designed to oid in the debugging of programs at
the assembly-language or ma¢hine-Ianguage levels. It
operates on object programs and tables of internal and global symbols used by the programs but does not require that
the tables be at hand. With or without the symbol tables,
Delta recognizes computer instruction mnemonic codes and
can assemble machine-language programs on an instructionby-instruction basis. The main purpose of Delta, however,
is to faci Ii tate the activities of debugging by

1.

Examining, inserting, and modifying such program elements as instructions, numeric values, and coded information (i. e., data in a II its representations and formats).

2.

Controlling execution, including the insertion of breakpoints into a program and requests for breaks on changes
in elements of data.

3.

Tracing execution by displaying information at designated points in a program.

LINK
link is a one-pass linking loader that constructs a single
entity called a load module, which is an executable program formed from relocatable object modules (ROMs). Link
is designed to make full use of mapping hardware. It is not
an overlay loader. If the need for an overlay loader exists,
the overlay loader (load) must be cal led and the job must
be entered in the batch stream. (Reference: CP-VITS Reference Ntanual, 90 09 07.)

LOAD
Load is a two-pass overlay loader. The first pass processes
1.

All relocatable object modules (ROMs).

2.

Protection types and sizes for control and dummy sections of the ROMs.

3.

Expressions for definitions and references (primary,
secondary, and forward references).

Searching programs and dota for specific elements and
sube Iements.
Although Delta is specifically tai lored tv machine language
programs, it may be used to debug any program. Delta is
designed and interfaced to the system in such a way that it
may be called into aid debugging at any time, even after
'a program has been loaded and execution has begun. (Ref: erence: CP-VITS Reference Manual, 90 09 07.)

FORTRAN DEBUG PACKAGE
The FORTRAN Debug Package (FDP) is made up of special IiI brary routines that are called by Xerox Extended FORTRAN IV

The second pass forrns the actual core image and its relocation dictionary. (Reference: CP-V/BP Reference N.anual, 90 17 64.)
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iobjectprograms compiled inthe debug mode. These routines
in many
cases, repair program errors.

i interact with the program to detect, diagnose, and

The debugger can be used in batch and on-line modes. An
extensive set of debugging commands are avai lable in both
cases. In batch operation, the debugging commands are
included in the source input and are used by the debugger
during execution of the program. In on-line operations,
the debugging commands are entered through the terminal
keyboard when requested by the debugger. Such requests
are made when executi on starts, stops, or restarts. The debugger norma Ily has control of such ~itopS.
In addition to the debugging commands, the debugger has
a few automatic debugging features. One of these features
is the automatic comparison of standard calling and receiving sequence arguments for type compatibility. When applicable, the number of arguments in the standard calling sequence is checked for equal ity with the receiving sequence.
These calling and receiving arguments are also t'ested for
protecti on confl i c·ts. Another automoti c feature is the testi ng of subprogram dummy storage i nS!Tucti ons to determi ne
if they violate the protection of the calling argument. (Reference: FDP/Reference Manua I, 90 16 77.)

of matching, moving, and substituting line:"by-I ine within a
specified range of text lines. File maintenance commands
are also provided to allow the user to build, copy, merge,
and delete whole files. (Reference: CP-V/TS Reference
Manual, 90 09 07. )
PERIPHERAL CONVERSION LANGUAGE
The Peripheral Conversion Language (PCl) is a utility
subsystem for operation in the batch or on-I ine environment. It provides for informotion movement among
card devices, line printers, on-line terminals, magnetic
tape devices, disk packs, and RAD storage.
PCl is controlled by single-line commands supplied through
on-line terminal input or through command card input in the
job stream. The command Icmguage provides for single or
multiple fj Ie transfers with options for selecting, sequencing,
formatting, and converting data records. Additiona I fi Ie
maintenance and uti lity commands are provided. (References: CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 90 09 07 and CP-V/BP
Reference Manuol, 90 1764 . )

COBOL ON-LINE DEBUGGER
SYSGEN
The COBOL On-line Debugger is designed to be used with
Xerox ANS COBOL. The debugger is a special COBOL.
run-time Iibrary routine that is called by programs compiled
in the TEST mode. This routine allows the programmer to
monitor and control both the execution of his program and
the contents of data~items during on·-line execution. The
debugger also allows the COBOL source program to be
examined and modified.
The debugger can on Iy be used during on-line execution;
however, programs that have been compi led for use with
the debugger may be run in the batch mode. This is not
recommended, though, because of the increased program
size when the TEST mode is specified. (Reference: ANS
COBOL/On-line Debugger Reference Manual, 903060.)

SERVICE PROCESS(JIRS
The processors in this group perform !~enera I servi ce functions required for running and using the CP-V system.

EDIT
The Edit processor is a line-at-a-time context editor for
on-line creation, modification, and handling of programs and other bodies of information. All Edit data is
stored on disk storage in a keyed fj Ie structure of sequence
numbered, variable length records. This structure permits
Edit to directly access each line or record of data.
Edit functions are controlled through single line commands
supplied by the user. The command language permits
insertion, deletion, reordering, and replacement of lines
or groups of lines of text. It also permits selective printing, renumbering records, and cont(~xt editing operations

SYSGEN is made up of several processors. These processors may generate a variety of CP-V systems that are
tailored to the specific requirements of an installation. The
SYSGEN processors are PASS2, lOCCT, PASS3, and DEF.
PCl is used to select from various sources the relevant
modules for system generation. PASS2 compiles the required
dynomic tables for the resident monitor. lOCCT and PASS3
fi Ie away and execute load card images to produce load
modules for the monitor and its processors. DEF writes a
monitor system t(lpe that may be booted and used. (Reference: Chapter 9. )
DEFCOM
DEFCOM makes the DEFs and their associated values in one
load module available to another load module. It accomplishes this by using a load module as input and by producing
another load module that contains only the DEFs and DEF
values from the input module. The resultant load module
of DEFs can then be combined with other load modules.
DEFCOM is used extensively in constructing the monitor
and the shared run-time Iibraries. (Reference: CP-V/BP
Reference Manucd, 90 16 64.)
SYMCON
The Symbol Control Processor (SYMCON) provides a means
of controlling e><ternal symbols in a load module and of
bui Iding a globa I symbol table. Its primary function is to
give the programmer a means of preventing double definitions of external symbols. It may also be used to reduce
the number of externa I symbols. IFor example, if certain
load modules cannot be combined because their control
tables. are too large, the tables may be reduced in size by
deleting all but essential external symbols. (Ref.erence:
CP-V/BP Reference Manual, 90 1764.)
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ANLZ

LEMUR

ANLZ provides the system programmer with a means of
examin ing and analyzing the contents of dumps taken during
system recovery. It is called automatically by the Automatic Recovery Procedure and is executed as a ghost job. It
may also be called by the operator to analyze tape dumps
when recovery is not possible, or by an on-I ine user to examine crash dumps or the currently running monitor. (Reference: CP-V/S P Reference Manual, 90 31 13.)

LEMUR (Library Editor and Maintenance Utili ty Routine)
lets the user construct, copy, or delete library modules
of either the ROM or load module type. (Reference:
CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 90 09 07.)

BATCH
The Batch processor is used to submit a file or a series of
files to the batch queue for execution. Through Batch processor commands, the following capabil ities are available:

1.

A fj Ie may be inserted into a fi Ie being submitted for
execution, thus bringing together more than one fj Ie
to create a single job.

2.

Selected strings and fields existing in fi les being submitted for execution may be replaced by new strings
and fields.

3.

The results of string and fie Id replacements can be
examined before the job is submitted to the batch
stream.

4.

Files to be submitted for execution may reside on tape
or private disk pack.

5.

Jobs may be submitted to run in an account other than
the account from which the job is submitted.

APPLICATION PROCESSORS

The Batch processor may be called in either the on-line or
the batch mode. (Reference: CP-V/TS Reference Manual, 90 09 07. )
DRSP
DRSP (Dynamic Replacement of Shared Processors) .enables
the system programmer to dynamically add, replace, or delete processors during normal system operation with other
users in the system. (Reference: CP-V/Sp Reference Manua I 90 31 13. )
ELLA
The Error Log Listing program (ELLA) provides an efficient
tool to list and sort the error data base which is automatically generated and updated by the CP-V system. (Reference: Cp-V/Sp Reference Manual, 90 31 13.)

The application processors are intended for use for specific
types of appl ications.

SORT/MERGE
The Xerox Sort/Merge processor provides the user with a
fast, highly efficient method of sequencing a nonordered
file. Sort may be called as a subroutine from within a user's
program or as a batch processi ng job by control cards. It
is designed to operate efficiently in a minimum hardware
environment. Sorting can take place on from 1 to 16 keys
and each individual key field may be sorted in ascending
or descending sequence. The sorting technique used is
that of replacement selection tournament and offers the
user the flexibility of changing the blocking and logical
record lengths in explicitly structured files to different
values in the output file.
The principal highlights of Sort are as follows:
1.

Sorting capabil ity allows either magnetic tapes, disks,
or both.

2.

Linkages allow execution of user's own code.

3.

Sorting on from 1 to 16 key fields in ascending or descending sequence is allowed. Keys may be alphanumeric, binary, packed decimal, or zoned decimal
data.

SHOW
The Show processor allows the user to display his current
maximum system services and resources, the peripheral devices that he has been authorized to use, and several other
system user parameters. (Reference: Cp-V/Sp Reference
Ma nua I, 90 31 13.)
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4.

Records may be fixed or variable length.

5.

Fixed length records may be blocked or unblocked.

6.

Disks may be used as fi Ie input or output devices, or
as intermediate storage devices.
.

7.

Sort employs the read backward copabi lity of the tape
device to eliminate rewind time.

8.

User-specified character collating sequence may be
used.

9.

Buffered input/output is used.

•

Journalization provides an audit trail for backup and
recovery.

•

A dynamic space inventory is maintained to faci litate
rapid record storage and to optimize the use of available storage space.

•

Detai led data description is provided for inclusion into
the user's application program to reduce programming
effort.
Fi Ie I/O log i cis performed for the user program
including

(Reference: Sort-Merge/Reference MClnual, 90 11 99.)

1.

Logical or physical record deletion.

2.

Record retrieval on random or search basis.

3.

Record insertion or modification.

(Reference: EDMS/Reference Manual, 9030 12.)
EDMS (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t
EDMS is a generalized data management system that enables the user to create an integrated data base. It may
. be used with COBOL, FORTRAN, and Meta-Symbol processors. It simplifies programming by performing most of
the I/O logic and data base managernent for the applicati on programmer.
The principal features of EDMS are as :Follows:
•

The user can describe data in varil)us data structures.
Using sets, any element can be rEllated to any other
element. The data structures inc:fude lists and hierarchies (trees). The two relationships can be combined
to form extensive networks of data.

GPDS (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t
The General Purpose Discrete Simulator provides engineers
and administrators, whose programming experience is mini. mal, with a system for experimenting with and evaluating
system methods, pr()cesses, and designs. Providing a means
for developing a broad range of simulation models, itallows
. organizing, modeling, and analyzing the structure of a system, observing the flow of traffic, etc. Potential applications include
I

•

Advanced management planning.

•

Ana lysis of inventory or financial systems.

•

Access techniques include random, direct, indexed,
and indirect (relative to another r,ecord).

•

Studies of message switching and communications
networks.

II

An EDMS data base may consist of up to 64 monitor
files.

•

Risk and capit<ll investmen·t studies.

•

Evaluation and data processing systems.

•

Job shop and queuing studies.

•

•

.•

41

'to

. Multiple secondary indexes can bEl defined by the user
to allow records to be retrieved via any combination
of secondary record keys.
Users may const. uct any number of' logical files or data
bases within an EDMS file.
Data is described separately from the user program to
faci litatc management of the data base.
Comprehensive security exists at all levels of a fi Ie.

.
See "program product" in glossary.

Although GPDS is compatible with other simulator systems,
it has a number of salient features not usually found in competitive versions. (Reference: GPDS/Reference Manual,·
90 17 58.)
CIRC (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t
CIRC is a set of three computer programs for electronic
circuit analysis: CIRC-DC for dc circuit analysis, CIRC-AC I
for ac circuit anal)'sis, and CIRC-TR for transient circuit
analysis. The programs are designed for use by a circuit
engineer and require little or no knowledge of programming for execution .

Processors
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CIRC can be executed with three modes of operation
possible: conversational (on-line) mode, terminal batch
entry mode, and batch processing mode. The system manager will determine which of these modes are available to
the engineer, based on type of computer installation and
other installation decisions.
The on-I i ne mode offers severa I advantages si nce it
provides true conversational interaction between the
user and computer. Followi ng CIRC start-up procedures,
CIRC requests a control message from the user. After
the control message is input (e. g., iterate a cycle of
calcuations with changed parameters) the computer
responds (via CIRC) with detailed requests for application data. These requests are sufficiently detai led to
virtually eliminate misunderstandings by the engineer.
This mode is highly useful in a highly interactive environment that produces a low volume of output and
requires limited CPU time.
•

•

The terminal batch entry mode allows efficient handling of high volume output and large CPU time requirements while preserving the advantages of the terminal
as an input device. Two files are requ ired, one containing all CIRC input including a circuit description
and control messages and the other directing the execution of CIRC. The job is entered from the terminal
into the batch queue and treated like a batch job.
The batch mode should generally be used for jobs involving large volumes of computations and outputs. It
enables the user to concentrate on data preparation
with virtually no involvement in programming considerati ons. The system manager can provide a set of startup cards that never change, and these wi II consti tute
the entire interface between user and executive software. However, the batch mode offers less flexibility
in experimenting with a circuit and slower turnaround
time in obtaining answers.

maintains a data file. The Retrieve subprogram extracts dcita
from a data base file according to user-specified criteria.
The Report subprogram automatically prepares printed reports
from data extracted by the Manage retrieval program. (Reference: Manage/Reference Manual, 90 16 10.)

TRANSACTION PROCESSING
Transaction Processing is designed for applications that require the entry and processing of on-line transactions. It is
a collection of general-purpose components and supporting
monitor services available under the CP-Voperating system.
Transaction Processing (TP) enables business to move from
cycl ic batch processing to remote on-I ine operations, where
transactions are entered directly from their point of origin.
The Xerox system consists of
•

The CP-V monitor and standard processors such as
COBOL, Meta-Symbol, and FORTRAN.

•

Term inal Interface Control Ier .

•

Util ity processors that create files for external system
control.

•

Transaction Processing Controller.

•

Extended Data Management System (EDMS).

(Reference: CP-V/TP Reference Manual, 9031 12.)

USER PROCESSORS
Users may write their own processors and add them to
CP-V or replace CP-V processors. The rules governing the
creation and modification of processors are described in
CP-V/SP Reference Manual, 9031 13.

(References: CIRC-AC/Reference Manual and User's Guide,
90 1698, CIRC-DC/Reference Manual and User's Guide,
90 16 97, and CIRC-TR/Reference Manua I and User's Guide,
90 1786.)

MONITOR
Iv\ANAGE (PROGRAM PRODUCT)t
Manage is a generalized fi Ie management system. It is designed to allow decision makers to make use of the computer
to generate and update files, retrieve useful data, and generate reports without having a knowledge of programming.
Manage consists of four subprograms: Dictionary, Fi leup,
Retrieve, and Report. The Dictionary subprogram is a data
fi Ie and is the central control element in the Iv\anage system. It consists of definitions and control and formatting
parameters that precisely describe the characteristics of a
data file. The Fileup subprogram initiaJly creates and then

tSee "program product" in glossary.
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The monitor responds to the moment-by-moment requirements of controlling machine operation, switching between
programs requiring service, and providing serv; res at the
explicit ".quest of the user's program. The monitor programs that perform these functions are listed below.

1.

Basic Control.

2.

Scheduling and Swapping.

3.

Memory Management.

4.

File Management.

5.

Multibatch Job Scheduling.

6.

Resource Management.

7.

Job Step Control.

8.

Terminal I/O Handling.

Job step control routines are entered between major segments
of a job or an on-line session. They perform the monitor
functions required between job steps such as

9.

Symbionts.

1.

Processing error exit andl abort CALs.

10. Cooperatives.

2.

Handling mOlnitor aborts .

11. System Integrity.

3.

Processing interpretive exits to associated shared processors or to load program modules.

4.

Merging DCB assignments for execution.

5.

Checking user authorization for individual processor.

6.

Fetching program load modules into core.

12. Initial ization and Start-up.
13. Operator Communications.
14. Batch Debugging.
15. Load-and-Link.

I

ITerminal

I/O handling routines perform read-write bufferi i ng and externa I interrupt handl i n9 for I/O di rected to user
Iterminals. TheSE' routines also translate character codes,
insert page headers and VFC control characters, simulate
; tabs, and perform ather formatting tasks.

16. System Debugging.
The basic rontrol system is an I/O interrupt service and
handling r(.. ·tine. It includes trap and interrupt handlers,
routines the t place requests for I/O in a queue, and basic
deviice I/O handl ing routines.

Symbiont routines transfer data from the cord reader to
logical device streams on disk storage and from logical
device streams on disk storage to the card punch or line
printer.

The scheduling and swapping module makes the decision to
swap, selects the users to swap in and! out, sets up the I/O
command chains for swap transfers, and selects the next user
for execution. It also ensures that any associated, but not
currently resident, shared processors are brought in with
each user. Special algorithms contml I/O scheduling and
the balance of machine use between (lin-line and batch.

Cooperative routines intercept read, print, or punch
commands in user programs and transfer data from or to
logical device streams residing on disk storage. The input
cooperative simulates card reading from a logical device
stream. The output cooperative bui Ids a logical device
: stream using intercepted program output directed by the user
I program to a line printer or card punch.

The memory management module controls the use of core
and disk storage. Specifically, it controls the allocation of
physical core memory, maintains the map and access images
for each user, services the "get" and "free" service calls
for memory pages, and manages the swapping disk space.

I
I

I

System i ntegri ty fac iii ti es provide error detecti an and re, covery capabilities. This includes security to user files and
I automatic high-speed restart in case of system failure. SufI ficient information is recorded to isolate errors and failures
i caused by hardware or software.

File management routines control the ,c:ontent and access to
phystcal fTIes of information. These mutines perform such
functions as indexing, blocking and deblocking, managing
of pools of granules on RADs and disk packs, labeling, label checking and positioning of magnE!,tic tape, formatting
for printer and card equipment, and c~')ntrolling access to
and simultaneous use of a hierarchy of files.
The multibatch job scheduling routinef~ select jobs to be run
from ,the waiting inr ,Jt queue dependirig an priority and resource and partition avai lobi lity.

Resource management foci lities keep track of the number
of resources of '-och kind (i. e., tape drives, disk spindles,
core) that are in use. For a batch job, the multi-batch
scheduler compares the resources required with the avai 1able resources and does not start the job unti I sufficient
resources are avai lable. Once the job is started, the resources that are requi red by the job ar'l! reserved for the
exclusive use of the job, thereby guart:mteeing that they
wi II be avai lable for the duration of the job.

I

I

Initialization and start-up routines are stored an tape and
are boated into c()re storage. After they are in care, they
load the monitor root into core and turn control aver to the
root. The monitor root then completes the initialization
of the monitor by starting and running the program called
GHOSTl which completes the patching of the system and
. the initialization of the swapping disk and hardware.

Operator communi,cation routines. provide for communication between the monitor and the operator. They transmit
, messages to the operator and process key-ins received from
: the operator.

IBatch

debugging routines provide batch programs with
Idebugging capabi.lity through the use of procedure calls.
IAny batch program may take a snapshot dump of a specifiP'
I segment of memory, either on an unconditional or a conditional basis.
Monitor
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System debugging routines provide debugging services to
system programmers. Three debugging routines are available. They are
1.

2.

3.

Executive Delta: This is a stand-alone processor and
is essentially the same as on-line Delta. Executive
Delta is optionally loaded at boot time along with the
root of the mon itor and mon itor system tables.
Analyze: This program is intended for debugging CP-V
crash dumps . To accompl ish th is, it performs two major
functions.
a.

It summarizes the complete software environment
at the time of the crash in a series of tables.

b.

It permits on-line interactions similar to Delta.

Recover: This program provides the "bail-out" exit
from the monitor. The error code that is transmitted
to RECOVER defines the problem and the module that
discovered the problem.

Load-and-link routines give batch programs three types of
loading and I inking capabil ity. Through the use of procedure calls, a batch program may
1.

Load an overlay segment into core storage.

2.

Store the call ing program on dhk storage, load the
called program into core storage, and transfer control to the called program.

3.

Load a program into core storage, transfer control to
the called program, and release the core area used by
the call ing program.

CP-V has two types of FORTRAN libraries. One is a public
I ibrary and the other is a system library. In the standard release of CP-V, there are three FORTRAN public libraries.
One library (P1) contains a useful set of Extended FORTRAN IV run-time I ibrary routines; another (PO) contains
P1 and the FORTRAN Debug Package; the third (P4) contains P1 and the FORTRAN real-time features. These three
libraries are so constructed that a single copy is shared
among all concurrent users. The system library contains a
collection of routines that are less frequently used than
the public library routines. They are in library load module
form and are loaded onl y with programs that reference them.

SCHEDULING AND MEMORY MANAGEMENT
Scheduling and memory management routines control the
overall operation of the system. Inputs to these routines,
together with the current status of users as recorded by the
scheduler, are used to change the position of each user in
the scheduling status queues. It is from these queues that
selections are made for both swapping and execution. Swaps
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are set up by the selection of a high priority user that is to
be brought into core and by pairing this user with one or
more low priority users that are to be transferred to disk
storage. Similarly, the highest priority user in core is
selected for execution.
.

SCHEDULER INPUTS
System activities are reported by direct entry to the scheduler, which makes changes to user status queues through a
logical signaling table. The scheduler records inputs by
changing the user status queues and other information associated with the user. In general, a table-driven technique
isused. The received signal is on one coordinate and the
current state of the user is on the other. The table entry
thus defined names the routine to be executed in response
to the given signal-state combination. Since the number
of signals and states is large, the table technique aids in
debugging by forcing complete specification of QII the possibilities. Inputs to the scheduler are listed in Table 1.
The scheduler also receives control at execution of each
CAL issued by a user program that is requesting monitor
service. These entries (Table 2), the special entries from
the executive language processors, and entries from internally reported events drive the scheduling of the system.

Table 1.

Event Inputs Received by Scheduler

Event

Meaning

E:ABRT

Operator aborted user.

E:AP

Associate shared processor with user.

E:ART

Activate real-time user.
occurred.

E:CBA

COC buffer avai lable.

E:CBK

Break signal received.

E:CBL

Number of output

E:CEC

TE L request (@'@' @ Y, or yC ).

E:CFB

Cannot find COC buffer.

E:CIC

Terminal input message complete.

E:CRD

Read terminal command received.

E:CUB

Number of output characters = SL:UB.

E:DPA

RAD page avai lable.

E:ERR

Operator errored user.

Interrupt has

charact~r~

, SL: TB.

Table 1. Event Inputs Received by Scheduler (cont. )

Table 2.

Service Req\uest Input to Monitor

Event

Meaning

Source of Inputs

Service Request Entries

E:IC

I/O complete.

1.

Terminal input/output request.

E:IIP

I/O started and now in progress.

User program
(through monitor
service calls)

2.

Input/output service calls for
RAD, disk pack, or magnetic

E:IP

Request permission to s,tart I/O.

tapE~.

3.

Wait request.

cor'I~.

E:KO

User removed from

E:NC

Cannot get requested c;:ore pages.

E:ND

Cannot get requested disk page.

E:NOCR

User allowed to open Cllr close file.

E:NSYMD

No symbiont disk

E:NSYMF

No symbiont file entry'.

E:NQR

Enqueue release - resource available.

E:NQW

Enqueue - wait for resc)urce.

E:OCR

Request permission to cl'pen or close file.

E:OFF

User has hung up teleplhone.

E:QA

User queued for access (e. g., for access
to tape or disk pack).

E:QE

Quantum end.

EQFAC

No granules available for user.

E:QFI

Real-time user. Queul! for interrupt.

E:QMF

Queue for I/O master function count too
high.

E:SL

Sleep time for user.

E:SYMF

Symbiont file now avai lable.

E:SYMD

Symbiont disk space now available.

E:UQA

User dequeued for accEllss (e. g., for access
to tape or disk pack).

spac~!.

E:UQFAC

ALLOCAT has refreshed granule stacks.

E:WU

Wake-up time for user.
,--------------~

SCHEDULER OUTPUT
~ The schedul ing routine performs two major functions during
'the time it is in c()ntrol of the computer. The first function
consists of setting up swaps belloween main core memory and
secondary disk stomge in such a way that high priority users
are brought into c,ore to replace low priority users that are
transferred to disk storage. The actual swap is controlled
by an I/O handler according to specifications prepared by
the scheduler. These specifications are prepared according
to the priority state queues described in the next section.
Given a suitably large ratio of available core to average
user size (greater than 4), the scheduler can keep swaps
, and computing close to 100 percent overlapped.

The second function the scheduler performs consists of se1ecting a user for execution according to the priority state
queues and the rules for batch processing. The rule is simpl"!:
the highest priority user whose program and data are in core
is selected.
Monitor
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USER STATUS QUEUES

Table 3.

: Status queues form a single priority structure from which se: lections for swapping and execution are made. The status
i queues form an ordered list with one and only one entry
: for each user. The position in queue is an implied bid for
! the services of the computer.
As events are signaled to the
scheduler, individual users move up and down in the priority structure. When they are at the high end, they have a
high priority for swapping into core and for execution. When
they are at the low end, they are prime candidates for removal to secondary storage. This latter feature - that of
having a defined priority for removal of users to disk storage - is an important and often overlooked aid to efficient
swap management. It avoids extraneous swaps by making
an intelligent choice about outgoing as well as incoming
users.
In addition to these primary functions, user status queues
have other functi ons such as

1.

2.

Synchronizing the presence in core of the user program
and data with the avai labi lity of I/O devices.
Queuing user programs to be lIawakened" at a preestablished time.

3.

Queuing requests for entry and use of processors.

4.

Managing core memory.

5.

Queuing requests for buffers either in core or on
disk.

6.

Queuing requests for nonresident monitor services.

State

Meaning

SRT

Real-time execute (0

SCo

Background execute (X'CO' S
priority:5 X'F5').

SC1

Background execute (priority = X' F6 ' ).

SC2

Background execute (priority = X'Fl').

SC3

Background execute (priority = X'F8')

SC4

Background execute (priority = X' F9').

SC5

Background execute (priority = X'FA').

SC6

Background execute (priority = X'FB ' ).

SCl

Background execute (priori ty = X' FC').

sca

Background execute (priority = X'FD').

SC9

Background execute (priority = X'FE').

SClO

Background execute (priority = X'FF').

STOB

Terminal output blocked in core. (More
characters than the system limit are ready
for typing. )

STOBO

Terminal output blocked.

SlOW

I/o wait. Users waiting for an I/O that is
in progress to complete.

SIOMF

Users blocked because I/O master function
count (number of I/O operations in progress)
has reached the system limit.

SW

Users waiting for a specified "wake-up"
time.

SQA

Users waiting for servi ce by RBBAT, the
symbiont ghost.

SQR

Users in core and blocked for dynamiC resourCtl such as swapper page, COC buffer,
symbiont disk page, symbiont table space,
enqueued resource, service by ALLOCAT
(for fi Ie granules), or fi Ie open or close.

SQRO

Same as SQ R but not in core.

STI

Typing input and in core.

STIO

Typing input and not in

SQFI

Real-time user waiting for interrupt.

A list of the status queues is given in Table 3.

SCHEDULER OPERATION
To select users for execution, the scheduler searches a
list of the status queues for the first user in core memory.
The highest priority user is served first. Interrupting users
are served before those with an active input message (both
of these take precedence over users with unblocked terminal output), then on-line compute-bound users and
finally, compute-bound batch jobs. Note that users in
lower states have no current requests for CPU resources.
Note also that as each user is selected for execution, the
status queue of the user is changed to CU. When the quantum is complete, the highest priority queue the user can
enter is the compute queue. Users that enter any of the
three highest priority states receive rapid response but only
for the first quanta of service. Thereafter, they share service with others in the compute queue.
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I

~

priority

~

X'BF').

Not in core.

core~

.A similar selection procedure is used to set up users for
:;wapping. First, the hi:ghest priority u~;er in the execution
queue! who is not in core is selected and his size requirement (including the requirement for shalred processors not in
,core) is determined. Second, users ane selected from the
!~iwapout queue unti I enough space is frleed by these users
(Jnd their shared processors to provide for the user selected
for sWCilP-in. If a single user in a state below SClO (Table 3)
(=an be found to swap out, then a single rather than a multiple swpp is chosen. No swaps occur unti I a user that is not
in core enters a high priority queue.

Table 4.

Swap-In and! Swap-Out Queues

Swap-In
(and Execution)
Queue

Swap-Out
Queue

SRT

SW

SCO

STI

SCl

STaB

Two Ii$ts resulting from this selection ane presented to the

SC2

SQFI

swapp~r. One list contains the user (or users) to be swapped
()ut an~ the other contatns the user to bo swapped in. This

SC3

SQA

SC4

SClO

SC5

SQR

SC6

SC9

SC7

sca

sca

SC7

SC9

SC6

SClO

SC5

,-

latter :Iist also contains the shared prc1cessors that must
clccompany the user and the current free core page list.
When the scheduler selects users for sW'llpping, it picks a
high priority user to load into core and the lowest priority
: uiser to: remove from core. Priorities are ,arranged from high
ito lowl in ordp,r of increasing expected ll'ime before the next
activa~ion. I !,is ensures that the users that are least likely
to be needed are swapped out first, whi Ie the users most
likely to require execution are retained in core. The swap
algorithm operates so that compute users remain in core and
use all 'avai lable compute time, whi Ie the interactive users
are swcipped through the third core slot whenever the following three conditions exist:

1.

There is room in core for three user programs.

2:,

T~o users are computing steadily.

',3,.

Mpny other users are doing short inll'eractive tasks.

SC3

T(lble 4 shows the queue used for selel::tion of users to be
brought in for execution and the queuc~ used for selection
of user!l to be moved to disk.

SC2

SC4

i

SC1
SCO

i·jote tlllat the queues CU, lOW, QRO, TOBO, TIO do not
nppear -in either list. Thus, the users in these states are not
',Iected either for execution or for swapping.

SRT

f'Wo examples of typical interactive use are illustrative of
rhe schedul ing operation.
Tlhe fi~t example traces schedul ing opemtions for a simple,
short in[teractive user request. At the time the request is
typed, the user is in the STI queue. His program, which has
probab"y been swapped to disk storage, 'remains there until
the cdc routines receive an activation I:haracter. Receipt
of this icharacter is n:ported to the schelduler and causes a
change, in state of the user to the appmpriate executable
stctte ($CO-SC10). The scheduler finds '11 high priority user
n()t in core and initiates a swap to remove a low priority
us;er (if necessary) and to bring in the (me just activated.
On completion of the swap, the scheduler is again calleQ
and now finds a high priority user ready to run. The user's
st,ate is changed to CU, the program is entered, and the
input command is examined by the reading program. The
c),cle in this example is completed by preparation of a
~espons~ line and a request to the monitor for more input
.tl~ich ~hanges the user's state to TI agllin, making him a
prime candidate for removal to disk.

The second example illustrates an output-bound terminal
program. This progr<lm moves through the state cycle STOBSC-SCU as output is generated by the program. The cae
routines signal when the output limit has been reached,
thus causing the program to be delayed whi Ie output is
transferred to the terminal. In a typical operation, four
to six seconds of typiing is readied in buffers each time the
user program is brought into core and executed. During
this typing time, the program is not required in core and
the CPU resources cCin be given to other programs.

Va

SCHEDULING

I/O scheduling is de:signed to provide good service to 1/0bound users while kE,eping the CPU busy with computebound users. The intent is to make the fullest possible
uti lization of both the CPU and the I/O de vi ces. The
manner in which this is accomplished is described below.
Monitor
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A user that has been waiting for an I/O to complete (SlOW)
is changed to an executable state at a priority slightly
higher than a simi lar compute-bound user when the I/O
completes. At that time, the execution scheduler interrupts the execution of the compute-bound user so that
the I/O-bound user can execute. The I/O-bound user requires comparatively little CPU time before initiating
another I/O request and returning to the SlOW state. The
, compute-bound user then resumes execution.
It should be noted that the scheduler automatically adapts
to jobs that a Iternate between bursts of computing and bursts
of I/O.

SWAP HARDWARE ORGANIZA nON
Users are removed from core to a dedicated area of disk
storage (or to several disks in large configurations) when
core is required for higher priority users.
Bit tables are used to keep track of the avai labi lity of each
sector on the disks. In these tables, a zero is used to indicate the sector is in use (usually assigned to a user) and a
one is used to indicate the sector is avai lable. Users are
assigned a sufficient number of page-size sectors to accommodate their current use. The assignment is done in such a
way that command chaining of the I/o can order the sectors
to be fetched for a single user with minimum latency. That
is, each user's pages are spread evenly over the set of avai 1able sectors on the disk to which he is dedicated so that
data wi II be transmitted in every disk sector passed over
when the user is swapped.
The records of disk sectors associated with each user are
kept in the user IS job information table (JIT), which is kept
on disk when the user is not in core. The disk location of
the JIT and the user's disk address are kept in core by the
scheduler. The disk layout is such that sufficient time is
avai lable after the user's JIT arrives from the disk for the
system to set up the I/o commands for the remai nder of the
user.
The amount of disk storage assigned to swapping is a
parameter of SYSGEN. The number of on-line users that
the system can accommodate is limited by the size of disk
space allocated for swapping and the total si ze of active
on-line users.
The allocation scheme for systems which have file space
allocated on both RADs and disk packs is described in the
following paragraphs.

(opened OUT or OUTIN with REl) prefer RAD. Random
files with no user stated preference and all other files and
their indexes prefer pack. These pack preferences may be
overridden either by the operator key-in I PREFER ' for all
files or by the user specification of NOSEP and DEVICE
for individua I files.
Briefly, the effect of authorization and defaults upon the
allocation is: If not enough space is avai lable on the preferred device, the other device will be used if space is
avai lable. The exception to this is random fi les with user
specified preference. In this case, if space is not avai lable
on the user specified device, the file is not allocated and
an error is returned to the user. Also, within the authorized
limits, temporary fi les may use only temporary authorization
and permanent files may use only permanent authorization.
The general rule for authorization should be: A large
amount of temporary RAD and disk pack space should be
authorizeci for all users and the amount of permanent disk
space should be individually authorized by neeJ. Very few
users should be authorized permanent RAD space.

PROCESSOR MANAGEME NT
CP-V processors are considered shared processors when they
are written in such a way that they are pure procedure and
are described as such when they are added to the system.
(User-associated data areas are initialized at first entry.)
A shared processor has the following special characteristics:

1.

Its name is known to TEL and it may be called by name.

2.

It has dedicated residency on swap storage established
at system initialization or via DRSP.

3.

A single copy is shared by all requesting users.

MEMORY LAYOUT
The system makes full use of address mapping hardware, access protection, and write locks in allocating avai lable
physi ca I core pages to users. Physi ca I core pages are
allocated to users at their request. Use of the map obviates
the need for program re location or physi ca I moves. Fu"
protection is provided for one user from another. All programs and the monitor itself are divided :,',Ir' procedure and
data. The procedure area is protected uy write .. locks or
access codes, or both, against inadvertent stores.

SYSTEM INTEGRITY
For overall performance, the RAD is preferred for frequently
accessed system information and temporary fi les used by
major processors. Special users who need high performance
on special fi les may specify RAD preference.
All of the
assigned to
is assigned
assigned to
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account directory and all files for :SYS are
the RAD. The first granule of each fi Ie directory
to disk pack but any additional granules are
RAD. All star or id files and all scratch files

Monitor

The monitor has a number of routines that have been included to guarantee system integrity. The objectives of
these routines are, in order of importance, (l) to provide
the highest possible security for user fi les even in the event
of total system fai lure, (2) to provide automatic high-speed,
recovery in the event of a machine or software fai lure, and'
(3) to record suffi ciant information to isolate errors and
fai lures caused by either hardware or software.

The major features of the CP-V system integrity routines are
as follows:

1.

Detection of malfunctions by hardware examination
and software checks wherever the checks have been
shown to enhance hardware error detection. Recovery
from these ma Ifuncti ons is through retri es, operator assistance, etc.

2.

Logging of all malfunctions, including recovered errors
and permanent fai lures.

3.

Protection from hardware failures.

4.

Use of on-line exercisers, to provide for repair or adjustment of peripherals without tclking the CPU down.

5.

Fi Ie backup and recovery faci IHies to minimize the
probabi lity of losing user fi les, and in case of fi Ie
failure, to facilitate complete re1covery of the file system wi i' I a minimum of loss.

6.

Automailc recovery following a system failure with
reasonable speed consistent with fj Ie security and the
recording of information for later analysis.

7.

Faci lities to provide for analysis of system crashes. Information includes simple classification of fai lures as
well as full information for both customer engineers
and system programmers.

8.

For the Xerox 560 - on-line inlrerface for remote
assistance.

ERROR DETECTION AND RECOVERY
An effective operating system must be able to detect and,
whenever possible, to correct errors. It must also be capable of restarting the system if nec:essary. CP-V uses a
combination of hardware and software checks to efficiently
meet these goals.
Hardware error protection features include memory protection
against accidenta I overwriting of monHor and user programs,
power fail-safe interrupts that ensure (Jutomatic restart in
the event of power failure, memory parity checking, I/O
read and write verification, and a wai'chdog timer to avoid
instruction hangups. Detected errors ore reported, logged,
and if possible, recovered directly. Catastrophic failures
cause an automatic wstem recovery if at all possible. Those
failures which can h.J isolated to a single user cause only
that user to be aborted. Some hardware errors, such as loss
of a memory power r;upply, lead to sys~em shutdown.
Software consistency checks, some of whi ch are performed
optionally on the setting of a console sense switch, check
the integrity of the software at many critical locations in
the system. These checks detect prob lems before they are
allowed to go beyond a recoverable point. When an inconsistency that is catastrophic to the syst'em is detected, the
current users are logged off and all open fi les are closed.
: The system is then automatically rebcJloted for the fastest
poss ib Ie restart.

ERROR AND FAIL.URE LOGGING
Malfunction messages are maintained in a special file by
system integrity routines. Messages are placed in this file
whenever malfunctions are detected by the various parts of
the system. Hardware malfunctions that are recorded include such things as tape errors, card reader errors, memory
parity errors, and illegal instructions. Software malfunctions that are rec:orded include the fai lure of software
checks on RAD or disk addresses contained in index blocks
and improper link':lge of linked file blocks. In addition, a
software recovery from a s,eek failure is recorded in this
fi Ie (as a 757F code).
The error messages generated throughout the system (reporting both hardware and software errors) are placed initially
in in-core buffers and then transferred to a spec ia I fj Ie (a
linked list of granules). This transfer is initiated whenever
an error count threshold, or time limit is reacheci. The
special fj Ie is then transferred to an ordered keyed fi Ie
(ERRFILE) by the standard system ghost processor ERR:FIL
which is automatically awakened by the system.

ERROR LOG LISTING
The keyed fi Ie (ERRFILE) may be listed and stored by the
processor ELLA whi ch a lIows a Customer Engineer to display
and search the error fi Ie for patterns of errors to aid in
preventive maintenance for the system.
ON-LINE DIAGNOSTICS AND EXERCISERS
On-line diagnostics and exercisers may be called when
there is a specific fai lure detected by the hardware or software, or when a f(lilure is projected through analysis of the
G!rror log by the Customer Eng i neer. These programs may
also be called by the Customer Engineer when needed for
the test or adjustment of the card reader, card punch, line
printer, magnetic tape, or other devices.

R.EMOTE DIAGNOSTIC ASSISTANCE
On the Xerox 560, on-line diagnostics and certain on-line
debugging processors (ANLZ, Delta, and ELLA) may be
uti Ii zed via the Remote Assist Station (RAS) interface.
After control is obtained from the local operator, Customer
Engineers and/or diagnostic programmers at remote locations
may access the system via this interface without interfering
with the on-line COC users Clnd without using any of the
normal communication equipment. By evaluating the system
under normal opemting conditions, many software errors
and hardware ma Ifunctions may be detected and el iminated
expeditiously with a minimum of computer down time.

FILE MAINTENANCE
cP-v provides a variety of processors designed to maintain
a reliable backup of the fj Ie data base. These processors
are summarized in Chapter 8 and are described in detai I in

Ntonitor
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the CP-VjOPS Reference Manual, 901675. The processors
provide the abil ity to save and restore large volumes of
files very quickly, to save and restore entire private and
public disk devices at device speed, to handle user Initiated backup of fi les, to restore the allocation tables for
public disks after a system crash, to restore the allocation
tables for a private disk pack after a crash which affected
the pack, and to restore granule account information in
the :USERS file.

AUTOMATIC RECOVERY AFTER SYSTEM FAILURE
The CP-V monitor performs consistency checks on the
results of hardware operations, checks intermediate results
of operating system software functions, performs checks and
balances at appropriate interfaces between the operating
system's modules, and monitors itself for unexpected trap
conditions caused by the hardware or operating system software. A software check code is assigned to each type
of failure that the monitor may detect.
SO"le of :hese software check failures result in only a momentary delay in service to all but the current user for whom
the operating system is performing a service. In such case,
the current user's job step is aborted, core is dumped to a
fi Ie for later analysis and display, and nornlal operating
then continues. The remaining software chec~ fai Jures are
handled by the system's recovery routine.

9.

Saves time, data, error log pointers, accounting information, symbiont file directory, publ ic disk granule
usage map, and executive communication.

10. Restarts system and restores items saved above.
When functions cannot be performed, they are noted on the
operator's console. If the function is considered minor, recovery continues. If it is connected with fi Ie operations,
the fi Ie identification is noted and recovery proceeds.
The recovery routi ne described above occurs automati ca IIy
with a minimum delay (a few seconds) in system avai labi lity.
Operator initiation of this recovery function is also allowed,
providing for the event that the system fai Is by not responding to any operator key-in or user service request.
When the recovery routine executes, it is independent of
all monitor services and functions and requires only that a
small recovery driver be intact in memory. This driver
reads the main recovery module into memory from the system
swap device, overlaying the pure procedure pol tion of
CP-V. Certain monitor system tables are also required intact for successful recovery. These tables are verified
before proceeding. If the recovery process cannot be completed, the operator is instructed to initialize the system
from the master system tape and restore fi les and backup
tapes.

CRASH ANALYSIS
The recovery routine performs the following functions:
1.

DisjJ:t..l)';, cause of failure.

2.

Takes a full core dump for later analysis.

3.

Closes all open files with default options.

4.

Packages or releases all partial symbiont files.

5.

Closes Transaction Processing common journal.

6.

Saves in-core Transaction Processing files.

7.

Packages error log.

8.

Informs users of interruption.
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In the event of a recovery or single user abort, one of the
recovery functions is to dump the contents of core memory
into a special file in the :SYS account. This informal'ion
is saved for later analysis by a system programmer using a
special debugging program, AN LZ.
The AN LZ program may be called by the operator or system
programmers to run as a privileged ghost, on-line, or batch
job. The ANLZ program is also called automatically as a
privi leged ghost job by the recovery routine as one of the
first jobs following a recovery or the first job following a
single user abort. In any mode, ANLZ is completely command driven. It responds to commands that selectively
display monitor tables, examine memory, and compare the
dump with the running monitor. As a ghost job, ANLZ is
an interactive program which communicates with the operator via the operator's console. (Reference: (p··vjSP Reference Manual, 90 31 13.)

3. RESOURCE AND LIMIT MANAGEMENT
CP-V provides an installation manager with extensive tools
for defining and controlling the system's resources and
services. The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of these tools with emphasiis on their int'errelationship.

The following types of resources are always defined at
SYSGEN - if not explicitly, then by default:

CO - core

MC - maintenance console (Xerox 560 Remote Ass ist
Station)

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
The term resoyrce has a very specific meaning in the following discussion. A resource is any portion of the CP-V
installation that is to be shared by the users in a manner
such that each user requiring the resource is allocated the
resource for its exclusive use. (An exception to this is
private disk packs which under some circumstances may be
shared even though they have been defined to be resources.)
Peripheral devices and core are common types of resources.
Symbiont devices and publ ic storage devices can never be
defined to be resources because they are non-allocatable
devices; that is, they are never reserved for the exclusive
use of one user.
There are special resource mananement routines within the
monitor. The specific task of the!se routines is to keep track
of the number of resources of each kind in use and the number of resources of each kind that are avai lable for use.
For a batch job, the requirement for resources is compared
with the available resources and the job is not started unless
sufficient resources are availablE!"
(The user specifies his
resource requ irements on the LIMIT control command.)
Further, the resources are reservf:!d for the exclusive use of
the job so that it is guaranteed that they wi II be avai lable
even if a long time elapses betwl:!en job startup and actual
use of the resources.
The system manager must define what the resources are for
the installation, establish system defaults and maximums for
use of the resources, and set limit's on the use of the resources
for the individual users. He performs these tasks using the
follow ing processors:

A maximum of 13 more resources may also be defined.

The ~ontrol processor con be used to dynamically modify
the default and maximum values associated with each resource. Resources must be defined at SYSGEN. New
resources cannot be added to the system via the Control processor. However, a resource may be effectively removed
from the sy!item by appropriate modification of the va lues
associated with the resource.
The Super processor is used to establish the maximum amount
of each resource that is I~o be ava i lab Ie to each user when
the user runs in the batch or on-line modes. In special
cases, an individual may be authorized a resource maximum
which is higher than the system maximum to allow a special
job to run when no other user can acquire that amount of resource. For example, the maximum for core could be set
low during the day for pushing through a lot of sma" jobs,
but an indiviidul critical job could be run with a high core
requ i remen t.

UMIT CONTROL

•

SYSGEN PASS2

]n order to coordinate the sharing of a CP-V installation
among many users, it is necessary to impose limitations on
the execution of user programs. These limitations fall into
two categories:

•

Control

1"

•

Super

In the PASS2 phase of System Generati on, the system manager uses the :RES command to establish wh ich portions of
the installation are to be resourC(]ls. For each resource, he
establishes the amount of the reso,urce that may be allocated
to all concurrent batch jobs, to all concurrent on-line jobs,
and to all concurrent ghost jobs. He also establishes the
default amount that is to be alloc,cted to each batch, onI ine, and ghost job incases where the amount is not otherwise
specified and the maximum amount that may be allocated
to individual batch, on-line, and ghost jobs.

2.

Service limits which limit such things as:

•

Job execution time.

•

Pages of printer output.

•

Number of cards punched.

•

Amount of temporary public storage.

•

Amount of permanent pub Ii c storage.

Resource limits which Iimit the number of resources of
each type that are available for the job.

Resource and limit Management
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Finally, these composite values are compared to the maximum values in the :USERS table or monitor limit tables and
the job is oborted if the limits are exceeded.

Limits are establ ished, changed, and collected from four
sources:
1.

2.

SYSGEN PASS2 processor - for establishment of system limit tables which define limits to be associated
with each batch, on-I ine, and ghost lob. These limits
are established through use of the :RES, :BLlMIT,
:OLlMIT, and :GLlMIT commands.

The process may be divided into two cases: first, when there
is no user I'AOximum specified in the :USERS fi Ie record for
the limit in question, and second, when there is a user maximum specified. The algorithm applies both to service limits
and to resource limits identically, except where noted.

Control processor - for dynamic modification of the
system limit tables.

Case 1: No User Maximum in :USERS file
The limit is set to the limit on the LIMIT control command
if any. Otherwise, it is set to the system default (BDXX).
If the limit is less than or equal to the system maximum
(BMXX), the job is run. Otherwise, the job is aborted.

3.

Super processor - for establishment and dynamic modification of the limits for each individual user. The
limits are recorded in the :USERS file, a file which
contains one record for each user at the installation.

4.

LIMIT control command - for establishment of limits on
a particular instance of execution. (The LIMIT control command is only applicable to the batch mode.)

Case 2: User Maximum specified in :USERS file

The sequence by which the ultimate service and resource
limits are placed on an executing user program is depicted
in Figure 2. When the job is started, Iimit values for the
job are initially set from the :USERS file record. Values
which are not given in that record a're then set from the
monitor limit tables. For batch jobs, limit values are set
to the value specified by the LIMIT control command.

Super
processor

establish and modify _

If no LIMIT control command is included with the job, the
limit is set to the user maximum for all service limits and all
on-line resource limits. The limit is set to the user maximum
or the system defat-lit (BDXX), whichever is smaller, for
batch resource limits and for job execution time.
If a LIMIT control command is included with the job, the
limit is set to the limit on the command if it is less than or
equal to the maximum specified in the :USERS file. Otherwise, the job is aborted.

:USERS
file

CD
SYSGEN
PASS2
processor

establish
System
limit
tables

Control
processor

Limit
values
for
a
job

0

modify

;II

-...

,,----,1./

(LIMIT

.. I control command

/

/

13) ./

\"'7

/

r

~tch ~~only2.J

Figure 2. Establ ishing Limits for a Job
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4. USER AUTHORIZATION
INTRODUCTION

SUPER COMMANDS

During log-on, four items are reque~ited from the user:
account, name, password, and extende!d accounting. (Password and extended accounti ng are opt-ional.) These items
are used to reference a log-on file (:l.ISERS) that controls
the ~ntry of the job and, if the job is ':lliowed, the type of
usage and system privileges extended to the user. The
log-on file is created by LOGON or eCI and is maintained
by a .specially authorized program, called Super, which may
be run in the batch job stream or from an on-I ine terminal.
Super must be run in the :SYS account- (with any name) and
the user must have at least CO privilene. Modifications to
the log-on file are made using Super commands.
The \og-on file exists in the :SYS account under the name
:USERS. It's composed of a series of records, one for each
user who is 0 lthorized to log on. Most of these records are
created by the system manager using irhe processor Super.
The Qne exception is the :SYS accounl- with the user name
LBE.' The first time there is an attempt to log on under account :SYS and user name LBE, a record for this account and
name is automatically generated and placed in the :USERS
file. If this. initial log-on does not include a password, the
password record in the system record is initially empty (contains zeros) and anyon-line terminal may create and delete
records in the file with Super after 10g!Jing on under account
:SYS and user name LBE. Thus, eithEl!r the initial log-on
shoul,d specify a password or the TEL PASSWORD command
should be used to establ ish a password for the system account
after logging on.
Records within the log-on file are key,ed records with the
key formed by the concatenation of Clccount number and
name of each valid user. Each record contains the identifying information, a password (which may be changed by
the PASSWORD command) and other information that controis the system facilities granted to the user.
In addition, Super is used to create and maintain a file in
the :SYS account called :PROCS. ThIs file is keyed similarlyto the :USERS file but does not m~cessarily contain a
record for each user. The :PROCS file allows the system
manager to restrict a user to an individllJally specified set of
processors or to restrict an individual user from a specified
set of processors. Th :se restrictions ma:f be individually controlled for the three modes of user accl~ss (on-I ine, batch,
and ghost). The processors listed may be :SYS processors
(both shared and unshared) and any ex~~cutable load modules in any account.
Super is also used to create and maintc:lin the :RBLOG file
in the :SYS account which contains remote processing work ...
station authorizations. The recordswithin this file contain
infon:nation such as workstation name, type of remote terminal to be used at the workstation, maximum priority for
I jobs submitted from the workstation, and remote peripheral
devices to be associated as part of the workstation.

Super has ten commands and associated options.
mands are
CREATE
MODIFY
DEFAULT
LIST
REMOVE

The com-

P
FAST
WORKSTA nON

x

END

Super prompts for commands with a single dash and for options with a double dash.

CREATE
The C REA TE command adds a new record to the
log-on file. The format of the command is
C[REATE] {accountfname }
account(name)
where
account
is the account' under whi ch the record is created. Account may be from 1 to 8 characters in length
and may not contain anyof the following characters:
I ; < >. / = ? and all control characters acted
upon by COCo

I

name
is the name of the user for whom the record is
being created. NamE! may contain from 1 to 12 characters and has the same character set as account.
Only one account and name may be specified for each
CREATE command.,
Options for CREATE are entered into the terminal following
the prompt for options. Each option name is followed by
an equal sign and the value of the option that is to appear
in the record. Options on the same line are separated by
a semicolon. If nl:) options are desired, a carriage return
character must be entered fo"c)wing the initial prompt for
options. This crecltes a record containing name, account,
and defau It privi lege and bi lIing values. The end of a group
of options is also terminated by entry of a carriage return
character following a prompt for options. Options for the
CREATE command are shown in Table 5.
When an option is not specified, the system default for that
option is used at run-time. (The system default is not entered
in the log-on record except in the case of privi lege and
billing. )
Four of the options are preceded by

where B stands for batch mode" 0 stands for on-line mode,
and G stands for ghost mode. (However, the user authorization record is currently not used for jobs runn ing in the
ghost mode.)
.
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Examples:

1.

2.

Assume that a log-on file record is to be created under
account ENGNR and name DEVEl. This record is to
have the password A321 B6 and a charge class of 5 for
the batch mode. The BASIC processor is to be automatically called when the user logs on.

.:.CREATE ENGNR, DEVEL ~'0
.:..:.PASSWORD=A321B6 ; CALL=BAS IC
.:..:.B$BILLING=5 0~

Assume that a log-on file is to be created under account
eLAS 10 and name STUDENT. The uset is only to have
on-line access to EASY, BASIC, and FLAG and is to be
restricted from executing any other processor.
.:.C CLASIO,STUDENT
.:..:.CALL=EASY @
--xO=Y ~'!)
.:.:.RP=EASY,O @)
.:..:.RP==BASIC,O 8
--RP=FLAG,O @
.:.:.PM=ALLOWED @)

(N1~

®

.:..:.8

Table 5. CREATE Command Options
Option

Description

~----------------------------------i------------·--·"----··------------------------------------------~

PA[SSWORD]={identification}
NONE

"identification" is the user password that is to appear in the record.
Maximum length: 8 characters. The following characters may not be
used: I ; < > • / = ? and all control characters acted upon by COCo
NONE clears the password field to zero.

~------------------------------I------------"--"---""""----""'-----"--"""-".-------------------"---

specifies the default for READ accounts for all fi les created by this user.
Initial default is ALl. ALL sets the field to O. NONE sets the fiel1
to 1. (The fie Id is one bit in length.)
CArll] ={name[. [account][. password]] }
NONE

"name", "account", and "password" form the load module file identification of the system processor to be automatically connected to the user
terminal when the user logs on. Maximum length:
11 characters

name
account

8 characters

password

8 characters

If "name" alone is specified (i.e., name of a system processor), Super
supplies :SYS as the account. The form
name.

(Note the trailing period.)

is a convenient shorthand way of specifying that the load module is to

come from the user's log-on account.
The form
name •• password
specifies that the load module comes from the user's log-on account and
has a password. NONE clears the call name, account, and password
fields to zero.
1'------------------------+----------"------------"---------------------._--"days,hours" specifies the maximum period of time the files are to be redays,hoursj
tained. Maximum: X'FFFF'. NEVER sets the field to X'FFFF'. NONE
MA[XEXPIRE] = NEVER
clears the field to zero and is the default.
NONE

I

--"-.----.--------------;----------------------------------~

I

daYS, hours j
EX [PIRE] = NEVER
NONE

"days, hours" specifies the defaul t period of time the fi les are to be retained. Maximum: X'FFFF'. NEVER sets the field to X'FFFF'. NONE
clears the field to zero and is the defaul t.

I...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ •••",," _ _ _._ _ ,, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- - - '
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Tabl.5. CREATE Command Option. (cont.)

-.. --'<!>.__,__

Description

OptIon

...-..-

{g}sal[LLlNG]"

....J...... _

.......-

....

-t

f-< ... - .. -"'.~-'"'-..,...- ... - - , . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

"charga" II the user charge clau for accounting and may range from
The value specified by charge II a pointer to one of the eight
charge rate tablel In the IRATE file (see Chapter 5). The defaults are
o for ba,c h, 1 for on-line f and 1 fo,r gholt.

o to 7.

charge

..

{g}SPR[IVILEGE]= I

~~

.... ~~.-

...---..

----~-.--

. --.. . --.---.. ----..---.-.----------1

"level" Is privilege level granted the Uler.

Privilege code. are

ave I
Hex
Code

-

{~ }Mn-={~i~[TE]}
I

EO

Utilize real ... time servlcel.

CO

Bypass security and account checks and Issue M:SYS .
CAL. Default privilege for gholt jobl.

80

Accels and change the monitor.

AO

Read and write error fi Ie; request the devices;
Invoke diagn:)ltics; authorize enqueue/dequeue
automatically.

80

Examine (but not change) the monitor.

40 .

Default privilege level for batch and on-line.

----_•... _---

"value" specifies, In decimal, the maximum value allowed for the resource or service Indicated by "name ll • DELETE speclfiel that the entry
In the log -on record for the resource or service I ndicated by "name" II
to be dele ted and that system defaults are to be uled inltead. The "name"
(Immedlately following M) must be either the name of a resource defined
by the tRE S command at SYSGEN (e. g., CO (core), 9T (tape), 7T (tape),
SP (spinell e)) or the name of a servllee. The servlcel are lilted In Table 6.
(The "wi uell for core must be expressed In number of K words.)

If MC (ma intenance console) il specified as a resource during a Super
run, a spe clal default :PROCS record il generated, replacing the current
:PROCS re cord If there t. one. Th.~ :PROCS record generated contalnl
the follow Ing:
PM:ALLOWED
RP=A NLZ,O
RP=O ELTA,O
RP=£ LLA,O
RP=O LTEST,O
When MC Illpecified for a user, the P command and the XO, RP, and
PM option I are Illegal. The MC option cannot be deleted. The only
way to escape from the restrictions imposed by ullng the Me option II
to use the Super REMOVE command and delete both the :USERS and .
:PROCS re cords for the particular user.

1

II

{~G}pname={~l~l.

D LE[TEl

}

""

speclfie. whether the perJpheral device or lpeclal feature specified by
"name" I. available to the uler (yES) or II not available to the u.er (NO).
DELETE.peclfiel that the entry In the log-on record for the peripheral
d.\:k~ or Ips~bl fec~~r3 e~~~!~b!J ~y II name " il to be deleted (;Jnd that
the 'Yltem default II to be used Inltead. The "name" (Immediately following P) must be the device type of a pedphell'Cll that hal been defined
to be a Iy mblont device via the :SDEVICE command during SYSGEN or a
Ipeclal fe ature that wal defined vllo the :FAUTH command during SYSGEN.
The defaul t II to allow acce.. to all symbiont devlcel.
.laIIIOII_'!,. _ _ _ _ _,_. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

_ " " ' _ _ ~PII;~ _ _ _ _ _

--.~-

...... Super Command.
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Table 5. CREATE Command Options (cont.)
~----------------------------------r-------------------'-'-------------------------------------------

Option

Descri ption

XA[CCT]=character string

"character string" specifies installation-specific account information. A
maximum of 24 characters is allowed. A semicolon will automatically
terminate the field, i. e., the semicolon and the characters following the
semicol.:>n will not be inserted into the field.

XO={Y[ES]}
N[O]

specifies whether or not this user is allowed to execute only processors in
the :SYS account. The default is NO.

__

specifies whether or not a security check is to be performed on granules
and core which will be used by this user. If YES, all core and granules
that the user wi II access wi II be effectively erased before they may t:-.e
accessed. The default is NO.
ALLOWED indicates that the :PROCS record for this user specifies p:ocessors that the user is allowed to use, all other processorsbeingdisallowed.
DISALLOWED indicates that the :PROCS record for this user specifi.;ts processors that are disallowed, all other processors being allowed. This -option
is ignored by the system unless the RP option is also specified.

_ {A[LLOWED]
}
PM - D[ISALLOWED]

J} ~

processor-name r
RP -{
- par t'10 I-name
t:account

L[,R' [B] [0] [G]]

is the restricted processor option and adds, replaces, or removes the I,amed
processor in the :PROCS record. Super will respond with the message
MODIFIED or REMOVED if it is not a new entry.
The name must be from one to eleven characters in length. The account
must be from one to eight characters in length. The mode of control
(on-line, batch, and ghost) may be specified by the letters B, 0, anr' G
wh ich are separated from the processor name by a comma. The letters are
not separated. Jf mode flags are not specified (i.e., only a processor
name is input), BOG is assumed.
R specifies that the specified processor name is to be removed from the
. : PR OCS record.
A partial name is the first n characters of a processor name followed by
a slash (/). When determining if a processor is allowed to execute, STEP
will compare the processor name up to the slash. This allows a set of
processors having identical leading characters to be restricted with one
entry in the : PR OCS record for a given user.

Note: If ci value that is greater than the system parameter but within the range allowed by Super is input, this value
will be accepted by Super but the user will be limited to the system parameter.
.
Table 6.

Table 6. System Services

System Services (cont.)

Definition

Service

Definition

Service

TIME

The time {in minutes} for job execution time.

LOt

The number of pages of pri nted output- from a II
shared processors involved in running a job.

PSTO[RE] The number of granules of permanent RAD
storage that may be used by a job.
TDIS[KJ

The number of punched card records produced
in running a job.

The number of granules of temporary disk
pack storage that may be used by a job.

PDIS[K]

The number of granules of permanent disk
pack storage that may be used by a job.

~.

pot
DOt
UO

t

The number of pages of diagnostics produced
in running a job.
The number of pages of printed output from
all the executing programs in a job.

TSTO[RE] The number of granules of temporary RAD
storage that may be used by a job.
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FPOO[L] The number of fi Ie blocking buffers to be
a Ilocated to a job.

tA value of 32,767 (maximum) implies no limit.

IMODIFY

The MODIFY command changes the specified
fields in an existing record of the log-on file. The format
()f the command is

Example:
~DEFAULTe

~BM9T=3;GM9T=1@J

.:.:.B$ PR=8 0 @)

M[ODIFY] {account, name}
a ccount (name)

~@

where
account
is the account under which the record was
created. Account may be from 1 to 8 characters
in length.
name
is the name of the user foU' whom the record
was created. Name may be fn)m 1 to 12 characters in length.
Options for the MODIFY command speciify the fields of the
r,ecordto be changed. The word NONE following an option name deletes the option value in thl9 record. Options
f~Jr the MODIFY command are the same IJS for the CREATE
command (Tab Ie 5).
The user whose log-on record is modified may be running
during ithe moJification. Since Super changes the log-on
r.~cord but does not change the JIT, the modification will not
t(lke effect until the user logs off and thlen logs on again.
Example:
~\ssume that a log-on file record under account ENGNR
and name DEVEL is to be modified. Thq;! password is to be
changed from A321B6 to 48ZMIBA and the on-line charge
class is to be changed from 5 to 7.

LIST
file.

The LIST cI::>mmand lists the contents of the log-on
This command may be used to

1.

List the entire log-on file.

2.

List all records under a specified account.

3.

List from one to three specific records under one
account.

To list the entire file, the LIST command is entered into the
terminal without parameters.
L[IST]
To Iist only the records in a specific account, the LIST command is entered into the terminal along with the account.
L(IST]account
where account is the account number of the records to
be Iisted. Account is Iimited to 8 characters.

~MODIFY ENGNR,DEVEL~

=.PASSWORD=48ZMIBA@J
=.O$BILLING=78
~@J

.:(0)
DI:FAULT
The DEFAULT command all~)ws the system mal1to change the default values for opf'ions of the CREATE
command. (This command is intended to simplify the authorization of classes of users.) Chang~~s are made only
for the options sp~cified. The format of the command is

a!~er

D[EFAULT]
ThE: sel~cted options and their new default values are entered following the prompt for options. The rules for entering optfons are the same as for the CREATE command.
Once specified, the default values will remain in effect
unti I overridden by a subsequent DEFAl.JL T command or
unti I Super is reloaded (which wi II bri ng in the assembled
ddault~). The default values set by DEFAUL T apply to the
CREATE command but not to the MODIFY command.
It is impqrtant to note that when the default value for an
option is initially specified for one of thE!! three job modes
(B, 0, or G), default values of zero are clutomatica"y generc) ted for the other two modes. The defCiu It va Iues for the
"emainimg two modes may subsequently bE!' explicitly speci..JE~d, bUf in any case the system values ane overridden~ In
.,.h<e example below, OM9T is set to zero.

To list from one to three specific records under one account,
the LIST command is entered into the terminal along with the
account and names of users whose records are to be listed .

L[IS

T1 {account ~name &name &name]]

account(name(.,name ~name)])

)

where
account
is the account number to which the records
belong. Account is limited to 8 characters.

name
is the name of the user whose record is to be
I.isted. Only three user names may be specified.
MUltiple names are separated by commas and must
be under the same account. Each name is limited
j·o 12 characters.

Any combination of options may be specified. For each
record, the name, account, and value of each option is
listed. For options that have three values associated (B, 0,
and G), a" three values are printed in the order B, 0,
and G, separated by commas. Options are entered in the
same way as they are for other commands except that only
the option name is sp1ecified •
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The options for the LIST command are
AL[L]
PA[SSWORO]
XA[CCO UNTING]
CA[LL]
$BI[LLlNG]
$PR[IVILEGE]
XO
SE[CURITV]
Mname
Pname

$

Example:
Assume that a log-on record was created as follows:
.:.CREATE 1234ABCD,C36 §
.:::.PASSWORD=SECRETX 8
.:::.CALL=INITIAL.123ABC
.:::.B$PRIV=40 @)
=O$PRIV=80 8
.:::.BM9T=2 @)
--BMSP=O @
=BPLP=Y 8
--OPLP=Y 8
--OMLO=SO;BMLO=100 @l
=BMTIME=lS @)
--PM=ALLOWED @
.:::.RP=BASIC @)
.:::.RP=EDIT ~(1)
=XO=Y 0])

M
P

PL

If $ is entered, then both BILLING and PRIVILEGE values
are listed. If M is entered, then all entries for maximum
values allowed for resources and services are Iisted. If P is
entered, then all entries concerning peripheral permission
are listed. If PL is entered, a listing of the processor restriction list entries in the restricted processor file (:PROCS)
record for the selected user{s) are output preceded by an indication of the mode of the list {allowed/disallowed}. If
there are no entries for the selected user(s}, this is indicated.
{If ALL has been specified, this null indication is omitted for
improved output readability.}

If all options are desired, the word ALL is entered in response to the option prompt.
.: LIST@

A Iisting of the contents of that log-on record would be
-LIST 1234ABCD,C36 @
-=--ALL 9
ID= 1234ABCD
C36
PA= SECRETX
CA= 123ABC
INITIAL
BI= 00 01 01
PR= 40 80 40
M LO
100,50,0
M TIME 15,0,0
M 9T
2,0,0
M SP
0,0,0
P LP
Y,Y,N
XO=Y
SE=N
ALLOWED PROCESSORS:
BOG BASIC
BOG EDIT

.::. ALL8

(The contents of all records in the log-on fi Ie are listed
here.)

REMOVE
The REMOVE command deletes a record from
the log-on file. The format of the command is

R[EMOVE] {account,name )
account(name)f
'On the other hand, if no options are desired, the word
NONE or a carriage return character is entered, or the
option NONE is entered. Then only the names and account numbers are listed.
- LIST@

(The names and account numbers are listed here.)
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where
account
is the account number of the record to be
deleted. Account is Iimited to 8 characters.
na me
is the no me of the user whose record is to be
deleted. Name is limited to 12 characters.
Only one account and name may be specified in each
REMOVE cOf11mand. The REMOVE command removes both
the log-on (:USERS) record and the associated restricted
processors (:PROCS) record. An error message is given only
if neither record exists.

IExample:
Assume that the record for user ABLE, account 8634 is to be
deleted.
~REMOVE

8634,ABLE@9

I~
The P command removes the specified user's record
from the :PROCS file whether or not there exists a corre!,ponding :USERS record. The format of the command is:

P {account ,name}
account{name)
where
account
is the account number of the :PROCS record
to be deleted. Account is limited to 8 characters.

General options for the WORKS TA nON command are listed
in Table 7. The column TYPE OF TERMINAL specifies which
type of terminal (RBT, 2780, or IRBT) the option is applicable
for. Table 8 lists the device options which are used to define attributes of peripheral devices at IRBTs. These options
apply only to the device specified on the DEY option that
precedes them. The TYPES column specifies whether the
options are legal fOIr input devices (I), output devices (0),
or both (I, 0) •

The industry recognizes several"standard" IRBTs {e. g., COPE
1200 and IBM 360/20 with IRBT software}. These standard
IRBTs have identical attributes includi ng identical types of
peripheral devices. When defining a standard IRBT, the option TYPE=STND ma~f be specified and no further options wi II
be required (in factj' no other options should be specified).
All attributes (including those for peripheral devices) will
be automatically esj'abl ished by Super. The devices for
standard IRBTs and some of the option val ues for those devices are listed in Table 9.

name
is the name of the user whose :PROCS record
is to ~e deleted. Name is Iimited to 12 characters.

F~ AST
The FAST command causes a large batch run to be
executed in a much shorter time than in normal mode. The
f.)rmat of FAST is

F[AST]
The FAST command is valid only in batch mode and should
')e used only if there are no other users in the system. The
':USERS, :PROCS and :RBLOG files will be kept open (and
hence cannot be accessed) until exit from Super.

WORKSTATION
The WORKSTA nON command is used
to authorize a remote workstation, to specify or change options for a parti cular workstation, and to list options for a
pClrticular workstation or for all workstations. The format
of I"he command is

The various options IJre to some degree order-dependent;
that is, certain optil)ns exclude selection of other options.
An incorrect or inappropriate selection of an option will
result in a diagnostic response from Super and the option
will be ignored. Figure 3 partially clarifies this point.
The figure lists all of the options for the WORKSTATION
command (with the E~xception of LW because it is a special
case). The level of indentation indicates the order in which
the options should appear; i. e., options that are indented
cannot be specified unless the option under which they are
indented has been previously specified. Within a given
level of indentation j, the order of appearance of the options
is not important. For example, TYPE=IRBT must appear before DSM, but DSM need not appear before X 1. The figure does not point lOut that some options are mutually
excl usive (e. g., MST and SLY). However, all cases of
mutually excl usive I::>ptions are obvious from the option
descri ptions.

W[ORKSTA nON] id
where id is a 1-8 character workstation name. At least one
character must be alphabetic. If the workstation name is
m)t the name of an authorized workstation, then a new workstat'ion is being authorized.
Options for the WOR~ STA nON command are entered into
the terminal following prompts for options. Options may be
specified on the same line separated by semicolons or may
appear on separate lines. When no further options are desilred, a carriage return alone is entered following a prompt
fOl' an option.
The LWoption (which causes the options of a workstation or
of all workstations to be listed) is a special case. When the
LW option is specified, no other options may be specified.
Tn fact, when the LWoption is specified" Super outputs the
.!quested listing without prompting for further WORKSTA'fION options.

Device Selection. Users refer to local or remote symbiont
devices by name in the DEY option of the LDEV command.
If the device is a't a remote workstation, then the name of
the device was establ ished with the DEY option of the
WORKSTATION command. This external name is linked to
the actual physical device with the RCB option of the
WORKSTA TION command. The format and content of the
RCB may vary, dependent upon the software of the IRBT.
Standard RCBs specify a device type and the number of the
device. The format of a standard RCB is

where bit 0 is always set to one.
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Table 7. General Options of the WORKSTA lION Command
~

-

Option

Type of
Terminal

LW[=ALL]

RBT, IRBT

Requests that the workstation definition be I isted for the workstation
specified by ide If =ALL is specified, all workstation definitions wi II
be I isted regardless of the id specified for the command. If the LWoption is specified, it must be the only option that is specified for the
command.

TYPE = type

-

Specifies the type of terminal where type may be

Description

-

7670 - Xerox 7670 RBT
2780 - IBM 2780 RBT
IRBT - IRBT
STND - Standard IRBT (No other options can be specified. )
The default type is 7670.
---

{SY(STEM] }
NS[YSTEM]

RBT, IRBT

Specifies whether or not jobs in the :SYS account may be submitted from
this workstation • The default is NSYSTEM.

RP = n

RBT, IRBT

Specifies the maximum priority for jobs submitted from this workstation or
the maximum priority for files that are being passed directly to an output
device (see the DC option in Table 8). The default value is 7.

GJOB = name

RBT, IRBT

Specifies the 1-7 character name of a ghost job in the :SYS account that
is to be started when this terminal logs on.

RETRY = n

RBT, IRBT

Specifies, in decimal, the number of times that a fail ing operation is to
be retried before the line is disconnected and the ERROR MAX message
is output. Any number in the range 3 to 255 may be specified. The default value is 15.

{MRB }
NMRB

2780 RBT

Specifies whether the terminal sends and receives single records (NMRB)
or 400-byte multiple record blocks (MRB). The default is NMRB.

{~~M}

RBT

Specifies whether EM characters are to be punched (EM) or are not to be
punched (NEM) into cards at the RBT. The default is EM. Punching EM
characters increases transmission speed during input of the cards but may
make the cards unusable at non-RBT card readers.

LPP = value

RBT

Specifies, in decimal, the I ines per page for the RBT printer.
fault is 39.

MLP = value

RBT

Specifies, in decimal, the maximum I ine length for the RBT printer. The
default is 120 for the 2780 RBT and 128 for the 7670 RBT.

MCP = value

RBT

Specifies, in decimal, the maximum length of core!' Fun h0.' ;.., lilt} RBT.
If the NEM option is specified, this value is ignored. The default is 80.

{MS[Tl}
SL[V]

IRBT

Specifies whether the CP-V system will act as the central site
(master) or as an IRBT (slave) when this workstation is connected.
The default is MST.

IRBT

Specifies, in hexadecimal, a device selector mask used to separate device type from device number. The value specified for mask can range
from 0 to FF. The defaul t is F. (See "Device Selection II below.)

.

-.,~---.--

-

------

-

..-.-.-"..

---

-

DS[MJ = mask

---~

The de-

"____._0_-

Xl
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Specifies that the IRBT is capable of receiving multiple control records
and data records within the same transmission block. (The software of
the particular IRBT determines whether this is possible.)

Table 7.

General Options of the WORKSTA nON Command (cont.)

-

Option

Type of
Terminal

Nl

IRBT

Negates an X 1 option and is only used when changing the attributes of a
workstation. If Xl was never specified for the workstation, Nl is meaningless.

X2

IRBT

Specifies that the workstation is anoth.~r CP-V syst,em.

N2

IRBT

Negates an X2 option and is onl y used when changing the attributes of a workstation. If X2 was never specified for the workstation, N2 is meaningless.

-

Description

----_._.

X3

!

IRBT

Specifies that this IRBT is capable of full multileaving. That is, it' can
accept records for multiple devices within the same block. X3 is the default
between X3 and N3.

IRBT

Specifies that this IRBT requires that eClch block contain records for only one
device. A few IRBTs have this restriction.

IRBT

Specifies a two-character remote number. This specification is only val id
when CP-V is acting as a slave IRBT to another computer system. The number is ass! gned by the system manager of the other 4::omputer system.

IRBT

Spec,ifies a one- to eight-character WSN to be used by the C P-V system to
identify itself when logging onto the remote station being defined. This
specification is only valid when CP-V i!; acting as a slave to another system.

IRBT

Specifies that the next line (or card)is the complete log-on record that will
be transmitted to the master site when this slave CP-V system logs on. (When
Super is called on-line, the record will be automatically blank padded to
80 characters. ) LOGON is legal' only for workstations for which SLY has
been spec i fi ed. It cannot be used with the RMT or RWSN options.

IRBT

Specifies the name used on the LDEV command and remote batch control
commands to reference a particular device at the workstation. OC is a
reserved device name and should be used as the devname if the device is
to be used as an operator's console. The OC device cannot be accessed
by users. The DEVoption is followed by a list of options that define the
particular device (see Table 8). Each device of the workstation must be
defined in this manner. A minimum of 1 and a maximum of 16 devices may
be defined.

IRBT

Specifies that the named device is to be deleted f'romthe workstation
definition. Options of a given device cannot be changed individually.
The device must be deleted and completely redefined •

I

-

N3

----

RM[T]

= 'ln

RW[SN]

= xxxx

-------_._--LOGON

DaV

= devname

!

I

-

.-

DO

= devname

.

.-

Table 8.

Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command
~--

Option
IN
OUT

RcfB] = value

L

Type

I,

a

Description
Spec i fi es whether records for l' his device are to come IN to or OUT
of the CP-V system. Devices capable of input and output must be
defined as two separate devic4~S. The default is OUT.
Defines, in hexadecimal, the I~CB used to communicate with the
device being defined. The RC B is a one-byte field that specifies
the type of devi ce and, in sam e cases, the number of the device.
The required value for the RCI~ is defined by the software of the
IRBT. This option is required because it establishes the connection
between the device name specr'fied (DEV=devname)and a particular physical device.
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Table 8. Device Options of the WORKSTATION Command (cont.)
Option

Type

IR[CB] =value

SU[SBIT] = va lue

SR[CB]

= value

Description
Defines, in hexadecimal, the RCB for the operator's console when
it is being used as an input device. (The RCB option defines the
RCB for the operator's console when it is being used as an output
device.) The IRCB option is only val id when an operator's console
is being defined.

o

Specifies, in hexadecimal, which bit in the Function Control Sequence field is used as the suspend control bit for this device (see
the Multileaving appendix in the CP-V/RP Reference Manual,
90 30 26). The position of the bit that is set to one indicates which
bit is the suspend control bit. All other bits are set to zero.

1,0

Specifies the subrecord control byte type for this device. The
value may be

P
C
U
X

for
for
for
for

printer type.
card type.
user supplied.
spec ia I pri nter type.

If SRCB = U is specified for an output device, the user writing to that
deVice wi II be expected to supply a subrecord control byte as the first
byte of each data record. If it is used for an input device, the subrecord control byte wi II be passed to the user with each data record.
SRCB=C must be specified for input control devices. The default value
is C. SRCB=P and SRCB=X representthetwo basic types of printer
vertical formatcontrol. With SRCB=P, most space or skip operations
are performed prior to the printing of the I ine as is common on Xerox
printers. With SRCB = X, space or skip operations follow the print.
Both types of vertical format control will work correctly for most IRBT
printers, but printspeed can often be improved by selecting the type
which corresponds to the IInatural mode II of the printer being used.

u[sTl =x

o

Specifies one of the following:
Y

this is a listing device. The device will only be used
when the user specifically requests it with the lDEV
command.

N

this is not a I isting device.

S

this is the system listing device and will I,e "s~tI 0; the
default I isting device unless the user specifically requests another listing device.

P

this is the system punch device and will be used as the
default punch device unless the user specifically requests another punch device.

The defaul t is N.

CT[L] }
[ NC[TL]
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Specifies whether or not this device is a control device.(i. e.,
whether or not input from this device is to be scanned for jobs
and remote control commands). The default is CTL.

Table S.

Device Options of the WORKSTATIONS Command (cont.)

r------------r-----------.---------.,.-.-'-,.----.--------------,
Option

Type

Description

DC = type

Specifies the device type of the local symbiont device to which
files from this device will be sent dlirectly. The defoult is NONE.

r---.-.---------t----------t-----.----.-.-----------------------i
SM[D] }
{ NS[MD]

o

Specifies that this is the system message device (i. e., the device
to which messages to the operator wi II be sent). Only one system
message device may be defined for a workstation. The defaul t is
NSMD.

~------------------~----------.~-------.--------.-------.--------------------------------~

BJ[NARY] }
{ NB[JNARY]

1,0

Establishes whether or not binary input or output is legal for this
device. The default is NB.

~--------------~------------~------.---------------------------------------.-,------~

MA[XREC]=n

1,0

Specifies, in decimal, that the longest record legal for this device
may have n bytes. The value n may range from 1 to 240. The default value is SO unless LlST=Y or ILIST=S is specified, in which
case the default value iis 132.

MI[NREC]=n

1,0

Specifies, in decimal, that the shortest record legal for this dovice
may have n bytes. The val ue n may range from 1 to 240. The default value is 1. If LlST=Y or LlST=S is specified, then MINREC
specifies the number of lines per page (i.e., the maximum number
of lines allowed per page). In this case, the value n may range
from 1 to 240 and the default value is 3S.

PR[IV] =p

1,0

Specifies, in hexadecimal, the privilege level required to use this
device. The default value is 40.

~----------------~-------------.-+------------------------------------------------~

KEEP

1,0

Specifies that an output file for this device is to be kept intact
until the entire file has been output. This allows the complete
file to be retransmitted after a line lOIS. KEEP is only meaningful for input devices if ,the DC option is also used. In this case,
partial input files at a line loss are deleted rather than being output. Input files that are not direct passed are always deleted in
this situation.

' - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~_ _ _ _ _ _ _......lL...__._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._ _ _ _ _ _, _ ._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _

Table 9. Standard IRBT Device Option Values
Device Type

RCB

OC

91

CR

93

LP

94

CP

95

90 16 74H-2(9/7S)

-

.

IRCB

'-'-'--.-----.-----,------------.
SRC8

SUSBIT

..-----.----.-.--~-.--.---,--------II

.
.

92

c

--

C

---

P

40

SOO

C
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _-£-0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . .
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For example, if a system using standard RCBs has two
line pri nters, the two RC Bs wou Id be

WORKSTATION id
SYS
NSYS
RP
CJOB
RETRY

Lineprinter 1
(X'94')

Li ne pri nter 2

TYPE=7670
I~M

(X'A4')

N~'M

LPP
MLP
MCP

The DSM specifies a device selector mask that determines
which bits of the RCB will be used to choose an explicit device. For a standard RCB, a DSM of X'OF' means that only
device type wi II be used in selecting a devi ce and that the
number of the devi ce wi II be ignored.

TYPE=2780

MRB
NMRB
EM
NEM
LPP

MLP
MCP
TYPE=STND
TYPE=IRBT
DSM
Xl
NI
X2

For example,
Assume that the following DSM and I ine printers have been
defined:
DSM=OF

(or DSM=F)

DEV=lP

(line printer 1)

N2

RCB=94

X3
N3
DD
MST
SLY

DEV=PR
RCB=A4
RMT

RWSN
LOGON
DEV=OC
IRCB
DEV=any device (including OC)
PRIV
RCB
SRCB
MAX
MIN
DIR
NDIR
BIN
NBIN
KEEP
IN
CTL
NCTL
DC
OUT
SUSBIT
LIST
SMD
NSMD

Figure 3.
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(I i ne pri nter 2)

If the user requests the device LP, he will get either LP or
PR (line print,er 1 or line printer 2), whichever device is
avai lab Ie. The request for LP is translated to RCB=94, but
the DSM specifies that only the low-order four bits (type)
are to be used. Therefore, no distinction is made between
device number one and device number two.
A DSM of FF means that the entire RCB is to be used in selecting the device. In the example above, a DSM of FF
would mean that the user would get the device LP when he
specified LP and PR when he specified PRo
A DSM of 00 means that the RCB is to be ignored completely
in selecting a device, regardless of the device name specified by the user.
Note that the setting of the first bit in the DSM is not important because the first bit of the RCB is always set to one
(even if the RCB is not a standard RCB) and the first bit of
the DSM is effectively ignored. Therefore the following
DSMs are equivalent:
00 and 80
OF and 8F
7F and FF
Note also that the bit settings of the DSM have a different
meaning for RCBs that have a format other than the standard
format. Generally speaking, however, the role of the DSM
is the same for all RCB formats. It specifies which bits of
the RCB will be used to select a device.

Examples:

1.

Example:

Assume that workstation STA 1 with three devices (an
operator's console, a card reader, and a line printer)
is to be defined:
~WORKSTATION STA1~

.:.:.TYPE=IRBT@)
--DEV=OC@)
--RCB=91@)

Assume that the PASSWORD, PRIVILEGE, and BILLING options for users ABLE and BAKER under account 8634 are to
be listed and that the record fOil" user ABLE is to be deleted.
Upon completion, <:ontrol is to be returned to TEL.
-LIST 8634 ,ABLE, BAKER@)
-=-PASSWORD@
--FLAGS@)

--IRCB=92~

=SMD~

':':'$@l

--SUSBIT=408
--DEV=CR(,§

.:.::@)

( listing)

--IN~

~REMOVE 8634,ABLE@)

--RCB=93@l
.:.:.DEV=LP @l
--RCB=94@l
--SUSBIT=80o@l
.:.:.SRCB=P@)
--MAXREC=1328
.:.:.1. IST=S @l

.:.END@)

1

BATCH OPERATIONS (SUPER)

.:.:. ~'
,.~

J. ••

Assume that a standard workstation wi th the workstation
name STANDARD is to be defined and that the attributes of the workstation are then to be listed:
:.W STANDARD~0
.:.:.TYPE=STND 8
:::..W STANDARD @)
.:.:.LW@)

ID=
4 STANDARD
TYP=IRBT
MODE=MST
DSM= OF
RP=
07
IRCS= 92
SM!)= OC
DEVICES
4
DEV RCB SRCB SUS

ex:
CR
LP
CP

91
93
94

95

Super is called by a ISUPER command. After it has been
invoked, it reads thc~ SI device for command input. Super
commands are keypunched beginning in column 1. Command options are keypunched beginning in column 2. Figure 4 depicts a sample Super batch job deck.

rio LIST CTL BIN

C 0040 OUT
C 0000 IN
P 0800 our
C 0001 OUT

N
N
S
P

N
Y
N
N

N
N
N
N

KP
N
N
N
N

PRV DC MAX. MIN
40
40
40
40

00 80
1
00 80
00 132 38
l
00 8Q.._ _

X,
The X command leletes the definition of a workstatkm from the :RBLOG. The format of the command is
X id
wl,ere id specifies the workstation name of the workstation
to be deleted.

dE~finition

EtlD
The END command causes an exit from Super to
TEl. The format of END is
E[ND]

Super can be run in a batch job stream to facili tate and
speed up the modification of the' :USERS file. The formats
of the commands and command options are very simi lar to
the on-line commands and options. If the user does not
assign M:SI and M:L.O to other devices, Super reads the
commands and options from the card reader and writes message output on the line printer. Shou Id the user assign M:SI
to some other device (e.g., a magnetic tape), the input
format must conform exactly to that prescribed be low for
card input.

Comment cards may appear anywhere in the Super input
deck. They must have an asterisk in column one.
Use of the FAST command wi II greatly speed up a large
batch run.
In batch operation, defau It message output goes to the system line printer. When initially invoked, Super advances
to a new page on the printer. It prints each command
option as received, before it analyzes the input for correct
syntax. When it detects a LIST command, it advances to
a new page before writ'ing the command on the printer. The
LIST command print-lout on the line printer has a format
simi lar to the LIST print-out on a terminal but has just one
Ii ne per record.
At the end of the batch Super run, two messages summarizing the number of errors are printed. They have the
following format:
n COMMAND ERRORS
m USER FILE I/O ERRORS

Batch Operations (Super)
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lEaD

LIST
REMOVE 12897, SMITH
REMOVE 57863, JONES

1)CAll = COBOL
'bO$lO=l

----I tO$BI =5
MODIFY 12374, ACCTG

'b8$Blll=4

i)PASS = SMITH
CREATE 12374, SYSTEMS
ISUPER

Figure 4. Sample Super Batch Job Deck
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since it is ignored. This mode of loperation is not recommended'
for lengthy sessions since it susponds operator messages. All
output from running in ghost mode is directed to the line
printer.

The first indicates the number of syntax errors found in the
il"lput stream; the second indicates the number of abnormal
conditions found in accessing the :USERS file. In general,
a syntax error found in an option for a main command will
J:!!sult in the command being executed as though the particf
ular option were not present.

SUPER ERROR MESSAGES
GHOST OPERATION (SUPER)

An error message wi II be returned to the termi no I if a Super
command is entered incorrectly. These error messages are
listed in Table 10.

It: may be more convenient to make short Super runs operating in the ghost mode from the operatorls console. This
mode is initiated by the operator key-in

SUPER COMMAND SUMMARY

IGJOB SUPER

Table 11 summarizes Super commands.. The left-hand column lists the command format, the right-hand column .Jefines the command and options.

In this mode, commands must be typed in at the operator's
console in the same format as for BATCH mode input. Additionally, the first line should contain only a new-line (NL)

Table 10. Super Error Messages
Message

Description

ABNORMAL RETURN ON
:USERS FILE -- value, value

An abnormal return other than I 'busy", "wrong b~yll, or llfile nonexistent" for I/O
access of :USERS file occurred. The first value is a hex abnormal code; the second
value is a hex abnormal subcod e.

ACCOUNT, NAME?

Super scanned to the end of th e command buffer without detecting an account
and/or name field for a CREAT E, MODIFY, or REMOVE command.

ALREADY SPECIFIED FOR
A.NOTHER DEVICE

In the WORKSTATION comma nd, the option LIST = P can only be specified for one
device.

CALL ACCO UNT?

Super did not detect a delimite r (space, carriage return, peldod, nor semicolon)
for a CALL Imn value •

CANIT GET PAGE FOR
DEFAULT OPTION

There is no memory available t o hold the internell record for the defaul t command.

DEVICE NAME ALREADY
SPECIFIED IN RECORD

In the WORKSTATION comma nd, a particular device name can only be specified
once with the DEV option.

..-.--.---.--------

----.--~-.--

f

-----_._-_.

-_._-----

----.,.-------~--.

••• _,,~ _ _ _ _ _ d. _ _ .• _ . _ . _ _ ••

......

~

__

~

___•

_.._,"-_.
..

-- -----_._---,,-------_._--" --.---

ERROR ON M:SI DEVICE,
SUPER EXITING

An abnormal return other than EOF or EOD on the batch M:SI device occurred.

ERROR RETURN ON :USERS
FILE -- value, value

An error return other than " wro ng key" for I/O laccess of :USERS file occurred.
The first value is a hex error c ode; the second v1alue is a he)( error subcode.

...

_-

-.--~

...

_----

FAST COMMAND INVALID
ON-LINE

The FAST command is only per mitted as a batch command.

ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN
HEX FIELD

A hexadecimal value was expe cted in an option of the WORKSTATION command.
At least one of the characters i n the value was not a hexadecimal digit.

-~----.

' __

l

ILLEGAL CHARACTER IN
NAME/ACCT

~"""----_'

___

'~_H"

An invalid character was detec ted while processing a restricted processor (RP)
option.

Ghost Operation (Super)/Super Error Messages/Super Command Summary
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Table 10. Super Error Messages (cont.)
Message

Description

ILLEGAL OPTION FOR
SPECIFIED DEVICE

In the WORKSTA nON command, an option that is not appropriate for the device
being defined was specified or the device has not yet been specified but an option
was specified for it.

ILLEGAL RCB VALUE

The low-order digi t of the value specified on the RCB option of the WORKSTATION
command cannot be a zero.

ILLEGAL SRCB VALUE

The value specified for the SRCB option of the WORKSTATION command must be
U, P, or C.

ILLEGAL VALUE SPECIFIED

The value specified for the LIST option of the WORKSTATION command must be

Y , 5, N, or P.
IN/OUT CONFLICT

The mutually exclusive options IN and OUT were specified on the WORKSTATION command.

INVALID DEVICE NAME

The device name specified for the DEV option of the WORKSTATION command
is not a name that was defined for the system at SYSGEN.

**LOST AN OPTION;
ADVISE LISTING USER**

This message should never be issued; however, should it be, it indicates a Super
program fai lure, or a loss of bits in the system. Super outputs the message and
continues processing any remaining options in the buffer •

MASTER/SLAVE CONFLICT

. The mutuallyexclusive options MASTER and SLAVE were specified on the WORKSTATION command.

MODIFY ?

A request was entered to CREATE a user (record) which already exists in the
:USERS fi Ie. Super issues this message, then (prompts and) awaits input of options to modify the existing record. Null option input leaves the record as
it was.

NO DEVICE SPECIFIED

In the WORKSTATION command, the workstation has been defined to be an IRBT
but no DEV options are specified.

NO DEVICE SPECIFIED
FOR DEVICE dd

In the WORKSTATION command, an RCB must be specified for each device
defined.

~

NO SUCH DEVICE IN
RECORD

In a WORKSTATION command, a device that does not exist is specified to
be deleted.

I

NOT A SYMBIONT DeViCe

The device specified on the DC option of the WORKSTA TION command must be a
symbiont device.

NOT ALLOWED FOR TYP
SPECIFIED

In the WORKSTA TION command, an option was specified that is not allowed for
the type of workstation (7670 or IRBT) being defined.

NOT MAIN COMMAND

Batch Super expected to read a command beginning in column one, but column
one of the card was null.

OPTION DISALLOWED
BECAUSE MC SPECIFIED

Specified command or option is not permitted when MC is set.

PROCESSOR NAME OR
ACCOUNT TOO LONG

On a restricted processor (RP) option, either the name has exceeded 8 characters
or the account has exceeded 12 characters.

:PROCS RECORD FULL.
NAME REJECTED

There is no more space for restricted processor names in the :PROCS record.
Perhaps clever use of the partial processor name feature will rectify this
problem.

I

I
I

- .

,

l-
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Table 10. Super Error Messages (cont.)
Message

Description

RCB NOT YET SPECIFIED

The SMD option of the WORKSTA nON command was spec::ified before theRCB
option was specified for a device, or a device was defined without an RCB being
defi ned for it.

SMD Al.READY SPECIFIED

Only one system message device (SMD) is allowed per workstation.

SORRY YOU ARE NOT
ALLOWED TO ACCESS
Sl)PER

The user is trying to access Super and is not logged on under :SYS,LBE.

SPECIFIED VALUE TOO BIG

A value specified for an option on the WORKSTATION command is too big.

SPECIFIED VALUE TOO
SMAll

A value specified for an option on the WORKSTATION command is too small.

-

_...•

-

SRCB INCONSISTENCY

An option of the WORKSTA nON command is inconsistent with the value specified
for the SRCB option.

STRING

The value specified for an option in the WORKSTATION command contains more
characters than are .allowed.

00 lONG

STRING TOO SHORT

The value specified for an option in the WORKSTATION command contains fewer
characters than are required.

SYNTAX ERROR IN
COMMAND

There is a syntax error in the restricted processor (RP) option.

SYNTAX - UNEXPECTED
EQUALS

An option on the WORKSTATION command contains an equal sign and an equal
sign is not part of the particular option syntax.
This message should never be issued; however, should it be, it indicates Super, in
accessing the :USERS file, received an abnorm':J1 return indicating :USERS does not
exist. Super outputs the message and exits to executive level (TEL or CCI). Call
Super again.
An option on the WORKSTATION command was input before another option that
must precede it was input.

"-

I

10

**THE :USERS FILE DOES
NOT EXIST**

THIS OPTION ILLEGAL AT
THIS TIME
TOO MANY OPTION
NAMES, RE-DO LIST
CMD

More than 16 individual options have been enh~red in either the M or P category
on the LIST command.

UNRECOGNIZED NAME

The name specified on the M or P command is not valid.

UNRECOGNIZED TYPE
NAME

The value specified for the TYPE option of the 'WORKSTATION command is not
7670, IRBT, or 2780.
.._---

VALUE TOO BIG

An option value was entered that is too big to fit in its designated field in the
log-on record.

WARNING: NO SMD
SPECIFIED

In the WORKSTATION command, the MASTER option was specified but no SMD
option was specified.

WHO?

A request was entered to MODIFY, REMOVE, ()r LIST the r1ecord(s) of a user(s)
not in the :USERS fi Ie.

WORKSTA TION NOT
PRESENT

The user has attempted to delete a nonexistent workstation.

.-

------

..

-

~.

'-

-

--
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Table 10. Super Error Meuages (cont.)
Message

Description

value?

Super doe. not recognize the given commandop.rator or option operator, or does
not recognize a too lengthy CALL field value. Input the Information again.

=wlue?

The given option value is too long, exceeds system limit for the option, or contains an tllegal character. Input the option again.

Table 11. Super Command Summary
Command

Description

C[REATE1{account,name }
account(name)

Adds a new record to the log-on file.
Options:
PA[SSWORD]= {~~~~ication (1-8 characters)}

.

{ALL

RE[AD]= NONE}
CArll] ={nameI. [account]~ password]] }
NAME
name (1-11 characters)
account (1-8 characters)
password (1-8 characters)
MA[XEXPIRE] = rYS,hOU"}
NEVER
NONE

{daYS,hOUrs}

EX[PIRE] = NEVER
NONE

{g}

$BI[LlING] = charge (0 SchargeS 7)

{g}

$P R[JVI lEG E) = leve I
where level can be one of the following hexadecimal codes: EO,
CO, BO, AO, 80, 40.

n
~
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value
Mname = {DE lE [TE] }

Table 11. Super Command Summary (cont.)

--

C [REATE] eccount,name }
account{name)

r-----.~.---.

Description

Command

{g}

(cont. )

I
l
yrES]

Pname = N[O]

DELE [TE]

XA[CCT] = character string

xo {Y[ES] }
N[O]

SE[CURITYJ
PM

RP

={~[[~j}

= {A[LL OWEDl

}

D[IS ALLOWED]

={proc,e ssor-name
partl al-name/

~ account]

} f, R
[B]

L,

"

[0] [G]J

-----.-.
D[EFAULT]

Changes th e defaults recognized by Sup.3r.
Optio ns:
Same as options for the CREATE command.
-~

_ . _ - - - -- - - - - - _ . _ - - Causes exit from Super to TEL or to CCI.

E[ND]

-- - ..-- .......--.... ._--_•.
Causes a 10 rge batch run to be executed in a much shorter time
than in nor mat mode.
---_.
...._--_ •.
--

F[AST]

L[IS TJ{laccountrame[,name ~na_~1~~
[account (name[,nam~ ,name )

__

)

Lists the specified contents ~:>f all the 109-on files:
Optio ns:

~~slWORD]

A
P
XACCOUNTING]
C ALL]
$BI[LLING]
$ PR[IVILEGE]
Xo
SE[CURITY]
Mname
pname

$
M
p
pL
-- ---- 1-............ __.
..

M[ODIFY] {account,name }
account(name)

~

__

.L¥._~.

Changes th e specified fields of an existing log-on record.
Optio ns:
Same as options for the CREATIE command. NONE clears
t he specific option field in the record to zero.

------Super Command Summary
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Table 11. Super Command Summary (cont.)
Command

Description

P{account,name }

Deletes a record from the :.PROCS file.
options.

account(name)

R[EMOVE] {account,name }
account (name)

Deletes a record from the Ipg ...on fUes. Also deletes the corresponding record from the restris;ted processor list file if it exists
for this user. ThEne are no opt,lons for this command.

W[ ORKSTA nON] id

Authorizes a workstation, spe.c.lfies or changes options for a
particular workstation, and lists options for a particular workstation or for all workstations.
General Options:
LW[=ALL]
TYPE=type
SY[STEM]
NS[YSTEM]
RP=n
GJOB=name
RETRY=n
MRB
NMRB

NEM
EM
LPP=value
MLP=value
MCP=value
MS[T]
SL[V]
DS[M] =mask

Xl
Nl

X2
N2

X3

44
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Table 11. Super Command Summary (cont.)
Command
W[OR KSTA TlON] id
(cont. )

Descripti on

N3
RM[T]=nn
RW[SN] =xxxx
lOGON
DEV=devname
DD=devname

Devi ce Options:
IN
OUT
RC [8] =value
IR [C eJ =val ue
SU [SBIT] =value
SR [CB] =value
LI[ST] =x
CT[l]
NC[Tl]
DC=type
SM[D]
NS[MD]

I

BI[NARV]

I

NB[INARV]

!

MA[XREC]=n

I

MI[NREC]=n
PR(IV]=p
KEEP

----_._------_._ ..._-------_._-------1
X id

Deletes the definition of 01 workstation.

--.--.-,---------.....

------,~..
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5." USE ACCOUNTING
INTRODUCTION

Calling sequence:

Since accounting is a matter of installation and corporate
preference, the gathering and recording of accounting information is centralized in CP-V. The function of gathering CPU time is centralized in the resident monitor routine
T:ACCT. The function of calculating charges and distributing output to users and files is centralized in the shared
processor LOGON/LOGOFF. This centralization makes
it easy for system programmers to modify the accounting
faci Iities.

BAL,15

The activities of each job, whether initiated on-line or
submitted through the batch stream, are accounted for
through a series of counts kept in the job information table
(JIT) and the assign/merge record associated with each job.
These counts record the details of CPU usage, elapsed time,
I/O activity, and amount of peripheral use.
At the end of each job, LOGOFF combines these counts
with rates from a rate table and calculates total charge
units. It then writes an accounting summary record, which
may be used for billing or analysis, into the accounting log
file, :ACCTLG, which is in the :SYS account. Only jobs
with :SYS account numbers are allowed to access the
:ACCTLG file.
Deleting the :ACCTLG file has no effect on the operation
of the system. The system merely begins a new :ACCTLG
file at the termination of the job that did the deleting.
Neither deletion nor backup of the :ACCTLG fi Ie is automatic. The information contained in the file mayor may
not be of critical importance for an installation, and it is
left to the installation manager to decide how to handle
the file.

INSTALLATION ACCOUNTING ROUTINES "
In order to provide the installation with the capabi lity of
policing the entry of jobs and modifying accounting charges,
exits are provided at job and terminal session initiation and
termination for the inclusion of supplementary accounting
routines to be supplied by the installation.
The installation may supply a batch job or terminal session
initiation accounting routine whose DEFed entry point is
M:ACINIT and a batch job or terminal session termination
accounting routine whose DEFed entry point is M:ACTERM.
Briefly, exits are made to these names in the following
manner.
M:ACINIT
Assembled as an SREF at:

46

1.

Batch job initiation

2.

Terminal session log-on

Use Account'""

M:ACINIT

Input registers:
Register 3 - contains the address of the image of
the :USERS record.
Register 5 - contains the address of the JIT.

Output registers:
Register 3 is either zero or nonzero as determined
by the installation's M:ACINIT routine. All other
registers must remain as they were before the installation's routine was entered.

M:ACTERM"
Assembled as an SREF at:
1.

Batch job termination

2.

Terminal session log-off

Calling sequence:
BAL,15

M:ACTERM

Input register:
Register 3 - contains the address of the image of
the account record.
Output registers:
Register 3 contains either zero or nonzero as a result of the action of the M:ACTERM routine. Upon
return from this routine, all registers except register 3 are expected to remain intact.

In each case, the address of the JIT can be found in location XI4FI. An installation wishing to supplement the standard validation and accounting provided by the system must
inClude ROMs with the above entry names into the appropriate processor load modules during the PASS3 portion of
SYSGEN by adding the ROM file names (and account, if
needed) to the list of element fi les on the LOCCT processor
commands. The initiation routine, M:ACINIT must be included in both the CCI. and LOGON load modules. The
termination routine, M:ACTERM, is called by ACCTSUM
, and must be included in both LOGON and GHOSTl.

Exit will be made at job and terminal session initiation to
the installation accounting routine, M:ACINIT. Ai' this
point, syntax checking on the control command to enter the
system has already been performed. Relevant items in the
JIT have already been set up to reflect the environment in
which the job is to be executed. The optional extended accounting information, if specified, has been recorded in the
assign/merge table and items such as the remaining permanent secondary storage for the job have also been stored in
the table. In addition, for batch entries, resource requests
(core, tape drives, disk pack spindles) have already been
recorded. By pooling the information in JIT, user's :USERS
record and assign/merge table, the installation accounting
routine can then pol ice the job. If the routine decides that
the job is to be denied further access to the system, a zero
should be returned in register 3, in which case, the system
wi II output an appropriate message to the user and the job
wi II be aborted.
At job and terminal session termination, exit is made to the
installation accounting routine, M:ACTERM. At this point,
the system has already prepared an accounting record image. However, before the record is actually appended to
the system accounting file, :ACCTLG, the installation accounting routine has the option of modifying the information
inthe record image. The routine can also determine whether
the record should be included in the :ACCTLG accounting
fi Ie. In the event that the record is not to be written to the
fi Ie, a zero in register 3 is returned by the routine to the
system and the accounting record wi II be suppressed.

nn
xxxx

is the number of terminal interactions.
is f'otal charge units for the on-line session.

The same information may be requested by the user during
an on·-line session by entry of the TEL STATUS command.
For the batch user, the entire accounting record is written
through the M:LL. DCB normally assigned to the line printer.
The format of this printout is shown in Table 13. The batch
user may assign M:LL to a fiie. However, any errors encountered while ottempting to output accounting information through M:LLwill force the assignmentof M:LLto return
to the line printer. Items in the record with value of zero
are suppressed from the printer.
In the accounting record, the start time and end time fields
are expressed in minutes from midnight by defau It. However,
these two fields may be expressed in seconds from midnight
by patching bit 31 of S:OPT10N to a one in the monitor.
(S:OPTION is described in the CP-V Data Base Technical
Manual, 90 19 95.)

ACCOUNTING CHARGES
Each user is suppl ied at log-on time with a charge class
value from his log-on record. This value is transferred
to the assign/merge table by LOGON and is used by
LOGOFF to access the proper rate table in the :RATE fi Ie.

ACCOUNTING lOG FORMAT
Figure 5 shows the format of records in the accounting log
fi Ie. One record is created for each job or user processed
and is retained in the fi Ie. The items with in a record are
defined in Table 12.

:RATI: FILE
The :RATE file is clone-record fi Ie containing a set of eight
rate table pointers and eight mte tables (Figure 6). LOGOFF
uses the charge class value for each user to access the
associated pointer in the :RATE file which points to the appropriate rate table.

ACCOUNTING OUTPUT
The output of accounting information may take either one
of two forms. One form consists of a summary of accounting information. The other form consists of the entire accounting record.
For the on-line user, a summary of accounting information
is sent to the terminal at the time the user logs off. The
format of this information is
CPU=rn.mmmm CON=h:mm INT=nn CHG=xxxx

RATES PROCESSOR
The :RATE file is maintained by a specially authorized processor called RATES. The RATES processor, like Super and
Control, is accessible from the user account :SYS and
requires at least CO privi lege. If the fi Ie :RATE does
not exist, RATES creates it using the default value
shown in Figure 6.
The RATES processor is ca lied by entering the name of the
processor in response to a TEL prompt for a command.

where
m.mmmm
is CPU time expressed in minutes and tenthousandths of a minute.
h:mm
is console time expressed in hours (h) and minutes (mm).

90 16 74H-l(11/76)

! RATES @)

The :RATE fi Ie (if it exists) is automatically loaded into core
for modification by RATES commands.
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Definition

o

Account

2

Name

5

Extended Accounting

11

Charge Units

12

Line Number

13

Job Origin
Start Date

15

Start Time

16

End Time

17

Console Interactions

18

Finish Date

19

SYSID

20

Cards Read

Pack Mounts

Job Steps

I

Spindles

Cards Punched

21

Processor Pages

22

Diagnostic Pages

User Pages
Tape Mounts

23

Tape Accesses

24

RA D Accesses

25

Disk Accesses

26

I/O CALS

27

Permanent RAD Granu les

28

Permanent Disk Granu les

29

Core Usage

30

Processor Execution Time

31

Processor Service Time
Partition

Maximum Core Size

I

User Execution Time

34

User Service Time

35

Peak Temporary RAD Granules
Peak Temporary Disk Granules

36

Bi Iling Rate

37

Accounting Record
Status Code

Figure 5.

Accounttng Charges

Tape Drives

I~~

33

38

I

System Version

14

32

...

Final Run Status

Priority

Resource Allocation Values

Structure of Accounting Record

Table 12. Contents of Accounting Record

(.--~!----------~------------------------------~
Name

Description

Ac;::cpunt

Account number of the user as specified on the job card or log-on message.

Name

Name of the user as specified on the job card or log-on message.

Extended Accounti ng

Installation-defined accounting information as specified on the job card or
log-on message.

Charge Units

Accumulated charge units calculated for the user through use of the rates table.

Line: Number

Line number (Data Set Controller Subchanne/) to which the user connected.
Number is set to X' FF' if entry is for a batch job.

Priiority

Priority specified on the job card.

Final Run Status

Run status at the completion of the job (an eight bit field).

"

Line

Unused if entry is for a terminal session.

X'OO' - Job exited normally.
X'Ol' - Job aborted, i /legal trap.
X'02' - Job aborted,

I/o error.

X'04' - Job aborted, limit exceeded.

X'08' - Reserved for CHKPT.
X'10' - Job aborted, 'X' key-in.
X'20' - last job step errored, 'E' key-in.
X'40' - Job aborted, M:xxx.

X'80' - last job step errored, M:ERR.
Jo~ Steps

Total number of job steps.

Job Origin

Origin of batch job.

o-

From local card reader

- From on-line terminal
2 - From remote processing
System Versi on

Version of operating system (from cell X'2B') in EBCDIC.

Start Date

Date at job or terminal session start, where the left halfword is the year and the right
halfword is the doy. Year is a binary value that records only the last two digits of
the year; e. g., 1970 is represented as X'46'. Day is the Julian day of the year represented in binary; e.g., September 14 is represented as X'101'.

Sta~t

Time of day at start of job or terminal session in minutes (or, optionally, seconds)
from midnight. The value is expressed in binary.

Time

End. Time

Time of day at end of job or terminal seSsion.
start time.

Expressed in the same format as

Con$ole Interactions

Number of interactions during the course of a terminal session (zero for batch).

AccountIng Charg..
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Table 12. Contents of Accounting Record (cont.)

eo.

Name

Description

Finish Date

Date at job or terminal session finish. The format is the same as for Start Date.

Sysid

ID assigned to user job or session.

Pack Mounts

Number of disk packs mounted.

Spindles

Maximum number of disk pack spindles of all types allocated to batch or available
to on-line.

Cards Read

Number of cards read, including the job card and any EOD cards, but hot FIN
cards.

Cards Punched

Number of cards punched, including 10 card, JOB card, BIN cards and EOD
cards, but not blank cards inserted by the punch symbiont between jobs. If no
punched output is produced by the job, the ID and JOB cards are suppressed and
the punched card count is reduced to zero.

Processor Pag es

Number of pages of printed output generated by shared processors, plus two
ID pages at the beginning of the job and the accounting page at the end.

User Pages

The number of pages of printed output generated by user programs only.

Diagnostic Pages

The number of pages of all output to a symbiont fi Ie through the M:DO DCB,
includIng core dump snaps and debug output. However, oui-put is not counted
if it goes to a user file, even though it goes via M:DO.

Tape Mounts

Number of tapes mounted.

Tape Drives

Maximum number of tape drives of all typesallocated to batch or available to
on-line.

Tape Accesses
RAD Accesses
Disk Accesses

Number of read, write, and fi Ie positioning accesses on the specified device, but
not seek accesses since these are considered part of a read or write. A chargeable
access is actually a request to a queue. These values include cooperative I/O.

I/O CAls

Number of CAll, 1 operations performed.

Permanent RAD Granules

Net change in accumulated RAD storage. This isa signed binary value.

Permanent Disk Granules

Net change in accumulated public disk pack storage. This is a signed binary
value.

Core Usage

Product of CPU time times core size in pages (tickst x pages).
usage by job.

Processor Execution Time

CPU time spent in shared processors in the slave mode, expressed in ticks. t

Maximum Core Size

Peak value of core reached, expressed as the number of pages. Does not include
shared processors or context.

Partition

Partition number under wh ich the job ran (zero if term ina I session).

User Execution Time

CPU tim~ spent in other than shared processors expressed in ticks. t

User Service Time

Monitor service time spent for other than shared processors expressed in ticks. t

Peak Temporary RAD
Granules

Peak value of temporary RAD granules used.

Aceountlng Charges

Includes all core

Table 12. Contents of Accounting Record (cont.)
Name

Description

Peak Temporary Disk Granules

Peak value of temporary public disk pack granules used.

1-----------------+--------------"---------.. ----~----------------+----------.-------.---.---

..----------._-- - -. ..--- -_ . _-----.. _- ._. _. _._-----_._-_ .. _-.-----

Charge class used for accounting for this user. The value is obtained from the
user's log-on record and is in the range 0 to 7.

Billing Rate

1-----------------.---------,------------_. .- .. --- ....----..--- -------.----.. . Accounting Record Status
Code

Status under which the accounting record was !~enerated.
X'OO' - Accounting record was created under normal conditions.
X'Ol' - Accounting record was created during recovery but the accounting
record is correct.

X'02' - Accounting record was created under abnormal conditions (assign/merge
read error) and contains erroneous information for Start Date, Start
Time, Bi"ing Rate, Permanent RAD Granules, and Permanent Disk
Granules.
X'03' - Accounting record was created under abnorma~ conditions (during system
recovery) and contains erroneous information for Start Date, Start Time,
Bi" ing Rate, Permanent RAD Granules, and Permanent Disk Granules.
~-------.---------_t_----------------------.-------.------ ...-----.----- . ------.-.------------------.-----..-Values of resources at time of log-off. Values are in one byte fields and appear in
Resource Allocation Values
the same order as the resources specified in the system resource limit table. These
values represent maximum number of resources cJ"ocated to batch or available to
on-line.

t-----------------'----------.---.----------.. ,-----------------------tOne tick equals two milliseconds.

-----------------------_._--_._------------_._.... __ ...__.._._. __...__ ._-----_._---_._--

Table 13.

Accounting Printout for Batch Jobs

Printed Format

Explanation

I - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - . - - - - -.. .---------(Time and Date)
ELAPSED JOB TIM E

hh:mm:ss

Clock time in hours, minutes, and seconds for job
or terminal session.
Partition number under which the job ran.

PARTITION NUMBER

x.xxxx

Sum of all execution time (in minutes).

PROCESSOR EXECUTION TIME

x.xxxx

Shared processor execution time (e.g., FORTRAN)
(in mi nutes).

PROCESSOR SERVICE TIME

x.xxxx

Monitor time for CALs issued by shared processors
(in minutes).

USER EXECUTION TIME

x.xxxx

User program execution (in minutes).

USER SERVICE TIME

x.xxxx

Monitor time for user issued CALs (in minutes).

TOTAL CPU TIME

CARDS:

90 16 74H-1(11/76)

CARDS READ

xxxx

Number of cards rE:~ad.

CARDS PUNCHED

xxxx

Number of cards punched.

AccountIng Charges
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Table 13. Accounting Printout for Batch Jobs (cont.)
Printed Format
PAGES:

TAPES:

PACKS:

CORE:

Explanation
PROCESSOR PAGES

xxxx

Number of pages printed by shared processors.

USER PAGES

xxx x

Number of pages printed by user program.

DIAGNOSTIC PAGES

xxxx

Number of pages printed through M :DO.

DRIVES ALLOCATED

xx

Number of tape drives allocated.

TAPES MOUNTED

xx

Number of tapes mounted.

SPINDLES ALLOCATED

xx

Number of disk spindles allocated.

PACKS MOUNTED

xx

Number of disk packs mounted.

PEAK CORE (PAGES)
PAG E * MINUTES
OPERATIONS

I/O:

CALS

xxx
xxxxxx
xxxxx
xxxxxx

Maximum number of core pages used at anyone time.
Does not include shared processors.
Amount of core time used.
usage (data and context).

Includes swappable core

Number of physical I/O actions except terminal and
swap I/O.
Number of CAL, 1 operations.

FILE SPACE
PEAK RAD TEMPORARY

xxxx

Peak value of temporary RAD granules used.

NET RAD PERMANENT

xxxx

Net change in accumulated RAD storage (in granules).

AVAILABLE RAD PERMANENT

xxxx

Amount of RAD space avai lable for permanent storage
(in granu les).

PEAK DISK TEMPORARY

xxxx

Peak value of temporary publ ic disk pack granules used.

NET DISK PERMANENT

xxxx

Net change in accumulated public disk pack storage
(in granules).

AVAILABLE DISK PERMANENT

xxxx

Amount of public disk pack space available for permanent storage (in granules).

NUMBER OF SWAPS

xxxx

Number of times the user was swapped.

RESOURCES ALLOCATED
CO=xx 9T=xxxx 7T=xxxx

(etc.)

CHARGE UNITS

Values of resources allocated.
xxxxxxxx

RATES COMMANDS
There are three commands in the RATES processor command
language. They are BUILD, PRINT, and END.

Total charge units.

BUILD
The BUILD command modifies the charge unit
values in the specified charge rate table. The format of the
command is

RATES prompts for a command by typing a single dash. It
prompts for each charge rate table entry for the BUILD command by typing a charge siding followed by an equal sign.

:. B[UI LD1table

RATES looks only at the first and last characters of a command. The first character identifies the command; the last
character identifies the charge rate table the user wishes to
manipulate (for BUILD and PRINT). Thus, RATES accepts
neither leading nor trailing blanks in command input. Only
the last digit of a multidigit number will be used to identify
a rate table.

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= [value]
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CPU TIME= [value}

TERMINAL INTERACTIONS= [value]
I/o CALS= [value]
CONSOLE MINUTES= [value]
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I
,/

Charge class 0 po inter

0

Charge class 1 pointer

----------- ..
8
16

Charge class 2 pointer

2

24

Charge class 3 pointer

3

32

Charge class 4 pointer

4

40

Charge class 5 pointer

5

48

Charge class 6 po inter

6

56

Charge class 7 pointer

7

CPU time

8

64
- - ....

CPU time x core size

9

Terminal interactions

10

0

1/0 CALs

11

1000

Console minutes

12

0

Tapes o,·d packs mounted

13

100000

Page-date storage

14

10000

Peripheral 1/0 cards
and pages

15

2000

16

6

17

1

18

1000

19

1000

Charge clas:s pointers point
to charge rate tables

6

~

Charge rate table 0 (default
table for batch jobs)

.

J

~

20

200

21

100000

22

10000

23

2000

Charge rate table 1 (default
table for orl-Iine jobs)

--

Charge rate tables 2-6

64

-----_._----6

..

65
66

1000

67

1000

68

200

69

100000

70

10000

71

2000

~

Charge rate table 7

Figure 6. Structure of :.RATE File
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TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED= [value]
PAGE - DATE STORAGE= [value]

t

Example:
Assume the user wants to print the contents of charge rate
table 3.

PERIPHERAL I/o CARDS + PAGES=[value]

- P3 <§)
where
table
specifies one of the eight charge rate tables
and has a range 0 :s; table:s; 7.
value
specifies the units to be charged for a particular item and has a range 0,~value:S;99999999.
If the user does not enter a value before entering
a carriage return character, RATES wi" not alter
the stored value for that item.

CPU TIME= 6
CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= 1
TERMINAL INTERACTIONS =5000
I/o CALS = 15000
CONSOLE MINUTES =200

RATES allows the user to make two input errors before requesting the user to retype the command. It stores all legal
values it receives prior to the error.

TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED = 100000
PAGE - DATE STORAGE = 10000t

Example:

PERIPHERAL

Assume that the user wants to change some of the charge
unit values in charge rate table 3. Specifically, he wants
to change the charge units for terminal interactions and I/o
CALs to 5000 and 15,000 respectively.
- BUILD 3 @)

I/o CARDS + PAGES =2000

EN D
The END command causes RATES to write the
:RATE file on disk storage and to exit to TEL. The format
of the command is
E[NDJ

CPU TIME=@)

Example:

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= @)

=. END <§)

TERMINAL INTERACTIONS= 5000 @)

1/0

CA LS= 15000 @)

BREAK CONTROL

CONSOLE MINUTES= @>
TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED= @)
PAGE.;. DATE STORAGE= (§

1

t

PERIPHERAL I/O CARDS + PAGES= @)

If the user depresses the BREAK key anytime after he receives the first prompt for command input and before he
enters the END command, RATES stops processing the current command and returns to the command level. If the user
depresses the BREAK key after entering the END command,
RA TES ignores the break and processes the END command.
At all other times, RATES returns to TEL when the user
depresses the BREA K key.

RATES ERROR MESSAGES

PRINT
The PRINT command prints the contents of the
specified charge rate table. The format of the command is

RA TES returns one or more error messages to the user's termina I if the user incorrectly enters a command. These messages are listed in Table 14.

P[RINT] table
where
table
specifies the charge rate table to be printed
and has a range O:S; table ~ 7.
tAlthough rate table entries are made for this item, charges
to it are not recorded.
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RATES COMMAND SUMMARY
Table 15 summarizes the RATES commands. The left-hand
column lists the command format and the right-hand column
defi nes the command va lues.

r·.=--__-=--=-~~--=----=---=--=---===
Table 14.

r~

RATES Error Messages

Description

ILLEGAL COMMAND

A command other than BUILD, PRINT, or END was entered in
response to a prompt for command input. Retype the command.
---------------------------i--------------- ----------------- -------A value entered in response to a BUILD command prompt was
I LLEGAL NUMBER
nonnumeric or exceeded eight digits. Retype the command if there
is no other message.

------------"'------------------..---- -- - ---------------------------------------------1

LAST CHARACTER MUST BE 0-7

The last character of a BUILD or PRINT command was not a digit
in the range 0-7. Retype the command.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---RATES created the : RATE file with the default values given in
: RATE FILE DID NOT EXIST, BUT
HAS BEEN CREATED
FIgure 8. (This is not an error message. )
.. ------.---.-..--------.----------.--- -.
A value entered in response to a BUILD command was incorrect.
RETYPE COMMAND
Retype the command. (RATES stores legal values that were input
prior to the incorrect value. )
-------------.------.-----------f----.----.------- ---------.------.------ --------... --.-. ..------------- --.-.------------SORRY, YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED
An attempt was made to access the RATES processor by a user who
TO ACCI·5S THE : RATE FILE
Is not logged on with the name LBE under account :SYS.
-------------_._--------------_._-------_.'-._-_•.
.._------------------------------RATES encountered an unexpected I/O error while opening,
UNEXPECTED I/O ERROR NO
reoding, writing, or closing the : RATE file. Call the RATES
UPDATING TOOK PLACE
processor again .
--~----------------------r__--.----------

-------.-----.----~-------

_-_

. ----------------~.........- - - " i _ , . - - -...--------.~.-----.--------...

Table 15.

RATES Command Summary

r----------------------....,-----.------~---.-----.---------_

Command

Description

---------------------+---------.. ,..--.. -----------.-.-----------------1
: B[UILD] table
CPU TIME::: [val ueJ

Modifies the charge unit values in the specified charge rate table.
All values must be in t-he range 0 :s; value ~ 99999999. If no value
is entered prior to a carriage return character, the currently stored
value is saved.

CPU TIME * CORE SIZE= [value]
TERMINAL INTERACTIONS= [value]
I/O CALS= [value]
CONSOLE MINUTES= [value]
TAPES AND PACKS MOUNTED= [value]
PAGE - DATE STORAGE= [value]

Although rate table entries are made for this item, charges to it are
not recorded.

PERIPHERAL I/O CARDS + PAGES= [value]
E[ND]

Wrrtes the updated :RATE file and returns control to TEL.

p[R1NT] tabl e

Prints the contents of the specifieid charge rate table.
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6. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE CONTROL
INTRODUCTION
CP-V hasa comprehensive set of performance measurement
and system control facilities. These facilities al low the
system manager to determine how the system is performing
and to adjust criti cal operational parameters to achieve
better performan ce.
The three processors that provide these facilities are briefly
described below and will be discussed in detail in later
sections of this chapter.
1.

The Control processor allows the system manager to
display and modify certain system parameters so that
the system can be "tuned" to meet the needs of the
parti cular installation.

2.

The STATS processor al lows the system manager to display current statistical information about the system
and to collect a series of "snapshots" of statistical
information that provide a history of system operation.

3.

The Summary processor enables the system manager to
obtain various types of statistical reports using the
information in the history files created by STA TS.

DISPLAY ITEMS
ff'lre discussing the three processors, certain groups of
items are described and listed. Several of these
:-lisr,lay items are utilized in both Control and STATS oper:..,ns. Other groups of display items (applicable to one
""ssor only) are discussed in the section about the parular processor.
1;~;Jlay

I ne display items described are control parameters, current
va lues, and partition attributes.

A control parameter is a system parameter that can be
modified to tune the system (see Table 16). For example,
~he maximum number of on-line users is a control parameter.
Changing its value may change average response time as
well as other performance characteristics.
i\ current va Iue is a system parameter that refl ects the current state of the system and cannot be modified (see
Table 17). For example, the current number of 7-track
tape drives allocated to batch is a current value. A display
f)f current values renders a crude estimate of currentutilization of system resources.

Patch partition attributes are system parameters and current
values that pertain only to a given partition. (Partitions
are described in this chapter in the section "Partition
Display and Definition Commands".) Certain attributes
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define the conditions that a job must satisfy to run under a
given partition (see Table 18). For example, the maximum
amount of time a job may execute before termination is a
partition attribute. Partition attributes can also be thought
of as system resources that the partition can offer a job. If
a job requires greater or fewer resources than defined for a
given partition, the job may not be run in that partition.
Certain attributes reflect the current state of a partition
and may not be altered. For example, the account numbe'r
of the user currently executing in a given partition is such
an attribute.

CONTROL
The Control processor provides a means of control over sys, tem performance. There are a number of performance meas, urements bui It directly into the system. Commands of the
Control processor enable the system manager to display these
measurements and to "tune" the system as needed by setting
new values for parameters that affect system performance.
A user privilege of 80 is required for displaying ,information.
A privi lege of CO is required for modifying the system parameter limits found in Table 16 and the partition attributes
found in Table 18.
Control may be run asa batch, ghost, or on-line job. Three
DCBs are used for input and output (M:SI, M:LO, and
M:DO). If run as a batch or on-line job, Control inputs
may be stored in a fi Ie which must be ASSIG Ned (SET) to
the M:SI DCB. Displays and reports may be output to a file
by reassignment of the M:LO DCB. Operator instructions
and error messages may be output to a fi Ie by reassigning
the M:DO DCB. A summary of default and possible DCB
assignments is given in Table 19.
In the batch mode, Control is called with the ICONTROL
card. Control commands are placed on cards, one per card,
anywhere within the first 37 columns of the card. A blank
card should be used after the last item in an ADD or DROP
sequence.
Control may be initiated as a ghost jr,b ly tile operator
key-in !GJOB CONTROL. During initiation, if the standard DCBs through which input/output occur have not previously been assigned, Control sets the three DCBs through
which communication occurs (M:SI, M:LO, and M:DO) as
follows: M:SI = OC, M:DO = OC, and M:LO = OC. Therefore, all commands are input through the operator's console
and output occurs through the operator's console. Exceptions to this are the CONTROL! and the partition display
commands which are output to the line printer.
The Control processor is called on-line by entering CONTROL
as a TEL c~mmand. Control responds by typing CONTROL
HERE and then prompts for a command using a dash (-) as a
prompt character.

Table 16. Control Parameters
Control
Name

System
DEF

Description
User

BUN

S:BUAIS

S:OUAIS

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

use rs

0

II of batch

Maximum~

Maximum number of concurrent batch users.

-._-

OUM

Un it

_._--------------------

Maximum number of on-line users allowed in th e
system.

C1

partitions
or SMUISOUMS:GUAIS
(whichever
is smaller)

--.-

us ers

0

SMUISBUMS:GUAIS

--_._-----------------_._----------

..

--.~

Executi on Control
PI

SL:PI

Priority increment (in units of 1/256) to be us eel for
increasing the priority of jobs bypassed by the multibatch scheduler.

1/256

0

255
._----

-----~---------------

QUAN

SL:QUAN

Time-slice by which compute-bound users are s hared.
Amount of uninterrupted compute time guarante ed a
user after se -Iecti
on. @
.-_..

msecs

QMIN

QMIN

SL:QMIN

ms ecs

0

-SQUAN
-

SL:QUAN

Amount of time a user is guaranteed core residl:! ncy
before swap out. @
_
__

ms ecs

BPRIO
r-------r-OPRIO

SL:BPRIO

Botch bose execution priority.

..

-------

f---"

30,000
-_ _--_._.30,000

-

------ ----.-.0

30,000

x'co{ID

X'FF'@

~.-----.

SL:OPRIO

On-line bose execution priority.

X'CO,@

X'FF'@

GPRIO

SL:GPRIO

Ghost bose execution priority.

X'CO,@

X'FF'@

RETIM

SL:RET

Amount of time on on-line user's swap image is to
be retained after the user has been disconnect ad
due to a line hong up condition.

mi nutes

0

65,535

SL:BSTRT

Slave processor auto-start inhibit. BSTRT = 1 inhibits;
BSTRTR := 0 permits.

num eric

0

1

MAXQn

SH:MAXQ

rnse cs

MINQn

32,767

MINQn

SH:MINQ

Maximum compute interval for a single job for.slave
processor. The n value (1, 2, or 3) specifies th e
slave CPU number.
Interrupt value for slave processor. The n valu4:! (1,
2, or 3) specifies the slave CPU number.

rnse cs

10

MAXQn

MPCALR

SL:MPCALR

Compute per CAL threshold. If the user's averci ge
time between CALs is less than this value, the l .ser
will not be scheduled to a secondary processor.

mse cs

0

32,767

OIOTA

SL:OIOTA

The amount of TICs that are deducted from the l Iser's
current quantum for each I/O.

tic s

0

32,767

BIOTA

SL:BIOTA

The amount of TICs that are deducted from the L'ser ' s
current quantum for each I/O.

ti c s

0

32,767

SL:GIOTA

The amount of TICs that are deducted from the uIser's
current quantum for each I/O.

tic s

0

32,767

--

BSTRT

-

r-------r--

--

--

-..-

-----

- - - - - ,--.
GIOTA

..----
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Table 16. Control Parameters (cont.)
Control
Name

System
DEF

Description

Unit

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

I/O Control
BXMF

Sl:BXMF

Maximum number of concurrent I/O functions per
batch user. If exceeded, the user is blocked.

numeric

BIMF

255

BIMF

Sl:BIMF

lower threshold value for number of concurrent I/O
functions per batch user. When number of functions
drops below this value, the user is unblocked.

numeric

0

BXMF

OXMF

Sl:OXMF

Maximum number of concurrent I/O functions per
If exceeded, the user is blocked.
on-line
user.
---- - ------_. --'----..

numeric

OlMF

255

OlMF

Sl:OlMF

lower threshold va lue for number of concurrent I/O
functions per on-line user. When number of functions drops below this value, the user is unblocked.

numeric

0

TB

Sl:TB

Number of seconds of output at which to block
terminal output.@

seconds

UB

32,767

UB

Sl:UB

Number of seconds of output at which to unblock
terminal output.®

seconds

1

TB

ONCB

Sl:ONCB

Maximum number of COC buffers allowed per user.

buffers

2

255

OlTO

Sl:OlTO

log-on time out. (No response to the log-on sa lutation causes- the
line to be hung up by the system.)
--- -_ _--

minutes

1

32,767

alTo

Sl:OITO

Terminal input time out. (No response to terminal
read causes logg off and line hang up.)

minutes

1

32,767

RAM

Sl:RAMR

Maximum number of concurrent read-ahead operations in the system.

numeric

0

RASIZE

RATO

Sl:RA TOR

Time after whi ch a read-ahead operation wi I I be
aborted .

msecs

0

CHUNK

Sl:COMAXG

The size' of a Concurrent output mode fi Ie chunk •.
Jobs running in concurrent output mode require one
output symbiont file slot for every CHUNK granules
of output.

granules

5

AIRTO

Sl:AIRTO

Time after which unused AIR block will be purged.

msecs

0

AIRM

Sl:AIRM

Maximum number of AIR granules to be held in core at
one time.

numeric

0

RASIZE

.

.-.-----.-------~

.~----

-~---.-

-,-----_.-----

.

--

..

..

-

-_.-

--~--

I----~-

--~---

1-----_._-

OXMF
----

..

__.__._------

_._.. _- 1 - - - - - -

--f-

------_._--

-1---_.. _---_...

.-..

-".-.~.--

-~

.-.-~---..,..~--

32,767

--

- . - . -.. - - - - f-.

--..

.-

.•.

250

500,000

- - 1 - - - - - _...._.-.._.

Exit Control P'rocessine Limits
ETIME

Sl:ETIME

Maximum exit control execution time allowed.

seconds

0

231 _1

ElO

Sl:ElO

Additional number of processor pages that may be
listed through the M:lO DCB after exceeding the
batch or on-line limit.

pages

0

32,767

EPa

Sl:EPO

Additional number of object records that may be
output after exceeding the batch or on-line limit.

records

0

32,767

EDO

Sl:EDO

Additional number of pages of diagnostics that may
be listed after exceeding the batch or on-line limit.

pages

0

32,767

EUO

Sl:EUO

Additional number of pages of user output that may
be listed after exceeding the batch or on-line limit.

pages

0

32,767

ETS

Sl:ETS

Additional amount of temporary disk storage allowed
after exceeding the batch or on-line limit.

granules

0

!----.
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65,535
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Table 16. Control Parameters (cont.)
Control
Name

System
DEF

Description

Unit

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

granules

0

65,535

0

System
Capabi lity

0

SH:RTOT

0

SH:RTOT

Exit Control Processl!:!.9JJmits (cont .J
EPS

Sl:EPS

Additional amount of permanent disk storage cd lowed
after exceeding the batch or on-line limit.
Resource limit Control

0@)

Tres

BTres~
OTres~

GTre~

SH:RTOT

Maximum value of a resource that can be requested
by a batch job.

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

SH:ROSUM

0

0

SH:RGSUM

Total resource available for all jobs.
-------------

SH:RBSUM

Total resource available for all batch iobs~

SH:ROSUM

Total resource available for all on-line jobs.
(Meaningless for spindles.)

SH:RGSUM

BMre0@ SB:RBMX

Total resource available for all ghost jobs.

OMre0

SB:ROMX

Maximum value of a resource that can be requested
by an on-line job. This va lue is not used at present.

~-:Ji)

SB:RGMX

Maximum va lue of a resource that can be requested
by a ghost job. Th.is value is not used at present.

BDres 0

SB:RBDF

--

0

--

0

SH:RTOT
-.----~----

SH:RBSUM
_... _-----

----

Default value of a resource that is allocated to a
batch job.

0
'0

0

SB:ROMX

10

0

SB:RGMX

0
0
0
0

0

32,767

0

Sl:BMX

0

0

Sl:OMX

ODres0

SB:RODF

Default value of a resource that is allocated to an
on-line job, if not specified in :US_ERS record.

GDres0

SB:RGDF

Default value of a resource that is allocated to a
ghost job.

0

SB:RBMX

--

-"---

--

Service limit Control
BMserv®

Sl:BMX

-OMserv®

Sl:OMX

Maximum value of a service that can be requested
by a batch job.
Maximum value of a service that can be request-ed
by an on-line job.
-

GMserv®

Sl:GMX

Maximum value of a service that can be requested
by a -ghost job.
-----

BDserv®

Sl:BDF

Default value of a service that can be assigned to a
batch iob.
-

ODserv®

St:ODF

Default value of a service that can be assigned to an
on-line job.
-

GDserv®

Sl:GDF

90 16 74H-2(9/78)

Default value of a service that can be assigned to a
ghost job.

----

0

32,767
-~

0

32,767

----

- - - - r---"

0

0

Sl:GMX

Control
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Table 16. Control Parameters (cont.)
System
DEF

Control
Name

Description

Unit

Minimum
Value

Maximum
Value

O@

1 @

Symbiont and Special Feature Limit Control
BDfa

@

S:SYMDB

Default authorization of a symbiont device or a special
feature for a batch job.

I-----~___+-------I~----------:..---------------__+_---+_--~=_----~r------------

®

1@

O@
Default authorization of a symbiont device or a
special feature for an on-line job.
1 - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - . c---------ODfa

GDfa

S:SYMDO

®

S:SYMDG

Default authorization of a sumbiont device or a special
feature for a ghost job.

O@

------

1@

--

G)

SMUIS is the maximum number of users (sum of SYSGEN parameters MAXB, MAXO, and MAXG).

®

If this value is greater than QUAN, QUAN is assumed by the system.

®

Execution priorities are inversely related to numeric value. This is, X'FF' is the lowest execution priority and
X'CO' is the highest execution priority. X'BF' through X'OO' are reserved for real-time processing. X'FE' is the
recommended value.

8)

TB is the number of seconds of output at which the user is swapped out to the swapping disk.

CD

UB is the number of seconds of output remaining at which the user is swapped back into core memory.

(0

This is a generalized format, where "res" is replaced by one of the two-character resource names defined on the
:RES command at SYSGEN. Standard resource names are
CO - core
9T - 9-track tapes

7T - 7-track tapes
SP - disk pack spindles

MC - Maintenance Console (Xerox 560
Remote Assist Station)

o

Unit depends on the particular resource. Units for standard resources are "tape drivers" for tapes, "spindles" for
disk packs, and "K words" for core.'

®

This is a generalized format where "serv" is replaced by one of the two- or four-character service names. The
service names are listed in Table 6.

o

Unit depends on the particular service.

The units are indicated in the descriptions of the services in Table 6.

@

This is a generalized format where "fa" may be replaced by the 2-character name of a symbiont device (i .e., the
devi ce type) or by the 2-character identifier of a special feature defined at SYSGEN by the :FAUTH command
(e. g., EQ for the enqueue/dequeue feature).

@

The value 0 indicates that the symbiont device is not authorized. The value 1 indicates that the symbiont device
is authorized.
The intent of these values for sharable resources (disk packs) may not be clear and is therefore explained here.
Once a pack is in use, other users of any type (batch, on-line, or ghost) can use the pack without additional
allocation of system resources; that is, OCxx, BCxx, and GCxx do not change. The user must be authorized to
use the pack via ODxx, BDxx, or GDxx in CONTROL or via OMxx, ODxx, or GMxx in SUPER. To prevent
on-line users from using private packs (during part of the day), all users can be authorized via OMxx=O in
SUPER and ODxx=O for no access or ODxx=non-zero for access in CONTROL.
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Table 17. Current System Values
Control Nome

System DEF

~--------.--------~---------------~.

SCres
-"---"---'--'-'---'

aCres
GCres
f---- -.-- - -.. -

UC
f--------.------

SUC
f------.-----.. ----------..

QUe

SH :RBCU

Description

Units

- - - - - - - , -------,-,--_ ..--_..... _-._-----4--------1
Current va lue of a resource a lIocated to a II batch jobs.

-. - -..---------.----.- f-----.-- .. - -.'-' -.--. -. --.. --.- - - .. ---. '-'--'-- .-.. ---- -- --- - ----...

.__ ~ ~ ~~~CU ____ _____~~~~~_ ~t. ~~_I.~.~_~~_.9_ ~~s~~~:_~~~~:a !~d_~~_a.1 L~ ~-:- ~ i ~~ i~_~._
SH:RGCU

- .. -.- . --_. - -_.- .-- _..

-"-

Current va Iue of a resou ree a Iloea ted to a II ghost jobs.

_. ---

'--

Current number of users in the system.

users

S :SUIS

Current number of batch users in the system.

users

S:OUIS

Current number of on-line users in the system.

users

S:CUIS
.. - - - - -.. --.-- --.-

---- ----.- .. - .. - - - - - -.. -- '--r-'-' --

..- - - - -

_..

. .-.- .. -

'-'

--'-

t - - - - -..- --'-"'---"-'-"'--'- -. --------. - - - - - . - - - . - - - f------- ... -.-------- ..- - -------- ..- - - - - '-'---'---' ----. --. - - .-----

G UC
~--

S:G UIS

GUM
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users

-----.-

--.-

S:GUAIS

Maximum number of ghost users allowed in the system.

SMUIS

Maximum number of users allowed in the system.

t----

UM

'-'----

Current number of ghost users in the sys tem .

.. -. --------.. --.. - -- ...--- ----.-- 1 - - . _ - _ . _ - - - - - - 1 - -.._. ------- -.---- - ---.. ---.-------------... -... -- ...-

----------..-- .. _--'-'-'

---.---.-

_._--_

..

_--_

.. -

..

_-

-

..

--'---"---

-

--

users
.--~---.--

..

--

users
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Table 18. Multi-Batch Partition Attributes
~-----.-------.-------r-----------'--'-.-------------~.-.---------.-----r--.-------,

System

Control
Name

DEF

Display
o,ly

~---_f----__+---_t_---.-.-----

TIMEQ)

........---+-----+-----t------------ -.--.. ----------.. ---- -----.----TlMEQ)

PLH:TU

QUAN

PLH:QN

PLD:ACT
PLH:CUR

----

TOL@

X

IE BCOIC

PLH:FLG@
(bit 0)

LCL

PlH:FLG
(bit 12)

TRM

PLH:FLG

(bit 13)
PtH:FLG

RB

(bit 14)
LOCK

.----~.

PtH:FLG
(bit 15)

jobs

Core residency control flag. 1 -- hold job
in core. 0 -allow swap out.

boolean

.

----.---- .------- -

.----~.----"----

-~-~-------

-

Job Control for following types of jobs:

PLB:MAX

o

-_._------

32,767

--- ----

~----

1 or
'YES'

--_._----_._-- -------------

0
disallow

allow

~.------~,--------+------------

LCL == local card reader.

0

boolean

TRM = jobs entewd via JOBENT (!BATCH).

disallow

allow

0
disallow

1
allow

0 or
'NO'

1 or
'YES'

--------- --..-.--- .-- - . - . - . - t - - - - - - - -

boolean

RB = remote batch processing.

------ ------.-------------- - - . - - - - - - - f - -..-----.-- . - -

Partition selection lock flag. 0 -select
jobs for this partition. 1 - lock partition
from further selection.

boolean

-.-.- .. - - - - - -

ID number of user currently executing in

hexadecimal

-.---- --_._-----------------

7TQ)

--_._._--------

32,767
... _._.. -

0 or
'NO'

boolean

partition.

J-------t---..-.-.-----.-

5,000

- - . - - - - - - -.-.------1--.----.--

- - . - - - - - . - - - - - - . - . . . - - . - - - - - - - -.. - - - - - - - -

PLB:USR

-- -.--.- ---- f-- ------.-- --. - -

---

Total number of jobs run under this purtition
since system startup.a>

--.---.---..---- -.----------.

._---

32,767

o

jobs

---.--~.-----

PLH :TU

0

-----

----.--.-----..

..

-.---.-----... --....- ---.. - - . - 1 - - . - - - - - - 1 - - - - . - 1--.------.--

Number of jobs that have been run under
current definition of this partition.ell

- - - - + - - - - - - - f - - - - - - t - - - - - - . - . - - - -..--..--- .. ----

HOLD

__ _--- _.._-----'_._-

PLH:TL

--... ----.---.. -.-----. -----.--- -----------.------.. - - . - 1 - - - . - - - - - - -

----_._---

PLH:TOL

Account number of job currently executing
in partition.
.-~--"-------

X

.

msecs.

....

Mlximum
Value

. - .. ---. ---------- .. - - . - - . - - - . - - . - - ...

minutes

Time-slice for this partition.

- - - - - - .. - ---.---- .. -.-.

X

------------

CUR@

f--·

_...

o

minutes

Maximum job execution time for jobs to be
selected for this partition.
____ .______ . ______ .... __

-------

ACCTCD

-_.

.. ><--

Minimum job execution time for jobs to be
selected for this partition •

PLH:TL

Minimum
Value

Units

Description

-_.

-.--.------

---- - - ' . - -

Maximum number of spindles that may be
used for selection under this partition.

$.pindles

Maximum number of 7-track drives that may
be used for selection under this partition.

;7T drives

-.------.----. - -- --'--- --------------- -

----f--.--

0

0

X'FF'
~-----

..-~

SH:ROT

-.---.-.------ ----._--+--------1

0

SH :ROT

I---::---.t-----+-----+----------------.--------+---------t--------+--------1
nQ)
PLB:MAX
Maximum number of 9-track drives that may
9T drives
0
SH:ROT
be used for selection under this partition.

--

-----------------.-----.-- .-.---.---r--.------

COQ)

PLB:MAX

SpQ)

PLB:MIN

Maximum size of core that may be used for
selection under this partition.

K words

0

SH:ROT

--_._---------+-- - - - - - -

Minimum number of spindles ,·hat may be
spindles
0
used for selection under this partition.
-+-----+--------- -_ ... ---_.--+._-PLB:MIN
Minimum number of 7-track drives that may
drives
0
be used for selection under this partition.

n

PLB:MAX

--

PLB:MAX

-------+-------+-_.-.-------_._ _._--_._------_.

PLB:MIN

Minimum number of 9-track drives that may
be used for selection under this partition.

9T drives

Minimum size of core that may be used for
selection under this partition.

K words

0

PLB:MAX

0

PLB:MAX

1-----+-----+------+------.-.-----.-.-------.-.-------- - - - - - - - - COa>

<D

PL8:MIN

This is a genera Ii zed format, where "res" is replaced by one of the two-charlQcter resource names defined on the
:RES command at SYSGEN. Standard resource names are
CO - core
9T - 9-track tapes

7T - 7-track tapes
SP - disk pack spindles

MC -

Maintenance Console (Xerox 560
Remote Assi$t Station)

Q)

Unit depends on the particular resource.
disk packs, and "K words" for core.

Units for standard resources are "to,pe drives" for tapes, "spindles" for

Q)

TIME, 7T, 9T, SP, and CORE specify upper and lower resource limits for the· partition and are displayed as a
range when the resource name is referenced.

@

ACCT, CUR, TaL, and USER may be displayed but not modified.

<.D

Not including the currently executing job.

@

PLB:MAX and PLB:MIN are sets of parallel byte tables.
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Table 19.

Control DCB Usage

On-line

Ghost

Batch

DCB
Default

Assigned

Default

Assigned

Default

Assigned

M:SI

User Console
(UC)

File

Card Reader
(CR)

Fi Ie, 7T, 9T, or
Labeled Tape (L T)

Operator
Console (OC)

M:LO

User Console
(UC)

F i Ie, 7T, 9T,
Labeled Tape, or
Line Printer (LP)t

Line Printer
(LP)t

F i Ie, 7T, 9T, or
Label ed Tape (L T)

Operator
Console (OC)

-

M:DO

User Console
(UC)

File

Line Printer
(LP)

File, 7T, 9T, or
Labeled Tape (LT)

Operator
Console (OC)

-

-

~----

--

tif control display output through the M:LO DCB is directed to the line printer, when the user ends his control session
(with an END command), a super-ck.~a will be effected, closing the cooperative and outputting the display.

- ..
4.

Example:
~CONTROL G'9

QUIT

CONTROL HERE

PROCEED

=-

BREAK (i .e., t.",,)

All examples of Control commands are Ytih"en for the online mode.

END
TIME

CONTROL PROCESSOR COMMANDS
Commands provided by the Control processor fall into four
categori es. They are

1.

Miscellaneous Commands

System Parameter Display Commands

5.

MOS Memory Correctable Error Commands
MOS
THRESHOLD

ADD

CURRENT

DROP

RCE'

LIST

END

CONTROL
CONTROl~

name

2.

Control Parameter Assignment Command
name

3.

= value

Partition Display and Definition Commands
ADD
DROP
PARTITION
DISPLAY n
n attribute
n attribute = value

The ADD, DROP, BREAK, and END commands appear
twice in the list because there are two command levels
in the Control processor and the functions of these two
commands depend upon the command level at which they
are given.

The two command levels are the control command level and
the PARTITION sub-command level. The control command
level permits execution of all system parameter display
commands, the control parameter assignment command, the
miscellaneous commands, and the PARTITION command.
Initial entry into the Control processor is at this level. The
PARTITION command invokes a sub-command level which
permits execution of only the partition display and definition commands. A similar sub-command level is provided
for MOS memory control and display.

STORE
CLEAR
BREAK (i.e.,
END
62
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0'0 )

The Control processor prompts for commands at the control
command level with a dash (-) and prompts for commands
90 16 74H-2(9/78)

CIt the subcommand level with a 'greater than' (» character. The ADD and DROP limited subcommand level prompts
with a period (. ).
f:or all Control commands, only the first two letters of
t-he command are significant. For example, the following
me equivalent:

user to display all of the parameters or a single specified
parameter. )

DROP
The DROP command "urns off the print flag for the
specified items. The format of -the command is
:.DR[OP]

-ADD @)

• item

-AD@

· item

-AOXyz0
-ADD ITEMS TO PRINT LIST §

The commands will be discussed in the order in which they
were listed above. •

SYSTEM PARAMETER DISPLAY COMMANDS
~'DD

This command turns on the print flags for the
specified items. The format of the command is

• item

where item is one elf the control names or current values
listed in Tables 16 and 17. If 'ALL' is specified, all print
fl ags wi II be turned off. The .:ommand is termi nated by
entering a @) alone after the prompt for input.
In the following e:Kample, the print flags for two control
parameters, QM IN and OM7T, are turned off:

,:A 0[0]

-DROP

· item

.QMIN @)

• item

.OM7TI@)

· item
where item is one of the control names or current values
listed in Tables 16 and 17. The command is terminated by
Emterililg a @;Jalone after a prompt for input. If 'ALL' is
sipecified, all print flags wi II be turned on.

0

LIST
This command lists the names of all items (from the
group in Tables 16 and 17) with their print flags on. It can
be used to make certain that a series of ADD and DROP
commands had the desired effect. The format of the command is
U[ST]

In the.following example, the print flags for two control
loarameters, QMIN and OM7T, are turned on:
Example:
-ADD@
-DROP @)
.QMIN @)
. ALL @)
.,OM7T @

.0
-LIST 0
-AD@9
IThe ADD command enables the user to select a group of
!parameters to be displayed whenever the display command
CONTROL is given. (Other display commands allow the

• QUAN @

• T8 @)

Control
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·UB (§

to indicate overflow. The parameter value will then be
automatically displayed as a single parameter display •
Currently, control parameters do not require more than four
decimal digits, but new values may be added in the future •

8

• BCSP
• @)

CONTROL!
This command displays all control parameters and current vQlues whether or not their print flags are
set. (The contro I parameters and current va Iues are listed
in Tables 16 and 17.) The format of the command is

-DRope
.TB

8

.UB (§

-LIST

CO[NTROl]I
Only the first two characters and the exclamation point are
necessary.

e

The display prints out in the format shown in Figure 7.
QUAN

name

Single control parameters and current values may
be displayed by entering their control name as a command.
(The control parameters are listed in Table 16 and the current values are listed in Table 17.) All characters of the
name must be entered.

In this example, the first LIST command lists no items since
the print flags for all items were turned off by the DROP
command. The second LIST command lists QUAN and BCSP
because their print flags were turned on by the ADD command but not turned off by the subsequent DROP command.

Example:
.:BTCO @)
BTCO

= 63

CONTROL

This command displays all control parameters
and current values with their print flags on. (The control parameters and current values are listed in Tables 16
and 17.) The format of the command is

name = number

The value of a specified control parameter can be set by th i s command. The format of the command is .

CO [NTROl]
Example:
-DROP @)

name =number

. All @)

where

.@)
-ADD

name
is one of the control parameter names in
Table 16. (The current values listed in Table 17
can not be modified. )

®

.OMCO@)
• OUM

CONTROL PARAMETER ASSIGNMENT COMMAND

is an unsi gned integer in the range for the
number
name .

@>

.8

All characters in the name must be entered.
blanks are allowed.

Note that no

-CONTROL (§
MAX ONLINE JOB RSRCE MCO

= 32

MAX # ON-LINE USERS (OUM)

= 32

Example:
-QUAN =450 (§
-QUAN @

Due to the carriage width Iimitation of mosttermi nol devices,
only four decimal digits of the parameter may be printed
with the parameter description. If more decimal digits are
required, four asterisks wi II be printed after the equal sign

64
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QUAN-=450
In this example, the value of the control parameter QUAN
is changed to 450 and displayed.

t-'lA\X #LSERS 1/\ SVS
(UM).
# B~TC~ USERS
(BUM).
MAX ~ A~Lr~E ~SER5
(BUM).
~AX ~ G~eST JOBS
CG~M).
P~v5ICAL We~~ PAGE ~AX tPwP).
P~T~RTTV INCREMF.NT
(Pr).
MAX BATCH Jle ceU~T
(8X~~).
MI~ B~TCH tIe ceUI\T
(~I~~).
ELr~ Ct~A~LT • PSTe~E
(EFS).
ELI~ CEFA~LT • TI~E
(ETI~E).
ELr~ CEFAULT • La
(ELB).
£Lt~ CEFA~LT • Pe
(EP~).
ELt~ CEFA~LT • rB
cEce).
ELI~ CEFA~LT - ue
(E~e).
ELt~ C[FALLT • TST~RE
(ElS).
BASE FXEC PRl~.~NLII\E(6PRI6).
~AX

MAxt~L~ #
# AIR
RETE~rteN

MAX

REAC.~~EAnS
r~r~rES

(RETIM).

TIME

C~~BDE 8L~r~I~G

(RAM).
(AI~~).

SIZF

SLV CPU ALTa I~~t8rT
SLV CPU MAX Q~AI\
SLv CpU MAX ~LAI\
SlV CPU MAX Q~AI\

(C~U~K).

106
16
7S
15

20

o

6

3
tOO
30
10

50
10
10

64+
?54+
6
8

o
"0

(RSTRT).
o
(HAXG1). 5000
(MAXC2). 5COO
(MAXG3). 5000

.* ••• > ~U~f.~IC CtsPLAvevERFLe w
AIR TJ~E-~UT
(ATRT6).t6COCO

SySTE~

TBTAL

~EseLRCE

SVSTE~ T~TAL ~ESBLRrE
T~TAL *GHAST.
RS~C~

T~TAL *GH~ST·
CUR~T *GH~ST.

CUR~T

*GHBST*

MA~ G~eST

~eB
~ee

RSRC~
RS~ct

RSRC~

RSRCE
MAX GHeST
RSRCF
DrT G~eST Je~ RSRCr
D~T G~BST
JaB RSRCE
T~TAl .BNLI/\E- RS~C~
TATAl *6NLY/\E* RSRC~
CURI\T *eNLt~E* RSRCFCUR~T

.BNLt~E* RSRC~

MA~ B~LJNE JBe RSRC~

MAX

e~LINE

J68

~SRCE

D~T

el\LINf JB8 RSRCF

DFT

el\~INE

~eB Rs~CF

T~TAL *8ATC~.

RS~CF

TeTAl *BATC~. qSRCE
CUR~T *eATC~*
RS~Cr
CUR~T *BATC~*
RS~Cf
MAX A~TCH Jee RSRC[
MAX BATCH Je~ RSRC[
OFT ~ATCH Jae RSRCF.

OFT BATCH
MA~ G~eST
~AX GH6ST
MAX G~BST

t-'lA~

MAX
OFT
OFT
OFT
OFT
OFT
~A\X

MAX
~AX
MA~
~A~

OFT
OFT

Jee
JB8
JaB
Je8
JB8
JeB

RS~CF

SRVC[
SRVCE
sRVCr
G'~RST
SRVCF
G~eST
SRVCf
G~eST
Je~ SRVCF.
G~BST
JeB SRVCF
G~BST
JBB SRVCE
G~e5T
Je B SRVC~
GhBST Jae SRVC~
B~LINE ~6e SRVCE
e~LINE JaB SRVCE
61\LJNE JOe SRVCr
BI\LINE Je~ SRVC~
e~LINE Je8 SRVC[
a~LINE ~BB 5RVC£
6I\LIN£ JOB SRVCF.

c~

.32767

SP
TCB
TSP

•
3
-32161
•
~
CCB
•
0
Csp.
0
Mee
• 127
MSP
•
~
DCe
•
64+
DsP
•
1
Tc e
.32167
TSP
•
4
CCB
•
0
CSP
•
0
Me 6 • 127
MSP
•
~
DCe
•
~5
DSP
•
0
• 35e
TC B
TSP
•
4+
CeB
•
16
CSP
•
0
Mre
•
6~

MSP

DC~

•
•

2

24
_
0
MTI~E - 9999
MFB
• 9999
ML6
• 9999
MTSTB. 1000
MrOts .32767
CTIME. 9999
OPB
• 9999
DSP

OLe

• 9999

DrSTB.
64
DTDrs .32767
MTIME. 999
Mpe
• 9999
MLe
- 99~9
MrSTe. tooe
MTDIS. 1000
DTI~E.

ope

9~9

• 9999

CURRFNT # USF~ I~ SYS
Cue).
CURRENT # BATCH USERS (BUC),
CURRFNT # aNlTNE USERS Caue).
CURRENT # QHBST JaRS
(GUC,.
~SEC el\lIN£ QUANTU~
CQUAN).
6NlINE Mr~JMuM QU~I\
(CMIN).
~A)( eNlI~F I/~ C~u~T
(AXMF).
~rl\ eNLINF IIA CBUNT
(AIM~),
~SEC

C~Rf.RESyDE~CY

(S~UAN).

19
t
13
5
500
4
6

3
400
3

LeG-eN Tr~E.8uT
rAlTB).
TERM INPUT TJM~.BUT
rAtTe).
10
# CHARs TrRMTNAL BLeCK
(T9). 240
• C~ARS TrQM U~BLeCK
(UB).
30
~A~ • eec AUFS/USF.R
CeNCS),
25
8A~E EXEC PRTe·BATCH (BPRI6).
25~
BASE EXEC PRr~.GHBST tGP R t 6 ). ?5~
READ.~~~An TTME.eUTS
(RATe). 5000
AIR Tt~E.8UT
tAr~T6)'****4
SY~Ble~T

RVERF~ew

CP~A).

t

~P CAL PATE T~RES~lO(MPr..LR)_
SlV CPu MIt\) GllJAN
('"'r~!Q1).
SLv CpU MtN ~UAN
(MT~Q2).
SLV Cpu MIN QUAN
(MJNQ3).

200
200
200

SY~TEM TRTAl qlS~U~CE
SYSTEM T~TAl qtSBURCF
TeTAl *G~~~T. RSRCE
TBTAl *G~e~T. RSRCE
CU~NT *aHBST.
RSRCE
CURNT *a~BST. RSRCE
MAX GHR~T JeB RSRCE
~AX GH~ST
J~A RSRCE
OFT GHRST J8R RS~CE
D~T GH~ST
JeB RSRCE
TeTAL *aNLINF. RSRCE
TeTAl *B~lINF* RSRCE
CURNT *B~lINr* RSRCE
eURNT *ANlINE* RSRCE
~AX e~lINE JRA RSRcE
MA~ eNLr~F JAR RSRCE
O~T e~lI~~ J9B RSRCE
CFT ~NLtNE J~A RSRCE
T6TAL *SATCH. RSRCE
r6TAL .BATCH* RSRCE
CURNT .BATC~. RSRCE
CURNT *BATCH* RSRCE
MAX BATCH JBB RSRCE
~AX BATCH
JRB RSRCE
OFT BATcH JBR RSRCE
OFT RATC~ J~8 RSRCE
MAX GH~ST JAB SRVCE
~AX GH~ST
J~8 SRVCE
~AX GH~ST
J~B SRVCE
MAx GHRST J"'B SRvcE
~AX GH~ST
JAB SRVCE
OFT GHAST J~A S~VCE
OFT GH~ST JAR SRvCE
CFT GH~ST JAB SRVCE
OFT r,H~ST JMR SRVCE
OFT GHBST J~8 S~vcE
~AX BNLyNF JaB SRVCE
~AX BNLJN[ JBA SRVCE
~AX eNLr~F. JBB SR. VCE
~AX ~NLt~~ JBB SRVCE
~A~ eNl TNF JR9 SRvCE
OFT 6NlI~F JeB S~VCE
CFT ~NLr~E JeB SRVCE

0

9T

•

f,

SrJ

,

16

19T
T~C:
C9T

•
•

lb
0

M9T

•
•

(')tjT
O~G

•

•

T9T
TSQ
C9T
CSO
M9T

•
•
•
•
•

MSQ

•

D9T

•

C~Q

~SQ

DSQ
T9T

•

•
•

8

0
8

15
t
15
6

1('
1

0
8

15
0
0

6

16

n;Q

•

C9T

•

0

eSQ

•

I)

"'9T

•

09T

..

DSQ

•

MSQ

•

6

0
0
0

9999
9999
MPST6 • 1000
MFpee.
6

ML.'"
'"'OF'

•
•

MP~IS

.32761

• 9999
Dne
,9999
tlPSTB.
64
DFPeB.
6
DpDIS .32761

DI

e

,,9999
.. 9999
MPSy6.
100
MFpeB.
18
""pOtS • 1000
Ole
• ~99
DO"
• 9999
twlL6

MDe

Figure 7. Example of a CONTROL I Display
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OFT
OFT
O,.T
MAX
MAX
MAX
",Ax
1'14 X
DF'T
OFT

Jee SRVCE
Je8 SRVC[
e"LINE Jee SRVCE:
BATCH Jee SF/VCE
BATCH JeB SRVCE
e ~RVCE
BAtCH
BA (1-1 JJR e RVCE:
BATCH Jee SRvr:[
BATCH JeB SRVCE
BATCM ~ee sRVCr
0F'T eATcjoj ,;ee SRVCE
Dn BATCH Je8 SRVCE
OFr BATCH Je8 SRVCE
SY"'/F'AUTH DF GI-oger
SY"'/FAUTH OF G~ Sf
SY"'/FAUTH OFr Gl-eST
SY~/FAUTH DFT GlooeST
SY"'/FAUTH OFT G~eST
SY"'/FAUTH OFT 6"Ll"lF
SV~/FAUTH OFT et..LYN[
SY'"'/FAUTH OFT 6'-:LYN[
SY~/F'AUTI-I DFT 6NlYN~
SY"'/F'AUT~ DFT BATC~
SY"'/F'AUT~ DFT BATCH
SYM/FAUTI-! OFT eATC~
SYI"'/FAUTH OFT BATCH
SV""/FAUTH ~FT BATCH
e~L.INE
e~LINE

t

Due

OTST~

.•

99~9

1000
DTOIS • 1000
999
MTI"'E

MFie

MuS
MT Te
MTOIS
OT PIE
ope
OLe
OrST6
OrDIS
OCR
ocP
OwC
DJE
DT P
Olp
OAS
DEQ
DRP
DCR
DCP
OwC
OJE
DTP

99~9

• 9999
100e
• 1000
•
1e
99
250
• 1000
• 1000
1

1
1

1

DFT eNLIN!: jeB SRVc:E
OFT eNLIN[ J8B SRVCE
DFT eNLlNE jeB SRveE
MAX BATCIol JeB SRVCE
"'AX B.,-ciol JeB SRVCE
"'AX ElATC~ JeB ~RVCE
MAx B"-r:~ JeB FIVe
"'Ax BATC~ JeB SRVCE
OFT BATC:~ Jee SRVCE
oFr BA,TCIoI JI!B SRVCE
oF'T BATC~ jeB SRVcE
O'T BATCI-' J"B SRVCE
OFT eATC~ J6B SRVCE
SYM/FAUTH OFr GH8ST
SY,../FAu T'" OFT GH ST
SY~/FAUT'" DFT GH6sr
SY"'/FAUTI-I DFT GHOST
SY"'/FAUT'" orT ONLINE
SYM/FAUTjoj OFT ONLI"E
SYM/FALJT'" OFT ONLyt..E
SY"'/F'AUTI-' OFT ~NlY"E
SYI"'/rALTH OFT ONlyt..E
SV~/FAL;T~ OFT BATCH
SYM/FALTH OFT BATCH
SY~/F'ALT~ DrT !:lATCH
SY~/FALJT'" OFT !:lATCH

CpST6
or:pee
[lpOIS
MLI'

"
•
•

!SO

..

100
• 9999
!'IDe
999
!So
MPs6e ,
18
I'o4FP 6
MPOIS • 1000
DLe
.. 949
50
Doe

OPST6 •
DFPee •
OpOIS •
Ol P
OAS
OFO
DR"
OCR
DCI'

owe

0

8

100
1
1
1

1
1
t

1

OJE
rlTP
DL P
DAS
DE"Q

DRP

E~C

Figure 7.

Example of a CONTROLI Display {cont. )

PARTITION DISPLAY AND DEFINITION COMMANDS
The CP-V multi -batch partition system was designed to
maximize uti lization of the system's resources. Job throughput is dependent upon the efficiency with which system resources (i. e., core, tape drives, disk pack spindles, etc.)
:Jie ul'ilized. A crude measure of efficiency is the percentage of time that each device and the CPU are busy for
a given work load over a given period of time. Effi('lency goes up and throughput increases when the resource
utilization is greater for a particular work load and time
samp Ie. For a vary i ng work load, however, high thr oughput will not always result from simultaneously high usage of
"111 system resources.
'fter efficiency may be realized by overlapping I/o
One method of accomplishing this is to allow
",ral jobs to reside in core concurrently, each receiving
.'le slice. If the currently executing job issues an I/o
111 that causes physi cal I/o to occur, its quantum is ended
md another job is scheduled and begins execution (i. e., it
receives the usage of the CPU resource). Thus, two system
resources, the I/O device called by the first job and the
CPU, are now being utilized concurrently. It is easy to
extrapolate from here to visual ize several tape drives, a
RAD, a disk pack, two line printers, and a card reader all
operating simultaneously. The cost of achieving this overlap is, of course, more core since it is required for all processes whether I/O-bound or CPU-bound.
:1 ions.

~ iowever, resource overl ap wi II not occur if, say, three
compute-bound jobs are scheduled for execution concurI :ntly. Each jobwill, in turn monopolize the only resource
all three need (the CPU) whi leather resources stand idle. This
is why the Multi-Batch Scheduler (MBS) is needed. One of the
main functions of MBS is to schedule jobs for concurrent execu: ion so that they utilize as many resources as possible, and not
to schedule jobs that will vie for asingle resource, which would
cause one or the other to occupy avai lable core space (itself a
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resource) while waiting for a resource tobefreed. t Ideally,
a multi-batch scheduler would schedule a compute· baund
job with severa I I/O bound jobs and would let the computebound job take up the CPU slack whi Ie the others wait for
I/O to complete.
Thus far, the discussion of batch system performance has
approached the subject of resource optimization based on
only one criterion - gross work accompl ished per time unit.
If the total system work done over, say, a twenty-four hour
period were the only consideration, the discussion might
stop here. However, all installations have unique user requirements and operational procedures, and diverse machine
configurations. Consequently, there are certain additional
criteria on which system performance must be judged. These
criteria might be termed operational considerations and
with each of them is associated a priority that is higher than
the one assigned to raw throughput.
A hypothetical illustration of an operational consideration
might be an installation that has a system configuration
uti Iizing six tape drives. Experience at this installation
has shown that when a set of jobs that uses a II dri ves comes
up for execution, it is all the operator can do to mount and
dismount the required tapes and respond to the messages that
appear on the operator's console. Also, it is known that
between the hours of 3:00 and 4:00 p. m. an il10rdinate
number of small listin0 jnbs ar" 'juLnli~ITrl j-)I processing.
Those jobs normally occupy the operator's entire time in
separating the output. Therefore, the installation manager
may wish to block execution of either the job set requiring
six tape drives or the listing jobs between the hours of 3:00
and 4:00 p. m. A more common situation would be one in
which an installation must guarantee fast turnaround on jobs

t MBS selects for execution the job with the highest priority
and the longest time in the queue for which system resources
and an appropriate partition are avai lab Ie. If the job fits
into more than one available partition, it is put into the
highest numbered such partition.

•of short duration that use minima I resources whi Ie jobs of
; long duration or those that use tape drives and private disk
packs must be given a smaller share of the CPU time unti I
the fast turnaround jobs are run. Both of these examples
i "ustrat~ an important principle that emerges as a consequenC!~~f tempering raw throughput with operational considerations - submitted jobs must have attributes defined
in terms of necessary maximum resources to run the job.
This is necessary so the system may identify those attributes,
categorize the job, and schedule it to be run so as to satisfy
the operational considerations while guaranteeing maximum
throughput.
Job attributes that are recognized by the Multi-Batch System are listed in Table 20. Those attributes that are used
by the scheduler in determining when the job will run are
indicated by a footnote.
It is the responsibility of the user to specify the attributes
of his job on the LIMIT command so that his job wi! I not
be scheduled for execution in the same manner as one requiring a greater slice of the system's resources.
The system manager is able to allocate the resources of his
system to jobs with certain attributes by defining batch
~artitions under which diverse categories of jobs may run.
partition is a collection of ranges of job attributes. In
Table 20.

some systems, a partition is defined as a fixed, addressable
area of core in which jobs with certain attributes may run.
Partitions in CP-V are not that type. No physical system
resources such as core, spindles, or tape drives are permanently all()cated to a partition. All jobs executing in the
various partitions draw their physical resource requirements
from a common pool without regard to the partition under
which they qual ified for execution except that the numeric
limits that pertain to that partition will apply. A list
of attributes that comprise a partition may be found in
Table 18.
When a partition does not have a job scheduled for it,
the scheduler looks for qualified jobs for that partition and
selects the one with the highest priority and the longest
time in the queue of jobs waiting to be executed. Once
in the system, the job may use any of the physical resources
up to the limits assigned to its partition or (if the option
was not specified) those specified on the LIMIT card.
In summary, partition definitions are a primary factor in
the job selection prOCe!5s. The system manager may direct
the power ,of his system to the categori.es of jobs he so
chooses by means of those definitions.
Partition attributes are initially specified on the : PARTITION command of PASS2 in SYSGEN. A maximum of

Job Resource Attributes

Attribute<D

Description

Units

COREa>

Maximum core size required by job.

K words

1-+-'

---9TQ)

Maximum time that the job wi /I require to execute.

minutes

Maximum number of 9-track drives that the job wi /I require.

9T drives

7TQ)

Maximum number of 7-track drives that the job wi II require.

7T drives

Spa>

Maximum number of exclusive disk pack spindles that the job will require.

spindles

Resource nameO>

Maximum amount of resource that the job wi" require.

ORDERa>@

All previously entered jobs with this account must run prior to this job.

MOUNTa>

Specifies which packs or tapes must be premounted. <3>

TlMEa>

-

-.--numeric

---ACCOUNTa>

Specifies no other job with this account may run concurrently. G>

<D

Attributes are specified on the LIMIT command and the IPOOl and FPOOL commands.

a>

Attributes used by the MBS in selecting jobs for execution.

Q)

Resource name is specified on the :RES command at SYSGEN.

@

NORDER indicates job is not order-dependent.

a>

Serial numbers are specified.

@)

Eliminates file-contention problems.
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Disk pack must be declared for shared or exclusi ve use.
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a privilege level of at le.:Js~ CO. This command must be
given before any other pa r lltion-associalt:d comn,onds wi I;
oe honored. Once ::liv&r., no Control cl)mrnnnd~ other than
partHian associated comrr,o"ds wi Ii ue recognized unti I the
LiREAK key i.i depressed or tin END cOlllmolld is issued. The
Control partition definition stock (but not ~he par~itior.
definition tables) is cleared. This stack will retai" any
definitions subsequently specified unti I another PARTITION
command is issued. The format for the command is

16 partitions may be defined fer any ststem. It is reCOIl1
mended that 1(, pcrtition definitions be generated for al I
systems unless core memory is a serious consideration.
This will provide a variety of job attribute classifications
and those partitions :n excess of the operational number may
be locked from use (see LOCK, Table 18).
In a time-sharing/batch processing system, emphasis may
be given to batch processing by opening up more partitions.
However, it should be noted that CP-V is a queue-driven
system and tasks are selected fram prioritized queues without regard to the source of the request (i.e., on-I ine,
batch, or remote batch). When there is a heavy on-line
user load, as the number of batch partitions increases, the
number of compute bound tasks increases and each receives
a small fraction of the CPU time. This means that batch
jobs will be able to get more CPU time because of larger
quanta assigned to the batch partitions. This will not make
a significant dent in on-line response time because interactive requesfs have a higher priority than compute bound
jobs. More attention may be given to certain categories of
botch jobs by increasing the number of partitions suitable
for them. Note that when new partitions are opened up,
BUM (Table 16) must be increased because it acts as a limit
on the number of botch users. BUM may be greater than or
equal to the number of open partitions without any adverse
effects on performance, but if it drops below the number of
open partitions, it wi II be the constraint on the number of
jobs executing rather than the number of open partitions.

PA[RTITION]
Control then prompts for partition associated commands.
An example is given in Figure 10, Example of Partition
Commands.

DISPLAY n
This command displays all of the attributes
of partition n that have their print flogs on. The format of
the command is

DI[SPLAY]I~l where
n

is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16).

n1 - n2

Partition definitions may be altered or displayed using Control. Since the definition tables are fixed-length once
created by SYSGEN, additional partitions may not be
created and existing partitions may not be deleted. However, existing partitions may be completely redefined or
locked from further use. A description of the Control partition display and definition commands follows.

ALL

is a range of botch partition numbers.

specifies that the attributes of all partitions
are to be displayed.

In the example Figure 8, the attribute ranges of partition 1 are displayed. Any job requiring a tape or disk pock
tape drive would not be able to run under this partition's
definition. Jobs selected for this partition are to be held
in core, if possible, rather than being swapped out.

PARTITION

This command passes execution control to
the Partition sub-command level. It opens the partition definition tables for display if the user has a privilege level
of at least 80, and for definition and display if the user has
~DISPLAY

Figure 9 is the default display, i.e., the partition display
before any items are ADDed or DRaPed. All resource attributes available in the running system are automatically
included.

1

1 -'5

2000

NO

)0

YES

0-15

7T

9T

SP

0-0

0-0

0-0

Figure 8. Example of the DISPLAY Command

~DISPI.AY

2

PART LOCK IIOT.D LOT.

2

NO

NO

YES

TRH

RR

YES

YES

TIME
-------

0-3no

CO

9T

7T

SP

1-24

0-4

0-1

0-0

-~q-] -1

~

Figure 9. Defau It Partition Display Example
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n21

ALL

~ _,.,Ibute
Single attributes for a specified partition
mc:;ay be displayed by using this command. The format of the
command is

I~

1 - n2 ]attribute
: ALL

specifies that the attribute is to be set for all
partitions.

attribute
specifies jrhe name of an attribute. (See
the Control name column of Table 18.) All characters of the name must be entered.
number
specifies the new value or range of values
for the attribute and must lie within the permissible
range of values for the attribute (see Table 18).

where
is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16).

.n

is a range of' batch partition numbers.

nl - n2
ALL

. ALL

specifies that the attribute is to be displayed
for all partitions.

attribute
specifies the name of an attribute (see
the Control Name column of Table 18). All
r.haracters of the name must be entered.
Exomple:
>12 QUAN@)
12 QUAN = 400

The set command causes the value indi cated by "number" to
be stored temporarily in the partition definition stack. The
STORE command causes the values in the partition definition
stack to replacH their corresponding values in the partition
definition tables. (This point will be discussed further after
the STORE command is described.) Any other partition
commands may be issued bejrween the set and STORE commands, including BREAK and PROCEED. However,execution of the CLEAR, STORIE, QUIT, and END commands
causes the partition definition buffers to be cleared and all
previously set values to be Ilost.
An example of the set command will be given in the
example for the STORE command.

>
In the above example, the value QUAN for partition 12 is
displayed.
Example:

$TORE

This command COluses the resultant values of all
previous set commands (see "n attribute =number") to be
entered into the partition d~~finition tables from the partition definition stack and clears the partition definition
stack. The format of the command is

>ALl7T8

1 7T

= 0-0

2 7T

=

3 7T

= 0-2

ST[ORE]

0-1

Example:
>5 SP @)

4 7T = 1-2
5 SP =0-2.

>
For this example, the permissible range for 7-track tape
drives requested by the user is displayed for partitions 1-4.
(There are only four partitions in the particular system.)

n attribute =number
The value of an attribute for a
specified partition may be set by performing a sequence of
two commands. The first, described here, is known as the
set command. n.' second is the STORE command which is
described further on. Note that the only blank allowed is
between the n and attribute specifications.

,

{~1 -

n2) attribute = number

ALL

where
n

is the number of a valid batch partition (1-16).

nl - n2

is a range of batch partition numbers.

>5 SP -= 2-2 @)
>5 SP

E0

5 SP =0-2
>STORE @)
VALUES STORED
>5 SP

(oli)

>
In this example, the spindle range for partition 5 is displayed and a new spindle range is set. On subsequflnt
display, however, the original spindle range remains unchanged because the new value has not passed from the
partition definition stack tlO the partition definition tables.
Control
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The STORE command finalizes the previous set command
by entering a range of 2-2 into the spindle attribute of
the partition 5 table entries. The new value is then
displayed.
Due to the fact that MBS cannot access the partition definition tables while they are being updated by Control,
all set command values are stored ina stack until the user
wishes to enter them as a group. While the values are
being stored in the partition definition stack, the partition
definition tables remain unlocked. It is only when the user
issues a STORE command that the partition definition tables
are locked and realdota transfer takes place. The STORE
command thus minimizes the time that partition definition
tables need to be locked to MBS.
Each time a STORE command is issued, a flag is set for MBS.
On the next MBS processing cycle, the job queue is searched
and those jobs that do not qual ify for execution under redefined partitions are rescheduled under other partitions.
Jobs that previously did not qualify under any partition are
scheduled, if possible, for execution under a redefined partition. The least amount of rescheduling is required when
all redefined partition attribute values are set and a single
STORE command is issued.

CLEAR

This command clears the partition definition
buffer. Values obtained from set commands following the
previous QUIT, END, STORE, or CLEAR commands are
lost. The command format is
CL[EAR]

Example:
>6 9T:= 1-4 @)
>6 9T

8

69T=0-2
>CLEAR
>STORE

8
8

Here, the range of 9-track tape drives for partition 6 is set
at 1-4 in the partition definition stack and the current
range is displayed from the partition definition tables. The
partition definition stack is then cleared; therefore, no new
attribute values are entered in the tables when the STORE
command is used. To show this, the original range of 9-track
tape drives is displayed for partition 6.

BREAK
A single BREAK character may be issued whi Ie
executing partition commands in order to temporari Iy return user control to the control command level. At the
control command level, only non-partition commands (i .e.,
LIST, CaNTRall, etc.) will be recognized and other
control parameters may be modified and displayed. The
partition sub-command level may be re-entered by execution of the PROCEED command (which wi II be discussed
shortly) and none of the buffer values resulting from previous set commands will be lost. The partition sub-command
level may also be re-entered by executing a QUIT command followed by a PARTITION command. However, all
of the buffer values resulting from previous set commands
will be lost.
Figure 10 is an example that contains the BREAK and
PROCEED commands. Inthisexample, execution TIME limits
for partition 10 are set in the partition definition buffer and
the 10 of the current user underpartition3 is displayed. At
this point, a single BREAK character is issued returning the
user to control command level. Control parameters with
their display flags turned on are then listed and displayed
and a PROCEED command is executed returning control to
the partition command level. The TIME range from the
previous set command affecting partition 10 is then entered
and the resultant value displayed.
END
If issued at the partition sub-command level, this
command clears the partition definition stack, closes the
partition definition tables to Control access, and returns
execution control to the control command level. To display
or modify the partition definition tables again, a new
PARTITION command must be invoked. The format of the
command is

VALUES STORED
END

>6 9T (0)

69T=0-2

An example of the END command is given in Figure 11.

~10 TlME=O-48
~3 USER118

3 USER11=24

.:.LIST8

Bue
Figure 10. Example of BREAK and PROCEED Commands
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OUC
GUC
.:.CONTROL8
CURRENT # BATCH USERS

(BUC-)

14

CURRENT # GHOST JOBS

(GUC)-

3

CURRENT # ON-LINE USERS

(OUC)-

28

.:.PROCEED@)
~STOREe

VALUES STORED
~10 TIME@)

10 TIME-0-4

Figure 10. Example of BREAK and PROCEED Commands (cont.)

lCONTROL8
CONTROL HERE
. .:.PARTITION8
~DISPLAY

PART

ALL@)
TIME

QUAN LOCK HOLD CUR TOL

1 nnnn-nnnntnnnn YES

CO

7T

9T

SP

YES

nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn
nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn

2

nnnn-nnnn nnnn

NO

NO

16

nnnn-nnnn nnnn

NO

NO nnn nnnn nnn-nnn nn-nn nn-nn nn-nn

~DISPLAY

10@)

PART

TIME

10

2-15

QUAN LOCK HOLD CUR TOL
500

NO

NO

19

83

CO
16-24

7T

9T

SP

0-1

0-2

0-2

'?,4 CO@)
4 C0-4-12
~3 HOLD@>

3 HOLD- 1
tThe number of "IS indicates the maximum number of digits that would print.
Figure 11. Example of Partition Commclnds
Control
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~6 QUAN\~'0

6 QUAN- 600
~l

LOCK=l ~f0

~2 LOCK-NO~0
~8

SP==2-4

~STORE~~

VALUES STORED
~8

sp8

8 SP- 2-4

.:END8

1
Figure 11. Example of Partition Commands (cont.)
MOS MEMORY COMMANDS
These commands control and display MOS memory single-bit
correctable error (SBCE) logging parameters. The commands
enable or disable the hardware reporting and software
logging of any SBCEs, and are used to establish a threshold
count of SBCEs for the memory banks. If the threshold is
exceeded, reporting is disabled. The MOS commands can
be used to display the current controls and the counts of
SBCEs per bank of memory. When no MOS commands are
given to Control, defaults are established during system
initialization for each MOS memory bank as follows:
Threshold =50
REC = ON
System Recovery saves and then restores the current MOS
controls. Therefore, it is advisable to run the Control job
that contains the MOS commands on a daily basis to
establish a sampling of any SBCEs.

MOS
This command passes execution to the MOS
sub-command level. If the user has at least privilege 80,
this command can display the current MOS memory error
reporting data. If the user has at least privi lege CO, this
command can display and change the MOS error reporting
data. This command must be given before any MOSassociated commands wi II be accepted. The format for
the command is

CURRENT
This command displays the current number
of single-bit correctable errors (SBCE) that have been
reported on a memory bank, the current threshold value,
and whether the Report Correctable Errors (RCE) flog is on
or off. The format of the command is

CU(RRENT]
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1

where

All

specifies that the status of all MaS
memory banks in operation are to be
reported .

bank

specifies the bank to be reported.
Possible values are the letters A through
D. If bank is specified without unit,
unit 0 is assumed.

unit

specifies the memory cabinet to be
reported; all active banks in the unit
are reported. Possible values are 0
and 1.

unit ,bank

specifies that the selected bank in the
selected unit is to be reported.

Ma[S]

Control then prompts for MaS-associated commands. An
example of the MaS command is given in Figure 11 .1.

All
bank
unit
[ unit ,bank
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lCONTROL
-MOS
<CURRENT A
- UNIT-L.!lANK A _COUNT- 5{1

THRESHOLD- 50

<THRESHOLD A-1{1{1
-UNIT 0 B~JS._~ ___ ~OUN!.~_ ...f.--I!!RESHQ1P-100
<RCE OFF,B
-UNIT 0 BANK B

~END

RCE-OFF

RCE-ON

COUNT- 16 THRESHOLD- 50 RCE-OFF
--.---....- - - - - - - - - -..---,---------

.:.END

Figure 11. 1 Sample of MOS Command and MOS Sub-commands.

THRESHOLD
This command allows the system manager
to set the number of SBCEs that are reported to ERR:FIL.
When the threshold value on a particular bank is reached,
the reporting mechanism in that bank is disabled. The form
of the command is

TH[RESHOLDJ

unit
ALL
bank

'J

= n[, NO)

RCE
This command specifies whether or not SBCEs are
to be reported. The form of the command is

RCE

ON
[ OFF]

,ALL
,bank
lun~t
[ I unit ,bank

1

where

[ unit ,bank
ON

specifies that SBCEs are to be reported
on the specified element.

where
specifies that SBCEs are not to be reported
on the specified element.

OFF
ALL

specifies that the threshold value on ALL
banks Is to be set to n.

unit

specifies that the threshold value Is to be
set to n for the specified unit. Posslbl.
values are 0 and 1.

bank

specifies that the threshold is to be set
to n for the specified bank. Possible
values are the letters A-D .If unit is not
specified, unit 0 is assumed.
specifies that the threshold value Is to be
set to n on the specified bank (A-D) In the
specified unit (0-1).

unit, bank

n

NO

is the number of errors to report before
RCE is set off for the selected elements.
O~ n S. 255.
specifies tJoat the "current" value Is not
to be chaned for the speci ft ed bank/
unit. If not specified, the current count
is set to zero.

'In any case, an attempt is made to turn RCE ON after the
threshold value is changed. However, If the threshold
:volue is less than or equal to t"-e current value, RCE Is
'not activated on the bank that falls the comparison.
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ALL
bank
unit
unit, bank

Are the some as described for the
THRESHOLD command.

Execution of this command prints a CURRENT status for the
speclfled elements. Note that setting RCE on for an element when tts current value is equal to or greater than its
threshold value results in RCE OFF for that element.

END
This command specifies that control is to exit
the MOS sub-command level and return to the command
level of con~rol.

MISCElLANEOUS COMMANDS
QUIT

This command may be given after a BREA K command to terminate the interrupted session. If issued, the
interrupted environment wi II be lost and execution wi II
continue at the control command level. The format of the
command is

QU[JT]
Control

72.1

PROCEI::D
This command returns control to the partition
sub-command level fol/owing an interruption. If no interruption has occurred (BREA K key has not been depressed)
and execution is at the control command level, the message" NO BREA K ISSUED" wi" be output and a prampt for
a new command wi 1/ be issued. The format of the command is
PR~OCEED)
An example of the PROCEED command is given in Figure 10.

BREAK
At the confrol command level, depressing the
BREA K key may serve to interrupt a lengthy display. After
the first BREAK is issued, subsequent BREAKs are ignored
by Control. Four successive BREAKs return control to TEL.
END

At the control command level, this command
causes an exit from the Control processor and returns control to TEL. The format of the command is
EN[DJ

An example of this command is given in Figure 11.

TIME

This command displays the time of day in hours
and minutes. The format of the command is
TI[ME)

I

72.2

Control

Example:
-TIME

~I)

12:32

SAMPLE COMMAND SEQUENCE
The command sequence in Figure 12 shows how the Control
program may be used to modify control va lues and to display and modify partition attributes.

CONTROL ERROR MESSAGES
The Control processor wi II return an error message to the
terminal whenever a command is entered incorrectly. The
error messages are listed in Table 21.

CONTROL COMMAND SUMMARY
Table 22 contains a summary of the control leve.1 commands
for the Control processor. Table 23 contains a summary
of th,~ partition subcommand level commands for the Control processor. In both tables, the left-hand column specifies the format and the right-hand column defines the
function.
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(cal!!; CONTROL program)

!CONTROL @)
CONTROL HERE

.:..ADD

.!,.TB

(requests that itern dIsplay flags be set)

@)

e

(sets TB display flag)
(sets UB display flag)
(exits from ADD routine)
(displays items with flags on)

.:.CO@>

_1I_C_HA_R_S._T_E_R_M_I_NA_L_B_L_OC_K_ _<:.-T;.,;;.BL>_'"'_4_0______ it CHARS TERMINAL UNBLOCK ....

09

.:.TB = 60

<UB).:._~LO

(sets value of TB

I~o

60)

.:.PART ~9

(en ten partition c:ommand level)

2:D1 ALL @)

(displays all partition attributes)

: PART

TIME

QlJAN LOCK HOLD CUR

TOL

CO

7T
9T
SP
------_._----

1

0-5

400

NO

YES

25

211

0-15

0-0

0-0

0-0

2

0-15

450

NO

NO

13

77

0-32

0-0

0-2

0-1

-=:;..3_ _-=-15=---=6:....:0_---=5:....:0...:.0--=N..:....0:......--.:N::.;..0~_7~--=-1..:....4--=1:....:6_"'\~63

0 -0

0- 3

0-2

0-0

O~O

0-0

4

6-15

600

YES

YES

0

3

16-32

(interrupts partition display session)

(calls for time t·o be displayed)

.:.PR @

(proceeds at partition command level)

2:4 LOCK = 0 @)

(sets LOCK attribute of partition 4 to 0:= No)

2:STORE @)

(in effect, opens partition 4 for schedul i n9)

VALUES STORED

(store-s attribute in partition table)

2:END @)

(exits. from partition command level)

.:.END @)

(exits. from CONTROL)

Figure 12. Sample Command Sequence
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Table 21. Control Error Messages
Message

Description

'CURRENT ' VALUES MAY NOT BE
ALTERED

An attempt was made to set a current value (see Table 17).
Current values may only be, displayed.

ILLEGAL COMMAND

The command verb was not recognized by Control. Reenter
the comma ncI •

INVALID NUMBER

The value of the control parameter is invalid. Reenter the
control parameter name and the correct value.

I/o ERROR AT xxxxx

THROUGH M:XX DCB
Imessage from ERRMSG file corresp'nding to
ABN code l I/O SUBROUTINE CALL AT xxxxx

An ERR/ABN return occurred while reading through the
M:SI DCB or writing through the M:LO or M:DO DeBs.
Input and output will be reassigned to the default devices
for this type of job if set to other devices. Otherwise an
abort wi II occur.

LIMIT CHANGE REQUIRES
AT LEAST PRIVILEGE CO

The user does not have prlvi lege level of at least X ICOI
which is required to modify system limits.

MONITOR ACCESS REQUIRES
AT LEAST PRIVILEGE 80

The user does not have a prlvi lege level of at least X180 1
which is required to display monitor tables.

NO BREAK ISSUED

An attempt was made to QUIT or PROCEED when no BREAK
was active.

NO SUCH ATTRIBUTE

The partition attribute specified In the command does not
exist.

NO SUCH CONTROL NAME

An attempt was made to change a performance parameter or
to ADD or DROP a display Item that does not exIst or Is Incorrectly represented.

NO SUCH PARTITION

The partition number specified In the command Is out of the
range 1-16 or refers to a nonexistent partition.

NUMBER NOT WITHIN LEGAL RANGE
PERMISSIBLE RANGE xx-xx

The value of the control parameter is outsIde of the legal
range. Reenter the command with a legal controL parameter
value (see Table 16).

PARTITION ATTRIBUTE DEFINITION
REQUIRES AT LEAST PRIVILEGE CO.

The user does not have a privi lege level of at least X ICOI
whfch Is required to change partition attribute definitions.

PARTITION CONTROL ACTIVE

An attempt was made to reopen partition control without
terminating the previous command session.

PARTITION CONTROL ACTIVE
QUIT, PROCEED, OR CONTROL COMMAND

The user has attempted to reenter the partition subcommand
level after having interrupted a previous partitil")l1 rommand
level session with a break. He must resume the p.revious
session, quit it, or issue a control level command.

SAD CAL FAILURE IN I34MAp l
REASSEMBLE

An internal assembly problem exists. See system analyst.

-
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SYSTEM NOT GEN'ED FOR THAT
CONTROL NAME

An attempt was made to change or to display a control parameter for which the running system was not SYSGENed.

***.

A numeric overflow occurred on CONTROL or CONTROll
display of a system control parameter. The parameter wi II
automatically be displayed as a single parameter display.

Control
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Table 22. Control Command Summary (Control Level)

-------

Description

Command

.•.
Turns on the print flogs for the specified items. Any item may be the Control
Name of any item In Tables 16 and 17 •

-AD(D]
. item
-.item

-

--

-

8)

BREAK (I.e.,

Returns control to TEL if depressed four consecutive times. (May be used to
interrupt a lengthy display by issuing once.)

----.

--

Displays all parameters listed in Tables 16 and 17 that have their print flags on.

CO[NTROL)
: CO[NTROL]~

Displays all parameters listed in Tables 16 and 17 whether or not their print
flags are on.

; -DR[OP)
.. item
-:-item

Turns off the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control
Name of any item in Tables 16 and 17 •

-

·

-.

--

EN[D)

.-

Causes an exit from the Control processor and returns control to TEL.
'.

· LI[STJ

Lists the names of all items which have their print flags on.

· name

Displays the specified parameter value. The name must be on item name from
the lists in Tabl.,s 16 and 17.

name = value

Sets the value of the specified contTol parameter. The name must be the Control
Name of a control parameter and the value must be within the range for the
parameter (see Table 16).
.....

PR[OCEED]

Returns control to the partition sub-·command level following an interruption.
If no interruption has occurred (BREAK key has not been depressed), on error
message is output and execution returns to the control command level.

QU(IT)

Terminates a previous session interrupted by a BREAK command and passes
execution to the control level.

. TI[ME]

Displays the time of day in hours and minutes.

MO[S1

Turns control over to the MOS mem·ory sub-command display (with privilege of
at least X'80') or modification (with at least X'CO').

_

--

;TH[.RESHOLD]

1

[ALL
~:~tk

Sets the threshold value of the selected MOS memory element to n. If NO is
specified, the current count is not changed.

= n[, NO)

unit,bank
Displays the current MOS memory parameters for the selected elements.
:CU[RRENT]
:
.

[ ALL
ba~k
unit

1

unlt,bank

~!~k 1

Sets the SBCE reporting for the specified elemenlt(s) ON or OFF.

RCE [ ON
OFF] [ :,unit

,unit ,bank

.90 16 74H-2(9/78)
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Table 23. Control Command Summary (Partition Sub-Command Level)
Command

Description

-AD[D]
• item
:item

Turns on the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name
of any item in Table 18 •

BREAK (i.e. (~"0)

Causes execution control to return to the control commend level and to remain
there until a PROCEED command is invoked or until a QUIT command followed
by a PARTITION command is issued.

CL[EAR]

Clears the partition definition buffer.

DI[SPLAY]I~ 1 -

n2}

ALL

-DR[OP]
• item
:item

Turns off the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the Control Name
of any item in Table 18 •

EN[D] .

Clears the partition definition buffer, closes the partition definition tables to
Control access, and returns execution control to the control command level.

~

Displays the value of the specified attribute for partition number lin ", a range of
partitions (nl - n2)' or for all partitions. "Attribute" must be the name of an attribute listed In Table 18.

1 - n2} attribute
I ALL

{
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Displays the partition attributes for the partition numbered "n ", a range of partitions (n 1 - n2) or for all partitions.

~1 -

n2} attribute

ALL

=number

Sets the value of the specified attribute for partition number "n ", a range of partitions (n1 - n2), or for all partitions. "Attrlbute" must be the name of an attribute
listed in Table 18; "nil must be a valid partition number; "value li must be within
the range for the attribute and must not cause the currentl y a I located resources
for that attribute to exceed the maximum resource va lue.

PA[RTITION]

Clears the partition definition buffer and opens the partition definition tables
for display (if the user privilege is at least X 1 80 1 ) or modification (if the user
privi lege is at least X ICO').

ST[ORE]

Enters the values of all attributes set in the partition definition buffer into the
partition definition tables and clears the partition definition buffer.

Control

were it run in the on-line m()de. This wi II be clear when
the commands are described.

STATS
The CP-V performance monitor, STATS, performs two
functions:
•

It displays selected performance data in rea I-time.

•

It creates "snapshot" records of performance data for
later processing by the Summary processor.

A good procedure to follow for monitoring system performance is outlined below:

1•

Having operations personnel start STATS as a ghost job
each day to generate the snapshot fi Ie.

2.

\..lse Summary to periodically process the snapshot files,
obtaining chronologica I data, sorted and ordered data,
Clnd an overa II summary of the system's performance.

STATS may be run as a batch job, as a ghost job, or online. The user must have a privi lege level of at least 80.
CO privi lege is required if the STATS SET PROC command is
to be used. The DCBs used by STATS are listed in Table 24.
In the batch mode, STATS is called with the STATS control
command. The series of cards that follow list the commands
to STATS. When writing this list of commands the user must
anticipate the interactive statements that STAT would send

STATS is initiated as a ghost job by the following key-in:
GJOB STATS
The commands to STATS must have been stored previously
in a fj Ie named GHOSTSIin the :SYS account. A default GHOSTSI fi Ie is provided in :SYS. The output fi les
GHOSTDO and GHOSTLO erre created to contain the
output lines normally output via M: DO and M: LO respectively. The files GHOSTDO and GHOSTLO are generated
automatically in the :STATS account and the associated
DCBs may not be SET or ASSIGNed. Symbiont output is
not allowed for a STATS ghost job since the job may sleep
for many hours.
The STATS processor is called on-line by entering STATS as
a TE L command. The processor responds by typi ng 'STA TS
version number HERE' and then prompts for a command.

Example:
ISTATS @
.?TATS DOO HERE

Table 24. STATS DCB Usage

r------r-----------------------..-.,.--.----.--..,..--On-line
Default

Function

DCB

Batch
Default

Ghost
Setting

~------~--------------------------------~~.----.--------+-----

Command input and user responses to interactive
statements.

User
console

Report output.

User
console

After ISTA TS
card

fid=GHOSTSI.
:SYS

Line
printe

fid=G HOSTLO.
:STATS

t---------___I - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..- ' - - - - - - - . - - - .
M:LO<iI(j)

I--------lf------------------------.---.---------.--------

M:DO cr>

Interactive statements and error messages.

User
console

Line
printe

fid=GHOSTDO.
:STATS

--

----.-------------------/----

.--~-----f_-.-------------------------

~------f__-------.--------------------.------------.--+_---

M:OC

Ghost job error messages for operator.

None

None

Operator's
Console

<D

M:SI may be assigned to a file containing a predefined set of commands. This allows automa tic execution of repetitious tasks. Input from a file will be echoed vier M:DO to provide a hard C()py.

(3)

M:SI, M:LO, and M:DO may be assigned to separate files via on-line SET ()r batch ASSIGN commands except when
STATS is nm as a ghost job.

@

M:LO may be assigned to the line printer if the on-line user's account authorization contain $ the appropriate flags.

90 16 74H- 1(11/76)
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STATS prompts for commands with a dash (-) and prompts
for responses to interactive statements with a Igreater
than l (» character.
Depressing the BREAK key once wi II interrupt any current
operation and leave control at the STATS command level.
The PROCEED command (described later) is used to resume
execution from the point of interrupt.

KEY CONCEPTS
TERMINOLOGY
A number of definitions are necessary for an understanding
of the STATS processor.
SNAPSHOT fi Ie
a keyed fi Ie with one record for each
snapshot interva I. The fi Ie is opened IN OUT, shared.
The 7 byte key is of the format year (in binary), day
(Julian), hour, minute, second. The records are added
chronologically. Each record contains an entry for
each computed statistic, the SYSTEM and SWAP histograms (defined later), and a list of the processor names
for which CPU time was computed individually. The
format of the record is given in Table 25.
Sample interval
either one of the following depending
upon the operation being performed:

ALL

1.

The time between snapshots.

2.

The time between displays.

A term that is used to specify the interval from the
time of system reset or start-up to the time of a report.
ALL statistics are not as informative as other statistics
since the entire interval is not always of interest. For
example, the time between system start-up and the time
the first user logs on is a period which may not be of
interest.

Table 25. Format of the SNAPSHOT Record (cont.)
Word{s}

Contents

E

Number of entries in RAHD display.

F

Number of entries in SCPU display.

10

Number of entries in EVNT display.

11

Number of entries in BATCH display.

12

Number of entries in ONLINE display.

13

Number of entries in USERS display.

14

Number of entries in QUEUE display.

15

Number of entries in RESOURCE display.

16-AO

Values for each item in all of the display
groups.

A 1-100

Distribution table va lues for SYSTEM and
SWAP distribution.

101-128

Distribution table va lues for PROC
distribution.

129-13C

TEXT name of processors used in BATCH/
ONLINE display.

13D

Contents of SYSVERS (X 12BI).

13E-13F

TEXTC name of processor for which extended monitoring is being performed or
zero if none is being monitored.

140

Index number of processor being monitored
or zero if none is being monitored.

TERMINAL INTERACTION CONCEPTS
There are severa I concepts that define the measurements
associated with on-line user characteristics and system
response. These measurements are depicted in Figure 13.

Table 25. Format of the SNAPSHOT Record
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Word(s)

Contents

0-3

Time and date in TEXT.

4-5

SITEID in TEXT.

6

Number of words in record.

7

Number of display groups.

8

Displacement in words to start of distribution table area.

9

Number of entries in PARAM display.

A

Number of entries in SUMMARY display.

B

Number of entries in CPU display.

C

Number of entries in

D

Number of entries in TASK display.

STATS

STATS REPORT FORMAT CONTROL

I/o display.

When the user requests reports or displays, STA TS refers to
a set of print flags to determine which statistical groups are
to be printed. The print flags and other STA TS flags are
listed in Table 26. Several of the flags have been described
in greater detai I in Figures 14 through 29. (These figures
are referenced throughout Table 26.) Two of the flags are
not used in determining which statistica I groups are to be
printed; rather, they determine whether or not reports and
snapshot fi les can be generated simultaneously. Commands
are provided that enable the user to set and reset the flags.

The CONTROL! command is the only display command that
does not reference print flags. The display is the same as
the PARAM display group (see Figure 14) but is not controlled by the PARAM flag.

I

IT
Interaction time - - - . - - - - .

TT
Task turn-around
time
User response time

-1

I~

Remaining
,output

T
Thinking and typing time-

C
Intermittent CPU time due

t;, I/o~i ~ndqueue-fo;::
service delay

User think
time

RT
Response time

Input
complete

J

Character received
at the computer termi nates the message
input by the user.

L

First
output
character

Control of the CPU
is turned over to the
program servicing
message just received
(the reading program).

User typing

- time

L

Intermittent
terminal output

Program
activation

t-

-t----....

First time the
user types

Input
complete

Read

L

The service program issues
a Read to the terminal requesting input of the next
command from the user.

J

The receipt of an activation character initiates.
a task for the system.

Figure 13. Terminal Interaction Concepts

Table 26. STATS Flogs
Item Name

Description

1

A standard display that lists histogram data as for the SYSTEM display group including response time,
interaction time, turnaround time, task time, character in ant~ character out histograms.

2

A standard display that includes the same information as stand ard display "l' and, optionally, histograms for a preselected shared processor. The shared processo r may be selected by the SETPROC
command (described later).

-----.
----_._-,._--_._----------_.__ ... --------------------4
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Table 26. STATS Flags (cont.)
Item Name

Description

3

A standard display that includes the following display groups {which are described shortly}:
I/O
BATCH
USERS
RESOURCE

TASK
ONLINE
QUEUE

(shown in order of appearance in the display)

4

A standard display that includes the SUMMARY, CPU, and I/O display groups and the single items
TIC, UC, OUC, BUC, GUC, and RT90. This is the default display except that the SUMMARY
display is omitted.

5

A standard display of the SWAP display group.

6

A standard display that includes the I/O and RAHD groups.

7

A standard display that includes the multiprocessing specific groups, SCPU and EVNT.

ALL

A display which includes the single user items
SUMMARY
CPU
TASK
SCPU
BATCH
USERS
RESOURCE
I/O

RAHD
EVNT
ONLINE
QUEUE
SYSTEM
PROC
SWAP

(shown in order of appearance in the display)

BATCH

A display that lists the percent of CPU time used by each shared processor for batch programs only.
The CPU percentage includes batch execution and service time. (Figure 17 describes this display
in detail.)

BUC

A display of the number of batch users currently in the system.

CIT

A display of the total number of interactions received since start-up.
--_ _---"--A display group that includes the percent of CPU time for the monitor and for on-line, batch,
and ghost users broken down into execution and service time. Monitor service, idle, and swap
wait time is also listed for a complete view of CPU uti lization. (Figure 16 describes this display
in detai I.)
...

CPU

EVNT

A display group of the number of CALs and number of jobs scheduled per minute as measured by
the primary CPU and each of the secondary CPUs (SCPU). (Figure 26 describes this display in
detai I.)

GUC

A display of the number of ghost users currently in the system.

I/O

A display of the I/O rates for the system including symbiont accesses, CALs, and number of interactions per sample minute. (Figure 20 describes this display in detai I.)

ONU[NE]

A display of the percent of CPU time used by on-line users for each of the shared processors. The
CPU percentage includes user execution and service time. (Figure 18 describes this display in detail.)

OUC

A display of the number of on-line users currently in the system.

PARA[M]

A display that includes some control parameters and some other statistics. This print flag adds these
control parameters to all subsequent reports. The CONTROL I command may be used to display this
group. (Figure 14 describes this display in detai I.)

---
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Table 26. STATS Flags (cont.)
Item Name

Description

PROC

A display of five histograms for a preselected processor including think-type time, turn-around time,
CPU task time, terminal input characters per line, and terminal output characters per line. The
processor is preselected by setting C:PROCN via the SETPROC command. (Figure 24 describes this
display in detai I.)

1-----------+-------------------------------------------.-.-

QUEU[E]

A display that summarizes the user state queues at the end of e,ach sample interval. (Figure 22 describes this display in detail.)

1 - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -------------- --- ----- ------- ---- -----------------------.----

RAHD

A display group that describes the read ahead and AIR usage in the system. (Figure 27 describes this
display in detail.)

1 - - - - - - - - - --f----------------------------------------------- ----------

REPO[RT]

A nondisplay flag that controls whether or not a report is to be generated whi Ie executing the FILE
command.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------ --

RESO[URCE]

A display group that contains the current usage of certain resources including MPOOLs, CFUs,
COCBUFs, and granules (pack, symbiont, and RAD). (Figure 28 describes this display in detail.)

1 - - - - - - - - ---/------------------------------.--..---------------------- --------------------- -------------------------

RT90

A display that indicates the 90 percent response time value.

- - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------

SCPU

A display group that contains the percent of secondary CPU US<lge for each of the secondary CPUs
on the system. These values are broken down into execution and idle time. (Figure 29 describes
this display in detail.)

1-----------+-------------------------------

SNAP[SHOT]

,------------+-------------------------------------

SUMM[ARY]

------------------------1

A nondisplay flag that controls the generation of snapshot records whi Ie executing the DISPLAY
command.
------------------1

A display that contains key measures of system performance (such as the number of logged users and
the measures of response). (Figure 15 describes this display in detai I.)

1 - - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------- ----------- ----------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

SWAP

A display of five histograms including distribution of:
•

The number of users per outswap.

•

The outswap time.

•

The inswap time for user J ITs, shared processors, and overlap.

•

The inswap time for the entire user excluding the J IT and shared processors.

•

The inswap time for the entire user excluding shared processors and overlap.

(Figure 25 describes this display in detail.)
1 - - - - - - - - - ------------------------------- ---------- --------------- ---------------------

SYS[TEM]

A display of seven histograms including distributions for response time, intE~raction time, think-type
time, turn-around time, CPU task time, terminal input characters per line, and terminal input characters per line. (Figure 23 describes this display in detail.)

1 - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ------------------------ ---------------------------.-------------

TASK

A display of task statistics including interaction time, response time, and "ask time. (Figure 21 describes this display in detail.)

1---------+----------------------------------------------------.------.----

TIC

A display of the minutes since system start-up.

1-----------+------------------------------------------------------------------------.--------

UC

A display of the number of current users in the system. This number includes batch users, on-line
users, ghost jobs, and user's with lines who have not yet logged on.

1----------+--------------------------------------------------------------------

USER[S]

A display that Iists the number of users for severa I shared processors. The numbers are the counts
existing at the end of the sample interval. (Figure 18 describes this display in detail.)

~------------~------------------.----.------------------.----------------
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The PARAM display is printed in the following format:

PARAM
HOUR:MINUTES
MAX # BATCH USERS
AVERAGE BATCH SIZE K
if CHAR TERM BLOCK
MSEC wlo INTERRUPT
AVE BATCH QUANTUM
# CPU ACTIVE
RAHD TIMEOUT SEC

INTERVAL IN MINUTES
MAX if ONLINE USERS
AVERAGE ONLINE SIZE K
# CHAR TERM UNBLOCK
MSEC SWAP QUANTUM
MSEC ONLINE COMPUTE
AVE SCPU QUANTUM MSEC
AIR TIMEOUT SEC

where
HOURS:MINUTES
specifies the hour followed (without a separator) by the minutes. This item is useful in
se lect i n9 a fi Iter for the Summary processor.
INTERVAL IN MINUTES
is the number of minutes in the snapshot interval. This item is useful in selecting
a filter for the Summary processor.
MAX # BATCH USERS
is the maximum number of concurrent batch users and is the control parameter BUM
whi ch may be set by the system manager via the Control processor.
MAX # ONLINE USERS
is the maximum number of concurrent on-line users and is the control parameter
OUM which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor.
is the current average size of all active batch partitions. This number includes
AVERAGE BATCH SIZE K
context and excludes shared processors and overlap. (Reference: UB: PCT table.)
AVERAGE ONLINE SIZE K
is the current average size of all on-line users. This number includes context
and excludes shared processors and overlap. (Reference: UB:PCT table.)
# CHAR TERM BLOCK
is the number of characters at which to block terminal output. This is the control
parameter TB which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor. This parameter should be
set high enough to prevent terminal output-bound users from being swapped too frequently. The faster the
terminal transmission, the higher this parameter should be set. If the value is too high, however, the allocated COC buffers may be insufficient to handle the load.
# CHAR TERM UNBLOCK
is the number of characters at which terminal output is unblocked and is the control parameter UB which may be set by the system manager via the Control processor. This parameter causes
output-bound users to be queued for CPU service before the COC output buffer for that user is empty. The
faster the terminal, the higher this parameter should be set.

MSEC wlO INTERRUPT
is the amount of uninterrupted compute time guaranteed a user and is the current
value of the control parameter QMIN which may be set by the system manager via Control. A low value
increases the burst I/O rate. A high value decreases the rate at which the system services different
users.
MSEC SWAP QUANTUM
is the amount of time a user is guaranteed core residency before swap out. This
parameter is the current value of the control parameter SQUAN which may be set by the system manager
via Control. Increasing this value decreases the swapping rate. This parameter can be used to reduce the
swapper load, but it will be at the expense of user response time.
AVE BATCH QUANTUM
is the average setting of the QUAN control parameter for all active batch parti-.
tions. (QUAN is the time-slice by which computer-bound users are shared.) The QUAN parameter is set
for each partition by the system manager via the Control processor.

Figure 14. Description of the PARAM Display
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MSEC ONLINE COMPUTE
is the setting of the QUAN control parameter for on,-Iine users. (QUAN Is the
time-slice by which computer-bound users are shared.) The QUAN parameter is set by the system manager
via the Control processor. The values of QUAN for on-line and batch and the number of on-line and
batch users in the computer-bound queue determine the mix of on-line and batc:h computing that is done.
# CPU ACTIVE
is the number of CPUs currently active in the system. This includes both the primary CPU
and all secondary CPUs that have been software Initialized and avclilable for sc:heduling.

AVE SCPU QUANTUM MSEC
is the average setting of the quantum for all active CPUs. This number is
derived from the MAXQ values for each initialized secondary CPU. The MAXQ value is set by the system
manager via the Control processor.
RAHD TIMEOUT SEC
is the time, in seconds, after which a read ahead operation Is aborted. This value is
set by the system manager \Jslng the name RA TO as input to the Control processor.
AIR TIMEOUT SEC
is the time in seconds after which an AIR operation is aborted. this value Is set by the
system manager using the name AIRTO as Input to the Control processor.
Figure 14. Description of the PARAM Display (cont.)

~---------------------------------'-----

The SUMMARY display group is printed in the following format:

SUMMARY
BATCH STREAMS
ONLINE USERS
% CPU/BATCH USER
% CPU/ONLINE USER
BATCH EXEC/SERV
ONLINE EXEC/SERV
CPU MSEC PER I/O
ONLINE TIME MIX
ONLINE INTENSITY
ONLINE TASKS/MIN
% INTERACTIVE
90/ RESPONSE MSEC
TURNAROUND
SEC
ETMF
0

where
BATCH STREAMS
is the number of active batch partitions at the end of the snapshot interval.
is avai lable for the SNAP column only.

ONLINr: USERS
is the nurrber of on-line users at the end of the snapshot interval.
for the SNAP column only.

This statistic

This statistic is available

% CPU/BATCH USER
the percer.t of time used for batch execution and batch service divided by the number
of batch users. This statistic is avC"ilable for the SNAP column only.

% CPU/ON LINE USER
tile percent of time used for on-line execution and on-line service divided by the
number of on-line users. This statistic is available for the SNAP column only.

Figure 15. Description of the SUMMARY Display
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BATCH EXEC/SERV
is batch execution time divided by batch service time. This is a measure of the degree
to which batch fobs are compute-bound.

ONLINE EXEC/SERV
is on-line execution time divided by on-line service time. This is a measure of the
degree to which on-line jobs are compute-bound.

CPU MSEC PER I/O
is the sum of batch and on-line execution and service time (in milliseconds) divided
by the number of SIOs. This is a measure of the degree to which batch and on-line jobs are
compute-bound.

ONLINE TIME MIX
is a measure of the compute-bound character of the on-I ine user load. It is obtained
by dividing the compute-bound milliseconds by the interactive task milliseconds. This measure is large
when the interactive load is light. A task is considered interactive when less than SQUAN mi IIiseconds
{see Table 16} are required for completion of a task.

ONLINE INTENSITY
is an estimate of the on-line user load. It is computed by dividing the on-line CPU
milliseconds by the number of think-type minutes. On-line CPU milliseconds include execution and service
time for on-line users. This statistic is approximately equal to the average task time {in milliseconds} multiplied by the task rate {measured in tasks per think-type minutes}.

ONLINE TASKS/MIN
is a measure of the rate at which tasks are arriving from logged on-line users. It is
computed by dividing the number of tasks received from on-line users by the total number of logged minutes for on-line users.

% INTERACTIVE
is another measure of the character of the user load. It is computed by dividing the number
of interactive tasks that completed wi thin SQUAN mi lIiseconds of CPU time by the total number of tasks
that completed in the sample time interval and converting this value to a percent by multiplying by 100.

90% RESPONSE TIME
defines the point on the response time histogram (the point representing a number of
milliseconds) at which 90% of all tasks receive CPU service within this number of milliseconds.

AVERAGE TURNAROUND
is the average number of seconds between the receipt of an activation character
from a user and the first Iine of output for that user.

EXECUTION MULTIPLICATION FACTOR
is a dynamically changing estimate of the execution time multiplication factor {ETMF}. The user may multiply the amount of CPU time required for a task by the ETMF
to estimate the elapsed time required to complete that task in that user environment.

tALL Iists statistics for the period of time since system restart.
ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only.

J

"--------------Figure 15. Description of the SUMMARY Display (cont.)
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The CPU display group II printed In the following format:
CPU '7.
BATCH EXEC
BATCH SERV
ONLINE EXEC
ONLINE SERV
MONITOR SERV
GHOST EXEC
GHOST SERV
IDLE
SWAP WAIT
I/O WAIT
I/O&SWP WAIT
TOTAL

where
BATCH EXEC

II the percent of CPU time Ipent for batch programs executrng In the mapped slave mode.

BA TCH SERV
II the percent of CPU time lpent for the monitor for services required by batch programs. User
service for batch programs Is always executed In the mapped master mode.
ON-LINE EXEC

II the percent of CPU time spent for on-line usen executing Tn the mapped slave mode.

ON-LINE SERV
Is the percent of CPU time spent In the monitor for services required by on-Itne users.
User service for on-line users Is always executed In the mapped master mode.
MONITOR SERV
Is the percent of CPU time lpent for the monitor for scheduling, swapping, symbionts, and
other monitor services executing In the unmapped master mode.
GHOST EXEC

Is the percent of CPU time lpent for ghost users executing In the mapped slave mode.

GHOST SERV
Is the percent of CPU time lpent In the monitor for services requIred by gholt usen. User
service for ghost users Is always executed In the mapped master mode.
IDLEttt
Is the percent of CPU time spent for unmapped master mode with no execution and no swapl In
progress.
SWAP WAlTttt
II the percent of CPU time spent In unmapped malter mode wIth a swap In progress but with
no execution In progress.
I/O WAlTttt
Is the percent of CPU time spent In unmapped master mode with
execution and no swapping In progrels.

I/o

In progress but with no

I/O & SWP WAITttt
Is the percent of CPU time lpent In unmapped master mode with a swap and
progress but with no execution In progress.

I/o In

TOTAL
Is the sum of the percentages listed above. Deferred accountrng may cCluse a value of less than 100%
to be followed by a value greater than 100% on the next Interval. For monoprocessing systems, the total will
approximate 100%. For dual processing systems, the total will be as high as 200% with the missing portion
representing secondary CPU Idle trme. See the SCPU display for the Idle time.

tALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart.

tt SNAP lists statistics for the sample Interval only.
ttt

In a dual processing system, these values are for the primary CPU only.
Figure 16. Description of the CPU Display
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The BATCH display group prints In the following format:

BATCH %
:POO
:Pll
EDIT·
LINK·
DELTA·
PCl·
BASIC·
METASYM·
lOADER·
FORT·
USER
SHARED
where the percent of the CPU time for batch users Is listed for each of the shared processors. All programs which
are not shared are grouped and listed as USER PROG. All other shared processors are grouped and listed as OTHER
SHARED.
t All lists statistics for the period of time since system restart.

tt SNAP lists statisti cs for the sample interval only.
·These are the first eight processors that appear on the :SPROCS command of PASS2.
Figure 17. Description of the 8A TCH Display

The ON-LINE display group prInts In the followIng format:
ONLINE %

AlLt

:p

:POO
:Pll
LINK·
DELTA·
EDIT·
PCl*
BASIC·
METASYM*
lOADER· •
FORT·
USER
SHARED
where each of the shared processors (as defined by SYSGEN) Is named and the percent of the CPU time used by each
processor is listed. The percent is based upon the total available CPU time in the interval. All programs that are
not shored ore listed as USER PROG. All other shared processors are grouped and listed as OTHER SHARED.
t ALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart.
tt SNAP lists statistics for the sample intervol only.

*These ore the first eight processors that appear on the :SPROCS command of PASS2.

L...-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

-------.---~,,-

..- . - - . -

Figure 18. Description of the ON-LINE Display
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The USERS drsplay group prints in the following format:
USERS
ANSFORT
AP
APl
BASIC
EDIT
:POO
FORTRAN
:Pll
METASYM
PCl
TEXT
IN CORE

,

where each of the listed processors fs associated with the number of users printed at the right. The number of users
is evaluated only at the end of each snapshot Interval and does not represent an average count for the Interval. The
number of users In core (Item IN CORE) Is a count at the end of the Interval and Includes STATS as one of the users
in core. All these statistics In this group are counts (not averages) that provide some understanding of the system
performance.
Figure 19. Description of the USERS Display

The I/O display group prints In the following format:
I/O PER MIN
SERVICE REQ
INTERACTIONS
CHAR IN
CHAR OUT
TERM WRITES
I/O ACCESSES
I TRUNCS
I AIR ATTEMPTS
I AIR HITS
SYMBIONTS
IN SWAPS
OUT SWAPS
where
SERVICE REQ
Is the average number of system CALs executed per minute of sample time on both the primary
and a" active secondary C PUs.
INTERACTIONS
is the average number of tasks submitted by on-line users per minute of sample time. Each
task Is Initiated by an activation character such as a carriage return.
CHAR IN
is the average number of characters received by the COC per minute of sample time. The average
number of characters per line may be obtained by dividing the CHAR IN value by the INTERACTIONS
value.
CHAR OUT

Is the average number of characters output by the COC per minute of sample time.
Figure 20. Description of the I/O Display
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TERM WRITES
is the number of terminal writes, i.e., the number of lines output to the terminal. The average number of characters per terminal write may be computed by dividing the CHAR OUT value by the TERM
WRITES va lue •
I/O ACCESSES
is the average number of tape, RAD, and disk accesses per minute of sample time. This rate
may be limited by the number of core partitions, by the capacity of an I/o device or channel, or by low
user demand.
Ii TRUNCS
is the average number (per minute) of FPOOL buffers that are truncated because they must be
shared with other DCBs.
Ii AIR ATTEMPTS

is the number of times per minute that an attempt is made to access a fi Ie directory.

Ii AIR HITS
is the number of times per minute that an attempt to access a file directory results in a non-I/O
read. (A non-I/O read is one in whl ch no actual physical I/o operation is performed; I.e., the information is sti" in a buffer in memory.)

SYMBIONT
Is the average number of symbIont accesses per sample minute. This rate tends to be
trolled and buffered from user demands.
IN SWAPS

devic~

con-

is the average number of users swapped in per minute of sample time.

OUT SWAPS
is the average number of outswaps per minute of sample time.
swapped out, in a single outswap.

More than one user may be

tALL lists statfstlcs for the period of tIme sInce system restart.
tt SNAP Itsts statlstfcs for the sample interval only.
Figure 20. Descrfptfon of the I/O Display (cont.)

The TASK display group has the following format:
TASK/INTERVAL
INTERACT SEC
ntINK-TY SEC
TURNARND SEC
COMPLETE SEC
RESPON MSEC
CPU MSEC

where
INTERACT

Is the average number of seconds between activatIon characters.

THINK-TV
Is the average number of seconds between the prompt character transmission and the receipt of
actIvatIon character.
TURNARND
Is the average number of seconds from the receIpt of the activation character to the first IJne
of output prInted to termInal.
COMPLETE . Is the average number of seconds from the receipt of the actIvation character to the next prompt
character transmission.
RESPON
is the average number of milliseconds from the receIpt of the activatiltn character to the beginning
of the first quantum of CPU time.
CPU

is the average amount of CPU time requIred for a" tasks completed in the sample interval.

tALL lists statistics for the period of tfme since system restart.
tt SNAP

lists statistics for the sample interval only.

-,_._-,--_.._--_.. _--_._,----,_._----_.,-._. -....

---------~

-,---------_._-----------

Figure 21. DescriptIon of the TASK Display
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The QUEUE group display has the following format:

QUEUE
LOGGED
LOGGING
BATCH
GHOST
TERM IN
TERM OUT
COMPUTE
COMP BND
I/O
SLEEP

11

where
LOGGED
is the number of on-line users who have already logged on; i.e., the number of on-Une users who
are not associated with the LOGON processor at the end of the sample.

LOGGING
is the number of on-line users who have lines but are not yet logged on; f .e., the number of
on-line users who are associated with the LOGON processor at the end of the sample.

BATCH

is the number of active batch usen at the end of the sample.

GHOST

is the number of active ghost i,obs at the end of the samplo.

TERM IN
is the number of terminal input bound users that are In the S1I and STIO state queues.
are thinking and typing.

These usen

TERM OUT
is. the number of terminal output bound users in the STOB and ST080 state queues. These usen
are waiting for output printing to be completed.

COMPUTE
is the number of users in the SRT, SCO, SC1, SC2, SC3, SC4, SC5, SC6, SC7, SC8, and SCU
state queues.

COMP BND
is the number of users in the SC9 and SC10 state queues. These users are on-Une and batch
COr'llpute bound users.

I/o QUEUES
SLEEPING

is the number of users in the SlOW and SIOMF state queues.
is the number of users in the SW queue. These users have executed the M:WAIT system CAL.

Note: The total number of users for LOGGED, LOGGING, BATCH, and GHOST should equal the total number "f
users for TERM INPUT, TERM OUTPUT, COMPUTE, COMPUTE BND, I/O QUEUES, and SLEEPING. All
of these queue statistics are counts at the end of the sample interval when STATS Is In core and are not averages in any sense.
Figure 22. Description of the QUEUE [lisp lay
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The SYSTEM display includes seven system histograms in the following format:

x

......
0
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~

~

<1
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<--------SYSTEM---------)
RESP INTR TYPE TURN CPU
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x
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::>
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~

<-SYSTEM-)
INLN OTLN
CHAR CHAR
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<45
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<55
<60
<65

&UP

&UP

TOT#

TOT#

where
RESP

is a listing of the response time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the on-line interactions that received CPU service within x milliseconds of the receipt of an activation charC;;cter. The
value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This distribution is dependent upon the swap device characteristics and upon the time required to find free core.

INTR
is a Iisting of the interaction time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the interactions that were received within x seconds of the last interaction for the user. The value of x is listed in
the column at the left side. This distribution depends upon the rate at which users submit interactions and
upon the rate at which the system completes the tasks.
TYPE
is a listing of the think-type time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of interactions
that required less than x seconds from time of the prompt character printing to the time at which the activation character is received. (The activation character is usually a carriage return.) The value of x is
listed in the column at the left side. This histogram is dependent entirely upon the users thinking and
typing time.
TURN
is a listing of the turn-around time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of interactions
that required less than x seconds from the receipt of an activation character to the time at which the
user received the first line of output. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This histogram is dependent upon the response time and upon the account of time required to give the user
some output. Some interactions generate output immediately whi Ie others generate output only upon completion of the task.
CPU

is a listing of the CPU task time histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of the interactions
that required less than x milliseconds of CPU time. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side.
Some tasks may require minutes. Other tasks may require only a few milliseconds. The distribution is dependent upon the type of tasks that users initiate.

INLN
is a listing of the characters per terminal input line histogram. Each column entry specifies the percent of interactions which contained less than x characters. The value of x is listed in the column at the
left side. This histogram is dependent upon the users' terminal usage. Type-ahead lines are concatenated
as a single input without being counted individually.
OTLN
is a listing of the characters per line of terminal output histogram. Each entry shows the percent of
output lines that contained less than x characters. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side.
The terminal block control parameter (TB) determines the number of characters at which the user will be
suspended (become output bound).
Figure 23. Description of the SYSTEM Display
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The PROC display includes five histograms for a pre-selected shared processor which mClY be under test. The PROC
.
display has the following format:

PROCESSOR

x

.....0
QJ

..2

~

~

fin

name

<- -PROCESSOR--)
TYPE TURN CPU
SEC SEC
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[t

.....0
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~
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<60
<65
&UP
1'01'#

The heading identifies the processor number as derived from the P:NAME table and also the name of the processor
be i ng mon i tored •
The definitions of the columns are the same as for the SYSTEM display. Note that the RESP and INTR histograms are
not included in the PROC display.
Figure 24. Descrtptlon of the PROC Display
The SWAP display groups includes five histograms of swapper characteristics in the following format:
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where
'USERS
is a I isting of the number of users per outswap histogram. Each column entry' specifies the percent
of the outswap attempts for which x users were swapped. The value of x Is listed In the column at the left
side. When x =0, no outswap occurred.
Figure 25. Descriptton of the SWAP Display
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TOT

Is a listing of the outswap time histogram for actual outswaps. Each entry specifIes the percent of outswaps that required less than x milliseconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side.

JIT

is a listing of the time histograms that record the milliseconds required to swap in single page JITs,
system overlays, and shared processors. Each column entry specifies the percent of the inswaps that required less than x milliseconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. This histogram Is
dependent upon the swap device, and upon the size of the overlap and shared processors.

REST

is a listing of the time histograms recording the milliseconds required to swap in the rest of a user once
the JIT has been swapped in and processed. Each entry specifies the percent of user inswaps that required
less than x milliseconds to be swapped in {exclusive of the JIT inswap}. The value of x is listed in the
column at the left side.

TOT

is a listing of the time histograms recording the mi lIiseconds required to swap in the entire users (JIT
and REST above). Each column entry specifies the percent of inswaps that required less than x mi "iseconds. The value of x is listed in the column at the left side. The JIT and REST histograms may not be
added together in any way to obtain this histogram.
Figure 25. Description of the SWAP Display (cont.)

The EVNT group display has the following format:

EVENT

RATE/MIN

ALL

t

MASTER CALS
SCPU 4H CALS
SCPU #2 CALS
SCPU iF3 CALS
MASTER SCHED
SCPU #1 SCfiED
SCPU # 2 SCHED
SCPU iF3 SCHED

where
MASTER CALS
time.

is the average number of system CALs executed by the primary CPU per minute of sample

is the average number of system CALs that are initiated on the specified secondary CPU. (This
SCPU In
display will only list entries for the number of secondary CPUs generated for the system. STATS alters the
format at run time.)
MASTER SCH EDS

is the average number of context switches {schedules} per minute on the prim("HY CPU.

SCPU In SCHEDS
is the average number of context switches (schedules) per minute on the specified secondary CPU. (This display will only list entries for the number of secondary CPUs generated for the system.
STATS alters the format at run time.)

tALL I ists statistics for the period of time since system restart.
tt SNAP Iists statistics for the sample interva I only.
Figure 26. Description of the EVNT Display
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The RAHD group display has the f~llowing format:

ALL

RAHD - AIR/MIN

t

#AIR ATTEMPTS
{lAIR HITS
/FAIR TIMEOUTS
#RAHD ATTEMPTS
#RAHD STARTS
#RAHD USED
#RAHD I/O WAIT
#RAHD NOT USED
#RAHD TlMEOUTS
where
#AIR ATTEMPTS

is the number of times per minute that an attempt is made to access a file directory.

#AIR HITS
is the number of times per minute that an attempt is made to access a file directory which results
in a non-I/O read.

#AIR TIMEOUTS
is the number of times per minute that file directory granules In core are released because
they were not accessed within the timeout interval.

#RAHD ATTEMPTS
operation.

is the number of times per minute that an attempt was made ,to inittate a read ahead

#RAHD STARTS
is the number of times per minute that a read ahead operation ilS actually started. (The number of RAHD ATTEMPTS should always be larger than or equal to the number of RAHD STARTS.)

#RAHD USED

is the number of times per minute that those read ahead starts wel'e actually used.

#RAHD I/O WAIT
is the number of times per minute that when attempting to use a read ahead granule It
was found that the I/O had not yet completed. (The number of I/O WAITS should be less than or equal
to the number USED.)

t,

I

#RAHD NOT USED
is the number of times per minute that a read ahead operation was started but was discarded because it was not needed.

#RAHD TIME OUTS
is the number of times per minute that a read ahead buffer was released because it was
not used within the timeout interval. (The number of USED + NOT USED + TIMEOUTS should be less than
or equal to the number of STARTS.)
.----------------,'~--,.----,------- ..- - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -.•,,~,~-q,--....

tALL lists sta:tistics for the period of time since system restart.
ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only.

._-_.,---

Figure 27. Description of the RAHD Display
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The RESOURCE Group display has the following format
RESOURCES IN USE
MPOOLS
COCBUFS
IOQ ENTRIES
CFUS
GRAN PACK
GRAN SYMB
GRAN RAD

#

where the numbers for each of the entries are evaluated only at the end of each sample interval and do not represent
an average count for the interval.
Figure 28. Description of the RESOURCE Display

The SCPU group display has the following format:
SCPU USE
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU
SCPU

%

SNAp

tt

#1 EXEC

ffo 1 IDLE
#1 TOT
#2 EXEC
ffo2 IDLE
#2 TOT
#3 EXEC
ffo3 IDLE
#3 TOT

where
SCPU Ifn EXEC

represents the percent of time the specified secondary CPU is executing In the slave mode.

SCPU Ifn IDLE

represents the percent of time the specified secondary CPU is inactive.

SCPU Ifn TOT

represents the total time for the specified secondary CPU.

If all three entries for a given secondary CPU are zero, then the CPU is not running (i.e., It has not been inItialized). If the total value is less than 100%, the fraction that is missing represents the time spent in monitor services
for a user.
This display wi" only list entries for the number of secondary CPUs generated for the system. STATS alters the format
at run time.

tALL lists statistics for the period of time since system restart.
ttSNAP lists statistics for the sample interval only.
Figure 29. Description of the SCPU Display
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STATS COMMANDS

i

The STATS commands will be described In the following
order:
HELP
ADD
DROP
BUILD
LIST
DISPLAY
CONTROLI

FILE
BREAK (i .e., 0;»)
PROCEED
TIME
SETPROC
END

HELP
This command lists'a brief description of STATS
pt:ocbessor rommands and DCB usage. The listing is shown
in Rigure 3('. The format of the command is
H[ELP]

DESCRIPTION OF STATS COMMANDS
-

B 0

B(UILD)
B

2

B

3

B 4
B 5

6
B 7

B

C(ONTROL~)

DI(SPLAY)
D:(ROP)
E{ND)
F'(tIJE)
L.(IST)
TOME)
S(ETPROC)

M:SI
M:LO
M:DO
F:3

-

ADD PRINT FLAGS
RESET PRINT FLAGS
SET FLAG SYSTEM DISTRIBUTION
SET FLAGS SYSTEM & PROCESSOR
DISPLAYS
SET FLAGS 7 GROUPS
SET FLAGS CPU, I/O & SINGLE ITEMS
SET FLAG SWAP DISTRIBUTION
SET FLAGS I/O AND RAHD/AIR
SET FLAGS SCPU AND EVNT
LIST SOME OF CONTROL PARAMS
REPORT & UPDATE SNAPSHOT FILE
RESET PRINT FLAGS
EXIT STATS
UPDATE SNAPSHOT FILE & REPORT
LIST CURRENT PRINT FLAG STATUS
PRINT CURRENT TIME
SET PROCESSOR NUMBER FOR
MONITORING

DCB USAGE
- INTERACTIVE INPUT COMMANDS
- REPORTS
- INTERACTIVE OUTPUT
- SNAPSHOT FILE

Figure 30. Format of the HELP Command Listing

ADD
This command turns on the flags for the specified
items. An item may be the name of any item in Table 26 ~
When the STATS processor is entered, CPU, I/o, and the
sing'e items TIC, UC, OUC, BUC, GUC, and RT90 are on
by default. The item names are entered following prompts.
(On~y the first four characters are required.) A null respon$e (or END) to a prompt terminates the list of Iteml.
The format of the command is

A[DD]

ENTER I'TEMS TO BE ADDED
>RAHD

Ev

>RESO <8
>SCPU @)
>EVNT @)

>8

Descriptions of the commands and some of the examples are
written for the on-line mode. If STATS is expecting a
command and an asterisk is input in the first coiumn, the
remainder of the line is considered to be a comment.

A(OD)

Ex.ample:

::.

The ADD command enables the uler to select a group of parameters to be displayed wlhenever the DISPLAY or FILE
command is given.

DROP
This command turns off the flags for the specified
items. An item may be the name of any item (other than
standard display numbers) in Table 26. The item names are
entered following prompts. (Only the ftrst four characters
are required.) A null response (or END) to a prompt termInates the list of items. The format of the command is

I

D[ROP]

ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED

2:1/0

@)

?CPU @)
~TASK

e

?END (§

.:
BUILD
This command turns on the print flag for a numbered standard display or turns off all print flags. The format of the command Is
S[UILD] n
where n is a decimal digit fdenttfylng the standard display
for which the print flag is t,o be turned on. (The standard
displays are listed in Table 26.) If n is the digit 0, all
print flags are turned off. If more than one digit is specified, the first digit is used.

LIST
This command lish the names of the STATSflags
(other than standard display numbers) and their current status
(on or off). It can be used to verify items to be included
in a standard display or to make certain that a series of ADD
and DROP commands had the desired effect. The format Jf
the command is
L[IST]
STATS
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Examples:

1.

When the LIST command is given before any ADD or
DROP commands have been given, the following defau It settings for STATS flags are listed.
.:.L (§

FLAG
PARAM
CIT
TIC
UC
OUC
BUC
GUC
RT90
SUMMARY
CPU
I/O
TASK
RAHD
SCPU
EVNT
BATCH
ONLINE
USERS
QUEUE
RESOURCE
SYSTEM
PROC
SWAP
SNAPSHOT
REPORT

2.

STAT!!:;!
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

DISPLAY
This command displays (via M:lO) current
statistics for those items (from the group of items listed in
Table 26) that have their print flags on. The user specifies
the number and frequency of displays by responses to two
STATS interactive statements. The format of the command
is
DI[SPLA Y]

Example:

OFF
ON
ON

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES

OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

In this example, the flag for standard display 7 is
turned on and all other print flags are turned off. The
LIST command is then used to obtain the current status
of a" pri nt flags •

ENTER # OF INTERVALS

If the output device cannot finish printing on display before another is ready, an error diagnostic Is typed saying
'CANNOT MAINTAIN INTERVAL'. The next Interval includes a" time from the last printout until the next printout
is able to begin.

Snapshot files may be generated during DISPLAY command
execution if the SNAPSHOT flag is on.

.:.B 7 (§
.:.L(§

FLAG
PARAM
CIT
TIC
UC
DUC
BUC
GUC
RT90
SUMMARY
CPU
I/O
TASK
RAHD
SCPU
EVNT
BATCH
ONLINE
USERS
QUEUE
RESOURCE
SYSTEM
PROC
SWAP
SNAPSHOT
REPORT

STATUS
OFF
OFF
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON
ON

CONTROL!
This command displays all control parameters that are criti co I to system performance. (The group
of parameters displayed is the same as for the PARAM display.) The format of the command is
C[ONTROll]

OFF
ON
ON

The display immediately follows the command.

OFF
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF

FILE
This command creates snapshot records for the
SNAPSHOT file. A report may be generated sImultaneously
by turning the REPORT flag and the desired print flags on.
The format of the FILE command is
F[llE]
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EXdmple:

When the command is given, STATS prompt for the processor
name with the message

.:.F @)
ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES

[

ENTER

PR~CESSOR NAMe

~5 @)

ENTER II OF INTERVALS
~4

SNAPSHOT FILES OPENED
• .SLEEPING
RECORD II 1 14:35 JUL 21, 175
• .SLEEPING
RECORD II 2 14:40 JUL 21, 175
• .SLEEPING
RECORD II 3 14:50 JUL 21, 175

When the name is entered, STATS locates the name in the
shared process()r table and stores its index number into the
C:PROCN table in the monitor root. A subsequent PROC
display will give the statistics gathered on this processor.
Example:
.::.S

€V

ENTER

P~OC;;:ESSOILNAME

~EDIT @)

PROCESSOR NOW BEING MONITORED
PROCESSOR 1129 EDIT

• .SLL \:PING
RECl.,RD II 4 14:55 J UL 21, 175
• .SLEEPING
RECORD II 5 15:00 JUL 21, '75

To reset the processor monitoring cell so that no processor is
being monitored, the following technique is used prior to
exiting STATS:

SNAPSHOT FILES COMPLETED
This command interrupts any current STATS operation and leaves control at the STATS command level.
The command consists of depressing the BREAK key ~nce.
The PROCEED command is used to resume execution from
the point of interrupt. Print flags may be altered via the
ADD and DROP commands before resuming execution via
the PROCEED command.

BRE.AK

This command continues STATS interruption
from a point at which the processor was interrupted by t~e
BREAK key. The format of the command is

PROCEED

P[ROCEED]

ENTER PROCESSOR NAME
PROCESS_OR MONITORING STOPPED
=.END @)
The following example illustrates what happens when a processor is already being monitored at the time SETPROC
Is used:

ENTER PROCESSOR NAME
~LlNK @)

TIME
This command displays the time and date via
M:DO as received from the monitor via the M:TIME system
CAL. The format of the command is

REPLACED A PROCESSOR BEING MONITORED
f¥0CESS_OR NOW BEING MONITORED
PROCESSOR 1123 LINK

T[IME]
Example:

::.T 8
. 14:30JUL21, '75

If the pr()cessor name specified is not found in the P:NAME
table, then a message is output and control returns to input
another name as is illustrated in the following example:
-S @)

ENTER PROCESSOR
This command enables the user to specify a
processor for extended monitoring. In order to use this command, STA TS must be run in an account with a CO privilege.
The format of the command is
SETPROC

S[ETPROC]

~"AME

>GRUNCH @)
PROCESSOR NOT SHAREQ
ENTER PROCESSOR NAME

>
STATS
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END
This command causes an exit to TEL. The format
of the comma nd is

STATS ERROR MESSAGES
STATS error messages are listed in Table 27.

END
Example:
~'}

=.END

1
STATS COMMAND SUMMARY
SAMPLE STATS SESSIONS
Examples 1 through 3, below, are sample STATS sessions
that perform the indicated tasks.

Table 28 contains a summary of commands. Table 29 contains a summary of interactive statements. The Interactive
statements are used in conjunction with the commands for
defining the tasks that STATS is to perform.

Example 1.
Create a display of performance data and output it to the line printer. (The report would be printed on the user·s
~erminal if the ISET M:lO LP command were omitted.) No permanent file of performance data is generated.

e

lSET M:l 0 LP
~STATS €;
STATS [)1)O HERE

::..A8
ENTI~R

ITEMS TO HE AnnED

LA1.r. l,!~ - - - - - - - - - 2END ~~
-D1 (~-;'

ENTER :::NTER7AL

'[~

MINUTES

~2 ~"T)

ENTER 4ft OF INTERVAlS

.210

~)

---

..:.ENDCm)
~PRII-';T ~,~

The IPRINT command releases the listing to the printer.

Example 2.
Create snapshot files on-I ine.
!STATS t§
3TATS DOO 'lERE

~F8----

FNTER INTERVAL IN t-11NUTES

?')

~,

------------

I:NTER 1ft OF INTERVALS

~2 0~
SNAPSHOT

FI1~S OPENED
RECoRi)#l~-': {~: 10 JUL 21. '75
REeORO if 2, 14:.!2....}JD~~
SNAPSHOT FILE COMPLETED

,:E
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Example 3.
Run STATS as a ghost job. Every 15 minutes, snapshot records are added to the SNAPSHOT .:STATS file. The job
will "sleep" between times.
The job is initiated by the operator via the key-in
lGJOB STATS @
The fi Ie GHOSTSI contains the following instructions to STATS:
'1(
'1(
'1(
'1(

*

~.(
~.(

-k

STATS SLEEPING GHOST INPUT FILE TO CREATE SHAPSHOT FILES
KEY-IN ' GJOB STATS' AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH DAY
AND AFTER EACH SYSTEM RESTART OR RECOVERY.
TIlE FOLLOWING FILES ARE CREATED AND/OR UPDATED
SNAPSHOT.:STATS - KEYED SNAPSHOT FILE
GHOSTDO. : STATS - INTERACTIVE OUTPUT
GHOSTLO. : STATS - REPORT OUTPUT
SNAPSHOT FILE MAY BE SAVED WEEKLY TO SAVE FILE SPACE

F

15
96

*

96 INTERVALS AT 15 MINUTES DURATION COVERS 24 HOURS •• EDIT TO SUIT
END

A message is typed on the operator's console to verify that the snapshot file is opened. At the conclusion, another
message is typed on the operator's console to verify that the snapshot file is closed.

Table 27. STATS Error Messages
Message

Description

BUILD LIST ERROR

The BUILD list number is missing or is not in the
range 0-7.
I--~-~--------------------------- ----.----------..-.----------.------------------1
CANNOT MAINTAIN INTERVAL
During operation of a DISPLAY or FILE command, the
output device is unable to complete one display in
time to print the next display. (The interval is too
short. )
... --.-.--.. - - - - - - - - . - - . - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - i
GHOSTDO FILE ERROR, M:DO - RESTART
STATS is being nm as a ghost job and has attempted to
create disk fi Ie 'GHOSTDO' that is in error. The
error is due either to lack of fi Ie space or to interference from anoth~~r user. (Printed on operator's
console .)
---.-----------. --------.------.--..---.---.----------------.. ---STATS is being nm as a ghost job and has attempted to
GHOSTLO FILE ERROR, M:LO - RESTART
create a disk file 'GHOSTLO' that is in error. The
error is due either to lack of file space or to inerference
from another user. (Printed on operator's console.)
1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ .__ .. _---- ----.-----------.-----. -_.-- .------.-.---.. -.-.. -..----------------.--. --.-.-GHOSTSI FILE ERROR, M:SI - RESTART
STATS is being nm as a ghost job and the disk fi Ie
"GHOSTSI' is in error. Commands and responses to
interactive questiions and statements may only be input
via GHOSTSI when STATS is run as a ghost job.
(Printed on operator's console.)
I--~--------------------------.-----------.-

I--~-------------------------.---
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Table 27. STATS Error Messages (cont.)
Message

Description

ILLEGAL COMMAND

The user's response to a command level prompt (-) is
not a legal command. (If this is a batch job, the commands may be out of sequence.)

MONITOR ACCESS REQUIRES PRIV

100

= 80

The user account must be reauthorized to allow the
user to read monitor performance data.

NO SUCH NAME

An invalid name was used when entering items for an
ADD or DROP command. Only the item names in
Table 26 are valid. The standard display numbers are
not val id for the DROP command.

NOT ENOUGH CORE AUTHORIZED

The number of pages allocated in the user account is
not sufficient since STATS only maps onto those pages
in which the required data resides and obtains the corresponding virtua I pages, the processor and its acquired
pages should be executable in 16K of core.

PROBLEM GETTING PRIVATE PAGE

In a multiprocessing system, an error has been encountered in attempting to map onto the private data page
of the secondary CPUs. This may be due to a system
or program error and, genera lIy, shou Id not occur.

PROCESSOR #n name

Extended monitoring is being performed for the processor specified by 'name' which hasthe index number n.

PROCESSOR MONITORING STOPPED

STATS is no longer performing extended monitoring for
a processor.

PROCESSOR NOW BEING MONITORED

Extended monitoring is being performed for the processor named in the message which follows this message.

REPLACED A PROCESSOR BEING MONITORED

Extended monitoring was a Iready being performed for a
processor when the SETPROC command was issued.

SETPROC REQUIRES CO PRIVILEGE

An attempt has been made to establish extended monitoring of a processor when running in an account that
has less than CO privi lege.

STATS LOADED WITH WRONG MONSTK

STATS has been loaded with a MONSTK that is different from the system MONSTK. The processor must
be re loaded.

STATS SNAPSHOT FILE ERROR

An error has occurred during creation of a SNAPSHOT
file entry. File space may have been exhausted or
another user in the account may have interfered.

UNEXPECTED CHANGE IN TIME - REPORT SKIPPED

This is either a user error, system error, or MONSTK
problem since C:TIC and C:TINC should result in ever
increasing values.

STATS

Table 28. STATS Command Summary
Command

Description

-A [DD]
ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED

Turns on the print flags for the specified items. An item may be the name of
any item in Table 26.

-------_.

~item

2item

··

2:END
BREAK (i.e. 9)

Interrupts any current STATS operation and leaves control at the STATS com-'
mand level. The PROCEED command is used to resume execution from the point
of interrupt.
~---------'"

B[UILD] n

Turns on the print flags for the standard dIsplay specified by n where n is a number in the range 0-7. See Table 26 for the numbers of the standard displays.
BUILD 0 resets all the flags to off.

C[ONTROLl]

Displays all control parameters critical to system perfc)rmance whether or not
their print flags are on •
..-

DI[SPL.AY]

Displays those items (from the group of itenns listed in Table 26) that have their
print flags on. A snapshot file- may be generated during DISPLAY command execution if the SNAPSHOT flag is on.
~-----

-D[ROP]
ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED

Turns off the print flags for the specified 'items. An item may be the name of
any item in Table 26.

~item

~item

···

2:END

--

-.--------~-

E[ND]

Causes an exit to TEL..

END

Terminates a DROP or ADD command list ..
--------

F[ILE]

Creates snapshot records for the SNAPSHOT file. An on-line report may be
generated simultaneously by t'urning the REPORT flag and the desired print flags
on.

H[ELP]

Briefly describes STATS commands and DeB usage.
._-._--

---------

L[IST]

Lists the STATS flags (other than standard display numbers) and their current
status (on or off) •

--

-----

P[ROCEED]

Continues STATS operation from the point· at which the processor was interrupted
by the BREAK key.

S[ETPROC]

Estab I ishes the processor for extended monitoring.
-.

TIME

Lists the time and date.

STATS
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Table 29. STATS Interactive Statements
Statement

Description of Response

ENTER INTERVAL IN MINUTES

Enter an integer (without a decimal point and without leading or embedded
blanks) • This number defines the length of the sample for the DISPLAY or
FILE command.

ENTER ITEMS TO BE ADDED

Enter a list of display items, display groups, or pri nt flags to be added for subsequent report format control.

ENTER ITEMS TO BE DROPPED

Enter a list of display items or print flags to be dropped for subsequent report
format control.

ENTER # OF INTERVALS

Enter an integer (without a decimal point and without leading or embedded
blanks) • This integer defines the number of intervals to be used for the DISPLAY
or FILE command.

ENTER PROCESSOR NAME

Enter the name of a shared processor to be monitored. The name must be less
than 8 characters in length and must be the name by which the processor is
identified in the P:NAME table •

--

-

.SUMMARY

The Summary processor provides a global view of system
performance by formatting and displaying the statistical
data collected by STATS. The input data for Summary is
the SNAPSHOTS files created by STATS. The output
I isti ngs are genera Ily large and therefore shou Id
be output to a fi Ie or on the I ine printer. The DC Bs used
by Summary are Iisted in Table 30.
The Summary processor allows the user to

1.

Specify a fi Iter to remove undesired snapshots from
the sample for subsequent reports.

2.

Request a chronological listing of filtered snapshot
data for one or more display groups.

3.

Request fi Itered, sorted, ordered, and averaged Iistings of snapshot data for one or more display groups.

4.

Request means, minimums, maximums, and standard
deviations for all display groups computed using the
snapshots which pass the filter and a user specified
intensity range. Correlation coefficients are included
in this report that are estimates of the linear dependence between any pair of monitored variables.

In the on-I ine mode, Summary is called by entering its name
as a TEL command. Summary responds by typing SUMMARY
HERE. Summary uses two prompt characters. The highest
level prompt character is a single dash (-). The secondary
prompt character is the Igreater than ' character (».
Example:

I SUMMARY @)
SUMMARY HERE

.::.
Control can be returned to TEL in three ways:

1.

Depressing the BREAK key four times.

2.

Depressing the CONTROL and Y keys.

3.

Responding with an X or END to a yes/no type question
from Summary.

SPECIAL COMMANDS
HELP
The user may respond to any dash (-) prompt character with the HELP command. This command causes a listing to be output via M:DO that is designed to help the user
in his interaction with the Summary processor. The listing
that is output is shown in Figure 31. The format of the command is
HELP

Summary can be run in either the batch or on-line modes.
In the batch mode, Summary is called with the SUMMARY
control command. The series of cards that follow require an
anticipation of the interaction that occurs when Summary
is run on-line. This point is explained in the fourth example of the section "Sample Summary Sessions". The rest
of this discussion of Summary will assume that the processor
is being run on-line.
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LIST
The user may respond to any dash (-) prompt character with the LIST command. This command causes a listing to be output via M:DO that lists the statistical item
numbers and names and group names and numbers as shown
in Figure 32. The format of the command is
LIST

90 16 74H-l(11/76)

Table 30. Summary DCB Usage

1""--

-

DCB

Function

On-line Default

Batch Default

F:2

Input consecutive snapshot fi Ie. May be SET
or ASSIGNed.

fid=SNAPSH OT

fid=SNAPSH OT

~-

-----

M:DOt

Output interactive questions, statements, and
error messages. If input through M:SI is from
a file, it will be echoed through M:DO to
provide a hard copy. May be SET or
ASSIGNed.

M:LOt

Output reports. May be SET or ASSIGNed,
but should remain assigned to the line printer
because of the report length.

user console

line printer

line printer

line pri nter

.-

M:SI

i

Input user responses to interactive questions.

user console

after I SUMMARY card

May be SET or ASSIGNed.

I

tThe line printer requires the AB flags in the account specification.

SUMMARY IS A POST PROCESSOR FOR THE STATS PROCESSOR
REQUIRES SNAPSHOT FILES
RESPOND TO QUESTIONS WITH ONE. OF FOLLOWING
Y(ES) - TO SPECIFY GROUPS OR POSITIVE RESPONSE
N(O) OR CARRIAGE RETURN - TO SKIP TO NEXT QUESTION
ALL
- TO PROCESS ALL STATISTICAL GROUPS
HELP
- TO GET THIS LISTING
LIST
- TO GET LIST OF STATISTICS BY NUMBER
X TO EXIT
END TO TERMINATE GROUP LISTS OR TO EXIT TO TEL)
'* COMMENT LINE
DCB USAGE
M:SI - INTERACTIVE INPUT
M:DO - INTERACTIVE OUTPUT
M: LO - REPORT OUTPUT
F:2 - CONSECUTIVE SNAPSHOT FILE
RECOMMENDED STANDARD PROCEDURE FOLLOWS
YES
(SPECIFY FILTER ?)
38,0,10
(LESS THAN 10% CPU IDLE)
END
(TERMINATES FILTER LIST)
YES
(CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES ?)
NO
(AVERAGES ONLY?)
2
(CPU)
6
(SCPU)
NO
(MORE GROUPS ?)
YES
(CORRELATION ANALYSIS ?)
(DEFAULT)
(DEFAULT)
SPECIFY FILTER
?
'*STOP* 0
FIgure 31. HELP Command listing
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LISTING OF
1
2

3
II

5
6

1

8

9
10
11
12

13
14

15
16

~TATI5TICAL

GROUPS

o - PARAM
IIOU/l :MltIUTF.!:;
INTERVAL r~ ~rN
MAX IJ UATCII
MAX D OtlLIrIF:
AVERAGE RATCI! K
AVERAGE orlLIrlE K
D SEC HUM BLI(
# SEC TERM unLK
QMIN
MSEC
SQUAll
MZEC
AVE OATCH QUAil
MSEC OIlLltlE QUAN
CPU ACTIVE
AVE SCPU QUAN MS
RAllO TMOUT SEC
AIR TMOUT SEC
1 -

SUMMARY

11 DATCH STREAMS
18 ONLINE USERS

19 S CPU/DATCII USER
20 S CPUIONLINE USE
21 DATCH EXEC/~ERV
22 ONLINE EXEC/USER
23 CPU MSEC PER 1/0
211 ONLINE TIME MIX
25 ONLI~E INTEtlSITY
26 ONLINE TASKSIMIN
21 S IIiTERACTIVE
28 90S RESPONSE MS
29 TURNAROUND
SEC
30 ETMF
2 - CPU
31 BATCH EXEC

32 DATCU SERV
33 ONLINE EXEC
3t1 ONLINE SERV
35 MON ITOR SER V
36 GIIOST EXEC
37 GIIOST SERV
38 IDLE
39 SWAP WAIT
110 1/0 WAIT
til 1/0 & SWAP WAIT
&12 TOTAL
3 - 1/0
tl3 SERVICE REOUESTS
tl4 ItITERACTIONS
tiS CHAR IN

46 CHAR OUT
tl7 TERM WRITES
48 1/0 ACCESSES
119 , TRUtlCS
50 AIR ATTEMPTS
51 AIR HITS
52 SYMBIONT
53 IN SWAPS
511 OUT SWAPS

55
56
57
58
59
60

tI - TASK
INTERACT
TUINK-TY
TUR NA RND
COMPLETE
RESPONSE
CPU

•

MSEC
MSEC

5 - RAtiO
61 AIR ATTEMPTS
62 AIR !fITS
63 AIR TIMEOUT3
6&1 RAllO ATTEMPTS
65 RAHD STARTS
66 RAllO USED
67 RAlfl) I/O WAtT
68 RAllO NOT USED

(, - ~CPU
70 !lCl'll 1 EXEC
71 SCl'lI 1 [DLF.
72 SCI'U 1 TOT
1 - Evr4T
73 MA~i'rEII CALS
711 SCPU 1 CAL!)
75 MASTER SCIIED
76 SCPU 1 ~CIIED

71
78
79
80
81
82
83
8&1
85
86
87
88

8 - nATCH
CCI
LOGON
LIIiK
DELTA
: POO
: P11
DRSP
RUNIIF.R
EDIT
PCL
USER
SHARED

9 - ONLINE
89 eCI
90 LOGON
91 LINK
92 DELTA
93 :POO
94
95
96
97

: P11
DRSP
RUNNER
EDIT
98 PCL
99 USER
100 SHARED

10 - USERS
101 ANSFORT
102 AP
103 APL
104 BASIC
105 EDIT
106 FOP
107 FORTRAN
108 FORTLID
109 METASYM
110 PCL
111 TEXT
112 IN CORE
11 - QUEUE
113 LOGGED
1111 LOGGItIG
115 BATCJI
116 GUOST
117 TERM IN
118 TERM OUT
119 COMPUTE
120 COMP BND
121 1/0
122 SLEEP
12 - RESOURCE
MPOOLS
COCBUFS
IOQ ENTRIES
CFUS
GRAN PACK
128 GRAN SYMD
129 GRAN RAD

123
12&1
125
126
127

69 IIAIID TIr1EOUTS

Figure 32. LIST Command LJltfng
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FIgure 32. LIST Command LIstIng (cont.)
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INTERACTION WITH SUMMARY
The Summary processor interacts with a user through a series
of Interactive questions and statements. The user's response
to these questions and statements define the tasks required
of Summary. There are three major questions asked by Summary. They are asked in the following order:
1.

SPECIFYFILTER?

2.

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?

3.

CORRELATION ANALYSIS?

When the user's response to one of these questions is affirmative (YES), Summary begins the designated task. Secondary
questions or statements from Summary and user responses then
define the task more specifically. (All Summary questions
and appropriate responses and all tables at t-he end of the
chapter.) Figure 33 provides a flowchart of Summary's interaction with the user. (The secondary type questions and
statements are not indicated on that chart.)

TASKS SUMMARY PERFORMS

null

which terminates the list of items and limits.
The next main question is asked.

other

which may ieod to a FORTRAN run-time error.

The following procedure should be used to select parameters:

Use the LIST command to identify item numbers. Then pick
the filter items by number and choose a high and low limit
for each item. Typically one chooses a minimum limit that
is at least one standard devi(Jtion lower than the mean and a
maximum limit that is at least one standard deviation above
the mean. The report can be used to obtain the statistics
needed for a logical choice for high and low limits. The
time of day, the interval length, the amount of idle, and
compute queue sharing are items which are useful in selecting a filter. Of course, any limits that are appropriate for
the needs of the particulor insta IIation may be chosen.
CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES
A chronological report of system performance statistics may
include from one to fourteen statistical groups of data. The
statistica I groups are I isted in Table 31, a long with the
STATS flag associated with each statistical group,
When the questiion 'CH RONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?' is
asked, the user's response may be

FI LTER SPECIFICATION
It is extremely useful to be able to reject snapshots which
fail to meet certain criteria. The filter specification
alliows the user to specify up to 20 variables with high and
low ilimits. All snapshots which fail to meet these limits
are rejected from the display samples used in creating
reports.

ALL

whiich requests that all statistical groups be
displayed. After the report, the next major question will be output.

YES

which requests that one or more statisti cal
groups be displayed.

The user is asked if he would like to specify filters by the
question 'SPECIFY FILTERS?'
His response may be one
of the following:
0

YES

which stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.

which indicates that he would like to specify

fi Iters.
wh i ch stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.
other
which causes the next major question to
be asked,

If the response is YES, the message 'ENTER ITEM#,LOW
LIMIT,HIGH LIMIT' is typed.
may be

Following a response of YES or ALL, Summary then types
the statement
AVERAGES ONLY?
The response to th is statemen't ma>' be

The response to this message

n 1,n2,n3
which specifies an item number (n 1), a
low limit (n2), and a high I imi t (n3). N 1 must be
an integer in the range one to the maximum number
of monitored items, N2 and n3 are numbers with
or without decimal points. If n3 is smaller than
n2, the input line will be rejected and the
'ENTER •• , ' statement will be repeated, Twenty
parameters and associated limits may be entered,
(The procedure for selecting parameters and their
limits is discussed shortly,)
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other
which causes the next major question to be
asked and the chr()nological summaries task to be
skipped.

YES

which requests that only the average values
for each statistical group be printed.

NO

which requests that all values be printed.
which stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.

which causes the next major question
to be asked.
If the response to the 'CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES'
query was YES, Summary then types the statement
other

ENTER ALL, OR GROUP #0-13

Summary
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The user's response to this statement may be
Table 31. Summary Statistical Groups
ALL

which requests that all statistical groups be
displayed.

n

which specifies the number (0-13) of a statistical
group to be displayed. If the number is outside
the range 0-13, the statement is repeated.
which stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.

other
which causes the next major question to be
asked.

If the number of a statistical group is specified, that group
is displayed and then the following question is asked:

Group
No.

STATS
Flag

Description

0

PARAM

Selected control parameters.

1

SUMMARY

Performance statistics.

2

CPU

CPU uti I ization: execution,
service, idle, and swap wait.

3

I/o

I/o

4

TASK

Terminal interaction statistics.

5

RAHD

Read ahead and AIR usage.

6

SCPU

Secondary CPU utilization.

7

EVNT

CAL and execution scheduling
activities.

8

BATCH

CPU time used by batch shared
processors.

9

ONLINE

CPU time used by on-line shared
processors.

10

USERS

Shared processor utilization.

11

QUEUE

State queue statistics.

12

RESOURCE

System resource ut iIi zation
summary.

13

HISTOGRAM

System histograms for system and
swap statistics.

rates.

ANOTHER GROUP?
The response to this question may be
ALL

which requests that all statistical groups be
displayed.

YES

which requests that one or more statistical
groups be dispiayed and leads to the 'ENTER ALL,
OR GROUP #0-13 1 statement.

0-13

which also requests that all statistical groups
be displayed.
other
which causes the next major question to be
asked.
The question 'ANOTHER GROUP?' enables the user to
select another statistical group for display and will be used
repeatedly unti I the user indicates that Summary should go
on to the next major question or that control should be returned to TEL.
The snapshot data for the chronological summaries is read
from the consecutive 'SNAPSHOT ' file via the F:2 DCB in
the order in which the snapshots were created. The SNAP
SHOT file may contain snapshots from more than one history
fi Ie. Th i s can happen because

1.

More than one history file may be processed by STATS
in one run.

2.

Several copies of previous SNAPSHOT files may be
merged into one file.

The statistics are averaged at the end of each snapshot fi Ie.
The chronological listing of group 10 1 is different from the
other groups in that only the snapshots in which control
parameters that have changed are listed. Since the parameters remain relatively constant, this eliminates the needless printing of many lines of repetitious data.
There is one I ine of output for each snapshot record of each
statistical group. Therefore the I istings are long and it is
anticipated that chronological summaries will be most useful
for dai Iy and weekly reports.
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CORRELATION ANALYSIS
When the question 'CORRELA TION ANALYSIS?' is asked,
a YES response begins the generation of a comprehensive
report that statistically summarizes the snapshots that pass
the fi Iter. Any response other than YES stops the
Summary processor and returns control to TEL.

If the response is YES, the following statement prints:
ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD.

(0.0 to 0.99)
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This allows the user to specify a threshold which is used to
suppress small correlation coefficients from the listing. The
user's response may be a threshold value or may be null. If
the response is null, the default threshold value (.1) isused.
The threshold value is retyped by ST ATS so that the user
may verify it.

3.

List of all monitored items and associated overall statistics (name, mean, minimum, maximum, and standard
deviation). The statisti cs are gathered for all of the
snapshots which passed the filter and intensity restrictions. Figure 34 shows the format of the overall
summary.

After a response to the above statement is entered, the following statement prints:

4.

Covariance matrix printed in sections, 20 columns at
a time. Each matrix entry is a correlation coefficient
which is a meClsure of the Ilinear dependence between
the monitored items defined by the row and the column
for each coefficient. The matrix is symmetric about
the diagonal. Each entry on the diagonal is zero or
1.0 by definition. Every element must be in the range
-1.0 to +1.0. Low valued correlation coefficients
do not guaranf'ee independence. Negative coeffi cients
indicate inverse linear relationships. Positive coefficients indicate a linear relationship. Nonlinear relationships may exist with small correlation coefficients.
Figure 35 shows a section of the 99 x 99 matrix.

5.

Histograms describing task statistics and swap statistics
for the overall sample. These are obtained from the data
in the histogram listings from the STATS processor. (See
Figure 36.)

ENTER INTENSITY RANGE.

(X LOW, XHIGH)

This allows the user t'o lim it the number of snapshots in the
sample by specifying the intensity range. The user may
enter two intensities separated by a comma or take the default of 0, 1000000000 by entering a null response.
The intensity range is retyped by STATS so that the
user may verify it. The correlation analysis report
is then generated.
The correlation analysis report has the following organization:

1.

Header stating the number of accepted snapshots in the
sample.

2.

List of fi Iter parameters with number of rejections listed
for each limit.
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Figure 36. Task and Swap StatisticsSAMPLE SUMMARY SESSIONS

2.

The following are sample Summary sessions that perform the
indicated tasks:
1.

Set filter limits to r'Bstrict the control parameters within limits and produce a filtered, averaged summary of
all statistical groupl.

Report all available statistics without filtering.
ISET M:LO LP

!SE:T M:LO LP@

8

ISUMMARY@)
-SUMMARY HERE
s.p~lFY FILTIi&1
-YESS
-ENTER ITEM'" LOW LIMIT, HIGH LIMIT
>1,13.,15.9
1 HOUR:MINUTES
1.30

ISUMMARY@)
SUMMARY HERE
SPECIFY FILTER?
-NO@)
-CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?
=ALL@)
AVEPAGES ONLY?
-NO@
-CORRELATION ANALYSIS?
-YES@)
-ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD (0.0 TO .99)
L·8@)
THRESHOLD = .80 ENTER INTENSITY RANGE. (XLOW,XHIGH)
~O, 1000. @)
INTENSITY RANGE FROM O. TO l000 L
100 SNAPSHOTS WERE SELECTED FROM 102
*STOP* 0

15.0

~ E~

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES!.
:.AI.L
AVERAGES ONLY?
-YES ~
-CORRELATION ANALYSIS?
.:X ~
*STOP* 0

e

!PRINT @)

LPRINT@)

3.
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Report c:hronologicOII statistics for groups 1, 2, and 5.
Note that an integer response to the 'ANOTHER
Summary

111

YES
.3

(CORRELATION ANALYSIS?)
(ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD.
(0.0 TO .99))
200,2200 (ENTER INTENSITY RANGE.
(XLOW, XHIGH))
IEOD

GROUP?' question skips the 'ENTER ALL, OR GROUP
110-13' interaction.

l.SET M:LO LP
lSUMMARYC§)
SUMMARy HERE
SPECIFY FILTER?
=NOe

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?
-=.YES@)
AVERAGES ONLY?
-=NO

5.

~I~

ISUMMARY
NO
(SPECIFY FILTER?)
NO
(CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?)
YES
(CORRELATION ANALYSIS?)
blank
(ENTER CORRELATION THRESHOLD.
(0.0 TO .99))
(ENTER INTENSITY RANGE.
blank
(XLOW,XHIGH))
IEOD

ENTER ALL, OR GROUP '10-13
~18

ANOTHER GRQ..U.t1

22 ~~
ANOTHER GROUP?
>YES
- ENTER ALL, OR GROUP '0-13

25 @
ANOTHER GROUP?
~ @)
C ORRELA liON ANALYSIS?

SUMMARY ERROR MESSAGES

-x

If Summary tries to open SNAPSHOT and the fi Ie does
not exist, the following message is output.

*STOP* 0

lPRINT

4.

Get overall statistical summary without filtering.
Summary is run as a batch job.

€V

4603 CAN'T OPEN FOR READ: FILE DOESN'T EXIST

Run complete summary as a batch job. Note that when
running Summary as a batch job, the user must anticipate
each question or statement for whi ch Summary wi II expect a response. The job is essentially a list of the
responses.
I SUMMARY
NO
(SPECIFY FILTER?)
ALL
(CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?)
NO
(AVERAGES ONLY?)

SUMMARY INTERACTIVE QUESTIONS AND STATEMENTS

The questions and statements with which the Summary processor
interacts with the user are summarized in Tables 32 and 33
respectively.

Table 32. Summary Interactive Questions
Questions
ANOTHER GROUP?

. User Response
YES

-requests that one or more statistical groups be displayed.
'ENTER ALL, OR GROUP II 0-13' statement.

{~:;3} -requests that all

leads to the

statistical groups be displayed.

other -leads to the next malor interactive question.
AVERAGES ONLY?

NO

-requests that average values for all statistical groups be displayed
after fi Iteri ng •

YES

-requests that average values for one or more statistical groups be
displayed after filtering_

X or
END -stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.
other -causes the next major question to be asked.

112

Summary
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Table 32. Summary Interactive Questions (cont.)
Questions

User Response

CHRONOLOGICAL SUMMARIES?

ALL

- requests that all statistical groups be displayed chronologically.

YES

-requests that one or more statistical groups be displayed chronologically.
'ENTER ALL, OR GROUP #0-13' statement.

X or
-stops the Sum mary processor and returns control to TEL.
END
other -causes the ne xt major question to be asked and the chronological
summari es tas k to be skipped.
~~~---"----.

CORRELAnON ANAL YS IS?

YES

-----_._--_._---

-----------~-------------------------

-leads to the' ENTER CORRELA nON THRESHOLD I statement and
ultimately to an overall report that includes the correlation matrix.

other -stops the Sum mary processor and returns control to TEL.
-

'

..

_,

--.----.-------------~--,----~-------.------I

- -----------"-----.-------------.... - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t

SPECI FY FI LTER

YES

-leads to the ' ENTER ITEM #, LOW LIMIT, HIGH LIMIT' statement for user
definition of filter limits.

X or
-stops the Sum mary processor and returns control to TEL.
END
other -causes the ne xt major question to be asked.

-----.-- - - - - - - - - - , - - - - -

Table 33. Summary Interactive Statements
~---------------------------------------.-----------------------------

Statemenj'

User Response

~---------------------------------------+---------------------------

ENTER ALL, OR GROUP #0-13

ALL

-has the same meaning as an ALL answer to the question
asked just before this statement.

n

-specifies the number (0-13) of a statistical group to be
displayed. If the number is outside the range 0-13, the
statement is repe<lted.

X or
END
other
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-stops the Summary processor and returns control to TEL.
-causes the next major question to be asked.

Summary
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Table 33. Summary Interactive Statements (cont.)
Statement

User Response

ENTER CORRELA nON THRESHOLD (0.0 TO .99)

n

-specifies a number with a decimal point within the
range 0.0 to .99. If the number is outside the range,
the statement is repeated.

null

-specifies a threshold of • 1 by default.

other

-may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error.

n 1,n2

-specifies an intensity range, where n 1 and n2 are numbers
with or without decimal points and separated by a comma.
If n2 is smaller than n1, the statement will be repeated.

ENTER INTENSITY RANGE.

(XLOW,XHIGH)

null
other

-specifies a range of 0 to 1000000000 by default.
-may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..- - - . - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t

ENTER ITEM#,LOW LIMIT,HIGH LIMIT
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nl,n2,n3 -specifies an item number (n1), a low limit (n2), and a high
I imi t (n3). N 1 must be an integer in the range one to the
maximum number of monitored items. N2 and n3 are numbers with or without decimal points. If n3 is smaller then
n2, the statement wi \I be repeated. Twenty parameters
and associated limits may be entered.
null

-terminates the list of items and limits.

other

-may lead to a FORTRAN run-time error.
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7. SYSTEM PERIPHERAL CONTROL
. SYSCON
SYSCON is a system control processor that enables the
following functions to be performed:

•

SYSCON COMMAND SYNTAX
Many of the SYSCON commands contain the following
parameter as part of the command format:

[yy] value

A resource

may be partitioned out of the CP-V system
so that it is no longer avai lable to the users (the only
exception being a user who is using special periphera I
diagnostiC: procedures). In general, this is used for
removing faulty resources from the system. The following types of devices and their associated controllers are the only types of resources that cannot be
partitioned.
•

Teletypes.

•

COCs

•

RAr

•

Public disk pack spindles

The description of this parClmeter is quite detailed. To
avoid repeating the description several times, it will be
given here and references wall be made back to this section
in the command descriptions,.
The yy portion of the parameter specifies the device type
(e. g., LP, 9T). The brackets indicate that the yy portion
is unnecessary and optional. However, if the yy pcrtion is
specified, it is verified by SYSCON. Also, note that there
must be no SpaCE! between yy and value.
The format of the value polrtion is dependent on the CPU
being used.
For Sigma 6, 7, and 9 systems, va lue must be in the format

•

A partitioned resource may be returned to the system.

•

The status of various system resources can be displayed.

•

The M:MODNUM file can be built, updated, and
displayed. The M:MOD NUM fi Ie contains a 'list
of all legitimate device/controller model number
combinations.

ndd
where
n

represents an lOP address and is specified as a
letter. See Table B-2 in Appendix B.

dd
SYSCON can be run either as a ghost job or as an on-line
job. The user must have at least AO privilege. SYSCON
j, cal.led as a ghost job with the operator key-in

ndd

It is called as an on-line job with the command

where
n

SYSCON
If the user privilege level is sufficient, SYSCON displays
the message

represEmts a cluster number and a unit number
and is specified as CI letter. See Table 8-4.

dd

specifies the device number.

See Table B-3.

The second format consists of four hexadecimal digits which
represent a hardware address in the format shown below.

SYSCON HERE
c~

See Table B-3.

For Xerox 560 systems, va lue may take one of two formats.
The first format is

GJOB SYSCON

and prompts for a
acter (».

specifies the device number.

'nmand with the 'greater than' char-

10

0

o

c

2

3

'--,--I _"C.J..--_

dd_ - - - - . . .

_u

4

5

6

78 9

10

11

12

13 14 15

Example:

.!.GJOB SYSCON @

where

SYSCON HERE

c

specifies the cluster number.

>

u

specifi4~s

dd

the unit number.

specifies the device number.

System

Perlph~ral

Control
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SYSCON COMMANDS
DISPLAY

uid

The DISPLAY command displays the status
The format of the command is:

, of resources.

~

1

yy] value

blank
indicates that the device is busy. This is
only appl icable for devices other than tape
drives or private disk pack spindles.

DI[SPLAY] rONT[,[ yyJ value]
PART
ALL

UP

requests the status for the specified deSee 'SYSCON Command Syntax' above.

vice.

requests the status for all devices of type

yy

yy.

CONT G[yy] val ue J
requests the status of.2!! controllers with in the system if the [yyJ value portion
is omitted, or requests the status of just the controller for the device specified by [yy] value. (See
'SYSCON Command Syntax' above.)
PART
requests a display of all partitioned resources
(i. e., partitioned devices and controllers).
ALL

specifies that the controller is available.

PRIM
indicates that the controller is the primary
path for poo led dev ices.

where

[yy] value

specifies a tape label or a disk pack serial number and indicates that the device is busy. (This
is only applicable for a tape drive or a private
disk pack spindle.)

requests a display of all resources within the
system and their status. (The display inc1udes
every device and controller, not just those that
are partitionable.)

ALT

indicates that the controller is the alternate
path for pooled devices.

****

indicates that the controller resides in a dual
access channel but is not poo led.

PARTITION
The PARTITION command attempts to
remove a resource from the system. It may not be possible
to partition a resource because, for example, the resource
may be nonpartitionable. If it is not possible to partition
the requested resource, a message is output to indicate the
reason why the resource was not partitioned. When a resource is successfully partitioned from the system, any user
currently associated with it is allowed to access the resource until completion. However, no new user wi II be
permitted association with the resource unless that user is
using special peripheral diagnostic procedures. (In the
case of a failing resource, the operator may want to abort
the user{s) associated with the resource. )

If no parameter is specified, All is the default.

The general format of the display is as follows:

*******************·k******************************
RESOURCE

STATUS
PART

yyndd
{

{~~~J

The partition ing of an allocatable resource (e. g., tape), is
not allowed when the total number of resources currently
allocated is equal to the total number of resources available
for that device type. This also appl ies to a partition controller request where the request results in the partitioning
of devices in the controller and the total number of resources
currently allocated is equal to the total number of resources
available for that device type. However, one or more of
the devices within the controller may end up partitioned.

**************************************************

When the device is a symbiont, the Isyyndd, L key-in (for
input symbiont) or Isyyndd, Q key-in (for output symbiont) is
simulated. When a nonsymbiont type device is partitioned,
the total count of device~ for that t)'re "r . ')scurce is decremented by one and all jobs waiting in the queue are rescheduled according to the new count.

where

The format of the PARTITION command is:

CONT,yyndd

yyndd

l

[~~~MJ
{ ~~RT
NON-PART ****

specifies the device name.

CONT, yyndd
specifies the controller associated
with the device specified by yyndd.
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PART

indicates that the resource is partitioned.

IDLE

indicates that the device is idle.

SYSCON Commands

PA[RTlTlON] {[yy}value
}
CONT,[yyJ value
where
[yyJ value
specifies the address of the device that
is to be partitioned. See "SYSCON Command
Syntax' above.

CONT,[yyl value

specifies the name ofa controller
that is to be partitioned. See 'SYSCON Command
Syntax' above. When a controller is partitioned,
all of its devices are also partitiof1ed unless the
controller is dual access. When the controller is
dual access, only the path specified by value is
partitioned unless the' other path to the device is
already partitioned or doesn't exist (i. e., single
access with in dual channel). In the latter case,
all of the controller's devices are partitioned. If
any of its devices cannot be partitioned for any
reason, then the controller (and its devices) will
not be partitioned. However, some of the devices
may be partitioned.

RETURN
The RETURN command attempts to return a
partitioned resource to the system. It may not be possible
to return a resource to the system because, for example, the
resource may re busy. If the requested resource cannot be
returned, a mt. .age is output to indicate the reason why the
resource was /' t returned. When a resource is successfully
returned to the system, it becomes available to users in the
same manner as it was available before it was partitioned.
When 0 non symbiont type device is returned, the total
count of devices for that type of resource is incremented by
one and all jobs in the queue are rescheduled according to
the new count.
The format of the RETURN command is:
RE [TURN] {[yy] value.
}
CONT, [yy] value
where
[yyJ value
specifies the name of a device that is to
be returned to the system. See 'SYSCON Command
Syntax' above.
CONT, [yy] value
specifies the name of a controller that is to be returned. See I SYSCON Command Syntax l above. When it is requested that
a controller be returned to the system and one or
more devices within the controller are busy with
on-line diagnostics, the controller will not be
returned.

Generally, the M:MODNUM file resides in the :SYS
account. However, it may reside in another account provided that appropriate assignments are made. SYSCON
expects the input M:MODNUM fi Ie to reside in the :SYS
account, but this can be overridden by assigning the M:EI
DCB to the account that the fi Ie actually resides in (before
calling SYSCON). For example, assume that the file resides in the account MY ACCT:
ISET M:EI/M:MODNUM. MYACCT @)
ISYSCON 0~
Note that the file may reside in another account only when
SYSCON is run in the on-line mode. Such an assignment
cannot be made when SYSCON is run as a ghost.
When the M:MODNUM fi Ie is created or updated, the
output M:MODNUM file wIll be output to the accoullt in
which SYSCON i:5 run.
SYSGEN also expects to find the M:MODNUM file in the
:SYS account; however this can be overridden by an appropriate assignment (see the :DEVICE, command in the SYSGEN
chapter).
The MODNUM command has the following format:
NEW
)
MO[DNUM} UPDATE
l DISP
where
NEW
specifies that a new M:MODNUM file is to
be generated. SYSCON wi II prompt for entries
to the file as described below.
UPDATE
specifies that the M:MODNUMfile is to
be updated (i. e., entries are to be added or deleted). SYSCON wi II prompt for updates as
described below.
DISP

specifies that the contents of the M:MODNUM
file are to be displayed. An example of the format of the display is given in Figure 37.

*****-I(*-I(******~k*******-I(******'******************

MODNUM
The MODNUM command is used to generate,
update, or display the contents of the file M:MODNUM.
M:MODNUM is a keyed file in the format ofa load module
that contains a list of all legitimate device/controller model
number combinations within the CP-V system. This file is
!Used during PASS2 of SYSGE N when processing the :DEVICE ,
command. The device/controller model numbers are verified by SYSGE N and, if needed, the appropriate controller
model number is obtained from the fi Ie. This fi Ie is also used
by the. boot-time reconfiguration process for boot-time conI~rol command verification.

DEVICE

CONTROLLER

7120

7120

7242

7240

***********************************************
Figure 37.

Display of the M:MODNUM File
:SYSCON Command.
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When the MODNUM command is given with the NEW or
UPDATE option, SYSCON prompts for the input of subcommands with a period. The formats of the subcommands
are:

NOLIST
This command causes SYSCON to output to the
M:UC device in the on-line or ghost mode (which impl ies
the user's terminal or the operator's console, respectively).
The NOLIST command is tgnored in the batch mode. The
format of the command is

device model', controller model'
NOLIST
device model' }
{controller model'

D

STOP

END
The END command terminates SYSCON.
format of the command is
END

where
specifies that an entry for the device model number and its corresponding controller model number
is to be inserted into the M:MODNUM file.
D

specifies that all entries in M:MODNUM for the
specified device model number or controller model
number are to be deleted.

STOP
terminates the set of MODNUMsubcommands
and causes the M:MODNUM data to be written to
the M:MODNUM file.
device model'
specifies the device model number.
It must be a five character field. The first character must be a D followed by a four hexadecimal
digit device model number.
controller model'
specifies the controller model
number and must consist of four hexadecimal digits.
The M:MODNUM file may have several entries in which
unique device model numbers each have the same controller model number. Also, the file may have several entries
where the same device model number has different controller
model numbers associated with it.

SAMPLE SYSCON SESSION
Figure 38 is a sample on-line SYSCON session in which a
Iine printer and a controller with four devices are partitioned. The DISPLAY command is used to Itst all devices
and controllers that are partitioned. All terminal output is
underscored; terminal input is not.

lSYSCON §
SYSCON HERE

~PA

LPAOF §
SYMBIONT LPAOF TERMINATED
LPAOF PARTITIONED

~PA

CONT.9TA80EY
9TA80 PARTITIONED
9TA8l PARTITIONED
9TA82 PARTITIONED
9TA83 PARTITIONED
CONT. PARTITIONED

~DI

At least one of the entries in the fi Ie must contain a default device/controller model number combination. This
allows an installation with a nonstandard device to enter
the device into the system during SYSGEN. This is useful
when the model number is not known or is not acceptable
(e. g., it has too many digits or contains digits that are not
hexadecimal). The default entry is:
device model' = FFFF
controller model' = FFFF

LIST
This command causes SYSCON to send output to
the M:LO device when SYSCON is being run in the on-I ine
or ghost mode. (The LIST command is ignored in the batch
mode.) In the on-line mode, a ISET M:LO LP command must
be given prior to entering SYSCON. Otherwise, M:LO is
defaulted to M:UC. The format of the command is
LIST
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PART 0J

********************************
RESOURCE

LPAOF
9TA80
9TA81
9TA82
9TA83
CONT l 9TA80

STATUS

PART
PART
PART
PART
PART
PART

********************************

Figure 38. Sample SYSCON Session

SYSCON PROCEDURES
M:DPART and M:DRET ~re two system procedures that were
developed for use in the SYSCON processor. They are used
to partition and return resources and require at least an AO
privilege level. However, they should ~ be used in
any user-written program. Their description is included
here only for completeness of documentation. Partitioning
and returning resources requires some extremely important
interface with the monitor. That is, appropriate checks
~ be made and certain restrictions must be strictly observed. Any program that uses these procedures may seriously
affect the operation and integrity of the system.

M:DPART
M:DPART is the system procedure used by
SYSCON when a specific controller or device is to be
removed from the system by partitioning. The M:DPART
procedure ca II is of the form

M:OPART~~~VNT}' [*]device address)

M:DRET
M:DRET is the system procedure used by
SYSCON when a specific controller or device that is partitioned is to be returned to the system. The M:DRET procedure call is of the form

M:ORET

~~g'NTJ, [*]device addre5~

where
DEV

spec:ifies that a device is to be returned.

CONT

specifies that a controller is to be retumed.

device address
has the format described for 'value '
in the section 'SYSCON Command Syntax' above.
Calls generated by the M:DREJ procedure have the form
CALl,6

fpt

where fpt point tOI word 0 of the fpt shown below.
word 0

where
DEV
CONT

specifies that a device is to be partitioned.
specifies that a controller is to be partitioned.

word 1

device address
has the format described for 'value '
in the section'SYSCON Command Syntax l above.
Calls generated by the M:DPART procedure have the form
CALl,6

where f1 specifies either that a controller is to be returned
(f 1=1) or that a device is to bo retumed (f1=0).

fpt

where fpt points to word 0 of the FPT shown below.

The return from the procedure call is to CAL+1 with the following possible cOlndition code settings:

word 0

~evice address :

J

10 1111 I. 13 14 1516 17 Ie 19126 21 22 23 ~'2,-11'8l9TJ1

CC1=0

re"urn was unsuccessful because either the
device was busy or one or more
devices on thE~ specified controller were
bu:,y.

Ce1=1

spE~cified

word 1

I??I!I~I' , .----------------------------where f1 specifies' either that a controller is to be partitioned(f1=1) or that a device is to be partitioned (f1= 0).
The return from the procedure call is to CAL+1 with the following possible condition code settings:
CC1=0

partitl"m ing completed unless CC2=1.

Ce1=1

resource cannot be partitioned.

CC2=0

device address is valid; partitioning
completed.

CC2=1

unknown device address; partitioning request ignored.

CC4=1

partition ing of a controller resulted in only
a controller path being partitioned.

a

re"urn was succ:essfu I.

When
resource is partitioned, a record is entered in the
error log file (ERRFILE). The record has type code X' S1'.

CC2=0

device address is valid; return completed.

CC2=1

unknown device address; return request
ignored.

CC4=1

return of a controll er resu Ited in on Iy a controller path being returned.

When a resource is returned, CI record is entered in the error
log file (ERRFILE). The record has type code X' S21.

SYSCON MESSAGES
There are two types of messqges that are output by the
SYSCON processor. The firs.' type (Table 34) is output on
the terminal from which SYSCON is being run (either an
on-line terminal or the operator's console). The second
type (Table 35) is loutput on the operator IS console to notify
the operator that a resource has been partitioned or returned.
The latter type of message only appears when SYSCON is
not being run from the operatoh"ls console.

SYSCON Procedures/SYSCON Messages
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Table 34. SYSCON Messages for the User's Terminal
Message

Description

CANNOT MAP INTO MONITOR

SYSCON cannot be run because required tables of information cannot be
made accessible to SYSCON. Contact the system manager.

*CANNOT OPEN M:MODNUM xxxx

An I/O error occurred when trying to open the M:MODNUM fi Ie for
output. The error/abnormal code and subcode are specified by xxxx.

-

The M:MODNUM file does not exist in the specified account and therefore cannot be opened. The I/O error/abnormal code and subcode is
specified by xxxx .

*CANNOT OPEN M:MODNUM
account xxxx

.

..

The specified resource is already partitioned. The command Is ignored.

CANNOT PARTITION, yyndd
ALREADY PARTITIONED

----- 1------.--.......--.-..
Either the resource specified is not partitionable or the resource is a
symbiont that has been suspended. The command is ignored.

CANNOT PARTITION, yyndd
NON- PARTITI ONABLE

- ._------

.

__

#

...

The resource specified does not exist in the system.
ignored.

CANNOT PARTITION, yyndd
NOT PRESENT

The command is

An I/O error occurred when trying to read the M:MODNUM file.

*CANNOT READ M:MODNUM
account xxxx
..

The

error/abnormal code and subcode are specified by xxxx.

_---"--

----

------_._......._---

CANNOT RETURN CONT. -yyndd

The controller associated with the specified device is not partitioned.
The RETURN command is ignored.

CANNOT RETURN DEV. -yyndd

The specified device is not partitioned or is busy. The RETURN command
is ignored.
..

The SYSCON processor cannot be run as a batch lob.

CANNOT RUN AS BATCH JOB

r----.....-...--.. - . ----..--

An I/O error occurred when trying to write the M:MODNUM file.
error/abnormal code and subcode are specified by xxxx.

*CANNOT WRITE M:MODNUM
xxxx

The

r - - - - - - - - - - -_ ...... _.---

CONTINUA TION ILLEGAL

--_.......

__

.

A semicolon was encountered but continuation commands are not accepted.
'-'-'-"'-"---- -- - ..

- _._..

.

--

--~---

A controller return request cannot be honored since one of the controller's
devices is busy with on-line diagnostics.

CONTROLLER HAS BUSY DEVICE

-----~.----->~--

INSUFFICIENT PRIVILEGE
f----------.-

INVALID TERMINATOR

.

The user must have at least AO privilege to run SYSCON.
.....
._._. __ .._-_.,,--_ ..- -- --. - - --- -

---_.__..... __ ._-_...... -

-~-----.

..

..

~

....

1

-

The field terminator is either misplaced or unknown. When running
SYSCON in the on-line mode, a dollar sign ($) is used to indicate the character position within the input command at which the error was found .
.-
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yyndd NOT PRIVATE PACK

Either the specified disk pack or one or more disk packs associated with
the specified controller is not private. The command is ignored.

yyndd PARTITIONE D

The resource specified in a PARTITION command has been successfully
partitioned. This message will appear once for each device associated
with a controller when partitioning of a controller is requested •

SYSCON Messages
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Table 34. SYSCON Messages ,for the User's Terminal (cont.)
Message

Description

MODNUM COMMAND ABORTED

This message is output when any I/O error occurs dudng execution of the
MODNUM command. The MODNUM command is aborted and SYSCON
prompts for a new command.

:PARTITIONED yyndd ,RETURNED

A resource that was partitioned has been returned to the system. This
message will appear once for each device assoc:iated with a controller
when it is requested that a controller be retum,ed to the system.

SOME DEV. IN CONTROLLER
MAY BE PARTITIONED

A controller partition request was made. SYSCON started partitioning devices and then encountered a nonp1ortitionable device. Therefore, the controller is not partitioned but some of its devices may have been partitioned.

SYMBIONT yyndd TERMINATED

The specified symbiont device or the controller associated with the
specified symbiont device has been partitioned.

SYSCON HERE

SYSCON has been entered.

UNKN()WN KEYWORD OR VALUE

A field in the preceding command is not val id. When running SYSCON
in the on-line mode, a dollar sign ($) is used to indicate the end of the
character string within the input command at which the error was found.

UN KNOWN PARAMETER

The parameter given on the preceding command is not valid for the command. The command is ignored. When runn ing S YSCON in the on-I ine
mode, a dollar sign ($) is used to indicate the end of the character string
within the input command at which the error was found.

-

Table 35.

SYSCON Messages for the Operator's Console

Message

Descr i pti on

CONT. PART. FOR-yyndd

The controller for the specified deviice has been partitioned.
associated with this controller are also partitioned.

CO NT . RET. F OR-yyndd

The contro" er for the specified devIce has been returned to the system.
All devices associated with this controller that are not busy have also
been returned.

--------------,.-

1----.

DEV. PART. -yyndd

The specified nonsymbiont device has been partitioned.
--.------

DEV. RET. -yyndd

All devices

,-

The specified device has been returned to the system.

-PACK yyndd PAR1fITIONED
DIAL ndd NOT AVAILABLE

The private disk pack spindle specified by yyndd has been partitioned.
The dial number for the device is specified by ndd.

SYMB. DEV. TERMINATED-yyndd

The specified symbiont device has been terminated because it has been
partitioned.
---...- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .

TAPE yyndd PARTITIONED
DIAL ndd NOT AVAILABLE

-......,

The tape drive specified by yyndd has been partitioned.
for the device is specified by ndd.

The dial number

SYSCO N' Messages
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8. MAINTENANCE OF THE FILE SYSTEM
FSAVE

OVERVIEW
CP-V provides a variety of processors designed to meet the
need for maintaining a reliable backup of the file system.
A reliable backup of the file system is required for several
reasons.
•

The hardware may fail, either resulting in physical
damage to the storage device or, more likely, presenting bad data to the software which may cause loss of
or damage to the fi les.

•

In the course of operation, demand for fi Ie space often
exceeds availability, in which case it is necessary to
move older fi les to secondary storage to make room for
newer fi les.

•

Privi leged users (CO or greater) can potentially damage
the fi Ie system.

The FSAVE processor Is designed to save the bul k of the file
system in the shortest time. It saves fi les at or near devi ce
speed, and it interfaces with another processor, GAC (described later in this section), to provide correct data for
day-to-day file usage. The price paid for speed is significant system degradation; other users wi II receive little or
no time whi Ie FSAVE is running. FSA VE does not flag files
as having been saved nor does it remember the latest content
of each file directory.

FRES

•

Scheduled maintenance of the hardware sometimes requires use of the file devices by the Customer Engineer.

•

Users make mistakes and delete fi les that they really
wanted to keep.

The FRES processor is designed to restore a large volume of
fi les in the shortest time. Note that an existing fi Ie will
be overwritten by the incoming file withouta date verification which may not always be desirable. A further limitation to be noted is that FRES requires files to be in alphabetical order (by name and account) on the tape. While
tapes for FSAVE, FRES, and FILL are generally compatible,
the fi les on a SQUIRREL tape created by FILL may possibly
be out of sequence so that the tape will not be restored
properly if FRES is used.

FILE MAINTENANCE PROCESSORS
The following paragraphs provide brief descriptions of the
fi Ie maintenance processors. Each processor has a function
for which it is uniquely suited; together, the processors
comprise a flexible mechanism designed to meet most fi Ie
maintenance needs. These processors are described in detai I in the CPV/OPS Reference Manual, 90 16 75.

FILL
The FILL processor performs all of the functions of FSA VE
and FRES, but at a slower speed. Additiona I'y:
•

It recognizes the fi les that have already been saved
and avoids duplication of effort.

•

It allows user initiation of file backup via the
! BACKUP command.

•

It ensures j!Jui eucil i'ile being restored is newer than
the one already existing.

..

It does not automatically restore files that users have
deleted.

•

It provides a mechanism (PURGE) by which files are
systematically removed to secondary storage.

FIX
The Fix processor performs the following functions for the
fi Ie management system:

•

HGP reconstruction.

•

Consistency checking.

•

Repair of directories and fi les.

•

Deletion of account and fi Ie names from directories
without release of granules.

The processor is an integra I part of booting a system and of
a recovery. It may be run on-line, as a ghost, or in batch.
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Note that all of the file maintenance processors fail to update the :USERS fi Ie to account for restored or purged files.

GAC
When files are restored and deleted by file maintenance
processors, the individual accounts are not properly credited. The necessary correction of the accounts is the purpose of the GAC processor. GAC uses the output generated
by FSAVE (created using the +LOG and +STATS options) to
update the :USERS record for each user account to reflect
the number of granules currently in use in that account. It
also flags accounts which contain more granules than are
authorized as well as those accounts which are not authorized'at all. Proper operation of GAC is dependent upon
having unique account fields for each user. (The account
field is the first of the log-on fields. )

the SAVEALL need be saved. However, it has been
found that older tapes should be saved because
1.

Tape errors can sometimes be resolved by using prior
tapes.

2.

Users moy want to recover files which they have deleted
and which only exist on older tapes.

1.

Boot a new s:ystem. Restore any previous file base from
any avai lablce source.

2.

Checkpoint:

DEVDMP
The DEVDMP processor produces a device copy of the RAD
or pack. The. is, individual sectors are copied to tape in
the order that hey actually occur. DEVDMP is not recommended as a fi Ie sav'er because "fi les II do not exist in this
context. A device dump, however, is useful whenever
preventive maintenance requires the use of a device which
contains file data. Running DEVDMP prior to turning the
system over to Customer Engineers permits bringing up the
system without doing a, full file restore.

FSAVE ALL DUMP STATS
FRES ALL
GAC
3.

Schedule sev,en days of INCREMENTALs.

4.

After the INCREMENTALs on the seventh day:
FSAVE ALL DUMP STATS
GAC

5.

Repeat steps :3 and 4.

RECOMMENDED USAGE
The following guidelines are presented for each of the indicated functions and should be modified according to the
needs of the individual installation.

RESTORING FILES
Proposed here are two methods to restore the entire file system. Depending on the particular characteristics of the
fi les restored, one method may be faster than the other. The
end resu Itis the sCime.

SAVING FILES
The entire file system should be saved periodically via
FSAVEwith the DUMP STATS option included. This provides
CJ snapshot of the system and allows any granule accounting
errors, to be corrected by GAC. If a full restore is required,
this snapshot provides the checkpoint beyond which no other
tapes need be restored. Note that ifan FSAVE SAVEALL
is performed on a neVI system which has not been using FILL,
it should be followed immediately by an FRES ALL. This
<lliows FRES to update the fi Ie system backup dates so that
FILL wi" function properly.
FolloWing the FSAVE, a schedule of FILL INCREMENTAL
saves should be established (e.g., eachdC'y during light
system load periods). If system data is critical or' the
system is experiencing difficulties, SQUIRREL saves should
be scheduled between the INCREMEN TALs.
In order to protect the fi Ie system and provide for comlolete restoraf"ion in case of disaster, no tapes prior to

Method 1:
1.

Boot from the PO tape. This is better than booting under the fi les. On a fresh boot, it is not necessary to
delete files that may alreCidy exist. This speeds the
restore process considerably.

2.

Use FRES to restore the most recent SAVEALL set
of tapes.

3.

Use FRES to restore FILL I1\JCREMENTAL tapes in the
order created. Do not restore the last INCREMENTAL
set created.

4.

Restore SQUIRREL tape SE~ts created since the last
INCREMENTAL with FILL. These should be restored
in reverse chronological order, i.e., the newest
first.

Recommended Usage
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5.

Restore the last INCREMENTAL using FILl. This wi II
delete all files which the user had deleted, preventing
the restoration of files the user had deleted.

6.

Run FSAVE with the lOG and STATS options followed
by GAC. This will ensure that each user account is
properly credited.

Method 2:
(Use if granule space is so limited that step 3 above
fails. )
1.

Boot from the PO tape as in Method 1.

2.

Use FRES to restore the most recent SAVEAll set of
tapes as in Method 1.

3.

Use FIll to restore SQUIRREL tapes created since the
last INCREMENTAL. These should be restored in
reverse chrono logi ca I order.

4.

Using FIll, restore the INCREMENTAL tapes next,
starting with the second most recent and working back
to the last SAVEALL.

5.

Restore the last INCREMENTAL using FILL as in
Method 1.

backup was performed. Deleted files may have
been restored as this check is not made for selective FILL.

GRANULE ACCOUNTING
To provide the most accurate granule accounting information, GAC should be run after every restore or purge
of the file system. Practically speaking, this may not
be feasible. Single file restores are the most common
occurrence, and they generally have negligible impact
on the overall granule usage. GAC should always be
run after a full restore of the file system. An up-todate :USERS file will prevent users from abusing the file
system by using more granules than they are authorized
to use.

SAVING A DEVICE
The DEVDMP program should be used in conjunction with
scheduled preventive maintenance. DEVDMP should also
be used to save the contents of a device scheduled for preventive maintenance. This will permit the system to be
brought up quickly without having to restore the entire file
system after the device is returned.

EXCEPTIONAL PROCEDURES
6.

Run FSAVE with the lOG and STATS options followed
by GAC as in Method 1.

Restoring an individual user's fi les is the job of selective FILL. It wi II restore any fi Ie created by either of
the processors FSAVE or FILL in a timely manner. Also,
it checks to see that the fi Ie being restored is newer
than any which currently exists. Restoring an entire
account presents a special problem, as the files may be
scattered among severa I sets of backup tapes. The following procedure is the most efficient method of restoring an entire account using selective FILL:

1.

Restore SQUIRREL tapes containing the account's files
which were created since the last INCREMENTAL (in
reverse chronological order).

2.

Restore INCREMENTAL tapes containing the account's
fi les in reverse chronologica I order. Start with the
most recent set and work back to the last SA VEALl.

3.

Restore files from the SAVEALL last. This procedure
wi II put the account back to the point when the last
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The final section of this chapter deals with procedures to
follow when problems occur which cannot be handled by
the above procedures. These inc Iude solid hardware errors,
dual allocation, and other forms of fi Ie damage.

MINOR PROBLEMS
A problem is minor, for the purposes of this discussion, if it
affects individual users on a random basis. Random scattered
device errors is an example which could lead to damaged
files.

The best cure for this type of problem (indeed, the best cure
for all fi Ie problems) is to quiesce and bring down the system, run a SQUIRREL to save all modified files, and then
do a full restore of the fi Ie system. This, however, can be
very time consuming and the problem may not warrant the
time spent as the best solution. A quicker method is to
bring the system down and run a SQUIRREL as above, then
ZAP the system, boot from disk, and answer Y to the
HGP reconstruction question. When reconstruction is complete and the system is up again, restore the users fi les as
necessary •

MAJOR PROBLEMS
An example of a major problem is a solid hardware error.
The occurrence of an I/O ERR 7504 is another indication
of major problems. The best procedure is again to quiesee
and bring down the system and run a SQUIRREL. This may
not be possible, in which case files created or updated
since the last backup will be lost. The next step is to corr$ct the hardware problem. When corrected, the file system should be completely restored from backup tapes.

LOSS OF HiE :SYS ACCOUNT
Significant damage to or loss of the :SYS account should
be handled Iby the following procedure:
1.

Use the ZAP key-irl to remove users from the system.

2.

Boot the PO tape specifying 5, T, C, P, I.

3.

If there is any chan,ce that the fi Ie system may have
been damaged, request an HG P reconstruction.

A quicker solution is provided here with the understanding
that it may fail. This procedure is:
1.

Quiesce and bring down the system if possible.

CATASTROPHIC PROBLEMS
2.

Run a SQUIRREL if possible.

3.

Use DEVDMP to copy the system swap device to tape,
as well as any of the RADs which may be affected.
Pull the packs and turn the problem over to Customer
Engineering.

4.

When the Customer Engineers have finished, restore the
DEVDMP tapes and replace the packs.

5.

Boot from the swap device or boot the PO tape under
the files and perform HGP reconstruction.

6.

Restore lost files as they are needed~

A damaged swapping RAD and a software check lA are examples of disasters. Again, some files may be lost but the
following pmcedure will get back as many files as possible,
perhaps all of them.

1.

Boot under files from the PO tape specifying T, C,
P, I and request HGP reconstruction.

2.

When reconstruction is finished, perform an instant
SQUIRREL. This willi save all files that can possibly
be saved.

3.

Restore the entire fHe system.

The last step is recommended, although it may not be necessary. Depending on errors reported by HGP reconstruction,
the system nKmager should choose whether or not to proceed
with normal processing.

Exceptiono I Procedures
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10. SYSTEM GENERATION
INTRODUCTION
The system generation process for the CP-V operating
system is performed by service processors. These processors
operate as ordinary batch or on-I ine jobs to collect, compile, load, and write the modules required for a system.
The service processors are as follows:

Commands for PASS2 fall into the following groups:
1.

Standard operational label assignments
specifies the default device assignment of
:OPLBLT
on-line, batch, and ghost operational labels.

2.

I/O control table generation and handler selection

Processor

Functio'l.

Pel

Selects from various sources the relevant modules required in the system generation process.

PASS2

Generates the required dynamic tables for the
target resident monitor.

:DEVICE
gives the I/O address, handler name,
devi ce type, mode I numbers, and genera I a lIocotion (if RAD or disk pack).

LOCCT
and
PASS3

Stores and executes lood card images (by ca 11ing the loader) to produce load modules (lMs)
for the monitor and its processors.

:SDEV!CE
defines the devices associated with
symbionts.

OEF

Writes a monitor system tape that may be booted
to bring up the target system.

:CHAN

groups I/O devices on a controller.

defines the number and names of logical
:LDEV
device streams.

3.

Job operational limits and system control values

Bootstrap operations, includi ng patching operations (PASSO),
are described in CP-V/SP Reference Manual, 9031 13.

: RES

Although the processors described in this chapter are collectively termed SYSG EN, they are in fact separate processors.
Byorganizingtheprocessproperlyand by saving files, it is
often possible to perform very short system generations to accomplish a simple task such as adding a new shared processor.

:BLIMIT
: OLIMIT
specifies the default and maximum limit
:GLIMIT
values that apply to batch, on-line, and
ghost jobs.

I

specifies system limit increments for exit
:ELIMIT
control processing.

Some of the SYSGEN processors are provided for convenience. Their functions may be accomplished in some
other way, if desired. For example, LOCCT and PASS3
processes may be conveniently replaced at times by simple use of load commands.
The example in Figure 39 shows how PCl and the loader are
used in conjunction with DEF in the production of a new system tape and an updated copy of the XDElTA load module.

specifies the resources used to control multibatch, remote, ghost, and on-line operations.

:IMC
specifies the initial values for system performance control parameters.
: PART
specifies the number of partitions that may
be used and the i r resource va lues.
4.

Monitor control table generation
:COC
specifies the number of and initial values
for Iine control tables.

!JOB
! PCL
COPY ALL LT#POX TO DC
(Load old monitor tape into files)
END
! LOAD (LMN, XDELTA) , (B lAS, EAOO) , (SL,F) , (NOTCB) ~ ;
(PERM), (ABS),(NOSYSLlB),;
(MAP) , (EF, ;
(XDLT) , ;
(SYMTAB) , ;
•
(MONSTK) )
!ASSIGN M:PO,(DEVICE,9T),(OUTSN,COO)
(New monitor tape)
!DEF CP,COO
!FIN

-------_._--Figure 39. Creation of a New System Tape
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:MON
specifies table sizes, CPU type, and buffer
pools.
:SPROCS

lists the processors that are shared.

:GHOST
specifies that certain ghost jobs are to be
automati ca lIy restarted at boot or recovery time.

5.

Real-time
:FRGD
specifies that the system has real-time
facilities and defines the limits for real-time.
associates a 2-character label with an
:lNTBL
interrupt address.

90 16 74H-2(9/78)

6.

Feature authorization

4.

Are there any nonstandard devices in the torget system?
If so, are they listing, tope, or disk devices? What are
their 5pecial handler entry points? Whut length is required for their command lists ?

5.

What resources (e. g., 9-track tapes, private disk
packs) are available to the system? How are the!.e
resources to be allocated among batch, on-I ine, and
ghost jobs?

6.

How many tracks (Jre available on the RAD and/or
disk pack to be used in the target system 7 How many
sector:» are there on each track, and how many words
per sector? How many tracks are needed for symbiont
queue storage, permanent fi Ie storage, permanent
system storage, swapping storage? Which model RADs
and/or disk packs are to be used?

7.

How many logical device streams are required? Wi II
the default set be sufficient?

8.

How many jobs may be present atony one time in
symbicmt input and output job queues?

9.

How large is the ,core memory to be used by the
target system?

:FAUTH
specifies certain special features that may
be usrad only by users who have been specifically
authori.zed .

7.

8.

:HANDlERS2
specifies that certain handlers should
not be placed in the monitor root but rather should
be placed in the unmapped overlay UMOV.
PASS2 decides which handlers wi II not be placed
in the root.

Multiprocessing
:SCPU
specifies the number and characteristics of
slave CPU ••

LOCCT and PASS3 provide a convenient means of retaining
load commands (LOCCT) for the monitor and all its processors and for calling the loader using these load commands (PASS3).
DEF forms a new monitor in bootable form (a PO tape) from
the monitor load modules present in the current account.
These load modules have presumably been created by use
.o:f PCL, PASS2, PASS3, or other equivalent processors,
eHher lust prior to DEF or at lOme previous time. Following the formation of a bootable monitor, all load modules
a:re written on the tape In frle form. These are the target
system processors.

10. How many
one time?

VO

operations may be queued at any

11. How many files may be open at anyone time?
I

TARGET SYSTEM PARAMEtERS

Before attempting to generate a target system for a specific
installation, the user must know the desired characteristics
of that system so the appropriate information may be supplied via the system generation control commands. The
parameters that must be known beforehand are summarized
below.

To define the characteristics of the target system, the user
should determine the answers to the following questions:

1.

2

.

3.

b the default set of monitor operational labels and
the standard assignments for those labels adequate for
the target system? If not, what standard labels and
stClndard assignments are required?
What peripheral devices are needed and whkhof these
should share the same channel controller? What are
their model numbers? Which devices should be allocatable resources? Which devices will be partitionable?
What I/O handlers are to be used in the target system?
If special handlers are needed, what are the names of
the primary and secondary entry locations?
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12. How many DCBs mClY be open at anyone time?
13. What is the address of the first unused, even-numbered
interrupt available to the target system for the origin
of the generated monitor?
14. How many words of core storage should be reserved
for patching the mc)nitor?
15. Are the standard defaults and maximums for the LIMIT
parameters adequate fo'r the target system? If not,
what limits should be established?
16. What lIser programs, processors, or other program elements nre to be establ ished as standard systems? What
load structures are to be defined for these standard systems, and what names are to be used in referencing
their L.OCCT tables?
17. In addition to any standard system files, what other
files are to be included in the target system? Are all
such fi Ies present on the current master system tape, or
must some be obtained from an update tape or deck?

18. What patches, if any, must be mode to the monitor

or

to system files after the target system has been booted
from the generated system tape?

Introduction
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19.

Is the system going to have real-time faci lities?

20.

Wi" the system have enqueue/dequeue facl litles?
How many concurrent enqueues will be allowed?

21.

What are the limits for read-ahead?

22.

Will individual users need to be authorized to use
certain special features or will all users be able
to use the features?

23.

On what machine or machines will the system be
booted (e.g., Sigma 6, Sigma 9, Xerox 560)?

24.

Should all handler modules reside in the root?

25.

Will the target system have transaction processing
facilities?

26.

Wi II the target system use remote processing?

The PASS2 processor reads system generation control commands and generates disk files of load modules that establish
operational labels, peripherol characteristics, logical device
streams, allocatable system resources, and other installationdependent parameters that will be used during a later phase
of the current system generation.
The object modules selected with PCl must be combined
in load module form before a generated system tape can
be written. Also, the tree structures for any overlays
must be established. A tree table for each CP-V standard
processor is present in the master release tape. However, tree tables for nonstandard processors must be created by the user through appropriate lOAD and TREE
control commands.
After the user has created a tree table for an overlay structure, he has the option of using the lOCCT processor to
generate a permanent LOCCT file containing the tree information so that this information need not be created anew
during subsequent system generations.
If the generated system is to Include CP-V standard modules
or user-defined programs having associoted LOCCT files of
tree Information, the PASS3 processor must be called to initiate the format:on of load modules for them.
The PASS3 processor reads control commands specifying
which LOCCT tables are to be used to define the load structure of CP-V standard modules or user-defined programs.

SYSTEM GENERATION OVERVIEW
CP-V system generation is a multipass process by which the
user can generate an operati ng system tai lored to the requirements of a specific installation. Starting with a CP-V master
system tape, the user can create a bootable system tape from
which the generated operating system can be loaded into a
tar.get machine. The target machine can be any system having a hardware configuration compatible with CP-V and
may have more or less core storage than the one used to
generate the system tape.
The master tape contains a bootable monitor, files of load
modules elMs} comprising the processors and other routines
to be used during system generation, and a large number of
element files (mostly ROMs) that constitute a data base for
the system generation process. The user may patch the
operating system as it is loaded into the machine from tape
but cannot alter the ROMs at this time, since they are not
read from the tape. When the monitor has been booted and
the nonresident routines have been written to the disk, the
C P-V system is fully operational.
Control commands read by the PCl processor allow the user
to select flies from. the dota base of the master system tape,
to substitute updated fi les for these (if necessary), and to
add files to the resulting revised data base that is maintained in disk stoiage fo( use in !oter phases of the current
system generctior~. The DEF processor provides the option
of wrir;,'g a revised moster system tape for use in some fu~ure
s}'stem gereration.

1,(2

System Generotlon Overview

The user may specify that a given LOCCT table and associated obJect modules are to be deleted from disk storage
after the component obJect modules have been loaded.
The first command read by PASS3 should specify the monItor's LOCCT table (e.g 0, M:MON), so that the monitor
will be loaded first. Any Items loaded will be biased to
that bias contained in the LOCCT table for the item (this
bias comes from the original LOAD control command used
to generate the LOCCT table being used).
Items not specified In PASS3 control commands may be
loaded via LOAD, OVERLAY, and TREE commands as in
ordinary batch processing, except for the monitor load
module (M:MON) and RECOVER. M:MON and RECOVER
must be loaded by PASS3.
When all desired obJect modules have been converted to
load module form, the DEF processor must be called to write
a tape, containIng the generated system.
The system tape generated by the DEF processor has the same
general format as the master tape used in booting th~ CP-V
system employed In the system generation process. ThTs
format Ts shown In Figure 40. The method of loading the
generated system into the target machine is identical teo that
uled In booting from the master tape.
DetaT/ed procedures for generating a typical CP-V sysand detal led descriptIons of the various control c()mmands used In system generation are presented 1:J~flr in
thIs chapter.
~em,
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-----------,----

Tape
boot

M:MON root
records

System
information

First file

Exec Delta
head record

Exec Delta
data records

File information for
last file

M:MON root patches
(optional)

Last fi Ie

:EOF

Record sizes

Patch records are 80 bytes long. All other records up to : LBL are 512 words long.
figure indicates groups of such physical records.

The

Core image records

These records contain data (protection type 00), DCBs (protection type 10), and procedure (protection type 01) for the indicated items except that ALLOCAT has no DCBs and the overlays
and RECOVER records have only data. The data records for each load module are preceded
by a HEAD record that contains the patching symbol table (see DEF). Optional patches for
each protection type follow it on the' tape.

Patches

Patches are included on the tape if they exist in the file assigned to the M:PATCH DCB
when DEF creates the system tape. The first group of M:MON root patches follows the Exec
Delta data records. Any others are placed among segment pCltches according to their order
in the patch file. The last record of each group of patches on the tape is the first patch for
the next set of segment patches. The second through the last patc.h for a segment follow the
segment to which they will be applied. GENMD patches follow the last of any RECOVER
patches •

•

Figure 40. Format of Master System Tape

S)"Item Generation Overview

:

i
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COMMAND FORMATS

PASS2 PROCESSOR

The control commands used in system generation are of two
general types: monitor control commands having an "1" in
position 1 (e.g., commands used to call system generation
processors for execution), and system generation control
commands having a ":" in position 1 (i .e., commands used to
communicate optional or required parameters to system generation processors).

The PASS2 processor generates variOU5 tables required for
the target monitor and assigns values to variables that control the system. Table sizes conform to the physical requirements of the target monitor. PASS2 reads control
commands from the SI device and creates an intermediate
temporary keyed file. The M:MODNUM file (which is
typically in the :SYS account) is read through the M:EI
DCB. However, this DCB can be reassigned so that the
M:MODNUM file is read from some other account. The
records ( the: commands) of the intermediate fi Ie are then
accessed in the order that PASS2 requires to build the dynamic monitor tables.

System generation commands that have an asterisk in position 1 are interpreted as comments. If comments are desired
on a control command, the comment must be preceded by a
period or a semicolon.
All system generation commands may contain continuation
characters. A cont i nued command is i dent i fi ed by a sem i colon. All continued commands must contain a colon in
position 1.

PASS2 COMMANDS
Since the user has considerable flexibility in setting up and
performing a system generation, it is not rractical to present
extensive system generation examples in this manual. (Examples are provided in the release documentation which is
part of the CP-V release package.) However, by obse.dng
the general considerations outlined in this chapter and tl.,~
examples that are provided, the user should have I ittle difficulty in setting up his own system generations.
Many users wi II find that the II cookbook II job setups given
for generating standard CP-V systems are adequate for their
needs, and it is likely that the requirements of most installations can be met by making relatively minor alterations to
one of the standard configuratiom.

PERIPHERAL CONVERSION lANGUAGE (Pel)
The copy commands of the PCl processor are used to obtain
the files required for a SYSGEN from the master tape and
other sources. The functfons that these commands perform
that are applicable to SYSGEN are

COpy

copies files from tape or disk to tape or disk.

COPYALL
copies every file from a tape or disk account to another tape or disk account.

COPYSTD
file.

copies files as specified In a STANDARD

For detailed information on the use ofPCL, see the cp-v/TS
Reference Manual, 9009 07.
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Commands recognized by PASS2 are listed below (in the
order of their appearance in the chapter).
:CHAN
:DEVICE
:SDEVICE
:LDEV
:OPlBlT
:RES
:BLlMIT

:OLlMIT
:GLlMIT
:ELlMIT
:IMC
:COC
:MON
:GHOST

:SPROCS
:PART
:FRGD
:INTlB
:FAUTH
:HANDlERS2
:SCPU

With the exception of the :CHAN, :DEVICE, :SDEVICE,
:GHOST, :MON, and :COC commands, PASS2 will build
dummy commands for those omitted by the user, thereby
generating the various load modules with SYSGEN default
values. At the end of PASS2, the names of the omitted
commands are I isted for purposes of information.

Except for :CHAN, :DEVICE, and comment control
commands, all other commands should be spedfied only
once. Information requiring more than one card may be included on continuation cards.

Any entry preceded by an asterisk in column 1 is interpreted
as a comment. Comments may also be part of a control
command by preceding the comment with a period or a
semicolon. However, a semicolon requires a continuation
card.
All PASS2 name options must consist of alphanumeric
characters.

!PASS2
This command causes the monitor to fetch the
PASS2 processor from disk and to transfer control to it. The
PASS2 command has the form
IPASS2

Command Formats/Peripheral Conversion language (PCl)/PASS2 Proceuor
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:CHlH
Thi. command groups peripheral devices (lee
::DEVICE below) according to channel controller. All
:DEVICE commandl following a given :CHAN command are

dddd

i, the device model number; If ur.known, FFFF
should be used.

qllumed to be a port of that ch\1nnel. At lealt one :CHAN
~ommand mUlt be used, and each :CHAN command must
precede the :OEVICE command (or commandl) to which it
~pplies. The :CHAN command hal the form

ccce

Is the controller model number; j f unknown,
FfFF should be uted or freid thould be omitted.

o

specifies that the device II either a RAD or a
disk pack. Hn this cate, dddd mUlt be one of the
following:

where

72121
7232
3214

n c
l 1

.pecifies the lOP/controller fields of the primary I/O address.

n c
2 2

specifies the lOP/controller fields of the sec-

7242]'
7261
7271
Specify a disk pack (DP).
7275
3275

ondary I/O address of the dual-access controller, ,
e. g., (080, E80).

Both single and dual-access devices may be in~
cluded under the some logical channel. The
:OEVICE cards for dual-accen devices shall specify
only the primary I/O address, i. e., n lc ld r No,
more than one dual-access controller may De on
any given logical channel.
NOPART
specifies that the controller or controllers within this channel cannot be p.artitioned.

Specify the type of RAO Itorage
device (DC).

The above device numbers are the standard device.
recognized by PASS2 for RAO. and disk pack,.
The 7202, 7203, and 7204 RAO's may not be used
as system RADs (I ••• , may not be used for file,
symbiont, or swap storage). They may only be
used as private devices.
'

I
I
INPUT
OUTPUT

:DEVICE
This command specifies the name and characteristics of a system peripheral device. One :OEVICE commf;Jnd must be used for each device in the target system.
The :OEVICE command has the form
:OEVICE name, (MOD, [O,]dddd[, cccc,!)[, (option)] ...

where
specifies the device name in the form yyndd
name
(see Appendix B) with NO, MT, and SP being
Invalid. For a nonstandard device type, the two
position yy field is added to the standard device
type table and may be referenced elsewhere in
PASS2 as a re~ource type or as a symbiont type.

MOD
indicates that the device Identified by name
hal the model number dddd and the controller hal
the model number cccc. The dddd and cccc fields
each consist of four hexadecimal digiti. (The
dddd and cccc fields are verified by reading the
M:MODNUM fi Ie from :SYS or from the account
assigned to the M:EI DCB. See the SYSCON
processor. )
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specifies whether the device is to be
useel for input, output, or both. The
default is 10. All .tandard devie'e types (listed
in Table 43) ignore this option.

specifies the name of the
HANOLER,name l,name2
I/O ha'ndler to be used. Name' is the primary
entry (build command list and start device) and
name2
the secondary entry (handler interrupt).
Neither name may exceed seven alphanumeric
characters. Name I must be the name of the
oblect module for this particular handler. If this
option Is omitted, the default handler for the device type is assumed (Table 43). The names in
Table 43 must be ulSed unless a user-supplied
handler i. to be provided. (See RHANOLER option below.)

'S

When defining a device that is listed In Table 43,
no HANDLER option is needed unless the name 1,
name2 defaults for that device are to be changed.
Conversely, when a :DEVICE command defines a
device that is not in Table 43, the HANDLER or
RHANDlER option must be defined. This allows
unique device addresses with identical device
types to be controlled by unique handlers. The
CLIST option should be used if the defau It value
of six is not sufficient for the nonstandard device
handler.
RHANDLER,l"11ame I ,name2
specifies the name of a
user-supplied handler that is to be placed in the
monitor root. Name 1 is the primary entry and

PASS2 Processor
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the name of the module. Name2 Is the secondary
entry. This option should be used only when all
three of the followIng apply:
1.

2.
3.

A :HANDLERS2 control command t. Included in the PASS2 command .et.

Table 43. Default Handler Entry Points
Oevice
Type

TV

In all other cases, the HANDLER option and Its
provIsions apply.
Example:
:DEVICE LPA02, (MOD, 7440, 7440)

Name1

Name2

KBTIO

KBTCU

CR

7121,7122,
7140

CROIN

CRDINCU

CP

7160

CRDOUT

CRDOCU

CP

7165t

CRDOUTL

CRDOLCU

LP

PRTOUT

PRTCU

LP

744 X
7446 t

NSlP

NSlPCU

lP

74.50 t

PRTOUTl

PRTCU

lP

3463-3466t

NSlP

NSlPCU

lP

7463-7466 t

NSlP

NSlPCU

The handler Is a user-supplied handler.
The handler Is to reside In the monitor
root.

Model

DC

DISCIO

DISCCU

9T

931X t

MPCTIO

MPCTCU

9T

73XX

MTAP

MTAPCU

:DEVICE LPC02, (HANDLER, PRTI02, PRTCU2),;
(MOD, 7440,7440)

9T

3345-3347t

NSTAP

NSTAPCU

DP

9210

MPCDIO

MPCDCU

For device LPA02, the default handler entry names
wi" be used (see Table 43). Otherwise, the handIer addresses wi II be as stated.

DP

7271/7242

DPAK

OPAKCU

optt

7261/7275
3275/3282

OISKAB

OSKABCU

When all :DEVICE commands have been processed,
PASS2 bui Ids the SPEC :HAND fi Ie containing the
names of the handlers needed for this particular
target machine. This file is used by SYSGEN
PASS3. The handlers I element files on the SYSGEN BI tape, or those entered into the system by
other means, must be given fi Ie names that correspond to their name 1 entry points.

ME

7611

COC

COC

7T

7362,7372

7TAP
_tt

7TAPCU
tt

IBM 3270

327010

3270CU

RAS

RASCU

PLOT

PlOTCU

:DEVICE LPB02, (HANDLER, PRTOUTL, PRTCU),;
(MOD, 7450, 74';0)

NOPART
specifies that this device cannot b.
partitioned.
PAPER,size,wldth
specIfies, In hexadecimal, the
number of prtntable lines per page (.ize), and the
maxImum number of characters per line (wIdth).

RB
MO
MC
7530,7531

Pl

-

tHandlers must be specified.
ttThe default handlers should be used. The handler
entry points are dependent upon the type(s) of
remote terminals (see below) or disk devi ce
specified.

This option applies to TYs, LP., MC., CPs, and
RBs. The defaults are: size is 1 except for LPs
where sIze Is 2616; wIdths are XIFFI except for
LPs, RBs and MCs where width Is 8416 and RBs
where wIdth Is 8016 and CPs where width Is 7816.
The following options apply to remote processing (device
RBndd). They define the characteristics of a data set controller (DSC) rather than remote peripheral devices. Defining a data set controller establ ishes remote processing as a
feature of the particular CP-V installation and causes all
the remote processing handlers and tables to be included as
part of the system. All of the options listed below must be
separately enclosed in parentheses. For example:
:DEVICE RBAOA ,(MOD ,7601), (FULL), (RBX),
(lRBT), (2780)
146
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7670.}
2780
{ 3780
IRBT

specIfies whether the DSC Is usable for
Xerox 7670 RBTs, IBM 2780 RBTs, IBM
3780 RBTs, or HASP Multileaving IRBTs.
IRBT, 2780, and 3780 may be specifred for the
same DSC In any combination. However, no combination with 7670 is legal. If IRBT and one of
2780 or 3780 are specified, either separate Iy for
different OSCs or together on the sarne OSC, any
90 16 74H-2(9/78)

type of terminal (tRBT, 2780, or 3780) can be
connected to any DSC for whIch 2780, 3780, or
IRST 1$ lpecfft.d. In this case, for example, an
fR8T nlay b. connected to a DSC which was deftned for use with 2780s. Also, a 3780 might be
connected to a DSC which had only 2780 specified •

IFUll}
lHAlF

speclftes whether the DSC il full-duplex
or half-duplex. The default fs HALF.

A fu II-duplex. DSC mUlt be confIgured on two
adJacent MIOP IUbchannels because of a hardware
restriction. If FUll Is Ipeclfled and the device
number (dd) Is odd, the alternate address Is dd-1;
If dd Is even, the alternate address Is dd + 1.

{ RBS}
RBX

~eclflel

that the line Is ready for use at
boot-time (RBS) or that the operator mUlt
ule the RBS key-In to make the line ready for use
(RBX). The defau It II RBS.

WSN, name
specifies a one- to eight-alphanumeric
character workstation name that Is to be automatically associated when the line I. connected.

PUB

specifies that the devic.e is a public device.

COMP
specifies that the records are to be compressed; that is, trailing blanks are to be stripped
from records output on the device down to the
",Inlmum reccwd size.
VFC

specifies that vertical format services such as
page counting, headers, and 1ine spacing are
legal on this device.

BIN

specifies ~hat binary operations are allowed on
the device. The monitor will produce BCD, BIN,
and EOD commands as appropriate.

R

specifies thot the read reverse operations are legal
on this device. This option applies to tape type
devi ces. Its use is required for 9-track tape devi ces
if other than 9T is specified for the device type.

MXREC:,value
specifies, in hexadecImal, the maximlJm record wodth or size. Note that for 1isting
devices, the PAPER option must be used to define
the width because PASS2 ignores MXREC for listIng devices.
.
MREC, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the minimum record length.
specifies, In hexadecimal, the number
CllST,lilalue
of words to be ·allowed In the command flit table
for a given devIce This value should be an even
num~er. Otherwise It will be converted by PASS2
to the next lower even number
The maximum
value allowed it. X'FE'o For nonstandard devices,
the default Is 6. The default values for standard
. devices are listed in Table 43-1:
0

DIAL
specifies that this Is a dial-up Ifne. If DIAL
Is not specified, any disconnect of the line (e.g 0,
ERROR MAX) wfll require an RBS key-In to restart the line.
The following options may be used in coni unction with
the other options to define nonstandard devices. It is
assumed that all devices with the same device type have
the same characteristics and therefore options applying
t~ the set must be placed on the first :DEVICE command
~f the set. These options should not be Uled wIth the .tand- '
drd device types (Table 43)
0

l

specifies that the device Is a listing type device.

T

specifies that the device is a tape type device.
If no HANDLER option Is used, PASS2 will default
the handler to MTAP,MTAPCU (standard 9-track
handler) and will define a CllST of eight wors:ls.
If the HANDLER option is used and NSTAP,
NSTAPCU Is specified, then the ClIST option. is
required with ~ value of 8.

DD

CC

90

specIfies dual density feature. It applies only to
magnetic tape and indicates that the tape may be
reador written at either 800 bpi or 1600 bpi density.
spec.ifies code conversion. It applies only to
magnetic tape and indicates that the hardware can
handle conversion between EBCDIC code in core
and ASCII code on tape.
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0

Table 43-'1

Default CLIST Values

Device

CLIST Default (Hexadecimol)

TV
PR
PP
CR
CP
lP
DC
9T t

6
10
10
2
4A
6
6
8
8
8
6
A
6
12
6

7T
opt
PL
RB
ME
MO
MC

t MPC devi ces have a defau It hex va lue of 12.
The allocation of RAD c)r disk pack area may be constrained
by the follo,wlng optlonll:
specifies, In hexadecimal, the amount
SIZE, value
of storage avaUable to the system device. For
PASS2 Proceuor
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RAD devices, the value must be expressed in
number of tracks. For disk pack devi ces, the
value must be expressed in terms of physical
cylinders unless the CYllN option is also specified, in which case the value must be expressed
in terms of logical cylinders. If omitted, the value
is assumed to be the sum of PSA, PER, and PFA
(see below).
NSPT, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the number of disk sectors per track. If omitted, the
value C 16 is assumed.
SS, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the number
of words per disk sector. If omitted, the value
100 is assumed.
16
PER, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount
of storage to be allocated for peripheral symbiont queue storage. For RAD devi ces, the
value must be expressed in number of tracks.
For disk pack devices, the value must be expressed in terms of physical cyl inders. The default value is O. (Note that one minute of backup
for an 800 line per minute printer uses 25,000
10
words of di sk scratch storage.)
Note:

During execution when the number of granules
of PER is exhausted, the system wi II use PFA.

specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount
PFA, value
of storage to be allocated for permanent file storage, including element files. For RAD devices,
the value must be expressed in number of tracks.
For disk pack devices, the value must be expressed
in terms of physical cylinders unless the CYLIN
option is also specified, in which case the value
must be expressed in terms of logi cal cyl inders.
The default is O.
PSA, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the amount
of storage to be allocated for system use as permanent system storage and swapping area. The
default is O. Swap storage may be allocated on
either RAD or a disk pack. For RAD devices, the
value must be expressed in number of tracks. For
disk pack devi ces, the value must be expressed in
terms of physical cylinders.

Disk Pack
The PSA option mustbe used only once if itappears
on a disk pack :DEVICE command. (Only one disk
pack may be used for swap storage and a disk pack
cannot be used for swap storage if a RAD is also
being used for swap storage.) The PSA option may
not be used for an MPC disk pack. A control command for a PSA disk pack must precede all other
disk pack control commands.
The total PSA on a disk pack should be at least
equal to
(number of users) x (number of cyl i nders per
user) + (space for system)
and must not exceed X'FF'. If it exceeds X'FF'
PASS2 will reduce it to this limit.
The number of cylinders per user is determined by
the rmximum user size. System residency for a
7242/7271 requires approximately 12 cylinders.
The 7261/7275 requires approximately 8 cylinders.
PSA may not be allocated on a 9210/9211.
CYLlN, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, that a
"logical cylinder" allocation table is to be built
instead of a granule allocation table and is used
for moveable head disk devices only. The value
represents, in hexadecimal, the number of granules
per logical cylinder and may be between 1 and FF.
If a value is specified that is greater than FF,
PASS2 will print an error message and substitute the
default value for the given device type. If the device is nonstandard, PASS2 substitutes the value IE.
If the total number of granules on the device is
not evenly divisible by the NGC value, PASS2
prints a message indicating this and ignores the
remainder of the command.

If the CYlIN option is used, the SIZE and PFA
options must be specified in number of logical
cylinders rather than number of physical cylinders.
PASS2 will set PFA equal to SIZE if CYLIN is
specified. If SIZE is set by default, it is automatically set to the appropriate value for the standard
device; that is, it is set to the NCYL value. The
PER and PSA options are ignored for logical cylinder allocation. If the CYLIN option is not specified, PASS2 assumes granule allocation.

If the value selected for CYLIN for a private disk
device causes the allocation table to exceed one
page, PASS2 prints an error message and aborts.
When the system is initial ized at boot-time, PSA
tracks from the first PSA RAD are allocated to
permanent system storage. The first PSA value
should therefore be great enough to allow system
residency (about 10 tracks on a 7212 RAD). Swap
storage can be allocated on more thar? on~ RAD.
The total PSA on all RADs should be at least
equal to
(number of users) x (average user size) +
(space for system)
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PRIVATE
specifies that the files on this disk will be
recognized as private and CYLINder allocation is
forced. The PRIV bit is set in the allocation table,
the PUB bit is reset in the Automatic Volume Recognition (AVR) table, and PFA is set equal to SIZE
ignoring the options PER, PSA, and PFA.
Table 44 identifies the fixed characteristi cs and the
PASS2 default values of disk devi ces, All val ues are
expressed in hexadecimal.
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C
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8
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The fa Ilowing options are incl uded in the: DEVICE command in order to define nonstandard fixed or moveable
head disk devices. These options should not be used in
defining standard devices since PASS2 has defaults for
these values, Standard disk devices are recognized by
their IYlodel numbers, as listed in Table 44. Note that
the previously defined options 5S, NSPT I and SIZE should
also ~ used for defining nonstandard disk devices unless
thf' default values apply.
FIXED}
{ MOVE

identify the disk devices as either FIXED
or MOVEable head disk devices,

NCYL, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the total
number of physical cyl inders 01'1 the device. This
parameter appl ies only to moveable head disk pack
devices..
Note the previously defin.sd option
CYLIN refers to logical or software cyl indent
NTPC, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the number
of tracks per physical cylinder. For fixed head
disk devices, this value represents the total number of tracks on the device.
CYLS, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the shift
factor for the cylinder portion of disk addresses.
This parameter applies only to moveable head
disk pack devices. The default is 1016,
TRKS, value
specifIes, in hexadecimal, the shift
factor for the track portion of disk addresses. This
parameter applies to both fixed and moveable
head dIsk devices. The default is 6.
SECS, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, ·he shift
factor for the sector portion of the disk addresses.
This parameter applies only to fixed head disk devicel, The default is 1016'

Qefa~!.~ Ta.f!.~2 Dis~
Fbr cornpotabi I ity with previous monitor versions, two device names, MT and SP, are generated automatically and
are given default device assignments.
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MT is the default tape device and wi II be assigned according to the following rules:
1.

If

2.

If no 91 device has been named but a 7T device has
been dec lared, MT is equivalent to 7T.

3.

If neither 91 nor 7T has been declared, MT i~ elluivCllent to the first tape device (T specified on :DEVIC[
card) which was mentioned.

0 9T device has been dec lored on a : DEVICf command, MT is equivalent to 9T.

SP is the default disk device and will be assigned accordi ng to the following rules:

1.

If a DP device has been declared on a :DEVICE card,
SP is equivalent to DP.

2.

Otherwise, SP is equivalent to the first disk pack device which was mentioned (MOVE specified on :DEVICE
card).

:SDEVICE
This command is used to de~ignate which
peripheral devices are to be symbiont. The form of the
command Is
:SDEVICE (option)L (option)). ..
where
IN,yyndd
specifies that the perlpheraldavice yyndd
Is
be associated with the input symbiont. Only
one yyndd may fol low the keyword IN. However,
multiple occurrences of the keyword may be used.

"0

OUT, yyndd[, KEE PJG OPCON]
specifies that the
peripheral device is to be associated with the output symbiont. Only one yyndd may follow the
keyword OUT. However, multiple OCCurrence$
of the keyword may be L1sed. KEEP specifies that
all granules of the symbiont fi Ie for this device

PASS2 Proce.or

are to be kept unti I output has been completed.
OPCON specifies that the operator is to have
complete control over this symbiont device. Automati c restart wi" not occur. Restart wi" take
place on Iy after an appropriate operator key-tn.

NCT L, yyndd
specifies that the peripheral device
is to be associoted with the input symbiont and
that the devi ce wi II not be scanned by the input symbiont for control commands except for
IE OD and I FIN commands. This means that fi les
input through this devi ce are not in the form
of jobs but rather are symbiont input files accessed by users via the LDEV command. On Iy
one yyndd may follow the keyword NCTL. However, multiple occurrences of the keyword may
be used.

MXSTRM, val ue
specifies, in decimal, the maximum possible number of devices (symbiont streams)
at concurrently logged on remote workstations.
The maximum value thot may be specified is 128.
Three streams are required for each Xerox 7670
RBT. IRBTs usually require more. The minimum
and default for systems in which remote devices
are defined is three times the number of RBTs defined. For other systems, the value is O.

Note: RB devices are ignored if specified cn the
:SDEVICE command. Their existence should
be accounted for in the use of the MXSTRM
option.

Example:
:SDEVICE (OUT, LPA02), (OUT, LPAOF, KEEP),;
(OUT, CPA04, KEEP, OPCON),;
(OUT, XPA06, OPCON, KEEP), (IN, CRA03)

If the user omits the :LDEV command or no options are
specified, PASS2 generates the following entries by default:
Name
C1

CR

11

LP

P1

CP

The logical device name C 1 is always automati co lIy generated with type CR and should not be defined by the user
in the: LDEV command. (Because the system manager can
define up to 14 logical device names, a total of 15 logical
device names are possible with the inclusion of C 1.) The
logical device names L1 and Pl are also automatically generated, however the system manager may redefine them with
the :LDEV command with any symbiont device type that he
desires. The remaining 12 logical device names are selected
by the system manager. It is best to select symbolic names
that will be easy to remember.
It is advisable tv define a logical device nome for each
symbiont device type, because all symbiont device types
that are not given a logical device name are automatically
defaulted to L1. In such cases, the batch, on-line, and
ghost users must use the LDEV command or M:LDEV procedure to specify the symbiont device type for L1.
Example:
:LDEV (C2, CR), (L2, LP), (L3, LP) I (P2, CP)

:OPLBL T
This command is used to define the standard
operational labels for the target system. Only one :OPLBLT
command may be used although there may be numerous continuation records. The format of the command is as follows
:OPLBLT [(Iabel,batch name,on-line name
L,ghost name)][,(label,batch

:LDEV

This command is used to define the names of

logical device streams. The maximum number of logical
device streams that may be defined by the command is 15.
The format of the command is
: LDEV [(name, type)][, (name, type)] •••

where
name
specifies the two-character logical device
name (e. g., 11, Pt).
type
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specifies the default device type to be associated with the logical file (e. g., LP, CP). The
device type specified must have been defined via
a :DEVICE command and must also be designated
as a symbiont device via the :SDEVICE. command.
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I

name,on-line~

Lname,ghost name)] .•.

where
label

defines a monitor operational label comprising one 'or two alphanumeric characters. This label
may not be the same as a device type (e. g., CR,
CP)or a logical device name (e.g., C1). NO, MC,
MT, and SP are also invalid.

batch name
specifies a physical device (e.g.,
LPA02), a device type (e.g., ME), or a logical
device stream name (e. g., L1) to which the label
is assigned for the batch mode. It may not be another operational label. If it is a physical device,
it must not be a symbiont device.

90 16 74H-1 (11/76)

o~-line

name
specifies a physical device, a device
type, or a logical device stream name to which
the label is assigned for the on-line mode. (The
same restrictions as for the batch name apply to
the on-line name. )

ghost name
specifies a physica I device, a device
type, or a logical device stream name to which
the label is assigned for the ghost operations. (The
same restrictions as for the batch name apply to
the ghost name. )
For each label option, all three names must be specified
(even jf the label is one of the standard labels for whi'ch
PASS2has default assignments). In a batch only system,
the on-line field must be included and should be set
to NO.
The list of standard default operationa I labels and assignments is given in Table 45. (The labels appear in the order
in which they appear in the tables generated.) Assignments
are either dir'ctly to a device or to a logical device stream
which in turn ;, connected to a physical device as determined by the ;LDEV command.

Table 45. Standard Default Operational
Labels and Assignments (cont. )

--

Standard
Operationa I
Label

Batch

CO

PI

NO

P1

AL

PI

NO

PI

EI

C1

ME

TY

EO

PI

NO

PI

UC

TY

ME

TY

.-

_.On-Line

Ghost

:RES
This command establ ishes definitions of resources
which are used to control batch, on-line, ghost, and remote operations. Only one ::RES command may be specified. The commcmd has the form
:RES [(option)[, (option)) •••

J

Example:
The options are I isted below. For those options in which a
value mus,t be specified, the meaning of "value" depends
upon the particulur resource. As an example, for tapes, it
is "number of tape drives "; for disk packs, it is lin umber of
private spindles"; for core, it is II number of K words".

:OPLBLT (GI, MEA 10, ME, TYA01)

Table 45. Standard Default Operational
Labels and Assignments
Standard
Operational
-Label

Batch

On-Line

Ghost

C

C1

ME

TY

OC

TY

ME

TY

LO

L1

ME

L1

LL

Ll

ME

Ll

DO

L1

ME

L1

PO

PI

NO

PI

BO

PI

NO

PI

LI

C1

NO

TY

SI

C1

ME

TY

BI

Cl

NO

TY

SL

Ll

ME

Ll

SO

PI

NO

Pl

CI

Cl

NO

TY

--

RES, name
specifies I'he name of a resource to
which all subsequentroptions (until the next RES or
end-of-c:ommand) apply. The name is either a name
that was specified on a :DEVICE command (e.g., 9T)
or a nondevice type (e.g., CO (core}), A symbiont
device cannot be definedas a resource. All options
preceding the first RES option are ignored. Four resources C::lre established by default whether or not a
RES option is specified-CO, 9T, 7T, and SP. However, 9T, 7T, and SP willonlybe establishedbydefault if at least one such device appears on a
:DEVICE command. These resources may be specifically establ ished via the :RES command if the default values are not desired. (This is described
shortly.) IfanMC device, was defined on a :DEVICE
command, an MC resource is also automatically
establ ished. Therefore, MC should not be specified
en the :RES command. In addition to these default
resources, other resources may be defined. A system may have a tota I of 15 resources.
TOT, value
specifies, in decimal, the total number of resources avedlable (of the type being defined). TOT may be specified for device type
resources, but must be specified for nondevice
type resources.

--

BSUM,value
specifies, in decimal, the sum of all
resources (of the type being defined) that may
be allocated to all concurrent batch jobs taken
together.

PASS2 Processor
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OSUM, value
specifies, in decimal, the sum of
all resources (of the type being defined) that
may be allocated to a II concurrent on-line jobs
taken together. Specifying OSUM for COre is
meaningless.

PASS2 always generates the first four resources listed in
Table 46 with the default values os shown except when
they are specified on the :RES command with other values
specjfied. PASS2 generates the fifth resource (MC) if an
MC device was specified on a :DEVICE command. MC cannot be specified on the :RES command.

GSUM,value
specifies, in decimal, the sum of all
resources (of the type being defined) that may
be allocated to all concurrent ghost jobs taken
together.
BMAX,value
specifies, in decimal, the maximum
number of resources (of the type being defined)
that may be allocated to an individual batch
j,:>b.
OMAX,value
specifies, in decimal, the maximum
number of resources (of the type being defined)
that may be allocated to an individual on-line
job.
GMAX,value
specifies, in decimal, the maximum
number of resources (of the type being defined)
that may be allocated to an individual ghost
job.

Table 46. :RESCommand Defau Its

~

9T

7T

CO (core)

(tapes}

(tapes)

TOT

X'7FFF'

,aJ

N

1/

BSUM

X' 7FFF'

I

I

1/

Option
Name

Name

SP (private
disk pocks)

---

Me CD
(remote
auist
terminal)

,
,

BMAX

X'lO'

I

I

1/

,

BDEF

X'C'

0

0

0

0

OSUM

X'7FFF'

N

1/

I

OMAX

X'IO'

LIO>

L,o>

, -10>

,0

0

,
,
,

ODEF

X'C'

0

GSUM

X'7FFF'

I

GMAX

X'FF'

L,o>

LIO>

L,(1)

GDEF

X'FF'

N_1(1)

L,o>

LIO>

1/

I

0

I

-CD MC is included on Iy if an MC device has been speCified.

BDEF, value
specifies, in decimal, the default number of resources (of the type being defined) to be
allocated to each batch job in those instances in
which the user has made n~ specific request.
ODEF, value
specifies, in decimal, the default
number of resources (of the type being defined)
which may be allocated to each on-line job in
those instances in which the user has made no
specific request.
GDEF, value
specifies, in decimal, the default
number of resources (of the type being defined)
which may be allocated to each ghost job in those
instances in which the user has made no specific
request. One GDEF for tape is required at boot
time. If the user specifies a zero value, PASS2
wi \I change it to 1.
PASS2 verifies that the following relationships exist:

1.

2.

For device type resources, the number of devices defined via :DEVIC E commands must be greater than or
equal to the value specified for TOT. (If this is not
the case, an error message Is generated, TOT is set to
the number defined via :DEVICE commands, and PASS2
continues.)
For each device type resource and each nondevice
type resource,
TOT

~

BSUM

~

TOT

~

OSUM

~

OMAX

~

ODEF

TOT

~

GSUM

~

GMAX

~

GDEF

BMAX

~

BDEF

(If this is not the case, an error message is generated,
one of the values is reset as indicated in the error message description, and PASS2 continues. )
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aJ N is the total number of this type of device specified an :DEVICE commands.

0> If L,

0, the value is set

10 I.

I

:BLIMIT)
:OLIMIT
:GLIMIT

These commands specify the system defaults
and maximum volues that are to be associated with each batch, on-line, or ghost job, respectively.
The commands have the form

{

:BLlMIT )
:OLlMIT [(option)][, (option)) •..
:GLlMIT

where the options are

TIME,default, maximurr'
specifies, in decimal number of minutes, the default I imit and maximum
limit for job execution time

lO, default ,maximum
specifies, in decimal, the
default limit and maximum limit on the number of
pages of printer output from all shared processors
involved in running a job.

PO,default, maximum
specifies, in decimal, the
default I imit and maximum I imit on the number of
punched card records produced in running a fob.

DO,default,moximum
specifies, in decimal, the
default limit and maximum limit on the number of
pages of diagnostics produced in running a fob
(output through the M:OO OCB).

:£LlMIT
This control command specifies the system unit
increments for' exit control processing. The command has
the form
:ELlMIT (option) [,(option)] ••.

UO,default, maximum
specifies, in decimal, the
default limit and maximum limit on the number of
pages of printed output from all the executing
programs in a fob.
TSTORE ,default, maximum
specifies, in decimal,
the default Iimit and maximum Iimit for the number of granules of temporary RAO storage that may
be used by a lob.
specifies, in decimal,
PSTORE,default,maximum
the default Iimit and maximum Iimit for the number of granules of permanent RAO storage that may
be used by a Job.
. TDISK, default, maximum
specifies, in decimal,
the default Iimlt and maximum Iimit far the number of granules of temporary disk pack storage that
may be used by a lob.
specifies, in decimal, the
, POISK,default,maximum
default Iimit and maximum Iimit for the number of
granules of permanent di.sk pack storage that may
be used by a fob.
FPOOL, default, maximum
specifies, in deCimal,
the default limit and the maximum limit on the
number of fi Ie blocking buffers to be a Ilocated to
a job. In genera I, each open disk fi Ie and each
labeled tape OCB requires a blocking buffer. If
an insuffi c ient number of block i,ng buffers ex ish,
they wi II be shared (at the pri ce of reduced system
performance). The default can be overridden by
use of a POOL control command at run-time in the
batch mode.
,Note: At present, the default values for :GLlMlT options and the maximum values for :OLlMIT options are not used. To avoid later confusion
it is recommended that identical values for default and maximum be used for all :GLlMlT
and :OLlMIT options.
Table 46-1

'ILIMIT, :OLIMIT, :GLIMIT Command Default Value.

ILIMIT

OLIMIT

DEFAULT MAXIMUM

DEFAULT MAXIMUM

DEFAULT

MAXIMUM

.

GLIMIT

"-"--.

5

23 I. I

31
2 .1

231 • I

231. I

31
2 •I

LO

100

215. I

100

15
2 •I

15
2 .1

2 15 • I

PO

100

15
2 .1

100

2 '5 • I

2 '5 .1

15
, 2 .1

DO

SOO

100

UO

100

2 15.1
215. I

100

2 IS. I
2 15 .1

2 IS. I
15
2 •I

21 S. I
2 15 • I

64

231 .1

64

231. I

231. 1

231. I

TSi T01 £

64

231 .1

{)4

231 .1

231 .1

231 .1

FP,OOL

6

TIME

PS'TORE
I

127

T~ISK

64

231 .1

,PDISK

{)4

231 .1
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127

64

6

64

231. I

23 1.1

231. I

()4

231 .1

231 .1

231. I

where the options are
TIME value
specifies, in decimal, the absolute .
~nit for exit control execution time. The value IS
expressed in seconds and the default is 30.
LO, value
specifies, in decimal, the i~creme~t for
the number of processor pages output In- running a
job. The default is 20.
PO,value
specifies, in decimal, the increment for
the number of punched cards output in runn ing a
fob. The default is 100.
specifies, in decimal, the increment for
DO, value
the number of diagnostic pages output in running
a lob. The default is 20.
specifies, in decimal, the increment for
UO, valLie
the number of user pages output in runn ing a job.
The default is 20.
TSTORE, value
specifies, in decimal, the increment
for "he number of granules of temporary disk storage that may be used by a job. The default is 64.
PSTORE, value
specifies, in decimal, the increment
for the number of granules of permanent disk storage that may be used by a job. The default is 20.

:IMC
,This control comrnand defines the installation
management control (lMC) system Iimits. The labels in
parentheses are those associated with the corresponding
variables by the Control processor. The command has
the form
: IMC (option)[(option)] ••.
The options are (all values are in decimal except for
BPRIO, OPRIO, GPRIO, and SECURITY):
MAXOL, value
specifies the maximum number of
on-line users allowed in the system. MAXOL
must be in the range 255 ~ MAXOL ~ O. The
default is O. (OUM)
MAXB, vCllue
spe4:ifiel, the maximum number of concurrent batch ulers allowed in the Iystem. MAXB
must be in the range 162! MAXB ~ 1 but cannot
exceed the number of batch partitions defined by
the ::PART command. The defau It is 1. (BUM)
MAXG,value
Ipecifiel the maximum number of
ghost lobs (excluding GHOSTl) allowed in the
IYltem. MAXG must be in the range
255 .~ MAXG ~ 10. The default is 10.. (GUM)
The first five ghost jobs are re.. rved for system required

labs, therefore the value specified should include an allowPASS2 'rocellOf'
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ance for this minimunl number plus the user's desired number
of ghost jobs.
MAXG -+ MAX B + MAXOL == number of users allowed in the
system and must not exceed 255. (UM)
BPRIO, value
specifies the execution priority for all
batch jobs. This priority is used for execution only
and is not related to the scheduling priority. The
value must be expressed in hexadecimal and must be
in the range CO-FF. The default is FC. (BPRIO)
OPRIO, value
specifies the execution priority for
all on-line jobs. This priority is used for execution only and is not related to the scheduling
priority. The value must be expressed in hexadecimal and must be in the range CO-FF. The
default is FC. (OPRIO)
G PRIO, value
specifies the execution priority for
all ghost jobs. This priority is used for execution
only and is not re lated to the scheduled priority.
The value must be expressed in hexadecimal and
must be in the range CO-FF. The defau It is FC.
(GPRIO)
BLOCK ,value
specifies the number of seconds
of output at which terminal is unblocked. The
default is 1. The maximum value is 32,767. (TB)
UNBLOCK,value
specifies the number of seconds
of output at whi ch terminal is unblocked, where
UNBLOCK'S BLOCK. The default is 1. The
maximum value is 32,767. (UB)
QUANTA/value
specifies the tIme slrce for computebound users. This value is In milliseconds. The
default is 400. (QUAN)
MINTlME,value
specifies the mInimum tIme a user
will be held in core before outswap. The decImal
value is in milliseconds and must be less than
or equal to QUANTA value. The default is
QUANTA value. (SQUAN)
MINQUAN,value
specifies a guaranteed time sltce
after a selection has been made and before a swap
will occur. This value Is In millIseconds. The default is 40. (QMIN)
COCBUF, value
specifIes the maxImum number of
buffen that can be allocated to a user In the
type-ahead mode. COCBUF must be less than 256.
The default Is 15. (ONCB)

PI, value
specifies the increment in units of 1/256
to be used in increasing the priority of jobs bypassed by the Multi- Batch Scheduler. The default is O. (PI)
SECURITY, value
specifies a hexadecimal constant
(up to eight digits long) to be used in initializing
core pages allocated to a user for whom the Super
SECURITY option has been specified. A value of
less than eight dig its wi II be r ight-i ustified. The
default is O.

UCYL, va lue
specifies the number of physi co I
cylinders per user to be allocated as swap space
on a disk pack. UCYL must b~~ifi~~~_~<!
only if, a disk pock is to be used __ .?~~~swa2_
storage device. The value of UCYL must be lor2.
The default is 1. If UCYL is specified for a RAD
swapping system, a message wi II indi cate that the
specification is illegal and the specificotion wi"
be ignored.
AIRM, value
specifies the maximum number of AIR
(File Directory) granules to be held in core at one
time, where AIRM ~ RAMAX. The recommended
value is 4. The default is O. (AIRM)
AIRTO, value
specifies the time (in milliseconds)
after which an unused AIR block wi II be purged
(timed-out). The value must be in the range
of 0 to 500000. The default is 30000. (AIRIO)
specifies the number of table entries
RASIZE, value
to be built for use by read-ahead and AIR. One
table entry Is required for each concurrent readahead operation and one for each active AIR granule. The value is expressed in decimal and must
be in the range 1-63. This option causes the readahead module (RA) to be included in the root of
the monitor. (RA requires approximately 512
words.)
RAMAX, value
specifies the maximum number of
concurrent read-ahead operations to be allowed,
where RAMAX S RASIZE. The value must be in
the range 0-63. The default is zero. (RAM)

cae

LOG TIME, value
specifies (in minutes) the amount
of time a user has to complete the log-on sequence.
The default is 3. The maximum value is 655.
(aLTO)
INTIME, value
specifies (in minutes) the amount
of time a user has to input a line of data to COC
when a read is pending. The default is 15. The
maximum value is 655. (alTO}
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RA TO, value
specifies the time, In milliseconds,
after which an unused read-ahead block will be
purged (time-out). The value must be expressed
in decimal and must be In the range 0-32,767.
The default is 10,000. (RATO)
PWP,value
specifies the maximum number of core
pages that can be used as physi ca I work pages in
a transaction processing environment. A minimum
of 12 is suggested. A default valve is not automatically provided. Six of these pages wi II be reserved for system use, thus reducing the maximum
user size by that amount.
90 16 74H-2(9/78)

;

RETJM~ volue

specifre., In mInutes, the amount of
trme an .on-Ilne USflr', swap lmage Is to be retained
aft6f the user has been d Ilconnected due to a I Ine
hang up condltron. The value must be fn the range
to 65/535. The default 110. (RETlM)

o

SA

IpecJfres thot the Selectric APL translarion
table II to be inc/tJdtld in the monitor for ' ..
2741 terminal.

ES

Ipeclfles that the EBCD standard translatIon
table Is to be included In the monitor for a
2741 terminal.

EA

specJfles that the EBCD APL translation table il
,to be Included In the monitor for a 274 J terminal.

File Maintenance Options
EXPIRE,days,hours
speclnes the system default used
to establrsh expiration dates for fries created by a
user not specifyIng an explicit expiration date. To
select a value of "never", this parameter must be
omitted (the default is "never ") • The maxImum
value that may be spec/fred Is 999 days, 23 hours
and thIs wIll be used when the value speclfled exceeds ~hrs limit.
MAXEXPIRE,days,hours
specifies the maxImum retention period that may be spec/fled by a user. To
select a value of "never" thIs parameter must be
omItted (the default Is "never"). The maximum
value that may be specrfred Is 999 days, 23 hours
and thIs wIll be used when the value speclfred exceeds this Irmit.
Note:

The EXPIRE value speclfred must be equal
to or less than the MAXEXPIRE value.
If thIs is not the case the value for MAXEXPIRE wIll be set equal to the EXPIRE
value.

BACKUPALL
specIfies that expired flle. wIll be
backed ,up prior to deletIon. If the parameter I.
omItted, files will not be backed up.
THRESHOLD, value
speclnes the critIcal point rn
Inltlatlng an automatic purge to prevent device
saturation. The default Is SOO granules.

CALL360
specifies that the CALL360 translation
table is to be included in the monitor for a
274 J terminal.
ASCILAPL
specifies that a translation table for
ASCII terminals with APL character sets is to be
included in the monitor. This table is for
Tektronix graphics scopes, Diablo-based printers
(such as the Xerox 3010), and similar terminals.
OUT, value
the

specifies the hexadecimal location of
The default is 6 J.

cae output interrupt.

IN, value

specifies the hexadecimal location of
the COC Input' Interrupt. The default is 60.

One of the following two device options must be specified~
L6

specifies that this device is a Level 6 FECP
(Front End Communications Processor). Up to 2
FECPs are allowed in the system. Specification
of any FECPs on the :COC command must follow
the specification of any normal
devices.

cae

DEVICE,ndd
specifies, in hexadecimal, the
device address of a COC device.
The SS; SA, ES, and EA options need be specified only
once. The DEVICE option must be specified for every COC
device. IN and OUT must be specified for the see;ond and
subsequent COC device.s.

cae devi ces must be

:CDC

This control command specifies the charactedstlcs
associated with the COC devices. The absence ofa :COC
cO,mmand causes a batch-only system to be generated (I.e.,
there will be no
handler). The
command has
the form

cae

cae

: C OC (optron) [, (opt ron)] ••• , (C OC) [, (option)] •••
The first COC devIce Is specifred by the COC command
wo.rd. Each addrtlonal COC devIce Is speclfred by a COC
keyword. AI I options preceding the first
keyword
apply to the command word (COCO) while all options followIng the nth COC keyword apply to the nth COC
(COC n where 0 S n S 8).

cae

The options are
55

specifies that the Selectrlc@ standard translatlon table is to be Ineluded In the monitor
for a 2741 terminal.

@Registered trademark of the International Business Machine
Corpora t i on •
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The input and output interrupts for all
within one and the same interrupt group. t

Each COC input interrupt should be one ~igher in priority
than the corresponding COC output interrupt. COCO input
must have the highest priority of all COC interrupts. The
location specified for OUT or IN determines the priority
(the higher the location I the lower the priority).
LINES, value
specifies, In decimal, the number of
lines. The default is 8. The maximum for each
specified is 128.

coe

BUFFERS, value
specifies, in decimal, the number
of 4-word buffers that wi" be pooled for cac
I/O usage. The default is the highest line number. The recommended value is the number of
users times 3.

t External interruph are described in the Sigma and Xerox 560
hardware reference manuel Is •
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ECB ,va lue
spacifies, in deci·ool, the number of
buffers to be used for (vent Control Block
Proc~ssing and Tiansaction Proces!lingo Requirements for TP are 1 for each MO device, 1 for
each COC slave line, and 10 for ECBs. System
requirement is a maximum of 1 per QUEUE value
(:MON control command) for I/O associated with
an ECB. A default value is not automatically
provided .
RING I value
specifies, in decimal, the COC input
buffer size in words. The default is: (2 bytes per
I ine for the first 30 plus 1 byte per I ine above 30)
divided by 4. High speed terminais may saturate
th is buffer; therefore, when they are present on
a system, a larger buffer size should be selected.
The value must be less than or equal to 255.

cae

AUTO
specifies that the
hardware is to be
interrogated and the line configuration determined
automatically. The information normally suppl ied
by the 2741, TY PE, and RA TE keywords will be
set up at cae initialization time, except for lines
that have a user associated. If 150 baud lines
exist, AUTO should not be used, as they will be
set up as 2741 lines.
D7015,',...
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers that are attached to Xerox Model 7015 Keyboard printers. Each' field may be a single value
or a range specification m-n where m < n. In the
latter case, all numbers included in the range are
used as line numbers.

with an APl character lot. Each II field may be a
single value or a range specifi cation of '11-n J where
m < n. For a range I a! I numbers i neluded in the
range are used as line numbers. Any li'ia numbers
associated with this option must also be declared
as 2741-line numbers within the 2741 keyword
option.
DEA,',...
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that are attached to a Model 2741 with EBCD APl
typeball. Each II field may be a single value or a
range specification of m-n, where m < n. For a
range, all numbers included in the range are used
as line numbers. Any line numbers associated
with this option must not be declared as 2741-line
numbers within the 2741 keyword option,
DES,II,...
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that are attached to a Model 2741 with EBCD
standard typeball. Each' field may be a si n91e
value or a range specification af m-n, where
m <. n. For a range, all numbers included in the
range are used as line numbers. Any line numbers
associated with this option must not be declared as
2741-line numbers within the 2741 keyword option.
DSA,', • . •
specifies, in decimal, the I ine numbers
that are attached to a Model 2741 with Selectric
APL typeball. Each' field may be a single value
or a range specification of m-n, where m < n.
F or a range, all numbers included in the range are
used as line numbers. Any line numbers associated
with this option must not be declared as 2741-line
numbers within the 2741 keyword option
0

D33,' I ' • •
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that are attached to a Model 33 Teletype. Each
/I field may be a single value or a range specification of m-n, where m < n. For a range, all numbers included in the range are used as line numbers. Any line numbers associated with this
option must also be declared as 2741-line numbers
within the 2741 keyword option.
D35,',...
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers that are attached to a Model 35 Teletype.
Each II field may be a single va lue or a range
specification of m-n, where m < n. For a range,
all numbers included in the range are used as
line numbers. Any line numbers associated with
this option must also be declared as 2741-line
numbers within the 2741 keyword option.
D37,', . . .
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers that are attached to a Model 37 Teletype.
Each' field may be a single value or a range
specification of m-n, where m < n. For a range J
a II numbers inc luded in the range are used as
line numbers. Any line numbers associated with
this option must also be declared as 2741-line
numbers within the 2741 keyword option.

D,~ SCIIAPl, ," . .
specifies, in decimal, the line
numbers that ore attached to on ASCII terminal
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DSS,',...
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that'are attached to a Model 2741 with Selectric
standard typeball. Each' field may be a single
value or a range specification of m-n, where
m < n. For a range, all numbers included in the
range are used as line numbers. Any line numbers
associated with this option must not be declared as
2741 -line numbers within the 2741 keyword option

u

2741, II I."
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that are attached to Model 2741 units. Each II
field may be a single value or a range specification
m-n, where m < n. In the latter case, all numbers
included in the range are used as line numbers.
Any line numbers associated with this option must
not be declared as D7015 linesu

HARDWIRE,' , • . .
specifies, in decimal, the line
numbers that are hardwired to terminals. Lines
which are "hardwired II wi II not be timed out
(except 2741s logging on), nor will they log on
automatically. All lines must be specified but
need not be in ascending order. Each 'field
may be a single value or a specification m-n
where m<. n. In the latter case, a II numbers
i ncl uded in the range are used as line numbers.

90 16 74H-2(9/7B)

TYPE" vtduC r (I p If. • •
where value specifies, In
decimal, the tfming algorithm number that the
itne number(s) following the value specfflcatlon
use. The va lue may be between 0 and 5. The
seven timing algorithms that are supplted with
CP-V a!re listed In Table 47. The default TYPE
value for Itnes that are listed on the 2741 optron
Is 1. The default TYPE value for all other Ifnes
is 5. All Ifne numbera may be speclfted, but need
not be in ascending order. Each' field may be a
single value or a specrftcatlon m-n where m< n.
In the latter case, all numbers Included In the
range are used as line numbers.
RATE,value,','".
where value speclflel, In decImal, the speed of the terminals (In characters
per second) assocfated with the Ifne number{s)
following the value specffication. The value may
be In the range of 1 to 255. One RATE option II
used for each terminal speed on the COC" The
default RATE for lines that are lilted on the 2741
optron Is 15. The default RATE for all others
is 10. All line numbers must be Ipeclfled, but
need not be In ascending order. Each' field may
be a single value or a specification m-n where
m < n. In the latter case, all numbers included
in the range are used as line numbers.

*,..

HO, II,
specifies, in decimal, the line numbers
that are attached to half-duplex modems. Each
II field may be a lingle value or a range specification m-n where m < n. In the latter case, all
numbers included In the range are used as line
numbers. Half-duplex lines should be Installed
so that the line numbers are as close to being one
contiguous group as possible,
COCO 10, value
where value overrides the default
direct I/O (010) address for this COC. Normally, the 010 address Is calculated as the number of this COC minus one. Thus, In the case of
four COCs, the addresses would normally range
from 0 to 3. When a COCOIO value Is specified,
subsequent COC addresses will be Incremented
by 1 beginning with the value specffled untrl another such option Is encountered. Using the example of four COCs and given that a COCOIO
value of 3 was specified for the second COC' the
four addresses would be constructed as follows:

0, 3, 4, 5.
COUPLE
specifies that the terminal coupling feature is to be included in the system. Specifying
COUPLE causes the TIE table to be generated;
the TIE table is 1 byte per line in size. This
feature is inoperative if MINICOC is selected by
the :MON command.

Terminal translation types are determined by the options
07015 through OSS. 07015 through OASCIIAPL are non2741 terminal type options. OEA through OSS are 2741
terminal type options.

90 16 74H-2{9/78)

Whenever Cl line disconnects or connects, or when OJ hardwired line iogs off, the default terminal type becomes the
current type. If a dialup line logs off and back on wi thol.lt
disconnecting, the type of terminal that was in effect at
log-off ti me remai ns in effect for the new sessi on.
The current terminal type can be changed by the user via
the TEL TERMINAL command or the M:STA monitor service
call. The default terminal type can be specified on a lineby-line basis by using the appropriate terminal translation
type. If a line's default type causes a 2741-conflict, a
diagnostic message is produced. When a line's default type
is not specified and AUra is not specified, the default is
Teletype Model 33 for non-2741 I ines and unidentified for
2741 lines. (Unidentified requires the terminal user to type
an asterisk (*) when logging on.) If a line's default type
is not specified and AUTO is specified, the defau It is
determined by line speed/format as follows:
Speed ()r
Format

---_.

Defau It Type

110
300
600
1200
2400
2741

Teletype Model
Teletype Model
Teletype Model
Teletype Model
Teletype Model
"unidentified "

Baud
Baud
Baud
BClud
Baud
Format

COCG OEF
33
37
37
37
37

Type 110
Type 300
Type 600
Type 1200
Type 2400
Type 2741

:MOH
This command defines various monitor and CPU
parameters for the target system and has the form
:MON (option) [, (option)] ..•
where the options are
AVGSER, n
spedfles, In decimal, four times the
average number of private disk packs required per
batch job. The default Is 1, Indicating an average one-fourth disk pack per fob. The va lue n
must be in the ,'ange 1-64.
SIG5

specifies that the target system is a Sigma 5.

SIG6
specifiet that the target system is a Sigma 6.
The keyword SIG7 may be used in place of SIG6
and has the same meaning.
SIG9

specifies that the target system is a Sigma 9.

X560

specifies that the target system is a Xerox 560.

BIG

indicates that the target system can have more
than 128K of memory. BIG may be used in conjunction with e~ther a SIG9 or X560 option but not
with both.

MOS
indicates that the target system has MOS
memory. MaS may not be specified in conjunction with X560. MOS may be specified for a
Sigma 9 that has both MaS memory and core
memory.
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.-______..--____ ____,____Table
u_ 47.
~.

Timing Algorithm
Number

Usage

__

Timing Algorithms

Idlest

~------------~------------------------~~-~-------------,---------o
Teletype Models 33, 35, and 37
None
and alphanumeric displays.

IBM 2741 and 274 I-compatible
equipment.

Before carriage return

nane

After carriage return
After tab character

(curpostt + 15)/10
(new position-old position t 15)/10

~-------------+------------------------------~.----.-----------------------------Execupart, Dataport, and TI
Model 33 terminals.

0-10
cpsttt
0

0

I

4

---_.-

After carriage return

61-

0

0

8
12
- - - - - - ----

16

cp~

-_._-

---~--~--.

Before carriage return
- -- _.. - .. _--

31-60
cps

16-30

11-15
cps

-------_._----_. __ ._--

-----0

cp~

After tab character
1
--------_. -.. ---- -'--'" -.--

3

Memarex terminals

8

0-10
cpsttt
Before carriage return
After carriage return
-

--_.<---"._--_._-

21-curpos
------0

10-curpos
0
-------

0

--- - - - I

----------------~----

cp~

-----

7-curpalt~

After tab character

16-30

11-15
cps

- _. -------.-

------

5

This algorithm Is used for terminals
that require a number of Idles
roughly proportional to the carriage movement dlltance. It may
be used for Teletypes and other
equipment of similar mechanIcal
design, and Is sometimes a better
algorithm than number 0 fOf' auch
equipment.

0-10
cpsttt
- ... ~-.-B.fore carriage return 7-curpostt
After carriage return

1

---.-I

After tab character

------------- -------

----

X=

40-curpos

0

0

4

8

11-15
cps

16-30
cps,

31-60
cps

61cps

10-curpos

21-curpas

40-curpos

40-curpos

4

8

12
-----4

- r--'-'---'--1

_._L-. _________

16

-~-----

0-10

11-15

16-30

31-60

61

60

50

17

IS

IS

~----~-c-~-t-tt--r_-c-P-s--+--.c-P-.--+_--c-p-s~rcp;

I

61cps

---------

1-----------+------------'''-----..--...---------------.------This algorithm I. a combination of
the others and may be used to ensure than In Inexperienced user can
utilize the system without any character lOll. It also IUpports on experienced user until a change In
terminal type can be entered. It II
luggested that Installations with
mixed type I of high-speed termlnall
ule thl. algorithm al the default for
hlgh-Ipeed IInel.
'

31-60
cps
-_._---- 40-curpos

j

Before carriage return '" none
After carriage return'" (curpos+15)/X
After tab character = (new pOiltlOl'll-old posltlon+15)1X

1--------+-----------------6

-.-.-~.~-----.-----'"---,,-.--.--------------_.I

0-10
cp1m

Teletype Model 40 hardcopy
printer.
lefa... carriage ... turn

11-15

16-30

c~

c:~

31-60
cpt

61-120
cpt

121-2<60
Cpl

3-cu ".tt 5-curpos 9-c;urpol il7-curpal 34-curpas 67-curpol

After calTl. . . .turn

0

0

0

0

0

0

Alter tab character

0

0

0

0

0

0

~------------~-------------------------,~~------.----------------

---------, -------.---------4

t Mony high-speed terminals require a delay before "ending a carrla"e return, after sending a carriage return, or after lending a tab character. In such
a ca •• , the COC handler must .end "Idle" characters, the number of which dependl
line speed, carriage position, and characterhtlci of the
particular terminal.

upon

ttCurrent carriage pOiltion.
tttCharacters per lecond.
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The target system speci fi cation causes the appropriate
machine-specific module of cod~ to be automatically
included in the monitor root by SYSGEN. The following
combinations are valid target system specifications:
(SIG5)
(5IG6)
(5IG9)
(X560)

(SI G5), (SIG9)
(SIG5), (MOS)
(SIG6), (SIG9)
(51 G6), (X560)
(SIG9), (X560)
(SIG9), (BIG)
(X560), (81 G)

( 5IG 5 ) , (5 IG 9) f (X 560)
(SIG5), (MOS), (BIG)
(5IG6), (SIG9), (X560)
(5IG6), (SIG9), (MOS)

(SIG6), (SIG9), (MOS), (BIG)

INFILE, n
specifies, In decimal, the number of input
symbiont fi les that may be queued waiting for entry
into the system. The default is 20.
OUTF I LE, n
specifies, in decimal, the number of
output symbiont files that may be queued waiting
for devices. If the use of concurrent output mode
is anticipated (refer to the CONCURR option of
the LDEV control command in the CP-V/BP
Reference Manual), OUTFILE must be set high
enough to accommodate the additional output
symbiont fi Ie slots required. The default is 32.
CORE, size
specifies, in decimal, units of K (where
K = 1024), the size of core storage in the target
system. The default is 128K, which is the recommended minimum in CP-V since it dynamically adjusts itself to the actual size of machine at boot
time.
QUEUE, size
specifies, in decimal,· the maximum
number of I/O operations that may be queued at
one time. The recommended value is a total of
1 per nondisk type device and 2 per dIsk type
device. Although a smaller value will work, the
minimum should be a total af 1 per channel and
1 per disk type device. For standard systems, the
value should be 25-30. In addition, the MXSTRM_
value (see :SDEVICE command) should be added to
this value for remote processing systems. The default and minimum are 10.
MPOOL, size
specifies, in decimal, the number of
34-word buffers to be pooled for use by the monitor. It is recommended that the number of
MPOOLs be one-half to three-fourths the number
of QUEUE entries. For standard systems, the value
is between 14 and 22. One extra MPOOL should
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be defined for each RB c1evice included in
system. The defoult is 5.

thf'

CPOOL, size
specifies, in decimal, the number
of 40-word buffers to be pooled for symbiont
context block use. The default is 3. The recommended value is the number of symbiont I/o
devi ces. For remote processing systems, the va lue
should be increased by one for each 7670 RBT
I ine and by a number that is approximate Iy
three-fourths the maximum number of peripheral
devices that could exist at concurrently logged
on IRBTs.

CFU,size
specifies, in decimal, the number of
19-word buffers to be pooled for current fi Ie users.
The default is 40. The minimum is 8. Starting
with the BOO release of CP-V, c more economical
use is mode of the CFU area by the file management system. The estimated effect af this change
is to provide approximately 60 percent more effective use of the CFU area. Thus, the recommended value is 1. 2 times the number of users (as
defined by the :IMC control command). It is
recommended that users of previous releases of
CP-V scale this option down to 60 percent of the
value previously used if the number of users to be
supported remai ns constant.
ORG, value
specifies, in hexadecimal, the IGad
origin of the monitor. This value should be the
address of the first unused even-numbered interrupt, since the monitor must be biased above the
highest interrupt. If there are no special interrupts, the origin should be the first even-numbered
address above the highest COC interrupt. The
default is 62.

MPATCH, size
specifies, in decimal, the number
of word locations to be reserved for modification
of the monitor (i.. e., a patch area). The default
Is 700.

SITE, slte-id
specifies a one to eight character site
identification. The site-id becomes a part of the
title printed on each page of an ANLZ dump. If less
than eight characters are specified, the name will
beleftjustifiedand blank filled. If more than eight
are specified, only the first eight will be used.
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ANSDET--I
{ ANSPROT

specifies that tape handling is to detect possible overwrites of unexpired
ANS tapes and missing write rings in output tapes.
If ANSPROT is specified, tape handling wi" operate in the "protective mode" (see Glossary). If
ANSDETis specified, the "semi -protective mode II
(see Glossary) is used. If neither is specified, the
system handles ANS tapes but no special checks
are made. The operator can override the condition
if the system is in the semi-protective mode.

ENQ, size
specifies that the enqueue/dequeue fac iii ty is to be part of the target system. Size
specifies, in decimal, the number of doublewords
to be al located for the ENQ tables. Size should
be roughly 18-24 times the number of projected
concurrent enqueue users. If lengthy qnames
and snames are to be used, size should be larger.
TP

specifies that the transaction processing facility
is to be a part of the target system.

MINICOC
specifies that the MINCOCR/MINCOCU
handler is to be used instead of the TPCOCR/TPCOCU
or REGCOCR/REGCOCU handler. If TP has been
specified, the MINICOC specification will be ignored and TPCOCR/TPCOCU will be used.
HOTAVR
specifies that ARV processing is to be automatically performed on any write-protected tape that
is in a ready state and occupies a 'not-in-use' tape
drive. The use of this option causes the inclusion of
the HOTAVR handler in the UMOV monitor overlay.
HOTCARD
specifies that any card reader symbiont
devices that are inactive, but oper'ational and ready,
are to be automatically started by the system. This
option simulates an operator key-In of SCRnnd,l.

1.
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i

i istlcs of shared processors or installation-created monitor
overlays and optionally reserves space for the dynamic
'addition or replacoment of shared processors. The :SPROCS
'commend has the form
:SPROCS [(name[, option) ... )]L' (name[, option]. .. )] ...
where name may be
MON
followed by the names of installation-created
overlays to be added to the I ist of standard, default overlays which are KEVIN, LTAPE, DEBUG,
OPEN, CLOSE, STEPOVR, LDLNK, MUlOV,
MISOV, RMAOV, UMOV, ECBOV, ENQOV,
RTOV, TQOV1, TQOV2, and OPENTP. The
names must be less than or equal to seven characters in lengt.hand must not be ENQ orRTROOT.
Only those portions of the monitor that have
been specifically coded as overlays must be specified. This is necessary because of the mapped
overlay scheme that Is used. The names of these
user-created overlays must be' added to the standard CP-V monitor LOCeT and code must be
added to the TOPROOT or T:OV modules to access these overlays. Use of C P-V standard overlay names is not required by PASS2. Overlays
automatically included in the target system as
a function of PASS2 control command options
are ECBOV, ENQOV" RTOV, UMOV, TQOV1,
and TQOV2. The PASS2 options that control,
this automatic overlay mechanism are listed In
Table 49 •
processor name
In the form

(procname,number)

The number specifies, In decimal, the number of
overlays that will be associated and the following
flags are possible.
S

specifies that this processor resides in the
special shared processor's virtual memory.

.J

specifies that special J IT (job information
table) access is to be given.

o

specifles that the processor is to be treated
as a debugger. If specified, S is also assumed.

P

specifi,lts that the processor is to be treated
as a public (core) library, and if specified,
S is assumed. The name must be the form
:Pi (0 ~ i S 9). If valid, the name :Pi wi /I be
changed to :Pri.

M

specifies that maximum memory for this processor, I.e., all of the available core is given
to this processor when in execution.

"

specifies that this Is a command proces~or and
that it is accessible by the terminal users.

8

specifies that this is a command processor and
that it Is accessible by batch users.

G

spedfles that this is a command processor
and that it is accessible by ghost users.

C

specifies that this is a command processor
and that it Is accessible by terminal, batch,
and ghost users.

X

specifies that this processor has M:SYS CAL
authorrzation.

followed by flags and/or a number

(procname ,flagi,number)
or
(procname, flags)

Table 49. PASS2 Options That Control Automatic Overlrays

-

,-.---~

System Feature

PASS2 Option

Overlay(s) Included

Transaction processing t

TP on :MON command

TQOV1, TQOV2

Real-time

:FRGD command

RTOV

t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I - - - - , - . - - - - - - - - - - -,ENQ/DEQt

ENQ on :MON command

Unmapped monitor overlay
requirement

: HAND LERS2 command

t----~----'L---------._+_. - " - . - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Target system is an MPC
disk pack or tape

. ------

UMOV
~

(MOD,D.[:~:~] )on
:DEVICE command

IENQOV

MPC9210, MPC9310

-

tlf nei ther trClnsaction processing nor ENQ/DEQ is requested, then ECBOV is automatically included.
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The flags 5, J, D, P, M. T, B, G, C, and X
may also be grouped syntactically without intervening commas (e.g., SJ, etc., up to a maximum
of eight characters). If D or P is speclf1ed, S Is
redundant.
Note: The first eight processors will be monitored for STATS.
Table SO Is the default listof standard processors. To change
the characteristics of one of the standard processors, one
of the following should be specified.
(REPLACE,procname,flags,number)
or

Example:

(REPLACE,procname,flags)

:SPROCS (MON,BLOB),(GLOP,M,3),(POSPACE,4),;
(PSPACE,4,64)

or
(REPLACE,procname,number)
Table SO. Standard list of Shared Processors
No. of
S D P M T G B X Overlays

Processor Name

J

TEL

1 1 0 0 1 1 0

1

0

eCI

1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

0

FIX

0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0

GHOSTl

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0

0

ALLOCAT

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

LOGON

1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0

0

LINK

0

1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0

DELTA

0

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

:POO

0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0

:Pll

0

1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0

DRSP

0 0 0 0

1 0 0 0 0

0

RUNNER

1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0

()

0

o

Procname, flags, and number are described above. The
processors in Table 50 can be specified on the :SPROCS
command only in conjunction with REPLACE.
For those installations in which processors are to be dynamically added or replaced, the following name and options
will be required as applicable:
POSPACE, number
specifies, in decimal, the number of spare slots to be reserved in the processor
overlay area for additions or replacements. The
default is 0 and the range is unlimited.
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specifies, in decimal, the numPSPACE,number,size
ber of spare slots to be reserved in the processor
area and the total number of pages required for one
spare processor. This includes all data, procedures,
and overlays. The default size is 6 pages. The
permissible range of size is 6 to 256 pages. The
recommended size is 64 pages. If PSA has been
specifred on a :DEVICE command defining a disk
pack, the size parameter must be less than or equal
to the number of granules per physical cylinder
(i.e., 110 for the 7260/7275 or 110 for the 7261/
7275). Otherwise, it is set to the appropriate
value and a message is produced. Beware that
PSA space is consumed by these spare slots.

PASS2 Processor

The monitor overlay BLOB will be added to the standard
monitor list. The shared processor, G LOP, with three
overlays and obtaIning all available core while in execution, wi" be added to the standard shared processor list.
Additionally, four ~Iots have been reserved for shared processors each of which will have 64 pages reserved for them
and four slots have been reserved in the processor overlay
area for additIons or replacements.

:PART

This control command is used to define the number of partitions which may be used and their resource
values. The :PART command has the form
:PART [(option)] [, (option)] •••

The options ar~ listed below. All values must be expressed In decimal. For all options which specify minimum
and maximum values, the minimum value must be less
than or equal to the maximum value.
T1ME,min,max
specifies, in minutes, the time range
of the partition. The defaul t is 0,5.

QUAN, value
specifies, in milliseconds, the quantum time of the partition. The defaul t is 400.

name,min,max
specifies the name of a resource
(defined via the :RES command) and limits on that
resouce which are to be used for partition control. The range of permissible values is 0 to the
maximum number available for batch allocation
(i. e., the val ue specified for BMAX for the resource on the :RES command). A resource name
is always generated for CO (core) and for the four
remaining standard resources - 9T, 7T, SP, and
MC - providing they have been previously defined. The minimum values default to zero. The
maximum values default to 1. A total of fifteen
resouce names is permitted including the number
of standard resouces defined.
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'S

address
specifies the word oddres$ of the first paga
in the RESDF memory segment. This value must
~Ie equal to or greater than 1000° ,
The defaul t
16
1:5 10000 16 •

the partition Is to
lob selection or Is
default Is UNLOCK.
then UNLOCK wi"

Both size and address may be overridden by the operator at system initialization. Both parameters may be
reset via communicatio,n with the Physical Page Stealer
(PPS) ghost job.

HOLD}
{SWAP

spedffes whether the partrtlon
to be
held in core or is avai labl. for swappIng.
The default Is SWAPo If both keywords are present, then SWAP wI II be used.

LOCK
}
{ UNLOCK

specffJes whether
be available for
locked from further use. The
If both keywords are present,
be used.

The following three options specIfy the orIgin of lobs which
may be run in the partition. If none of these optIons
Is specified, all three will be assumed by default.
LCL

specIfies local batch.

TRM

specIfIes on-Itne termInal.

RB

specifies remote processIng.

PART, value
specifies the number of a partition to
which all subsequent options until the next PART
or end of record wi II appl y. All opti ons precedi ng
the first PART are default values to be used when
explicit specifications are not given. An option
not specified either preceding or following a partition number will be set to the standard SYSGEN
default. The total number of partitions defined is
equal to the highest PART number specified and
must be less than or equal to 16. If no PART value
is specified the total number of partitions is 3
by default.
Example:
:PART (LOCK),(CO,0,10),(TIME,0,5),;
(PART, 5), (PART, 4), (TIME, 6,8),;
(UNLOCK)
All options except LOCK, CO, TIME for all partitions are
set to their standard SYSGEN limits. The time range will
be set to 0,5 for all partitions except partitIon 4 which
wi II have the time range 6, 8. Also partition 4 is to be
the only partition available for fob selection. There wi"
be a total of five partitions defined.

:FRGD
This control command speclfres that the system
is to have real-time facilities. The format of the command
Is
:FRG D [(option)] [, (option)]
where the optIons are:
RESDF, size, address
where
size

specIfIes, In decTmal, size in pages of the
dedIcated foreground memory area to be allocated
at system initializatIon. The sIze may range
from to 999. The default Is 10.

°

DYNRESDF, pages, segments
where
pages
specifies" in decimal, the maximum number
of pages that may be dynamically allocated for
foreground use. These pages are not removed from
the system unti I requested, but the maximum user
size is reduced by the value specified. This value
may be altered by the operator via the PPS ghost.
The value specified may range from 0 to 999. The
default value is O.
segments
specifaes, in decimal, the maximum number
of dedi cated rea I-time memory segments that may be
allocated for foreground use. The value may range
from 1 to 999. The default value is 1.
NINT,value
specifies, in derimol, the maximum number of interrupts that can be centrally connected at
one time. This value also specifies the number of
Int,errupt Control Blocks (lCBs) to be allocated. The
ORG option on the :MON command should be used
to bias the monitor above any desired hardware interrupt levels.

:INTLB
This command associates a 2-character label
with an interrupt address. The format of the command is
:INTLB (label, loc, prio)[, (label, loc, prio)] •••
where
label

specifies a 2-character label.

loc

specifies the absolute hexadec imal interrupt location or a pseudo-interrupt number to be associated
with the label. The permissible values for an interrupt'addressare in the hexadecimal range 58-59 .2L
6o-13F. The permissible values for a pseudo-i nterrupt
number are in the hexadecimal range 1000-7FFF.

prio

specifies, in hexadecimal, the default execution
priority to be associated with this interrupt label.

:FAUTH
The feature authorization control command
specifies that users' acceSiS to certain system features is to
be controlled by the Super and Control processors. If a
special feature (defined below) is not specified on this command, all users are to have access to that feature.
Note that this command does not regulate the inclusion of
special features in the system. For example, the special
feature Enqueue/Dequeue is included in the system by specifying the ENQ option on the :MON command.

PASS2 Processor
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The fonnat of the command is:
:FAUTH (feature) [, (feature) •••J

Table 51. DistributIon of Handlers When :HANDLERS2
Control Command is Specified (cont.)
Mon i tor Roo t

UMOV

SAPl

DPAK

SCHDSUB

DSCIO

SFAUlT

DPSIO

S5SIM

HASPIO

SMON

HOTAVR

TP - transaction processing

SSTD

HOTCARD

AS - auto-save on line disconnect

TPCOCR/REGCOCR/
MINCOCRt

INITRCVR

CJ - common journalizing

TQROOT

WC - concurrent outputting

User-supplied
handlerstt

where feature specifies a special feature. The current special features are:
EQ - enqueue/dequeue facilltles
JE - M:J08 job entry
RP - remote processing

"-"

100

MPCDIO

CALL360

MPCTlO
MPSCHED
NSlP
OCPIO
OUTSYM
PLOT
PRTOUT
PTAP
RBSSS

:HANDlERS2

SSDATU

Table 51. Distribution of Handlers When :HANDlERS2
Control Command is Specified
Monitor Root

UMOV

EAPL

8SCI0

ESTD

CRDIN

HSPM

CRDOUT

MOCIOP

CSEHAND

MPSU8

CSECOM

PWP

CSES7

RA

CSES9
CSEX560

RAS
RTROOT
'----.
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K8TI0
MAGTAPE

AAPL
: HAHDLERS2 The: HANDLERS2 command specifies that the
destination of certain handlers is to be the UMOV overlay
instead of the monitor root. (UMOV is a resident "overlay"
in which all code executes unmapped.) The generation of
large target systems may require the uti lization of this command to remove code from the monitor root. :HANDLERS2
must be specified if an MPC device is specified on a device
control command. Table 51 indicates which handlers are
candidates to be placed in UMOV when the :HANDLERS2
control command is specified. Also, when the :HANDlERS2
command is specified, PASS2 bui Ids a ROOTHAND
module. If :HANDlERS2 command is absent from the control command input, all required handlers are placed in
the monitor root. The fonnat of the :HANDlERS2
command is:

INSYM

DISCIO
DISKA8

SWAPPER
TPCOCU/REGCOCU!
MINCOCUt
TSIO
V210
278010

.

.

327010
7TAP
User-suppl ied
handlerstt

TOnly one of these handlers is used.
ttThese handlers are dependent on specification
of the RHANDLER or HANDLER option on the
:DEVICE command.
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: SCPU
This control command establishes the existence
of a multiprocessing system and defines the number and
characteristi c:s of the 3econdary centra I processing units.
The labe Is in parentheses are those associated with the corresponding variables by the Control processor. The format
of the :SCPU command is

:SCPU (NSCPU, n), (lNTS, value[, value[, value]]) ~

c= .

[, (option)] •••

-

value is applied to all secondary CPUs defined by
NSCPU. The range of permissible values is MINQ
for the corresponding secondary CPU to 32767.
The default is 2000.
:GHOST
This control command is used to define the
names of ghost jobs to be automatically started when
booting from the system device or following a recovery.
The system currently provides th is serv ice for the
ALLOCAT, RBBAT, FIX, KEYIN, FILL, ERR:FIL,
RVGHOST, and ANLZ ghost jobs. Additions to this
list may be made by using this command, which has the
following format:

where
:G HOST (name [, [account J[, priority ljH , (name •.• ) 1•••
NSCPU,n
specifies the number of secondary CPUs
on the system. The va lue n may range from 1 to 3.
(If n Is 1, then secondary CPU number I has been
defined; If n is 2, secondary CPUs numbered 1 and
2 have been defined, etc.)

where name must be seven characters or less, account must
be eight characters or less, and priority must be within the
range of CO to FE. The default account is :SYS and the
default priiority is GPRIO (specified in the :IMC command).
For example:

INTS, value [, value [, value))
specifies the values
in hexadecimal, of the secondary to primary CPU
Interrupt levels. One value must be specified for
each of the secondary CPUs defined by NSCPU.
The first value applies to secondary CPU number 1,
etc.
The optIons are:
MPIPI
IndIcates that the secondary to primary interrupt level references an Interrupt paIr. If not speified, then it is a single Interrupt configuration.

AUTO, n[, n[, n]] . specifIes the numbers of the secondary CPUs whIch are to be ·automatlcally started
at boot or reboot time.

NOAUTO
specifies that automatic starts at boot
and reboot time are to be overrIdden. It Is Important to note that NOAUTO may be changed
dynamIcally using Control. (BSTR)

MINQ, value(, value[, value]] specIfies, In decimal
number of millIseconds, a guaranteed time slice
for a user on a secondary CPU after a selectIon
has been made and before a swap wI II occur. The
fIrst value is applied to secondary CPU number 1,
etc. If only one value I. 'Peclfled, the value I.
applied to all secondary CPUs defrned by NSCPU.
The range of permIssible value. Is 10 to MAXQ for
the corresponding .econdary CPU. The default Is
100. (MINQ1, MINQ2, MINQ3)

MAXQ, value[, valueG value]]
specrfles In decimal
number of milliseconds, the maximum time slice
to be allocated by the secondary CPU to a user.
The first value is applied to secondary CPU number 1, etc. If only one value I. specified, the
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:GHOST(LOGON) ,(LIN K ,CPVLMA) ,(RUNI'JER,
ACCTCPV,FD),i
(LDEV"FE)

PASS2 CONTROL COMMAND SEQUENCE
PASS2 reads all of the input commands and creates an intermediate temporary keyed fi Ie. The records (the : commands) of the file are then accessed in the order that
PASS2 requires to buHd the dynamic monitor tables. The
only restriction placed upon the order of the commands
to PASS2 concerns the :CH.AN and :DEVICE commands. At
least one :CHAN mUllt be used and each :CHAN must
precede the :DEVICE command (or commands) to which it
applies.

SYSGEN PASSZ OVERLAY STRUCTURE
TREE STRUCTURE OF PASS2
Figure 42 is the functional tree structure of PASS2 (the
names identify the necessary element fi les).

LOAD MODULES AND FILES GENERATED BY PASS2
Table 52 Identifies the load modules, data files, or element fJles t that are generated by the correspond I ng PASS2
control commands.
pASS2 MESSAGES
All PASS2 messages (Table 53) are output on the LL device.
When PASS2 attempts to continue (unless otherwise specified), It will search for a closing parenthesis "}" and continue processing from that point on. When an error message
Implies an error within a pro,cessor, this could also mean
that there Is not enough core to generate the current load
module (LM).
tThe term element file refers to a ROM {relocatable object
module} •

PASS2 Processor
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Control Commands In
The Order Processed

P2CCI - P2DCBS - MODIFY

UBCHAN

CHAN}
{DEV

FAUTH

FAUTH

SDEVICE

SDEVICE

P2RES

RES

P2LDV

LDEV

P20PL

OPL~LT

XPART

PART
HAN DLERS2 (processed
in the root; has no module associated with it)

----XMONITOR

MON

P2SCPU

SCPU

IMC

IMC

XLIMIT

BLIMIT
OGLIMIT
{ G LIM IT
ELIMIT

FRGD

FRGD}
{INTLB

SPRoes

SPROCS

P2coe

COC

P2GHOST

GHOST

J

FIgure 42. Tree Structure of PASS2
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Table 52. PASS2 Load Modules and Files

~~v_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

--~,

PASS2 Commands

Load Module/Element
File Name

Table 52. PASS2 Load Modules and Files (cant.)
...---Load Module/Element
PASS2 Commands
Fi Ie Name

.-----.----.-~--.---

~--------------.-.--.---------------------~

CHAN DEVICE

SDEVICE

10TABLE (load module)
SG :FLG (load module)
SG :OPNMt (load module)
SG:OPX t (load module)
SPEC:HANDt (data file)
M:DCTMOD (load module)
M:HGP (load module)
M:SDEV {load module}
SG:PNTt {load module}

FAUTH

SG:PNT t (load module)

RES

SG:RNT (load module)
SG:RCT (load module)
SG:RTY (load module)
SG:OPNMt (load module)
SG:OPX t (load module)

LDEV

SG:OPNMt (load module)
SG:OPX t (load module)

OPLBLT

SG:OPNMt (load module)
SG:OPX t (load module)
SG:FLG (load module)

MON

M:CPU (load module)
M:SYMB (load module)
M:CONFIG (load module)
MON::ORG (element flle)
CSEBRANCH (load module)
SPEC:HANot (data file)

~

SCPU

r

LlM1T

GLIMIT
OLlMlT }

STABLES (load module)
SG:LNT (load module)
SG :DLNT (load module)

ELIMIT

M:ELIMIT (load module)

COC

M:COC (load module)
M:IOMOD t (load module)
SPEC: HANDt (data fi Ie)
SG:INTt (load module)
ROOTHAND(load module)tt

IMC

M:IMC (load module)

SPROCS

M: SPROCS (load module)

PART

M:PART (load module)

FRGD}
{ INTlB

SPEC:HAND~ (data file)
M:FRGD (load module)

rThese modules are buHt from InformatIon from several
commands. In additIon to the above flies, PASS2 also
gene~ates the T:P2SI fHe which contaIns all the control commands used during PASS2 and a list of any signiffcant errors that are not of the abort type. This file
is accessed by the monitor dump analysis program
(ANLZ) al1d Is Included with Its output to aid in system
tt debugg Ing •
This module is built only if a HANDLERS2 command
has been specified.

Table 53. PASS2 Menages
Message

DescrIptIon
General Messages

***CANNOT READ CONTINUATION RECORDPASS2 ABORTED

The card rmage following a contInuation character is incorrect or
out of place.

---'.-~"'~---.

***DIFFICULTY PROCESSING PASS2
COMMANDS
~-

; ***DUPLICATE CC OTHER THAN DEVICE/CHAN
DUPLICA TE IG NORED
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In attempting to bur Id the rntermedlate keyed ff Ie of : commands,
PASS2 has encountered an abnormal/error condItIon. The I/O
.rror code Is output and PASS2 exits to the monitor.
A duplicate control command other than a :DEVICE or :CHAN
command was encountered. PASS2 Ignores duplicates and
continues.

PASS2 ProceslOr
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)
,-.,-,.,~

Message

......-,.-

Description
.-

-

-'-

_ _ ' " " ' _ _ """"">O" _ _ " " ' _ _

"

.

_

'

___

~

The end of PASS2 has been reached • PASS2 exits to the monitor.

• • • •• END OF PASS2 •••••
***ERROR IN M:EI FILE

The M:MODNUM fi Ie cannot be opened.

***ERROR IN PROCESSOR JOB ABORTED

One of the control command modules has transmitted incorrect
syntax parameters to the syntax routine.
---_._----_........_-----In a ttempti ng to a ccess the records from the i ntermed ia te keyed fil e
of : commands, PASS2 has encountered an abnormal/error condition.
The I/O error code is output and PASS2 exits to the monitor.

--.--~-~-,.~-.-

'----

***ERROR PROCESSING COMMAN DS FROM
KEYED FILE

----,-_._-

***ERROR WHILE WRITING T:P2SI

An I/O error occurred. PASS2 continues.

INlllllllll xx ERRORS AND OR WARNINGS
IN THIS PASS21111111111#

PASS2 keeps a count of the error and warning messages it has
issued and prints the number in the xx field.

".---

-

***INADEQUATE CORE SPACE - SKIP TO
NEXT CC

The current option caused a table overflow.

***INADEQUATE SPACE TO BUILD INTERMEDIA TE TABLES
***PASS2 ABORTS

An attempt to get a page for use as a work area has fai led.
PASS2 aborts.

***1/0 ERR/ABN

= xx/xx

-•

An I/O error occurred in attempting to build or access records
from the ~ntermediate keyed ftle of : commands. The error code
is specified by xx/xx.

--------***MODIFY ERROR - SKIP TO NEXT CC
***THE FOLLOWING TABLE WAS BEING
GENERATED. xxxxxxx

Problem genflratlng a DEF or REF (xxxxxxx) during the building
of the current load module. PASS2 aborts.

***NO cae COMMAND - A BATCH ONLY
SYSTEM BEING GENERATED

Self-explanatory • PASS2 continues.

PASS2 AT YOUR SERVICE

This i. an on-Itne message to inform you that PASS2 is ready to
read SI and start processing.

••••• PASS2 CCI IN CONTROL •••••

PASS2 has been entered •

***PASS2 DELAYED ABORT DUE TO FATAL
ERROR

An error has occurred in processing PASS2 commands that has been
determined to be fatal but from which PASS2 has attempted to
contfnue processing commands to provide syntax analysis of nonaffected commands. An example of such an error is the omission
of a handler for a nonstandard device. Some errors may have been
produced as a result of the delayed abort condition and correction
of the initial problem may correct subsequent problems. PASS2
laues an error exit.

***RECORD EXCEEDS 80 CHARACTERS

A card Image of more than 80 characters was processed. PASS2
abort ••

--------

------_..-.--_._.-_... _------.

•

•

***SYNTAX ERROR - •••

The rest of the message indicates thltype of error encountered.

THE FOLLOWING COMMANDS WERE NOT
FOUND IN THE INPUT TO THIS PASS2:
:xxxxxxx

This message lists any of the 20 possible eommands not included
In the input to PASS2. This is an Informative message only.

.._···,___..

._·~
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Table 53. PASS2 Messagos (cent.)

Messag'"

Description

--~~.-.---~.--. --.----~----+---------~"-----------

""**UNKNOWN OR MISPLACED CC
,._..

. -----

The current control c:ommand is unknown or out of order. PASS2
continues to next control command.

__._------------_.
CHAN/DEVICE Meuoges

$

When $ appears without additional messages, It indicates that there
,_ _ _+-~syntax error. P~SS2 tries to continue.
____..
•.
***A PSA-ALLOCATED PACK MUST ALWAYS
The PSA pack device control command must physically precede
PRECEDE ALL OTHER PACK DEVICE COMMANDS
all other disk pack commands.
(DELAYED ABORT)
._--------_ _._-

_--------------

----

.--.---.----

..

User has specified a CLiST value less than the minimum
allowable for the device.

***A STANDARD DEVICE CLIST VALUE
CANNOT BE LESS THAN SYSGEN
DEFAULT. SYSGEN DEFAULT USED

-------_._---_._._----_.._.-

*·*CANNOT BUILD SGP OR NONRESIDENT HGP

-----------_ _---_.
The available core is not suffictent for generating these tables.
....

_.--_._--------_.- ._-_._--_._--_._

..

A DEVICE control command yyndd field contained "NO", "MT",

***DEVICE TYPE yy ILLEGAL

---_._---_._--------_._--.-

..

or "SP" as Its yy. PASS2 tries to continue.
- ---_.

***DP INDEX EXCEEDS 63 DEC. THIS IS A
PROBLEM IF 3282 PACKS ARE INVOLVED.

The user should rearmnge input Sc) that 3282 packs will have a
lower OCT index than other packs. PASS2 continues.
---------------------_._---_.
...- A PSA value greater than 200 tracks has been specified for a "onstandard RAD device '.

__

***FIXED HEAD DEVICE EXCEEDS MAX TRACKS
FOR SWAPPER - SET TO MAX TRACKS

---------------_.

***IF 5S, TRKS, CYLS OMITTED DEFAULTS:
100, 8, 10 WILL BE SUPPLIED

This message applies to nonstandard disk or disk pack devi ces.

~--------------------.

***INSUFFICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE

The avaIlable core WeJS not large enough for the allocation required by generation of the load module. PASS2 aborts.

---------***LOAD MODULE CANNOT BE
GENERATED

----..... ---- .......-----.------

ThIs message Is produced In conlunctlon with the messages
INSUFFICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE and ONLY xxxx PAGES
OBTAINED. PASS2 aborts •

---

.- - - -.. - - - - . -- ...- - - - - - - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - i

"·MORE THAN 36 DP-3275 CHANNELS
SPECIFIED ONLY FIRST 36 RETAINED

There are over 36 channel control commands associated with
3275 model disk packs. Only the first 36 will be retained for
later use by the XMONITOR module in PASS2. P.A.SS2 continues •

***MREC/MXREC VALUE INVALIDSYSGEN DEFAULT USED

The value for either MREC or MXREC exceeds 255. PASS2 substitutes 1 for MREC and 255 for MXREC and continues.

·**'NAME' OR SYNTAX INVALID

A CHAN control command option field has a syntax error, or the
DEVICE control command contained a syntax error or invalid name
for the handler option. PASS2 tries to continue.

---.--------------- _ .. _- ._-------_._._--_._---------_ .....-.. _--

.

~-----.--..---.----------~-----

***NCYL MISSING FOR MOVEABLE HEAD
DISK DEVICE

In defining a nonstandard disk devi ee, the parameter NCYl was
omitted. PASS2 aborl's.

"**NGC >255 - NGC SET TO 30

A CYLIN value greater than 255 was specified for a new device.
PASS2
conti nues.
-----------..-- - - -- ........- - - - - . - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - f

._------_. _--- . _----_._--_._ . ._- _. _._------+----------_._-_.... -.._... ---_._----_.__._--_. _. _ . . . _.. _ ...._---

---_.-._---------_._-_._.. _---_.
***I'IGC >255 - 55 USED FOR 7261/7275/3275

~_"_"'_."-

_ _ ' _ _ _ .'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ " _ _
~

~

'M_'_~

_____ "' _ _ '_'

UIr"JGC >255 - 30 USED FOR 7242/7271
-..----.-------..--------.--..-----..
'Hr*~'!GC >255 -- Xt]OI USED FOR 9210

---~

_~

_ _ _ _ _ •_ _ _ _ _ _ _
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The CYLIN value is

_"""-,_~_.-

t()O

large. PASS2 continues.

_ _ _ _ ,. _ _ "_'"' _ _ • _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _._, . _ _ _

~

_ _ _ .. _ . __ . _ _ _ •. __

The CYLIN value is too large. PASS2 continues.
---.~--

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.

The CYLIN value is too large. PASS2 continues.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ... _ _ _ .__._ _..J
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r - - - - - - . -.. .
Message

-~--------

. . ----.-...-.--.

Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)
--.~.------....,...----------~~---.

---------_____...____ ._ _ _--"

Descd pt ion

***NO CHAN/DEVICE INFO

No CHAN and DEVICE control commands have been encountered.
PASS2 tries to continue to the next command that is not a CHAN
or DEVICE command.
---- --- ---. -.-- - . - - - - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - - -..... -.-------.....---.-----------***NO DEVICE FOR CHAN
A CHAN control command has been encountered without any device definitions for the channel. PASS2 tries to continue.
--- ---.---- --_._------- ..__ ...... _ _._---------+--------_._._--_._._---_. _--_ ...__ . _ - .__ . ._--_._----.. -.._._----***NO DISC DEFINED
No RAD or disk pack was defined by a DEVICE control command.
. -....---------------.-" ----" .. --.-.-.------.----- t-------.----.------.----------------.---- - - - - - - - 1
***NO HANDLER - DEVICE IGNOREDThe HANDLER option was not present for a nonstandard device.
DELAYED ABORT CONDITION
Although this is an abort condition, PASS2 wi II attempt to continue
processing subsequent commands for syntax analysis but wi \I issue
an error exit at the end. Note that subsequent errors may be a
function of this error condition.
_. ....._._-_._----------------------_.
._.- -_ •._._--_._----_...._._-------_._-----_._----_..._._._.. ..... _-

__

__

_

***NON-STANDARD DEVICE OPTIONS
SUCH AS VFC, BIN, R, AND COMP
IGNORED FOR STANDARD DEVICES

PASS2 uses a set of standard values for any standard device.
Therefore these options should not be specified on a standard
device control command.

-- -----------.----.------..- - - - - - - - -...----.-.-- .--..- ..... - - - - - - - - . - - . - - . - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - 4

***NO PER DEFINED
--_.... _---- ..._._--.-.. __._._-_._-----------_.. - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Self-explanatory. PASS2 ,:ontinues.
•. _ - _ . _ - - _ . _ - - - - _ . _ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

"----_.-

***NO PSA DEFINED
Self-explanatory. PASS2 continues.
------._---_._-------_ _--_.- -.------.-------------------------~
In defining a nonstandard disk device, the parameter NTPC was
***NTPC MISSING FOR MOVEABLE HEAD
DISK DEVICE
omitted. PASS2 aborts.
..

t - - - - - - ------.--- -.. -----,,-.--------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - .

***ONLY 1 MC-DEVICE COMMAND IS LEGAL

- i r - - - - - - - - - - · - · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --.-...t

Self-explanatory. PASS2 aborts.

- - . - - - - - - -....- - - - - - - - - I f - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . : - , - , , . - -

***ONLY xxxx PAGES OBTAINED

This message follows the messages HGP TABLE FULL and INSUFFICIENT PAGES AVAILABLE. xxxx is the number of pages that
were available to build the load module. PASS2 aborts.

- - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - . ---.-~-- ..-~.--.. - - - - ... --""---....-......---... -"--..- ...--------------,,.--- - - - - - - - - - 1

***ONLY PFA VALID ON PRIVATE OR
CYLIN ALLOCATED DEVICE

PER and PSA are not al16wed. PFA is set to the pack size.

~---------------------------------_+--------~-------------------------------------4

***PASS2 UNABLE TO CONTINUE

Sel f-explanatory • PASS2 aborts.

r---------.----------------------~-------------------------------------------

***PER STARTING SECTOR EXCEEDS
16 BITS - PER SET TO 0

The starting sector address of PER exceeds the halfword field in the
HGP and therefore is set to O. (Actually, the PSA field overflowed
and caused the PER field to overflow.) This condition can only
occur when a 7265 or 7275 disk pack is specified.

r-------------.-------------------t-------------------------------t
***PFA STARTING SECTOR EXCEEDS
16 BITS - PFA SET TO 0

The starting sector address of PFA exceeds the halfword field in
the HGP and therefore is set to O. (Actually, the PER field overflowed and caused the PFA field to overflow. If this message is
output in conJunction with the message 'PER STARTING SECTOR
EXCEEDS 16 BITS - PER SET TO 0', then the PSA field overflowed and this caused both the PER and PFA fields to overflow.)
This condition can only occur when a 7265 or 7275 disk pack
is specified.
..---.--------.-.-.--------The value used for the number of granules per logical cylinder has
caused the resulting HGP to exceed one page in length. PASS2
aborts.

--------+--------------~--------

***PRIVATE DISK HGP EXCEEDS ONE PAGE

--.-- ----... -- -- - - - - r - - - - - - - - - - - - -.. -.... -.-------"--- ----.-.-.-------.--.--".--

***PSA DEFINED ON RAD, NOT ALLOWED
ON DP
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A disk pack cannot be used for swap storage if a RAD is also being
used for swap storage. PASS2 tries to continue.

Table 53. PASS2 MeslOges (cont.)
~------'------------------~--------------~--------------------------,--------------

Message

Description

~.--------------------------------------~------------------------.-------------"--------------~
***PSA MUST BE 7212/7232/3214 DISC PACK PSA has been specifiied on a device that is not recognized as
PSA IGNORED
either a RAD or a disk pack. PASS2 continues.

----------------------1----------------.------.--.-----The PSA option is not permitted for an MPC device.

--'-----.-------------4---------,---.-----------_ _ ._____.___ .-._ _
The PSA option may only be spec:ified for one disk pack device.
PASS2 continues.
1-----

.-----.

***PSA VALUE TOO LARGE. REDUCED TO
HEX FF.

1 - - - - - - - , - - - -------------.-.~

This message refers te) a pack swapper. PSA size for a pack
swapper must not exceed one byte. PASS2 continues.

1---------_._._-------------- ----..f---.------.
***SINCE AN MPC WAS SPECIFIED,
A HANDLERS2 CONTROL COMMAND MUST
BE INCLUDED IN THE PASS2 (DELAYED
ABORT)

"""""------------------

- - .-.-------------.-.---------

A device control command for an MPC disk pack requires that
a HANDLERS2 control command be present in the PASS2
source input.

--------+-------------.-~--

----------_._---_..

**·SIZE MISSING FOR FIXED HEAD
In defining a nonstandard disk device, the SIZE parameter was
DISK DEVICE
omitted. PASS2 abol"ts.
1;------------------------_. _--------._-- - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ***SPEC :HAND CANNOT BE GENERATED
An abnormal condition prevents the creation of the SPEC :HAND
file. PASS2 aborts.
---.-.----------.-.--.-------------------r--- ------.---------------------.-----.--.----- - - ***SS/NSPT/SIZE MUST BE NONZERO
Either a new disk device has not been fully defined or some model
or controller number is incorrect. Therefore the device is new to
PASS2 and the defau Its cannot be used. PASS2 aborts.
r·----··------------------·--+---,·,----------PASS2 wrll increase PFA, if rt exists, to utilize all device tracks
***SUM OF PSA+PER+PFA<SIZE
on cylinders. If PFA does not exist, then an attempt is made to
add the balance to PER. If PER does not exist, then the balance
is added to PSA.
-~-------------.--------

---------_ . _---------------------+-----_._--_._---_._--. .There was a conflict In the summation of the given list of var***5 UM OF PSA + PER + PFA >SIZE

Iables and the defined RAD or disk pack size. The message may
appear several times for a given RAD (i .e., if the conflict is determined after the summation of PSA + PER, then the message will
appear for this summation and once for each of the remaining summations). The processor conti nues.
i - - - - - - - - - . - - - , - - - - - - - - - f - - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - -...- - - - - - - - - - - - - I
This message appears In conjunction with the $ message. PASS2
***SYNTAX ERROR
trl es to contl nue •
>---._----------------------1-------------'----_._------------.-~--------

***SYNTAX ERROR DUAL OPTIONS USED

. --

The closing double parenthesis on the DUAL option of the CHAN
command are in error. However, the preceding option has been
correctly processed and wi " be used. UBCHAN cOnfinues.

~----.---------------------------------~~----------------

The low order 0 of an MPC device must be greater than zero.
"'**THE UNIT ADDRESS OF AN MPC DEVICE
CANNOT BE ZERO (i. e. I THE lOW ORO ER 0
IN THE YVNDD DEVICE NAME).
...------_. _-----_._-------------_..." . __ ._._--+----------_._----,..._ - - - --------..--------------A DEVICE control command defined a RAD or disk pack device
***THIS DISC ALREADY DEFINED
(i.e., yyndd) that had already been defined. PASS2 tries to
continue.
~.-.---------.----.-----

..

--.--------.------- -_._-_._---_._------_.. _---_.._._- _-------_._-_....

***THIS HANDLER - xxxxxx - WILL BE
PLACED IN THE UMOV OVERLAY

l
..•

The xxxxxx handler has been declared a monitor root handler via
the RHANDLER option" However, Of is one of the standard handlers
destined for the HANDLERS2 record in SPEC :HAND. Therefore,
the declaration wi" be ignored •

_.__._-_.,-_........_------"._._.. _.__ _....----- -----------------,---_._--_ _--'_
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont,)
---.---..-.--------.-.--'" ......
..-,..-'-----.
Description

.."-..

--~-.------

Message

..

***TOO MANY COC'S SPECIFIED - ONLY
8 ARE ALLOWED

~--

-~.----,~ .. -.~- ..... ~

-----------

Self-explanatory • PASS2 continues.
---..----

1-----

***TOO MANY LIKE SWAP DEVICES TO
FIT IN S*XXXX TABLE. ONLY FIRST
8 SUPPLIED.

The table of swap device model numbers is only eight words long.
PASS2 continues.

***TROUBLE WITH M:MODNUM FILE OR
MODNUM COMMAND. PASS2 UNABLE
TO CONTINUE.

An I/O error occurred. PASS2 aborts.

***UNKNOWN DEVICE yyndd FOR CH

The channel designated is out of range.

--_._.. ".__.. _-_._..

~.--

..--,

-"'-'-P-~-----'-"-"--

An unusual unit number was specified for a non-FECP device.
PASS2 changes it to X'lE' and continues.

***UNRECOG NIZABLE UNIT ON
DEVICE CONTROL COMMAND
-------------- ----_._...._---- -------------------

---- f - - - - - -

***WARNING DEVICE SIZE NOT
EVENL Y DIVISIBLE BY NGC REMAINDER IGNORED

The size of the device computed to total number of granules is
not evenly divisible by the value representing the number of granules per logical cylinder (NGC). PASS2 continues.

***WARNING INCORRECT MOD. * OR
CONT. II FFFF HAS BEEN SUBSTITUTED
FOR BOTH.

PASS2 continues. However, the system wi II have to be patched
with the correct model and controller numbers.

***WARNING NEW DISK PACK USED FOR
SWAPPER

A nonstandard disk pack has been used as the swapper.

.

---'-- 1----- -

***VALID 'CHAN' CC MUST PRECEDE
'DEVICE' CC

----

A :DEVICE control command not preceded by a :CHAN control
command WIJS encountered. PASS2 tries to continue.

SDEVICE Messages
***MXSTRM TOO LARGE - SET TO 128

The value specified for MXSTRM exceeds 128. MXSTRM is set
to 128 and PASS2 continues.

***MXSTRM TOO SMA LL - SET TO 3**RBTS

In a system with remote devices defined, either MXSTRM was not
specified or the value specified for It was too small. MXSTRM is
set to three times the number of RBTs defined and PASS2 continues.

***NO SYMBIONT DEVICES DEFINED
***PASS2 UNABLE TO CONTINUE

There is missing or incorrect Information on the :SDEVICE
command.

**xxxx UNK NOWN - OPTION IG NORED

The character string xxxxx does not identify a device that was
defined via the :DEVICE command. The option is ignored and
PASS2 continues.

-

RES Messages
***xxxx A SYMBIONT DEVICE RESOURCE
IGNORED

I
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)
r----------------------------------~----r_--------,.----~,----------~,~--~----~~------~

Message

Description

***xxxx yyyyyyyy DEFAULT> MAX OPTION
DEFAULTED

For the resource xxxx, the default is greater than the maximum
for the mode specified by yyyyyyyy (batch, on-line, or ghost).
The default Is set as follows:
If the resource 'iis CO, it is set as indicated in Table 46. For
all other resources, the default is set to zero for the batch or
on-line mode 01' is set to the va lue specified for the maximum
for the ghost mode.
PASS2 contI nues.

***xxxx yyyyyyyy MAX> SUM OPTION
DEFAULTED

For the resource xxxx, the maximum value is greater than the sum
for the mode specified by yyyyy>,yy (batch, on-line, or ghost).
The maxImum Is set as follows:
If the resource Is CO, it is set as indicated in Table 46. For
all other resources, the maximum is set to the value specified
for sum for the batch mode or to sum-l for the ghost or online mode.
PASS2 continues.

**"'NO INVALID RESOURC.E - RESOURCE
IGNORED

NO may not be specified as a resource. PASS2 continues.

h-------------------~-----------------.-~-------------------------------------------------~

",*",xxxx RESOURCE ALREADY DEFINEDOPTION IGNORED

The resource specified by xxxx was specified more than once on
the :RES command. The first specification Is used. PASS2 continues.

I----i----------------------------l----.-----------.-------.---------------~

*",*xxxx RESOURCE UNDEFINED AMONG
A DP resource was specIfIed but no disk packs were defined via
DEVICES
:DEVICE command.
h - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i f - -..-- .......... -- . -.. _.--... -....-.........-_. . _.-.- -......__ ...-_....
- . - - -..-.---_
For
fhe
resource'
xxx
x
,
the
value
specified
for
sum
is greater than
"'''''''xxX)( yyyyyyyy SUM> TOT OPTION
DEFAULTED
TOT for the mode specIfied by yyyyyyyy (batch, on-line, or ghost).
The value for sum Is set as follows:
If the resource II CO, It Is set as Indicated In Table 46. For
all other resources, sum Is set to TOT for all modes.
PASS2 continues.
~-------------------------------------4---------------------------.-------------------

__~

"'''''''SYSGEN DEFAULTED ONE TAPE GDEF
RESOURCE TO 1.

At least one GDEF re:source must exIst for boot-tIme requIrements.
Therefore PASS2 hal overridden the user specifIcatIon of zero.

"'''''''TOO MANY RESOURCES ONLY
FIRST 15 USED

Only 15 resources can be specIfIed. The first 15 are used and the
relt are Ignored. PASS2 continues.

~-------------------------------------4~------------------------.--------------------.------

"'''''''xxX)( , TOTAL>' DEFINED ON SYSTEM(I DEFINED USED

For the resource xxxx, TOT II greater than the number defined In
the :DEVICE commando (Thll mellOge only applies to devIce type
resources.) The number defined on :DEVICE 's uled for TOT.
PASS2 contlnuel.

~!----.----------------------------------~-----------------------------------------.----------

*"''''xxxx TOTAL MISSING, RESOURCE
IGNORED

The TOT optron mUlt be Ipectfted for a nondevlce type resource.
PASS2 contrnuel.

~--------------------------------------~----.-----------,--------------------------------.--~
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)

---

Message

- - - - - -.--

----~-"---- ..

-----

Description
--

_._~_

._A ..

-...~

___

LDEV Messages
*** > 15 LDEV ENTRIES - ADDITIONAL ONES
IGNORED
--_._-

-

---

"-

A maximum of 15 logical device names may be defined on the
:LDEV command. The first 15 definitions are used and PASS2
continues.
- ......---.--

-- -----

----"----- --"--_.----------

The logical device name xx is always automatically generated by
the system and should not be specified on the :LDEV command.
PASS2 contInues.

***xx CANNOT BE ASSIGNED - ENTRY
IGNORED

------------_._-------"--

.--.

***xx DEVICE NOT DEFINED
***PASS2 UNABLE TO CONTINUE

Either CR or lP or both are missing on the :SDEVICE command.
PASS2 aborts.

***xx DEVICE TYPE NOT SYMBIONTENTRY IG NORED

The device type xx was not specified as a symbiont device on
:SDEVICE command. PASS2 continues.

..----..------------.----

---------------

~"

_.

-

a

-

***xxxx LABEL MORE THAN 2 CHARACTERS.
IT Will BE IGNORED.

The user has specified an lDEV name that is greater than two
characters in length. (The name specified is indicated in the
xxxx field.)

***NAME A DEVICE TYPE - NAME IGNORED

The name cannc: be a type mnemonic. PASS2 continues.

**"'NAME DUPLICATED - FIRST ONE USED

A logical device name was specified twice. PASS2 continues.

--

-

"'''''''xx SYMBIONT DEVICE TYPE NOT
SPECIFIED - DEFAULT TO L1

A logical device name was not defined for the symbiont device
type xx. It Is given the logical devIce name 11 by default.
PASS2 continues.

- - - -...

----~--

OPlBLT Messages
"'''''''xxxxx ASSIG NMENT TO SYMBIONT
DEVICE - OPTION IGNORED

A physical device specified on the :OPlBLT command must not
be a symbIont device. PASS2 continues.

"'''''''xx ASSIGNN.:::NT UNKNOWN - OPTION
IGNORED

The name specified by xx Is an unknown device type or logical
devl ce name. PASS2 conti nues.

*"''''2 CHARS MAX FOR OPLABEL - OPTION
IGNORED

The operational label must be one or two characters in length.
PASS2 continues.

"'''''''xx OPLABEL IS TYPMNEMONIC/LDEVICE OPTION IGNORED

The operational label cannot be the same as a device type or a
logical device name. PASS2 contInues.

"'''''''xxxxx UNKNOWN DEVICE - OPTION
IGNORED

The specification xxx xx Is an unknown physical device. PASS2
continues.

MON Messages
***A COMBINATION OF AN X560 AND
MOS SPECIFICATION IS ILLEGAL
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)
...______
Description

r__.----------.----~.~-.-.

.----..-

**""AVGSER IS OUT OF RANGE - DEFAULT
(1) IS USED
......

__

~~---

_._----_.. __._-----_._.-

._--

~-----

Self-explanatory • PASS2 contin ues.
...

---_.---_.._.._ - -

-

w""""COMBINA TION OF SIG6/SIG9;X560
BIG-ILLEGAL OR ALL OF THESE ARE
MISSING

See the description of the :MO N command for
combinations. PASS2 aborts.

CORE SPECIFICATION TOO LARGE FOR
THIS SYSTEM. 128K SUBSTITUTED.

Only SIG9 or X560 together wit h BIG may exceed 128K.
----

--------------------

~-~-------

The TP and MINICOC options al'e mutually exclusive. PASS2
continues.

--.---------- ---_.-

~--------.-.--.---

- - - - - - - - - _ .__..._-------

Only one of these options shoul 01 be s.pecified. Both are ignored.
PASS2 continues.

""""*NOT BOTH ANSDET AND ANSPROTIGNORED

-----------------

~.

""*""SINCE AN MC WAS SPECIFIED IN
THE DEVICE COMMANDS, AN X560
SHOULD BE INCLUDED ON THE
:MON CC.

Se If-expl anatory • PASS2 conti nJues.

""""""SINCE AN X560 WASSPECIFIED, AN MC
DEVICE SHOULD HAVE BEEN INCLUDED
IN THE DEVICE CONTROL COMMANDS

Self-explanatory. PASS2 conti nues.

.----_.-

""""""SYNTAX ERROR - 'X' EX PECTED
.

-----------

---- f------..- - - - - - - . - - - ----------------_._---'X' is ')', " " or '('. PASS2 searches for the next opening

~.

t----.

of the lego I

.------....._--_.------

""""""MINICOC OPTION WILL BE IGNORED
SINCE TP HAS ALSO BEEN SPECIFIED
1----

a" list

parenthesis.

_--_ .

-

__._--

--------_._-------.
.--An I/O error has occurred with the SPEC :HAND file.

.

""""·TROUBLE WITH SPEC :HAND
HANDLERS RECORD NOT INCLUDED

--

""""*UNRECOGNIZED DEVICE SYMBOL ON
ONE OF THE DEVICE CARDS. SYMBOL
IS: x
----'"
""""""AUTO AND NOAUTO BOTH SPECIFIED AUTO USED

.

Check through the :DEVICE com mands for the symbol specified
as a channel definition. PASS2 aborts.
The NOAUTO option is ignored.

-------------------_ _----..

The value specified for NSCPU i!l less than a value specified on
the AUTO option.

***AUTO ENTRIES EXCEED NCPU - EXCESS
IGNORED
*U

n AUTO VALUE IS GREATER THAN 3.
IT WILL BE IGNORED.

Sel f-explana tory.
. __. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ."
The value specified for NSCPU i Ii less than the number of values
specified on the INTS option.
---'~------'~----

""""""INTS ENTRIES EXCEED NSCPU - EXCESS
IGNORED

--

~-

""**INTS ENTRIES NOT EQUAL TO NSCPUDELAYED ABORT
*""""MAXQ VALUE IS> 32767- DEFAULTED
TO 32767
~.

..-,~---~-.

""*""MAXQ VALUE IS LESS THAN CORRESPONDING MINQ VALUE. THEREFORE
THIS MAXQ IS SET TO MINQ MATE.
"--.-~---.----

90 16 74H-2(9;78)

_.

-----------

------------------1

The number of values specifred 0 " the INTS optIon is less than
the number of secondary CPUs. I)ASS2 aborts.
Self-explanatory •
~--.----.-.-----

..

-.------- -...-.--.----..-.---- ....- - - - - - 4

Se If-explanatory •

---.-

----.-----~---.-
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)
Description

Message

---"---"----

***MAXQ VALUE IS ZERO - DEFAULTED
TO 2000
,-----

----

***MINQ VALUE IS ZERO - DEFAULTED
TO 10

-----,----,--

-------,

-

~-

,--~---

***NO VALUE FOR NSCPU. THEREFORE
A NON-MULTIPROCESSING SYSTEM
WILL BE GENERA TED.

Self-explanatory.
~

-_._----

--

Self-explanatory.
- -- .__ ..._----- -_."-_...
Either NSCPU was not specified or was specified with a value of
zero.
.,,_

--~-----

",,-~------ ~-

***NSCPU VALUE> 3. VALUE 3 HAS BEEN
USED.

Self-explanatory •

--

COC Messages
***A LINE WAS TAGGED AS A 2741
TERMINAL TYPE BUT WAS NOT DECLARED
AS SUCH WITHIN A 2741 OPTION.

Terminal types and lines must be consistent. In this case, the
running system treats the types and lines as non-2741s.

***A LINE WAS DECLARED AS A 2471 BUT
WAS TAGGED AS A NON-2471 WITHIN
A TERMINAL OPTION.

Terminal types and lines must be consistent. In this case, the
running system treats the types and lines as 2741s.

***COCx INTERRUPT LEVEL CONFLlCTCOC ABORTED

Self-explanatory • PASS2 skips to the next control command.
M:COC Is not generated.

***COCx DEVICE NOT DEFINED - COC
ABORTED

The reference device has not been defined by a :DEVICE control command.

***COCx DEVICE OPTION MISSING - COC
ABORTED

Self-explanatory • PASS2 terminates processing of the :COC command. M:COC Is not generated.

***COCx lIN' OR 'OUT I LOCATION NOT
IN SAME GROUP AS PREVIOUS
ONES

Self-explanatory • PASS2 discontinues processing of the :COC
command.

***COCx L1NES>64- DEFAULT TAKEN

Self-explanatory • COC continues.

***COCx 'OUT' LOCATION NOT 'IN'
LOCATION + 1

Each COC input interrupt should be one higher in priority that
the corresponding output interrupt. PASS2 discontinues processing of the :COC command.

***COCx --RING> 255 - 255 USED

The value for RING must be less than or equal to 255. COC
continues.

***COCx RING INADEQUATE - DEFAULT
TAKEN

Self-explanatory. C ce cant inues •

***ERROR IN COCDIO SPECIFICATION.
IT MUST·BE GREATER THAN PREVIOUS.
PASS2 OVERRIDE USED.

A CceDIO specification is in conflict with a previous CceDIO
address. COCDrO addresses must be generated in increasing
order. PASS2 will ignore specification and generate an address
of one greater than previous COC address.

***NOT ABLE TO GET WORK PAGES TO
READ SPEC :HAND

No dynamic core pages were available at the point where the
SPEC :HAND file was to be read into core to be updated. PASS2
continues.
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (conL)

--_._---_.-------

-

~-.->-

Message
.•
"'''''''PASS2 ABORT. EITHER A DEVICE OPTION
HAS BEEN OMITTED OR 1 TOO MANY
COC OPTIONS WERE GIVEN.

Description

-

-

.

.-_._.
"'''''''TROUBLE WITH SPEC :HAND - TRANSLATE
TABLES lOST

---_._.
Self-explanatory • Co C continues.

o.

"'''''''TYPE> 7 INVALID - DEFAULTS USED

-

--.
The toto I number of btu ffers wos less than three times the total
number of lines. CQc continues.

"'''''''WARNING :BUFFERS < 3'" LINES
_-_0'

~~

-

The :COC Is considelred the first COC. There must be a dev ice
option included in the options fo! lowing :COC and before the
next coe 'Pec1fl cati on Also, a dev ice option must follow any
subsequent coes.
The type of I/O error is listed after this message and PASS2
aborts.

-

....

-

IMC Menages
Self-explanatory. PA SS2 continues.

""""'AIRM MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL
TO RASIZE. AIRM HAS BEEN SET EQUAL
TO RASIZE.

Self-explanatory • PA SS2 continues.

"'''''''AIRTO IS GREATER THAN 500000.
AIRTO HAS BEEN SET TO 500000.
f-i---

-~--

"'''''''BPRIO < X'CO' OR> X'FF'. DEFAULT
USED (X'FC')

Self-explanatory • PA SS2 continues.

"''''·COC BUFFERS> 255 - 255 USED

Self-explanatory. 1M C continues.

"''''*EXPIRE OR MAXEXPIRE OUT OF RANGE 999 DAYS, 23 HOURS USED

Self-explanatory • 1MC continues.

***GPRIO < X'CO' OR> X'FF.
USED (X'FC')

Self-exp lanatory .• PA SS2 continues.

DE~AULT

._---

•.

f--!----

,

---'---

r-.----

***MAXB > /I OF PARTITIONS. DEFAULTED
TO /I OF PARTITIONS.
.."'**MAXEXPIRE < EXPIRE - EXPIRE VALUE
USED

Self-explanatory. PA SS2 continues.

***MAXG < 10 - DEFAULT (10) USED

Self-explanatory. 1MC continues.
Self-explanatory. 1M C continues"
Self-explanatory. 1Mc continues"

** "'MAX G > 255 - DEFAULT (8) USED
"''''*MINTlME>QUANTA - QUANTA VALUE
USED

-Self-explanutory. 1Mc continues"

--

-

"'''''''OPRIO< X1COI OR>X'FF'. DEFAULT
USED (X 'FC I)

Se If-explanatory. PA:SS2 continuEls.

"''''''''RAMAX MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL
TO RASIZE. RAMAX HAS BEEN SET TO
RASIZE VALUE.

Se If-explanatory.

*"''''RASIZE NOT SPECIFIED. READ AHEAD
TABLES NOT GENERATED.

Self-explanatory. PAC'52 continues.

PA~iS2

continues.

--------_._---------_._---- -'-'---'-"--"---'-'-- -.--.--------

.. ~--...

-~----~-----'-'---""'---- ---'-"-~'-'-----'~-'---'---

"'**RATO OUTSIDE LEGAL RANGE
OF 0-32767, DEFAULT (10000) USED

-.-

-----_.
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~-..

--...,.---...-.--- ...-.. -

..

~-'---

.

--_....

_._ _ _-------- ---_._---..

..

Se If-explanatory. (Th \9 default is 10000.) PASS2 continues.

-

-

-.,..

-~---..-

.....

.
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Tab Ie 53. PASS2 Messages (cont.)

--

~

Message

Description
--~.-

***SWAPPER

t-~OT

_U,""

DP - UCYL IGNORED

The UCYL option was specified for a RAD swap storage system.
The option is ignored.

----

~

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC :HAND - RA NOT
INCLUDED

An I/O error occurred when opening, reading, or writing the
SPEC :HAND fi Ie.

***UCYL VALUE INVALID - DEFAULT (1) USED

The UCYL value was not 1 or 2. The defau It va lue 1 is used.

***UNBLOCK> BLOCK - SET EQUAL TO
BLOCK

Self-explanatory • IMe continues.

***USERS> 255. IMC ABORTED.

Self-explanatory. IMC returns to P2CC I. M:IMC is not
generated.

-..

..

---._------------~-

--

SPROCS Messaaes
***ATTEMPT TO REDEFINE xxx xxx •
IGNORED

An attempt was made to redefine a standard processor without
REPLACE. PASS2 continues.

***ENQ AND RTNRRT IGNORED. PASS2
SUPPLIES CORRECT OVERLAY NAMES.

ENQ and RTNRRT are the former names of ENQOV and
RTOV. These overlays are automatically supplied by SYSGEN
when appropriate. Therefore they need not be specified on the
:SPROCS command and will be ignored if present.

***ENQ AND RTNRRT IGNORED. PASS2
SUPPLIES CORRECT OVERLAY NAMES.

ENQOV (which is equivalent to ENQ) and RTOV (which is
equivalent to RTNRRT) are supplied by PASS2 when appropriate.
Therefore, user requests for these monitor overlays are ignored.

***ILLEGAL FLAG f FOR nnnnnnn - FLAG
IGNORED

This message appears if the flag "f" Is specified for nnnnnnn and
either is not an S, J, P, D, M, T, G, B, 0, or C, or is a P,
when nnnnnnn is not Pi •. Only "f" is ignored, even when it occurs in a multi-flag option field. "f" is set to the offending
character and nnnnnnn is set to the name.

***INSUFFICIENT SPACE - SPROCS
ABORTED

Too many overlays have been selected for the available core space
to generate M:SPROCS.

***MOSPACE OPTION NOT VALID. IT
WILL BE IGNORED.

MOSPACE is no longer a valid option.

***xxxxxxx NOT STANDARD PROCESSOR.
CAN'T REPLACE.

An attempt was made to replace a nonstandard processor. PASS2
continues.

-

***PSPACE SIZE> S:CYLSZ-S:CYLSZ USED

-_."---------

----

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC :HAND FILE. NO
MONITOR OVERLAY NAMES RECORD
GENERATED.
'--

I
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PSA has been specified on a :DEVICE command denning a disk pack
and the size parameter is not less than or equal to the number of
granules per physical cylinder. It is set to an appropriate va lue
obtained from S:CYLSZ (64 for the 7242,/7270 or 110 for the
7260,/7275) •

---

-------~.~

An I/O error occurred when opening or writing this file. PASS2
c.ontinues but PASS3 for this system wi" abort if allowed to run.

.----.--.~--.--.-
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Table 53. PASS2 Messages (cent.)

--

-.

--,.---~.--

Message

Description
FRG D Messases

***ADDRESS< 10000. DEFAULTED TO

10000~

The address supplied for the RESDF option Is< 10000.

'I

***NO CORE FOR FRGD, INTLB IGNORED

Self-explanatory • PASS2 continues.

***LABEL HAS ILLEGAL VALUE. IGNORED.

The value falls outside of the three permissible ranges. FRGD
continues.

***INTLB WITHOUT FRGD. OPTION IGNORED.

Se If-exp la natory • PASS2 continues.
-

***SIZE OUT OF RANGE. DEFAULTED TO 10.

The RESDF size specification must be in the range 0-999.

***TROUBLE WITH SPEC :HAND - RTROOT
NOT INCLUDED

I/O error in opening, reading, ()r writing SPEC :HAND fi Ie.
-

XLIMIT Messages
This message applies to :BLIMIT, :OLlMIT, and :GLlMIT commands
and Is self-explanatory. PASS2 continues.
-

***xxxx xxxxxx DEFAULT> MAX - DEFAULTS
SET TO MAX
-

The default or maximum value sp'l!cified is greater than 32767.

***DEFAULT/MAX VALUES MAY NOT BE
> 32767. SYSGEN WILL DEFAULT TO 32767.

-

1----

The parameter identified by xxxxxxxx for an :ELIMIT command
was greater than X '7FFF'. The SYSGEN defau It was substituted.
PASS2 continues.

***xxxxxxxx INVALID - SYSGEN DEFAULTS
USED

The size value for the REFDEF opHon is out of range.

***SIZE OUT OF RANGE. DEFAULTED TO O.

--

.. _f---.

XPART Messeses
***CONFLICT IN HOLD IN xxxxxxxx PARTITION NOT HELD

Self-explanatory. XPART continues. (xxxxxxxx is the partition
number. )
._,

***CONFLICT IN LOCK IN xxxxxxxx PARTITION NOT LOCKED

Self explanatory • XPART continues.

-'***ERROR - PARAMETER *xxxx* IN

MAX AND MIN INVALID - SYSGEN
DEFAULTS ISSUED

-

--The maximum and minimum values are valid. The default values
are used. XPART continues.

XXXXXX)(X

-".,,_

......

1 . . - - ._ _ _ _ _
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The maximum value fOlr option (either TIME or one of the
resources) exceeds the permissible range. The default value is
used. The default may be that specified prior to the first PART
option or may be the standard SYSGEN default. XPART
continues.

***ERROR - PARAMETER *xxxx* IN xxxxxxxx
MAX INVALID - DEFAULTS USED

--_.

.-

--,-PASS2 Processor
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Table 53. PASS2 Messo$:fes (c\)nt.)

I~~~::~R -~A:~:TER·~X~:X.~~~~~~==~~~~i:~:~~~~~:;M~:rO:. ,:~"" r~'c
MAX < MIN - 0 USED FOR MIN

:".-'t"~r~~.-· • ~

co.:
default or identified partitiof"\ i.I.I~·'·i '>,"-A\;'.:-.,.) hod
value less than the minimum value. ? ~'._1 WIlS used fer
mum value. XPART continues.

a

rnuxirnum

1-----...- - - - - - - - - - -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------------------------------.<~

"''''*ERROR - PARAMETER "'xxxx'" IN xxxxxxxx
MIN INVALID - 0 USED

I

th,~ min;-

_____

The minimum value for option (either TIMC or one of the resources) exceeds the permissi ble range. Zero is used. XPART
continues.

~---------------------------------~~------------------------------------------------**"'PART 0 NOT ALLOWED - SPECIFIED
Self-explanatory, XPART continues. Note; If PART> 16, the
RESOURCES IGNORED
parameter is flagged as ILLEGAL TYPE OR SIZE and specified
resources are also ignored,

L---__-----------------------------+-------------------------------------------------GHOST Messages

*** I/O ERR XX WHILE WRITING M:GHOST
FILE
***PRIORITY VALUES MUST LIE BETWEEN
CO AND FE. VALUES OUTSIDE THE RANGE
ARE DEFAULTED TO CO.

An I/O error occurred while trying to write the M:GHOST file.
The error code is specified by xx.
A user-specified priority is outside the range of CO-FE.

lOCCT PROCESSOR
The LOCCT processor provides an aptional phase of system
generation that generates a file defining the elements and
load structure of a user's processor or monJtor. LOCCT may
be called during system generation to create, .in the current
account, a permanent disk ftle containing the LOCCT,
ROM, and TREE tables for a given set af LOAD (lLOCCT)
and TREE control commands defining the load structure of a
user's processor or monitor, It also outputs a copy of this
fUe to the PO device. The contents of the LOCCTgenerated file are referred to as "LOCCT tables ", Each
record consists of a binary card image having the format
shown in Figure 43.
The LOCCT processor is entered via the following control
command sequence:

I 180
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I LOCCT(LMN, ••• ) ••• (EF, ( ••• ))

t

ITREE •••
I DATA
:LOCCT name

where name specifies the name desired for use in
retrieving the LOCCT file from disk. This name must be
no longer than ten characters.

tThis control command replaces the ~ LOAD command
for this type of process and contains the some information the ~LOAD command would normally contain.
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Examples for using the LOCCT processor are shown below.
DATA

NOTUSED

E U

D C N
T
T K~

6
7

E S

8

a U

9

M

loceT EXAMPLES

E

2

5

and an ASSIGN command assigns M:EO to a file name, the
name on the LOCer control command takes precedence.
When the file name is determined via an ASSIGN command,
the file name must include the first five characters (LOCCT)
as part of the fi Ie name.

.'

where
RECORD ID
XI3E I binary card code and XI lEi
binary end card code.
SEa NO
CHECKSUM

two-digit (hex) sequence number.
byte checksum of card image.

BYTE COUNT
number of useful bytes in card
image, including control word in columns 1-3.
Figure 43. LOCCT Record Format

Continuation cards are not allowed. If comments are
desired, they must be preceded by a period.
The "LOCCT name" command must immediately follow the
lDATA command so that the Control Command Interpreter
(CCI) wi" know that the LOCCT process is to be entered.
If the PASS3 processor is to be used to load a standard
program at some later time, the LOCCT processor must be
used once for every unique set of LOAD (I LOCCT command) and TREE control commands defining the load structure of a processor or monitor. It should be executed in
the account in which PASS3 will eventually be executed.
Also, all element file names in the LOAD (l LOC(T) command should originate in the account in whi ch PASS3 wi II
be executed. The fi Ie name used to generate the LOCCT
fi Ie is determi ned by appending the "name" from the control
command (see above) to the characters "LOCCT" (for the
processor METASYM, the LOCCT file name would be
LOCCTMETASYM). The name is optional. However, if
the name does not appear, the M:EO DCB must have been
previously assigned to the fi Ie name that PASS3 wi II reference later for a parti culor LOCeT. If a name appears,
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!JOB J 1, LOAD ITEM, 1
IASSIGN M:EO, (FILE, LOCCTXX)
IlOCCT(LMN, XX), •••
ITREE
I DATA
:LOCCT
I Next rnonitor comrnand
This example wi II generate a permanent fi Ie, LOCCTXX,
that will contain the LOCCT, ROM, and TREE tables for
the first job IS LOAD (I LOCCT) and TREE commands. The
fj Ie wi II be under the account number "J 1". A permanent
copy will also be output to the PO device. This example's
file name is determined by the "ASSIGN M:EO" control
command.
IJ OB J3, LOADITEM, 1
I LOCCr (LMN, YYYY) •••
I DATA
:LOCCT YYYY
I Next monitor command
This example wi" generate a permanent fi Ie, LOCCTYYYY,
with the information from the LOAD (I LOCCT) command.
The fi Ie wi" be under the account number "J 3" • A permanent copy wi 1/ also be output to the PO devi ce.
The example below will generate a permanent fi Ie, LOCCTZ
using the information from the LOAD ('LOCCr command)
and TREE commands. The file wi II be under the account
number "J4". A permanent copy will also be output to the
PO device. Notice that the ASSIGN command's fi Ie name
is ignored and also that the LOCCT fi Ie name need not be
the same as the load module name.
IJOB J4 p LOADITEM, 1
IASSIGN M:EO, (FILE, LOCCTXYZ)
'LOCCT (LMN, XYZ) •••
/TREE •••
'DATA
:LOCCr Z
I Next monitor command
The permanent file name may be any name desired as long
as LOCCr and PASS3 both reference the same name for a
given LOCCr fi Ie.

LOCC'r MESSAGES

Table 54 contclins a list of error messages for LOCCT.
of these messages are output on the LL device.
LOCCT Processor

All

180.1
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Table 54.
_._---

r--'

LOCCT Messages

i-o~-

Message

Descri pHon

*""*CANNOT GENERATE LOCCT WITH
ROMS ON LABELED TAPE

An element fi Ie is on labeled tape.

***1/0 ERR/ABN FOR READ C =xxxx

An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered on the
C device. The value xxxx is the I/O error code.

~---

1----,

An I/o error or abnormcil condition has been encountered on the
EO device. The value xxxx is the I/O error code.

***1/0 ERR/ABN FOR WftITE EO =xxxx

--

An I/o error or abnormal condition has been encountered on the
PO device. The value xxxx Is the I/O error code.
-----This message is output after other L()eCT messages. LOeeT then
exits to the monitor.

***1/0 ERR/ABN FOR WRITE PO =xxxx

LOeeT PROCESSOR ABORTED

r--

-

***NAME INVALID

The name in the LOeeT command was in error.

***NAME> 10 CHARACTERS
·**OPEN EO ERR/ABN =xxxx

----

,--***ROM TABLE END CANNOT BE FOUND
***UNKNOWN ce OR CONTINUATION
ILLEGAL

The name in the LOeeT command was greater than ten characters
in length.
,,_._--------_.--An I/O error or abnormal condition has been encountered by
LOeeT while trying to open the EO device. The value xxxx is
the I/O error code.

--

.-.

The ROM table is invalid.
The name of the LOCCT command e"tered was invalid or the LOCCT
command was to be continued. LOCeT displays the abort message
and then exits to the monitor.

-

PASS3 PROCESSOR
The purpose of this processor is to cause the loadi ng of
; standard monitors, processors, and libraries automatically
, \lia preestablished LOAD (I LOCCT) al)d TREE structures.
These structures must have been generated previously by
the LoceT processor. PASS3 is entered via the control
command
I PASS3 roption]
where the option is one of the following:
MON
specifies that PASS3 wi II abort if the monitor load Is unsuccessful.
ALL

specifies that PASS3 will abort If any load is
unluccelsfu I.

. The commands that control PASS3 have the form
:id [(option[, option])]
where
id

Is the name of a LOeeT information table that
is to be obtained to define the load structure of a
processor, a library subroutine, or the m.;nitor (e. g. ,
X, 9EDIT, FMG-E). The id must not be longer than
ten charac ters.

is one of the optional parameters (SAVE or
option
DELETE) described below.
Any command that contains an asterisk in column 1 wi II be
interpreted as a comment. Comments may also be added to

any control command by preceding the com'ment with a
period or somicolon. However, a semicolon requires a
conti nuatlon.
A PASS3 control command identifies a standard system
(monito'r), processor, or library subroutine name for which
a LOCCT table is to be obtained. This LOCeT table will
describe to the loader how the named routi ne is to be
loaded. The LOeeT will be assumed to be in the current
account number, unless a previous ASSIGN command assigned the M:EI DCB to some other account number. PASS3
will accept LoeeT tables from only one account.
The control commands may contain optional parameters.
The possible parameters are as follows:
SAVE(namel,name2, ••• ,namen)t
specifies that the
named element files wi II not be deleted from the
disk. All options not saved will be deleted (see
."DELETE" below).
DELETEt
specifies that when the loader has completed
the loading of the standard system defined by id,
all .Iement files comprising this module wi II be
deleted from the disk, except for those specifically
saved (see "SAVE" above).
tlf the loader encounters an error during the loading of a
module, the DELETE/SAVE feature wi II be ignored. That
is, no element files will be deleted since the loader was not
successful irl loading them.
PASS3 Processor
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The deleted r; !f'~ must be ill the currerit account,
must not be protected by a pas$word, and must be
on disk rathe, than labeled tape. Unless saved,
the LOCeT table wi II also be deleted.
When the LOCC T table for a particular id t has been obtained, PASS3 will obtain enough common storage to contain the LOCer table and will save the LOCCT table in
this area. This area is the communication area between
PASS3 and the loader. PASS3 will then do an M:LlNK call
on the monitor requesting the loader as its overlay. In
the absence of a loader specified via the F:LOADER DCB
assignment, PASS3 wi II link to LOADER in account :SYS.
When the loader completes its function, it wi" do an
M :LDTRC call on the monitor requesting a return to the
calling program; namely, PASS3. At this time, the LOCCT
table and all element fi les in the current account comprisi ng the load modu Ie wi II be dt' Ieted from the disk if the
DELETE and/or SAVE options were encountered in the control command. However, if the loader was unsuccessful
in loading the element, the DELETE option will be ignored.
PASS3 wi" then continue to its next control command.

I

All monitors must be loaded by PASS3 to take advantage of
PASS3 1 s ability to form the HANDLERS file automatically
and to permit PASS3 to remove optional overlays (determined by options included or omitted on the PASS2 control
commands) from the LOCCT prior to its M:LINK call to the
loader. If a mon itor is to be loaded and there is no LOCCT
for it, the LOAD (I. LOCCT)/TREE commands must be used
to generate a LOCCT by the LOCCT processor, and then
PASS3 can use the LOCCT tables for the loading of the
monitor. If desired, the user may aSlign F:LOADER to a
file in on account other than :SYS. PASS3 will then do an
M:L1NK to the alternate loader. When an MPC device is
specified in PASS2, PASS3 expects to do an M:L1NK to a
firmware loader called FIRMLDR. Normally FIRMLDR
resides in :SYS. If desired, the user may assign
F:FIRMLDR to the MPC firmware loader in an account other
than :SYS.
RECOVER must also be loaded by PASS3. It must be loaded
after its associated monitor so that PASS3 may determine the
load bias for the RECOVER load module. This bias is calculated by adding four pages to the M:MON start address
after rounding the address to the next highest page.

PASS3 EXAMPLES "
:Pfevious monitor control command
~PASS3

:M:MON
:END
This example will obtain the LOCCT table in the file
LOCCTM:MON. All element files comprising M:MON
will be saved. This load function might represent a minimal
CP-V monitor (M:MON). The LOCCTM:MON file will
tThe specified id is used to form the file name of a LOCCT
table to be obtained. The id will be appended to the characters "LOCCT". This implies that for an id of FMGE, the
LOCCT file name will be LOCCTFMGE.
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Processor

be assumed to be in the QC'~'....
job is being run.

It

olumuer under which this

Example:
~JOB

JX,LOADAUTO, 1
M:EI,(FILE,DUMMY ,ACCNT)
:PASS3
:PROC
:CCI
:LOADER (DELETE)
: Next control command
~ASSIGN

This exampl.e will obtain the LOCeT tables for LOCCTPROC,
LOCCTCCI, and LOCCTLOADER from the ACCNT account
and not the jobls account, JX. All element files making up
the LOADER wlJ/ be deleted if it is loaded successfully.
When the LOCCT table to be processed is for M:MON I
PASS3 checks for any MPC devices specified during PASS2.
If at least one MPC device was specified and the
F:FIRMLDR DCB is not set to DEVICE::NO, PASS3 does an
M:L1NK to the firmware loader. When complete, the
firmware loader returns to PASS3; PASS3 continues processing M:MON.
Example:
~JOB :SYSGEN,LOAD M:MON, 1
~ASSIGN
~ASSIGN

F:LOADER, (FILE, LOADER,ACCLDR)
F:FIRMLDR, (FILE, FIRMlDR,ACCMPC)

:M:MON
: Next control command
This example will obtain the LOCCT table for LOCCT
M:MON from account :SYSGEN and wi" load M:MON via
the loader in account ACCLDR. PASS3 wi II link to the fi rmware loader in account ACCMPC provided an MPC device
was specified during PASS2, which generated the SYSGEN
modu les for M:MON.
For a monitor., PASS3 will obtain the information in
SPEC :HAND, the file that SYSGEN PASS2 generated.
The data in this file will identify which I/o handlers
are required for this monitor (M :MON load module). If
the SPEC :HAND file does not exist, PASS3 will abort
the loading of the M :MON load module only, and wi"
conti nue to the next LOCC T.
PASS3 next attempts to read the HANDLERS2 record in the
SPEC:HAND file. If the read is unsuccessful, only a
HANDLERS and ROOTHAND file are generated. PASS3
reads INITRCVR and SSDATU files and copies them to the
fi Ie it creates under the name of ROOTHAND. The
BASHANDL (the basic handlers fi Ie) is then copied to the
file named HANDLERS. PASS3 then reads the HANDLERS
record in the SPEC:HAND file to obtain the names of the
remaining handler fi les that need to be added to the
HANDLERS fi Ie. Each unique file name (with the excep ...
tion of those names shown in Table 55) causes PASS3 to open
the corresponding file. When all names have been processed,
PASS3 eloses and saves the HANDLERS file. In the event
that the HANDLERS record exists, PASS3 copies SSDATU and
INITRCVR to the HANDLERS2 fi Ie and then copies the
BASHANDL file to the HANDLERS2 file. It then reads the
files named in the HANDLERS2 record of SPEC:HAND (with
the exception of those names shown in Table 55), and adds
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i

ithose rUe. to the HANOLERS2 fll.. When all fll •• have

Wh., PASS3 I. baing used to d.lete element fl'tts (DELETE
option), certaIn ,.trlctions must b. adhered to. If a
load modul. that I. b.lng formed hOI common element fj les
wSth 10m. other load modul. (•• g., if PASS2 and PASS3
both contain MODIFY), and the DELETE option is desired,
the load modul. must retarn the common element unt; I its
Rnal r.f.riMc. aa on .Iement fli. la encountered. The elementa may b. d.leted aa follow.:

:b_,," copilld, PASS3 r.ad. the nI•• named In the HANDLERS
Ir.cord In the tlJm. mann.r, The resulting fll .. are copied
'into the HANDLERS file.
To summarize, the BASHANDL ftl. f. copied to either the
HANDLERS fil. or the HANDLERS2 fli. depending on the
absence or pr.senc. of the HANDLERS2 r.cord. Th. fli.
~am .. given In th ••• two r.cord. or. copied to the fli. of
the lOme name a. the record with the .xc.ptlon of thOi.
~am.. lIated In Tabl. 55.

IJOB JZ, SPECIAL-DELETE-ROM, F
IPASS3

Tobl. ~~. Handl .... In BASHANDL FII.

l'

:PASS3 (SAVE(MODIFy)

Nam.

D.vlc.

KBTIO

TV

:CCI (DELETE)

CRDIN

CR

:PASS2 (DELETE)

PRTOUT

LP

PRTOUTL

LP

DISCIO

DC

DPAK

DP

DISKAB

DP

Thl. procedure will load PASS3 with DELETE (except for
MODIFY), CCI with DELETE, and PASS2 with DELETE •
. Thu" PASS2 wfll result In deleting MODIFY. There are
other comblnatlons .imrlar to this that incorporate other
proc.uon (Tobie 55).

PAsa IIEIIME.

PASS3 will then proc.ed to lInk to the ov.rlay loader. If
any handler cannot b. found, PASS3 wIll abort the loading
of the M:MON load modul. only, and will continue to the
next LOCCT.

Tobl. 56 contains PASS3 mellO"e•• All of the.. meuoges
or. output on the I.L devlc••

Table 56. PASS3 Meuoge.
Message

Description

-

\

The LOCCT tabl. contained a sequence number error. The
value X)()(X Is the card sequence number where the error occurred.
PASS3 contfnues to the next control command

**8IN. CARD SEQUENCE ERR, SEQ.
'xxxx
,

**8IN. CARD INVALID TYPE, SEQ.
'xxxx

The LOCCT table contained a sequence t)l'pe error. The va I ue xxxx
Is the card sequ~nce number where the error occurred. PASS3 continues to the next control command.

**CANNOT OPEN/RE LEASE

A SAVE or DELETE option was requested and a delete element could
not be found. The file name that could not be found is output
following this message. PASS3 continues to the next delete item.

**CC ERROR, NO ':' IN COLUMN 1

A PASS3 control command did not contain a ': I in column 1.
continu•• to the next control command.

---

.

'-,~

PASS3

**CC 10 INVALID

The PASS3 control command's Jd is invalid.
the next control command.

PASS3 continues to

-

I

"CHECKSUM ERROR, SEQ. 'xxxx

.

0

**DElIMJTER NOT ( ), = OR SYNTAX
BAD

- 90 1,6 74H-2(9/78)

The LOCeT table contained a checksum error. The va I ue xxxx j s
the card sequence number where the error occurred. PASS3 continues to the next control command.

-

---.-----.-.~

The syntax of a PASS3 command was eUher lnval id or the expected
delimiter should have been ( ), or =. PASS3 continues to the next
con tra I command.

-

-

~.--,,,,»,-,,,",-

PASSJ Processor
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Table 56. PASS3 Messages (cont.)

-.-~---.---".--.-

r-~~~:~--

. . _____ . .____._.~_._______.~~~iptio:

**ID SIZE) 10 OR - 0 CHARACTERS

_

.. _-_...

~--~-'-'--'-.'--

---. . .

__ ._-----_._. __ ..._-_.-.. _._----_.---

..

.-

'~"~'-'--"-"--"-"'--'--'"---"'~--"-""---'

____ .~ __ ....~ ____,-.... " ___'_M'~'.' _ _ _ "~_""~_' _ _ _ _ _ _'

The id did not eXist
control command.

.. _.

~.

Of

was t .)O b,;.;.

__ .. _._-------------_._-_.,

PA.S:)3 continues to the next

................

_-_

.. __..... _._ ...

_--_ ..•._--_._-_..

An I/o error abnormal condition was encountered duri.,g :/0 on the
SI device. The value xxxx is the I/c .. rior or abnormal code. PASS3
exits to the monitor.

**1/0 ERR/ABN ON M:SI ::: xxxx

---.....-.....---- . -.......-.- - .. _- --. -----------t------ ---- --.---------.-.. --..------- ..... "-"-"'- ._. -----.. -... --.-..---........

-.------.-~

A DELETE or SAVE keyword was expected but not found. PASS3 continues to the next control command •
...-. _ _-- -_ ..... _ .. ... _---_ .•__ ....-._---._-----_ ..-----_•.- ._--_.. _-----_._.
._-----_._---_..... ..__ .. _._...• _---.-.A second SAVE option was specified. PASS3 continues to the next
**KEYWORD SAVE ALREADY USED
control command.
***KEYWORD NOT DELETE/SAVE
..

__

__

1--.-.----.----- - . - - - - - - . - . - - - - - - - r-'

***M:MON MUST BE A TREED LOAD
MODULE. PASS3 WILL NOT ATTEMPT
TO LOAD IT.

_

- - - - - . - - . - - - -...---- --._._ ...-.-.-..-.....-.-........--..-

PASS3 continues to next control command.

1-----------------------. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - f - - . - - - - -..- - - . - - - - - - - - - - - -.... -----.--.---.... -.-...-. -.-....- -

""*""M:MON NOT SUCCESSFULLY LOADED

The Loader has indicated that there was a problem when trying to
load M:MON. PASS3 exits.

1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..- - - - - - - . -..- 1 - - - -........----- ------ -- -----.---- ......-.-..... --

""**M:MON START ADDRESS = xxxx.
RECOVER MODULE BIAS = yyyy.
~.-

.. - ..- ...---......... --......- - - - - - -

xxxx is the value read from the M:MON load module in the current
account. yyyy is the value calculated by PASS3 based on the
value xxxx.

. -------.-------------.-+------------------.---

The Loader has indicated that there was a problem while trying to
load this module. PASS3 mayor may not exit depending on whether
ALL or MON was specified.
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - . - . - . - - - + - - -..---------------------.-------------------An I/O error or abnormal condition was encountered during an open
""""OPEN M:EI ERR/ABN = xxxx (LOCCT)
operation on the EI device. The value xxxx is the I/O error or abnormal code. PASS3 then exits to the monitor.
t - - - - , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - i - - - - - - - - - - - , , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..
*""NAME INVALID
A name defined by the SAVE option was invalid. The name must be
alphanumeric. PASS3 continues to the next name.
""""""MODULE NOT SUCCESSFUL Y
LOADED

t--------.-------.-------4------------..----.. ._-- .... --------------.-------.------PASS3 could not obtain a given file when forming the HANDLERS
or HANDLERS2 file. The value xxxx is the error or abnormal code.
Trouble was encountered in the file being copied to the HANDLERS
or HANDLERS2 file. PASS3 continues to the next command.
t - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - . - - - - . - - - - - - - f - - - - - - - - - . -........-.-----------------..- - - -..----,-------1
PASS3 was unable to read the M:MON load module from the current
""""""OPEN/READ M:MON FILE
ERR/ABN = xxxx. LOAD OF RECOVER
account. Therefore, the RECOVER load module cannot be generated.
NOT POSSIBLE.
The value xxxx is the error or abnormal code for the attempted read
of M:MON.
""*""""OPEN/READ BASHANDL FILE
ERR/ABN = xxx x

t--------~-----------

- - " 1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -..... -.- .... - -..... - .. -.

***OPEN/READ SPEC:HAND FILE
ERR/ABN = xxxx

t-------------------------

PASS3 could not obtain a given file when forming the HANDLERS
file. The value xxxx is the error or abnormal code. SPEC:HAND
names are replaced by the current file name being merged into the
HANDLERS file. PASS3
next command.
---------.--.-.
. . --.. .continues
. . . _-.-.-.. to the
.--.. . --.--.----.------------1

**OPTION NOT 'MON' or 'ALL' - NONE
PASS3 will not abort if any load is unsuccessful. (Information only.)
ASSUMED
t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --------t-------.-----------.. - - - - - - - - - - - - PASS3 ABORTING. F:LOAOER NAME
The F:LOADER DCB only has room for three words for the file name.
MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 11
PASS3 exits to the monitor.
CHARS. IN LENGTH.

t-------------.------.-.--------I-------------.----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - PASS3 ABORTING. F:FIRMLDR NAME
MUST BE LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO 11
CHARS. IN LENGTH.
1--------......... -.. --..... ----.--- --.-.-'" .-.-.-----. ##"PASS3--COMPLETED#'##

The F:FIRMLDR DCB only has room for three words for the file name.
PASS3 exits to the monitor.
f - _ ..---...... - ......- - - - - ' - - - " - ' - - - - - . -..- . - - - - - - - - -.. _....... -

~------------.------.----......-.-----.-------------------
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PASS3 returned to the monitor.
........_. __.,""--,....

-.-----.----1

_._-_.._,..
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Table 56. PASS3 Messages (cont.)
Description

-."

...

------

~

""FOOPASS3--1 N--CON TROL IIII

-

f-.-..- - - - - - - - - -

PASS3 has been entered.

·"·PROBLEM WITH LOCCT - NO MATCH
WITH MISSING OVERLAY NAMES
RECORD PRODUCED BY PASS2

This error can occur only when loCiding a monitor. No attempt is
made to load the moni~or and PASS 3 continues to the next control
command.

""READ M:EI ERR/ABN = xxx x (LOCCT)

An I/O error or abnormal condition was encountered during a read
operation on the EI device. The value xxxx is the I/o error or abnorma I code. PASS3 exits to the monitor.

*"*THE FOLLOWING OVERLAYS HAVE
BEEN R'EMOVED FROM THE M:MON
LOCCT AS PER PASS2 REQUIREMENTS

Overlay names removed are listed for information purposes only.

·""UNRECOGNIZED KEY IN
SPEC: HA NO = XXXXX)(XX

The key found was not HANDLERS, HANOLERS2, or OVNAMES.

--

-

:

i

._=

o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~_~._· _ _ _ _ _ _• _ _ _ _ _

DEF PROCESSOR
the OEF processor Is called upon to generate PO tapes containing a bootable monitor system and all keyed flies In the
current account, and BO tapes containing the current monitor for system from the :SYS account and all consecuttve
fi les in the current account.

automatically written (KEYED files to a PO tape, CONSEC
fi les to a BO tape). The command has the form
:INCLUDE (item, item, ••• )
where item identifies a fi Ie to be inclueled on the tape.
Table 57 contains a list of files automatically INCLUDEd.
Multiple :INCLUDE commands and continued commands are
allowed.

the unlabeled portion of the tape Includes any patches that
can be read through M:PA TCH (see Figure 40). If none can
b~ read, the default patches '.' and 'I' are used • The default assignment of M:PATCH Is to the 'flle PATCH In the
running account, but It may be altered via an ASSIGN or
SET command.

ALL INCLUDEd flies are put in the :SYS account when the
system is booted.

! DEF

: IGNORE
This command causes DEF to avoid writing to
tape a ffle that would otherwise be written because of its
organ; zatlol'. The command has the form

This command causes the monitor to fetch the DEF
processor from the disk and to transfer" control to It. The
command has the form

:IG NORE (item, item, ••• )

I DEF [cp] [,verslon']
where item i:s a file to be ignored. (LASTLMand SPEC:HAND
are automat'ically IGNOREd.)

w~ere

CP

is the monitor type and need not be specified.

version'
specifies a three-character field defining
the version number of the target system. Only
the first three characters specified are used.

The :IGNORE command does not override either started or
automatically INCLUDEd files. Multiple :IGNORE commands and continued commands are allowed.

:DELETE

The following commands are DEF control commends. Any
control command that has an asterisk as its first character
w j II be treated as a comment.

This command causes all files of KEYED organization for PO tapes or CONSEC organization for 80
tapes as we" as a" IG NOREd fi les to be de leted from the
current account as the tape il. written. The command has
the form
:DELETE

tlf'elUDE
This command allows the user to write to
tape fi les that h~ve Q differe-nt organization than those

90 :16 74H-2(9/78)

Multiple :DE1ETE commands are allowed.
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Table 57.

FlI,~s

AvtcJrt,utically INCLUDed

PO Tape
(from current account)

BO Tape
(from :SYS account)

BPM

XDELTA

UTS

LOGON

SIG7FDP

TEL

:BLlB

SUPER

M:CDCB

DEFCOM

M:OCDCB

SYMCON

M:BIDCB

ANLZ

M:CIDCB

ERRMSG

M:SIDCB

GHOSTl

M:EIDCB

RECOVER

M:BODCB

M:MON

M:CODCB

ALLOCAT

M:SODCB

FIX

M:PODCB

CCI

M:GODCB

LOADER

M:LODCB

BO

. PASS2

M:DODCB

LOCCT

M:EODCB

PASS3

M:LLDCB

DEF

M:SLDCB

PCL

specifies ~hat a tape is t.:. be w~lHen with
the uootal,/e moni(v,' p0rt;on obtaiqed from
the :SYS ar.:count and all CONSEC files obtained from the current account. All random
fi les wi II be:: ignored.

outsn
specifies the serial number of the tape to
be wriHen. If no outsn is specified, the previous outsn for this DCB (M:PO or M:BO) is
used again.

END

This command causes DEF

ro exit.

If an end-of-file is encountered on M:SI input, one of two
actions is taken. If the end-of-file follows a write command, DEF exits. Otherwise, DEF writes a PO tape and
then exits.
Before DEF is called to write a tape, M:PO and/or M:BO
should be ASSIGNed to a device and outsn.

DEF EXAMPLES
1.

In the case below, DEF writes a normal CP-V PO tape.
IASSIGN M:PO, (DEVICE, 9T), (SN, CPV1)
IDEF CP,COO
I Next monitor control command

M:ALDCB
M:L1DCB
T:P2SI

2.

In the following case, DEF writes LT*CPBO with FMGE
among the included items and LT*CPPO with KEYED
files K13 and K15 ignored.
IASSIGN M:PO, (DEVICE, 9T), (OUTSN, CPPO)
IASSIG N M:BO, (DEVICE, MT), (OUTSN, CPBO)

The :INCLUDE, :IGNORE, and :DELETE commands apply
until the next :WRITE is completed.

IDEF COO
:INCLUDE (FMG E)

This command causes DEF to write a tape. The
command has the form
:WRITE

:WRITE [type] [,outsn]

:WRITE BO
:IGNORE (K13, K15)
:WRITE PO, COl

where
I Next monitor control command
type

specifies a PO or BO tape.
PO
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specifies that a tape is to be written with
the bootable monitor portion obtained from
the current account and all KEYED files obto ined from the current account. A II random
files will be ignored. PO is the default.

DEF Processor

DEF MESSAGES
Table 58 contains DEF messages. All messages are output
to the LL device.

Table 58. DEF Messages
Message

Descri ption
u.". ____

M:MON, XDEL TA, FIX, A LLOCAT I GHOST1, or RECOVER mUlt
not contain any RES greate than 512 words. User additions to these
LMs (e.g., handlers) must o bserve this restriction.

4300 CANIT FIND A RECORD WITH THAT
KEY. READING LMname PAGE.

-

--I--

"''''''''''CANNOT OP~N OUTPUT DEVICE
.-

DEF cannot write the tape It releases the tape and goes to the next
contro I comma nd •
---An unknown control commc nd was encountered. DEF continues.

"'''''''CANN<.9TWRITE TAPE

"''''CC TYPE UNKNOWN
"''''''''''GET NEXT CC
"''''DELIMITER MUST BE

1,1

.-

DEF cannot open the outpu DCB. It proceeds to the next contro I
command •

OR

----.----------An inval id del imiter was e ncountered during the processing of on
INCLUDE command. DEF continues to the next command.

1)1

...

"_0_.,"" _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
~

A random fi Ie wa s encount e red amongst keyed (PO) and consecutive
(BO) fi les and was ignored DEF continues.

"''''*ILlEGAL INCLUDE. NOT COPIEDRA! lOOM.
--c-.

An item on an :INCLUDE c ommand has the wrong organization for
:INCLUDE. DEF continue
-.--------An INCLUDE item cannot be obtained. The INCLUDE item name is
output preceding the messag e. DEF continues.

"'''''''ILLEGAL INCLUDE - WILL BE
COPIED LATER
. "'*"'***INClUDE FILE NOT FOUND

---- - - - - . - - - - - - -

.

This is a subtitle message ~ >r the list of items included on the tape.

****INC LUDE ITEMS***

"----

---.....----------------

._.._-

M:MON was loaded with o verlay not in inverse alphanumeric order.
DEF aborts.

****M:MON TREE OUT OF ORDER

---,"--_._-------

._.

An i tern name was either to o large or not alphanumeric. DEF continues to the next name.
..•.
-- .---_.... ......_-The control command did not contain a I : 1 in column 1. {Each control command, including a continuation command, must contain
a 1:1 in column 1.) DEF c o ntinues to the next command.

'**NAME INVALID OR> 15 CHAR. LONG

_._

**NO

1:1

IN COLUMN-1

_.

-- ....---_.._---_._------_.
**"'*NOT ENOUGH CORE AVAILABLE
******SYSGEN DEF ABORTED
- ..

OPENING LMname
.

--

rDFj
DATA
PRCD
DCBS
HEAD

DEF did not have enough c ore for its use in processing the INCLUDE
command and for writing a PO tape, or the DEF command did not
define a valid type. DEF Jborts.

--- .. •.
-

__ __
.

.... __._..._...

_-_ _-_._..

...

--

-------~--

This message follows a sta ndard system I/o error message and identifies what was being aUem p ted when the error occurred. DEF aborts.
..

***OTHER ITEMS***

..

_----

----.---~---------~--~-

.-._._---------

This is a subtitle message fo r the list of modules on the tape.
....
The patch listed above is o ut of order. DEF aborts.
.-.--..-- _."._-- ."._--_.
A monitor overlay is too Ia ..ge. DEF aborts.
..
- --The number of patches tha were includ,ed on the tape is specified
by nnn.
-----~------

*****OUT OF ORDER PATCH
....

*****OVERLA Y EXCEEDS SIX PAGES

"~------

.,,,.-~,,

••••• nnn PATCHES INCLUDED

>,-~-------.-----~----

-- ,..----_._._.._-----------

;

••••• PO TAPE CONTENTS •••••
••••• BO TAPE CONTENTS •••••

._._---_

--

...

This is a title message for a list of the tape contents.

-.-----

DEF Processor
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Table 58. DEF Messages (cont.)
Message

DescrIption

READING LMname

rOFj
DATA
PRCD
DCBS
HEAD

This message follows a standard system I/O error message and Identifies what was being attempted when the error occurred. DEF aborts.

ROOT SYMBOL TABLE:

Thts message precedes a listofsymbolsthatmay be used for patching.

SYMBOLS FOR PATCHING LMname

This message precedes a list of symbols that may be used for patching.

••••• nn SYMBOLS MAY BE DEFINED

The number of new symbols that may be defined In the patch deck or
on-line is specified by nne

**SYNTAX ERROR, NO'('

An INCLUDE or IGNORE command did "ot define any Items. DEF
continues to the next command.

--_.
::: :SYSGEN DEF IN CONTROL::::
:;: :DEF COMPLETED::::

These messages are for title information only.

*****UNKNOWN TYPE---CPV---USED

The user has specified a monitor type other than CPo DEF contInues.

****WRITING PO BY DEFAULT

DEF is writing a PO tape because of an EOF or as the default of a
:WRITE command.

*****XDELTA TOO BIG - REDUCE BIAS

The addition of symbol tables to XDELTA has made It larger than 64K.
(See the Bootstrap and Patching Operations chapter.) DEF aborts.
(XDELTA can be reloaded as low as E800 without code changes.)

-

ON-LINE SYSGEN
The PASS2, PASS3, DEF, and PCL processors can be run
on-line as well as batch (LOCCT cannot). All of these
processors read input through M :SI and print output through
M:LL. M:SI may be assigned to a file for input and M:LL
may be assigned to the line printer to avoid lengthy terminal listings.

Example:
XEROX CP-V AT YOUR SERVICE
ON AT 17:24 APR 15,173
LOGON PLEASE: :SYSGEN, CP-V @)
iPASS2@)
, , , , pASS2 AT YOUR SERVICE
$:CHAN@)
-jCHAN

When the DEF processor is called on-line, it types:
lYPE IS?

$

The response should be @) or CP @) to specify CP-V. The
version number must follow the type preceded by a comma.
If PASS3 is called on-line, it types:

OPTION(ALL,MON)
The response should be "ALL II or liMON" followed by a
@) or i ust a @) for none.
If PASS2 is called, it types:
PASS2 AT YOUR SERVICE
No response is required. The message indieates that PASS2
has started processing the SI information.
The processors all prompt with a $ symbol. The END com"
mand will cause any processor to exit.
The input format is identieal to that for batch and each
line of input is sent back to the terminal unless M :LL Is
otherwise assigned.
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$END @)
- ••••• END OF PASS2 .....
lSET M:SI DC/P3SI
(P3SI is a file of PASS3 commands.)
ISET M:LL LP @
(Output is to the line prInter.)
IPASS3 @)
OPTIONS (MON, ALL) ?$MON @)
ISET M:SI 0 @
(Return 51 to terminal.)
ISET M:PO 9T#CPPO 0:9
(Assign device serial number.)
IDEF €V
TYPE IS? $ CP,CDD @)
$:INCLUDE (A l) @)
'f:WRITE PO @)
J'END@)

T
SYSGEN EXAMPLES
To simplify the system generation proeess, standard monitor systems and standard processors are predefined In files on
the CP-V release tapes. All LOCCTs and PASS2, PASS3,
and DEF jobs are also included. These files are described
in the -11 release element.

APPENDIX A. OPERATIONAL LABELS
Table A-1. Standard Operational Labels and
Default Device Assignments
Operational
Label

Batch Device

On-Line
Device

Ghost
Device

C

Card reader

Terminal

Operator's
console

----"_..

Operator's
console

Table A-2.

Batch Assignment of Operational Labels

Device

Oplabel

Li ne pri nter

LO, LL, DO, SL, LP

Card reader

C, LI, 51, BI, CI, EI, CR

Card punch

PO, BO, SO, CO, AL, EO, CP

Operator's console

OC,UC

Operator's
console

Terminal

LO

Line printer

Terminal

Line printer

7 -track magnetic tape 7T

LL

Line printer

Terminal

Line printer

Default tape

DO

Line printer

Terminal

Line printer

PO

Card punch

None

Card punch

BO

Card punch

None

Card punch

LI

Card reader

None

Operator's
console

51

Card reader

Terminal

Operator's
console

BI

Card reader

None

Operator's
console

SL

Line printer

Terminal

Line printer

OC

9-track magnetic tape 9T

None

SO

Card punch

None

Card punch

CI

Card reader

None

Operator's
console

CO

Card punch

None

Card punch

AL

Card punch

None

MT

-

NO,ME

Table A-3. On-Line Assignment of Operational Labels

-

Device

Oplabel

User's terminal

C, OC, LO, LL, DO, 51, Sl, EI,
UC,ME,CR

Card punch

CP

Line printer

LP

Card punch
9-track magnetic tape 9T

EI

Card reader

Terminal

Operator's
console

EO

Card punch

None

Card punch

UC

Operator's
console

Terminal

Operator's
console

7-track magnetic tape

7T

Defau It tape

MT

None

NO, PO, BO, LI, BI, SO, CI,
CO, AL, EO, PR, PP

-
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APPENDIX B. PHYSICAL DEVICE NAMES
A physical device name is indicated by yyndd.
where
yy

Table B-2.
lOP Letter (n)

Unit Address

A

0

B

1

C

2

D

3

E

4

F

5

G

6

H

7

specifies the type of device (see Table B-1).

n

specifies the channel letter (see Table B-2).

dd

specifies the device number (see Table B-3),
in hexadecima I.

Table B-1.

Standard

I/o

Device Type Codes

yy

Device Type

7T

7-track magnetic tape

9T

9-track magneti c tape

Table B-3.

CP

Card punch

CR

Card reader

TY

Typewriter

LP

Line printer

DP

Disk pack

DC

Magnet; c disk

lOP Designation Codes

Device Designation Codes

Hexadecima I
Code (dd)

Device
Designation

00 $ dd .$ 7F

Refers to a device number
(00 through 7F).

80.$ dd $ FF

Refers to a device controller
number (8 through F followed
by a device number 9
through F).
Xerox 560 Cluster/Unit Matrix

Table B-4.

CLUSTER #
0
ME

CP-V terminal

RB

Remote processing data set
controller

MC
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Message mode communi cations
equipment
(Maintenance console) remote
assist terminal

3

4

5

6

7

H

N

T

Z

5

*

0

U

0

6

*

A

B

UNIT # 1

$

C

2

#

D

J

P

V

1

7

*

3

(oJ

E

K

Q

W

2

8

*

F

L

R

X

3

9

*

0

4
MO

2

5

*

G

M

S

Y

4

LJ

*

6

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

7

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

* Reserved.
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,Assembly Program, 7
auto-call processor, x,26
automatic recovery, 22

bqckup scheduling, 122
BASIC, 8
Botch (processor), 12
batch fob, x
batch processing, 1
binary Input, x
:BLlMIT command, PASS2, 152
BREA K command,
Control, 70,72.2
,STATS, 97
BUILD command,
RATES, 52
STATS, 95

c
CCI,5
:CHAN command, PASS2, 145
charge clau, 27,x
charge rate table, 53, x
CJl~C, 13
CLEAR command, Control, 70
cluster/unit matrix, 190
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COBOL, 8
COBOL On-Line Debugger, 11
:COC command, PASS2, 155
command processors, 4
command summaries,
Control" 75,72
DRSP, 113, 110
ELLA, 91,90
RA TES, 55, 54
STATS, 101,98
Super, 42, 39
command syntax notation, ix
commands, control, (see control commands)
compute time, x
concatenation, x
conflicting reference, x
Control (processor), 56,5,23,24
Control, command summary, 75,72
Control, commands, 62
ADD, 63
BREAK, ,70,72
CLEAR, 70
CONTROL,64
CaNTRall, 64
DISPLAY n, 68
DROP, 63
END, 70,72
LIST, 63
n attribute, 69
n attribute = number, 69
name, 64name = number, 64
PARTITION, 68
PROCEED, 72
QUIT, 72
STORE, 69
TIME, 72
Control, DCB usage, 56,62
Control, error messages, 74,72
Control, partition display and definition commands, 66
Control, sample command sequence, 73,72
Control Command Interpreter, 5
CONTROL command, Control, 64
control commands, x
LIMIT, 24
control message, x
control parameter, 56, x
CONTROL I command,
Control, 64
STATS, 96
cooperative, x
CP-V operating system, ·4
CP-V services, 1
CREA TE command, Super" 25
CURRENT command, Control, 72
current IYsten:t values, 60

Index
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Note: For each entry in this index, the number of the most significant page is listed first. Any pages thereafter are listed in
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o
Data Control Block, x
DCB, x
debugging aids, (see FOP and Delta)
DE F (processor), 185
DEF, commands,
:DELETE, 185
END, 186
:IGNORE, 185
:INCLUDE, 185
:WRITE, 186
DEF, examples, 186
DEF, messages, 187, 186
DEFAULT command, Super, 29
DEFCOM, 11
:DELETE command, DEF, 185
De Ito, 10
DEVDMP, 123,6
:DEVICE command, PASS2, 145
device designation codes, 190
dev ice names, 190
Device Save/Restore processor, 123,6
device type codes, 190
device, standard default values for SYSGEN, 149
DISPLA Y command,
STATS, 96
SYSCON, 116
display items, Control and STATS, 56
DISPLA Y n command, Control, 68
DROP command,
Control, 63
STATS, 95
DRSP, 12
Dynamic Replacement of Shared Processors, 12

E
EASY, 5
Edit (processor), 11
EDMS, 13
:ELlMIT command, PASS2, 153
ELLA, 12,21
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END command,
Control, 70,72.1,72.2
OfF, 186
RA TES, 54
STA TS, 98
Super, 37
SYSCON, 118
ERR:FIL, 21
ERRFILE file, 21
error detection and recovery, 21,22
execution control processors, 10
Extended Data Management System, 13
Extended FORTRAN IV, 7
extension of output files, x
externa I reference, x

F
FAST command, Super, 31
Fast Save processor, 122,6
:FAUTH command, PASS2, 163
FOP, 10
:FECP command, PASS2, 158
FILE command, STATS, 96
file maintenance processors, 122,21
DEVDMP, 123,6
exceptional procedures, 118
FILL, 122,5
Fix, 122,6
FRES, 122,6
FSAVE, 122,6
GAC, 123;6, 124
recommended usage, 123
File Restore processor, 122,6
FILL (processor), 122,5
Fix (processor), 122,6
FLAG, 8
FORTRAN, 7
FORTRAN Debug Package, 10
FORTRAN libraries, 15
FORTRAN Load and Go, 8
FPT, x
FRES, 122,6
:FRGD command, PASS2, 163
FSAVE, 122,6
functIon parameter table, x
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1

Ii

G~C, 123,6, 124
General Purpose Discrete Simulator, 13
GENMD processor, 10
ghOst job, x
:G LIMIT command, PASS2, 152
gl9bal symbol, x
GO file, x
GPDS, 13
Granule Accounting Cleanup processor, 123,6,la4
grQnule, x

H!
ha~ler

entry points, 146

:H~NDLERS2 command, PASS2, 164

HELP command,
STATS, 95
Summary, 102

lid

scheduUng, 19
:IGNORE command, DEF, 185
:IMC command, PASS2, 153
:'N~LUDE command, DEF, 185
int~roctJon time, x
:INTLB command, PASS2, 163
lOp! de.lgnation code., 190

J
JIT,:x

lob

resource attrIbute., 67

job .t.p, x

K
key, x
key-in, )(
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lobel, 6
language processors, 7, x
:LDEV command, PASS2, 150
libraries,
FORTRAN, 15
system, xiii
library load module, x
LIMIT control command, 24
limit management, 23
link (processor), 10
Ii nk i ng loader, x
LIST command,
Control, 63
STATS, 95
Summary, 102
Super, 29
SYSCON, 118
load (processor), 10
lood mop, xi
load module, xi
LOCCT (processor), 180
examples, 180. 1
messages, 181, 180. 1
log-on controls, 25
logical device, xl
logical device stream, 150, xi
LOGON/LOGOFF,4
LYNX (proceuor), 9

I

M
M:DPART, 119
M:DRET, 119
Manage, 14
master system tape, 143
memory layout, 20
memory management, 16
messages,
Control, 74, 72
DEF, 187, 186
LOCCT, 181, 180. 1
PASS2, 167, 165
PASS3, 183
RATES, 55, 54
STATS, 99, 98
Summary, 112
Super, 39
SYSCON, '119
Meta-Symbol, 7
MODIFY command, Super, 29
MOD NUM command, SYSCON, 1~ 7
:MON command, PASS2, 1156.1
m,onitQr, 14, xo
monitOr routine., 14
MOS Command, Control, 72

I

I

I
Index
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multi-batch partition attributes, 61
Multi-Batch Scheduler, 66

N
n attribute command, Control, 69
n attribute number command, Control, 69
name , user, 25
name command, Control, 64
name number command, Control, 64

o
object language, xi
object module, xi
:OLlMIT command, PASS2, 152
on-I ine job, xi
on-line peripheral diagnostic facilities, 21
M:DPART, 119
M:DRET, 119
ON LIS T processor, 6
operational label, 189,xi,150
:OPlBlT command, PASS2, 150
overlay loader, xi
overlay program, xii

p
P command, Super, 31
:PART command, PASS2, 162
partition attributes, 61
PARTITION command,
Control, 68
SYSCON, 116
partitioning resources, 115,6
partitions, 66
PASS2, 144,23,24, 140
PASS2, commands, 140, 144
:BLlMIT, 152
:CHAN, 145
:COC, 155
:DEVICE, 145
:ELlMIT, 153
:FAUTH, 163
:FECP, 158
:FRGD, 163
:GLIMIT, 152
:HANDlERS2, 164
:IMC, 153
:INTlB, 163
:lDEV, 150
:MON, 156
:OLlMIT, 152
:OPlBlT, 150
:PART, 162
:RES, 151
:SCPU, 165
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:SDEVIC E, 149
:SPROCS, 160
PASS2, control command sequence, 165
PASS2, load modules and fi les, 165
PASS2, messages, 168, 165
PASS2, overlay structure, 165
PASS3, 181
examp les, 182
messages, 183
password, 26
PCl, 11, 144
performance control, 56
performance measurements, 56
Peripheral Conversion language, 11, 144
physical device, xi
Physical Page Stealer, 6
PPS, 6
PRINT command,
RATES, 54
procedures,
M:DPART, 119
M:DRET, 119
PROCEED command,
Control, 72. 1
STATS, 97
processor management, 20
processors, 12
auto-call, x, 26
command, 4
execution control, 10
language, 7
service, 11
system management, 5
user, 14 .
:PROCS file, 25
program product, xi
prompt character, xi
protective mode, xi
public library, xi

Q
QUIT command, Control, 72.1

R
:RA TE file, 47, 53
RA TES, 47, 5
RATES, command summary, 55, 54
RA TES, commands, 52
BUilD, 52
END, 54
PRINT, 54
RA TES, error messages, 55, 54
:RBlOG file, 25
RCE command, Control, 72.1
real-time processing, 2
recovery, 21,22
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numerical sequence.
reentrant, xi
relative allocation, xi
relocatable object module (ROM), xi
Remote Assist Station, 22
remote diagnostic assistance, 21
remote processing, 30,2, xi
establishing at SYSGEN, 147
REMOVE command, Super, 30
:RES command, PASS2, 151
resident program, xi
resource attributes, 67
resource management, 23
response time, xi
restoring files, 123
RETURN command, SYSCON, 117
returning resources, 117
ROM, xi
RPG, 9

s
sav ing fi les, 123
scheduler, xi
scheduler inputs, 16
scheduler operation, 18
scheduler output, 17
schedu ler status queues, 18
scheduling, 66, 16
:SCPU command, PASS2, 165
:SDEVICE command, PASS2, 149
secondary storage, xi
semi-protective mode, xi
service processors, 11
services, system, 28
session time, xii
SETPROC command, STATS, 97
shared processor, xii
shared processors, standard, 162
I; Show processor, 12
siding, xii
Simulation Language, 9
SL-l, 9
Sort/Merge, 12
source language, xii
special shared processor, xii
specific allocation, xii
:SPROCS command, PASS2, 160
SR 1, SR2, SR3 and SR4 (see system register)
static core module, xii
STATS, 77,6,56
STATS, command summary, 101,98
STATS, commands,
ADD, 95
BREAK, 97
BUILD, 95
comments in, 95
CONTROLl, 96
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DISPLAY, 96
DROP, 95
END, 98
FILE, 96
HELP, 95
LIST, 95
PROCEED, 97
SETPROC, 97
TIME I' 97
STATS, DCB usage, 77
STATS, displays,
BATCH, 86
CPU, 85
EVNT, 92
I/O, 87
ON-LINE, 86
PARAM, 82
PROC, 91
QUEUE, 89
RAHD, 93
RESOURCE, 94
SCPU, 94
SUMMARY, 83
SWAP, 91
SYSTEM, 90
TASK I• 88
USERS, 87
STATS, error messages, 99,98
STATS, flags, n,78
STATS, k.ey concepts, 78
STATS, r,eport format control, 78
STA TS, sample sessions, 98
status queues, 18
STORE. c()mmand, Control, 69
stream-id, 150, xii
Summary (processor), 102,6,56
Summary, chronological summaries, 105
Summary, commands,
HELP, 102
LIST, 102
Summary, correlation analysis, 108
Summary, DCB usage,. 103
Summary, error messa:ges, 112
Summary, interaction with, 105
Summary, interactive questions and statements, 112
Summary, sample sessions, 111
Summary, sort fi Iter specification, 107
Summary, sorted averages, 108
Summary, sorted summaries, 107
Summary, tasks performed, 105
Super (processor), 25,5,23
Super, batch operation, 37
Super, command summary, 42,39
Super, commands,
CREA TE, 25
DEFAULT, 29
END, 37
FAST, 31
L1ST,.29

Index
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MODIFY, 29

P, 31
REMOVE, 30
WORKSTA nON, 31
x, 37
Super, error messages, 39
Super, ghost operation, 39
swap hardware organization, 20
swap-in, swap-out queues, 19
symbiont, xii
Symbol Control Processor, 11
symbolic input, xii
symbolic name, xii
SYMCON, 11
:SYS account, 125
SYSCON (processor), 115,6
SYSCON, commands, 115
DISPLAY, 116
END, 118
LIST, 118
MODNUM, 117
PARTITION, 116
RETURN, 117
SYSCON, messages, 119
SYSCON, procedures,
M:DPART, 119
M:DRET, 119
SYSCON, sample session, 118
SYSGEN, 140,xii, 11,23,24 (see DEF processor,
lOCCT, PASS2, and PASS3)
command formats, 144
examples, 188
on-line, 188
overview, 142
PCl, 144
target system parameters, 141
system integrity, 20
system library, xii
system management foci lities, 2
system management processors, 5
system performance control, .56
system register, xii
system services, 28
system tape format, 143

T
task control block (TCB), xii
task turnaround time, xit
TCB (see task control block), xii
TEL, 5
Terminal Executive Language, 5
terminal interaction concepts, 78
THRESHOLD command, Control, 72
TIME command,
Control, 72.2
STATS, 97
time-sharing, 1

196
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transaction processing, 2, 14
tuning a system, 56,xii

u
unsatisfied reference, xii
use accounting, 46
use distribution, xii
use group, xii
use item, xii
user processors, 14
user response time, xii
user status queues, 18
:USERS fi Ie, 25

v
VOLINIT, 6

w
workstation, defining, 31
WORKSTATION command, Super, 31
:WRITE command, DEF, 186

x
X command, Su per, 37
Xerox .560 cluster/unit matrix, 190
Xerox 560 Remote Assist Station, 21

,
yyndd, 192
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